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•' P'R E‘ F ACE’ ,

■ The Gita Is one of- the-holy scriptures taking 

rank vrith the Vedas-‘and ithe Brahma .Sutras, as 

authoritative for spiritual. Knowledge..'Like the-'Bible,

-and the Kurana,- it has acquired, reputation of .being
*" > ' • /

world-famous book for the aspirants of. spiritual- life. ,
cIts. popularity 4s acounted. by the' fact -that-it'has’ been
A - .

translated into various"languages of the World. Almosg • 

all the Acaryas 'who have propounded the doctrines of 

. the particular school of Philosophy'of their own, have 

not only derived inspiration from"this work, but have 

also enhanced its'‘value by writing independent - 

commentaries on it;- Saftikaracarya, Ramanujacarya, 

Madhvacarya, Nimbarka.carya, Nilkantha, Vedahta-desika, 

Sridhara, Madhusudan Sa-r&swati have contributed’to the 

appreciation of‘the Bhagavad-Gita 'by- ‘their commentaries 

on it in‘Sanskrit.'-Also-many individual, attempts have 

been made independently for the right interpretation of’ 

the .Gita .by well -known Scholars’-like Jrianes vara, Lokamanya 

B.G. Tilak, Maharshi Ar.vinda Babu,;Mahatma Gandhiji,

’Mrs . ’Annie-Beeant, .‘Shri; K.M.Munshi, Dr.- Bhandarkar,. ’

Dr.- Belvelkara'-, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan,' Shri H.V.Divatia,
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Dr. Ranade, Prof. D.D.Vadekar arid Dr. Mody etc. The 
work has also received attention of the European 
Scholars like Garbe, Edgerton, Rill, Weber, Olde.nberg, 
Schradder and.O'Eto and some others .-These:Scholars 
have interpreted Gita.from their particular p6ints of- 
view. •

Suddhadvaita' School of Vallabhacarya has also
attempted -interpretation of the Gita - by Yallabha in
his work on ’Tattva Dipa Nibandha’ and by his followers
in the two commentaries.' ’Tattva Dipika1 and ’Amrta

*

Tarangini’ supporting the doctrine of the Pusti-Maryada 
Bhakti - a blend of devotion of the type of Love and 
the nine-fold.devotion or a mixture of the devotion which is 
a means'and also an end. This in my opinion is a new 
interpretation of the Bhakti doctrine, Samkara discovers 
Knowledge,-Ramanuja Work' and Knowledge, Madva- devotion of 
the type of Love. Tilakjtfork, and Gandhi, Non-attachment 
ideas of the Gita., but"the S/Ad. School believes that the
main.teaching of the-Gita is Union with God through Pusti-

« *

Maryada‘Bhakti.-, My aim in. this Thesis- is to explain that 
interpretation, as it has been presented in the above two
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commentaries.' In .'presenting it I have compared at some 

places,- this - in terprotation with' that of Samkara- and 

Ramanuja in- Ch.II and ¥. I have also indicated'briefly 

for comparison, the .interpretations of other writers -

Oriental and Occidental in Ch-.IV 'estimated the two
. »commentaro&es and Vallabha's Tattva Dips Mibandha on 

which my Thesis is mainly based in-Chapters ¥, ¥11 and 

¥11. I am aware -that the S * .Ad. interpretation is 

Sectarian, but that is true with the interpretations 
of ^athkara, Ramanuja, Madhva etc. It may'be defective, 

but it is. a sincere and' original interpretation.in 

Consonance with the Upanisads. The 31.ad, interpretation 

is guided by the following pre-suppositions - which are 

their guiding principles - ■

(1) That .the Gita is a work which, is intended to

indicate the way of Union with God or God- 

realisation. . , . -

(2) That it is a’Brahmaviclya - teaching oneness of

' Brahman in all seeming- diversities in the world 

•- in animate-and- inanimate beings . It ^-teaches 

the.philosophy of the Upanisads.

(3) That-men can realise, God, through devotion and 

surrender. In this sense it is the Yoga S'aTstra
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i.e. the Scripture about.Union with God. .

(4) That it declares supremacy of devotion as a
means for escaping worldly- bondage. ;• - '

I have remembered-- the above relevant-facts of the
Gita*, while explaining the S 1 .Ad. interpretation.'

* *

In Appendices A, .B and-G i’have made a brief attempt
to show parallelism of ideas .of'the Gita with the ...
Upanisads. The B.S. and Tattva Dipa Nibandha and also
a complete list of Bibliography of the books consulted
for the. materials is added at the end.-

I - take this opportunity of thanking Dr,v A .G.Javadekar, Head
Head, Department of. Philosophy, M.S. University of Baroda,
under whom I have worked for my research work for his
valuable guidance. I should express my gratitude to
Dr. Belvalkar, Dr." Bhandarkar,rDr. Ranade, Dr. P.M.Mody,
Prof. Das gup ta, Prof. G.H.Bhatt, Prin. -J.G.Shah, Shri
Nanubhai Gandhi,- Late Shri Maganlal Shastri, Late Shri
M.T.Teliwala and P.Johanns, Belmouth Yon Glassenap
etc. etc., whose works on the Gita have been of great ■
help to me in my study,of the-subject. " ' -

# ijt & j|C
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Statement regarding ''alterations made in this 

revised thesis :
(1) The divisions into parts 1,2 and .3 are dropped. 

Instead, the whole matter is divided into -

7 chapters. ...
(2) Matter marked as irrelevant is1 nmaiited.

(3) Chapters I to V. in the original thesis,-are ' 

brought under chapter I, as sections.

(4) Section (a), in Chapter I entitled 'AAND 

SCOPE OP THE THESIS' is a new addition.

(5) The original chapter dealing with the'problems 

of S*uddhadvaita Philosophy is reduced to less 

than 1/3rd of the Original size and is included 

in Chapter I, as one of the sections.

"(6) Chapter V in the original is dropped and a new

. chapter on the Philosophy of the Gita, as presented 

by 'Tattva Dipa Nibandha and Amrta Taranginf 

Commentary* newly written is substituted.

. ' (7) The whole'chapter on the Gita concepts is taken

here as Ch.VI in a revised but abridged form.

(8) Original chapters XIV and XIII are retained in a 

revised form as Ch.IIl and IV.



(9) Chapters VI and VII are new chapters.

(10) Compar^HStons and critical points and notes 

have been re-written*.
(11) Unnecessary appendices have been deleted.
(12) As far as possible repetitions of ideas have

• • •

been avoided. Where necessary, they have to be 
considered again, in a different contest of the 
chapter diversions.

(13) A new- list of abbreviations has been prepared.
(14) Section 3 in the original chapter VI, 2 in 

Chapter VII and 5 are indicated under Appendices 
and Section is omitted.

(15) Chapter XI of the - original is omitted, being

repetition. '
(16) Chapters XIV and XV are compressed into 'one 

chapter-appearing as Chapter III here.
(17) Foot-note references is not given -a separate 

treatment, as they. are indicated in the ve-ry 
chapters, where they are referred to.
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Abbreviations of the titles of Works and names 
referred to in this' Thesis(Arranged and according 
to English Alphabet#).

A.B. - Anu Bhasya« *
A. P.' - ‘Antahkarat^Prabodha
-A.T. - Amrta Tarangini"

* »

B. B. - Balbodha 
Bh. - Bhagvata

-A

B .S , - Brahma Su-tra
B.U. - Br^hadaranyaka Upanisad

* « _ •

bVv. - Bhakti Vardhini

Chh*U*-Chhandogya' Upanisad
«

I.U. - IsVvasya Upanisad -• \ 

IC. - Krsna
♦ * ft

K .U. - Kenopanis ad 
Ku. - Kathopanisad
M. U. - Mandakyopanisad
N. L. NirodhaLaksana

♦ *

N.R, - Navaratna 
P .P .M. -Pus.ti Pravah^Marvada 
S 1 .Ad. - Suddhadvaita
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. S .P, -,Seva Palam . •. -

S .M-. - Suddhadvaita i-Iartanda * 

SM. • - Siddhanta Muktavail '

S. N,- - Samyas^KIr^naya - - . .

_S ,R. SiddlianU-Raiiasya . - \ 

'S.P.B.rSatapatha Brahmana - ' 

SU. - SubodMnl

S SvetasVatara Upanissd
4 -

T, .D. - Tattva-;Dipika _. 7 ' \ \

. -Tabtva -D1 pa' Nlbanclha. • 

T;U. - .Taittlrlya Up an! sad,

V-.D .k_. -Piveka Dhai rya Js^raya

' ’!
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CHAPTER - I

INTRODUCTORY 

(A) AIM AND THE SCOPE OF THE THESISi

It is conventional generally for a thesis-writer to- 

explain at the start, the aim of the thesis. As the-title
of this thesis is the "JuDDHADVAlTA INTERPRETATION OP THE

• •

BHAGAYAD - GITA", its djim is restricted to the Gita text, 

as interpreted by the Suddhadvaita School of Yallabha, who 

flourished in the Fifteenth Century. To the Hindus Ip the 

Bhagavad-G"ita is one of the greatest scriptures regarded 

as equal in authority with the UPANISADS. It has enjoyed 

wide popularity. Not only the Hindu Acaryas, but even the 

scholars and the Savantsboth Oriental and Occidental 

have written commentaries on it, of course, from their 

own points of view. Although, the work is in Sanskrit, it 

has been translated in many languages of the world. The 
Hindu Acaryas like S^a&kara, Ramanuja, Madhva, Vallabha,

i
Nilakantha, Sridhara, etc. have explained the teaching . 

of the Giifain th&ir respective commentaries. Jnane^vara, 

and present day writers like Aurobindo, Tilak, Late 

Dr. Bhandarkara, Dr. Ranade, Dr. Belvalkar, Mahatma Gandhi, 

Vinoba-Bhave, K.M.Munshi, H.V.Divatia, Prof. Yadekar^,

Dr. P.M.Modl and Satava&ekarpi and several others have 

written very brilliant and scholarly expositions of the
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Gifa teaching. The aim of.the writer of this thesis is to 
present' the .SuddhacLyaita Interpretation of the VA.LLABHA 
School, just as Samkara derives Kevaladvaita, Ramanuja 
Vi^isthadvaita, ,Madhva.,Dvaita from the Gita, and interpret 
it to suit?- their own Philosophies ,• so Vallabha and his 
successors, writers on the Gita derive'from it the support 
for sliddha’dvaita. The s6.ddhadvaita Philosophy or the 

Philosophy of Pure non-dualism owes its origin to Vallabha. ° 

According to him, it is based upon the Upanisads, the Gita*,' 
the Brahmas"utras and the Bhagavata. It was a new one, since ^ 
it was not explained by>any other. Acarya before him. Vallabha 
and subsequent writers who have written on the GitS claim 
that the Gita is a work like the Upanisad, which supports 
no other Philosophy except the f/.Ad. The Vallabha School 

understands the CR.CS, not only-as a Philosophical work, 
but also as a work of religion i.e. the religion as 
understood and propounded by the PUSTI-MARGA. In other 
words, the whole work is a blend of Philosophy and religion. 
Philosophy and Religion are- so fused together that one 
cannot' be separated from the other in the Gi€a. The work on 
the whole is a ReligionPhilosophical work. The term 
S^uddliadvaita in this thesis is used very generally 

inclusive of the sense of the Philosophy and Religion of 
the Vallabha School. In other words, according to Vallabha
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_ » tthe Gita lends support to the S.Ad. Philosophy i.e. the 

Philosophy of, pure non-dualism and devotion principle as a 
chief means of God realisation. The fundamental principles 
of the Gita are enunciated in a separate chapter. The writers
of this school hold that the metaphysical concepts like the

« «

nature of .supreme reality, the Aks'ara Brahman, the souls, 
the world and their relation to one another, etc. as taught 
by the Glfa, are the same as those taught by the £{Ad. School. 
Hence, this school puts the claim-that the GitsTis a work 
of the S^Ad. Philosophy. As for its religious teaching, the 

school asserts that it is a work having Devotion as a 
central teaching, but even here the school emphatically, 
claims that the Devotion (BHAKTI) element of the Gita is 
of.the PUSTI- MARYAHA kind - neither purely Pusti i.e.
Love devotion, nor of limited kind i.e. of the nine-fold 
nature which is a means to God realisation, but a mixture 
of the two. The distinction between Pusti and MarySda Bhakti 
will be explained later on.

This School believes that the Gita propounds that-God 
is both, non-qualified as Aksara and qualified as Krsna 1 
or Purusjfottama in His ^oy-form, Purusottama is .Supreme

4. *

Reality and the Souls are His' consciousness parts-Aiilsfas.
The embodied souls can be free from the- worldly bondage 
and attain their divinity by the Grace of God, through

devotion and self—suvronriAT*-
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The aim of the thesis is to elucidate the above 
position critically. It will examine- this claim in the 
light of the evidence based upon the writings of the Vallabha 
School. The writer will endeavour to corroborate- the position
of the Vallabha School by the internal evidence of the Gita

• •

text. The writer will also briefly examine the views of other 
writers on the Gita teaching. He will also point out where 
the S'Ad. Interpretation is not faithfull to the Gitaj on the 
whole, the aim is the appreciation or estimate of the S'Ad. 
Interpretation. The writer discusses how far there is agree
ment between the Gita text and the S’Ad. Interpretation. It 
Is not the a'im to say that S'Ad. Interpretation is wrong 
and baseless, but rather to support its claim and examine it 
both, by Internal Evidence eu.lled from the Gita text and 
External Evidence gathered from Vallabha's works, such as 
his 'TATTVA-DIPA-NIBANDHA, Sixteen works, ANU-BHASYA, and 
SUBODHINI Commentary etc. Since the subject of the thesis 
concerns a particular system of Indian Philosophy, the 
method applied here is the Indian method i.e. the method 
based upon the writings of the School. The Vallabha School 
bases its Philosophical theories principally on the S'ruti 
passages whether logically they are right or wrong, it is 
not the concern of that school. It trusts the S'rutis and 
accepts their teaching literally even-though there may be 
at times contradiction. The Gita in the opinion ofVallabha
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teaches the same truths of the S'rutis, of course in a 
new way. -

-Vallabha School claims that' it interprets that Gita 
in conformity with the S-'rutis. How far that claim is 
acceptable, it is for the-readers to judge, but the
writer’s attitude in-this thesis as far as-possible is

*

restricted to the elucidation and which may indicate at a 
way of its appreciation by the scholars.

The Gita is an attempt to reply Arjuna's question 
about his DHARMA in fei.II and which put briefly is 

tantamount to this, "Your DHARMA is surrender to God in 
all your dealings.of life, performing your duties, assigned 
to you with faith in Him, coupled with knowledge of God and 
full devotion to Him. The S’Ad. School does not hold that 
MOKSA or Disinterested action or Discipline of Mind or YOGA 
or Service of Humanity as supposed by others is DHARMA. 
According to that school, a man’s DHARMA must have refere
nce to God, whether it is social or of any other kind and 
this DHARMA must be performed as an offering to God, with 
full knowledge and devotion to God. In other words S'Ad.

i

derives from the Gita the teaching of the 'absolute self
surrender' through devotion called SARVATMABHAYA or PRAPATTI 
No doubt that S'Ad. School, like the schools of ^amkara and 

Ramanuja, is sectarian. Sectarian it is, but on that 
account it must not® be underrated, if it puts its case
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in an honest manner. The S'Ad. view may differ from the 
views of'other schools or .thinkers, yet it should be 
permitted to have its say frankly. In one. way all . 
Philosophies are partial and sectarian. Still they have 
to be credited and not rejected. In short, the writer's ?
aim In first,place is to explain.the S'Ad. Interpretation

• «

of the Gita with reference to important passages of the
Gita” in the light of the two commentaries - TATTVADIPIKA and
AMRTATARANGINI - then to elucidate' them from the stand-

•> ’ "

;point of Yallabha and to compare the S'Ad. views on the Gita
with those of other x«*iters. The writer will also attempt
brief comparison with the interpretation of the same by
other writers. He will endeavour to corroborate the S'Ad.
Interpretation in favour of PUSTI MARYADA BHAKTI, by
evidence from theGfta text. He will evaluate the S'Ad.
interpretation by T.D. and A.T. and of Vallabha, pointing
their inconsistencies*, If there are any.

The conclusion of the S'Ad. School is that the
Central teaching of the GJ’ta is Union with God, through
devotion named PUSTI-MARYADA-BHAKTI. Yallabha has classi-

•**> «

fiedthe souls in his 'PUSTI-PRAVAHA-MARYSda work princi-
v *

pally into-three broad divisions of PRAVAHA- worldly or 
materialistic, MARYADA - Spiritual souls, and PUSTI- the 
devotional souls. This last class of the souls has also 
four sub-divisions. The following table makes these
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divisions of the souls clear.

S ,OULS
?

.......... f------

pravXha
- Worldly souls 
seeking worldly 
happiness.

MARYADA
-The aim is Moksa, which is merging into’BRAHMAN, 
through knowledge and 
the desire less' work.

•

PUSTI- The aim is 
Union with God 
through 
devotion.

« « * •* • • •• * S ft
PUg^I -PRAYAHA PUSTI -MARYADA PUSTI-PUSTI SUDDHA-PUSTI- devotion and - devotion plus -’Pure love - Higher type ^ 
work. desire less work and" devotion, of pure love

and knowledge. and devotion.
The Pusti devotion is illustrated by the example of

the cowherdess of Gokula, who renounced all worldly pleasures

and even the Yedic Prescriptions or Sanctions of conduct for
the love of God. Arjuna does not belong to that category.

He Is at the lower rung i.e. on the Second step of the
devotional staircase. Hence, Ito his case, the teaching of
the Gita is not pure teaching of love and devotion, but of

the mixed kind, which is a blend of S'astric work and

knowledge as aids to devotion* This is known by Vallabha as
PUSTI-MARYAUA-BHAKTI. The central teaching of the Gita as

O*

understood by the Vallabha School is the PUSTI-MARYADA-BHAKTI 
as a means of Union with God. the claim of the Gita as a 
Yoga-S’astra-is justified only by taking*: the word ‘Yoga* 

in the sense of Union with God, according to the Vallabha 
School. The devotion of Pusti-Maryada kind is the
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'S vadharmaf preached by Krsna to Arjuna. It means that he

* *

has to do all his duties, as a householder and a man of
the -warrior class by fixing his mind on God, regarding his
duties as God's. The Gita is intended for aspirants of
spiritual life. It shows them way how to be free from the
worldly bondage and get united with God. Arjuna being a
devotee of Pusti-Maryada Kind, the devotion of Pusti - * * -
(God's grace) plus Maryada (knowledge of the scriptures) 
is taught to him, -the soul is subjected-to sufferings by 1 
its attachment to worldly objects. The Gita teaches the 
way of being free from the worldly bondage and re-establi
shment of the,Soul's Union, xdlth God. There are different 
ways suggested according to different types of the souls. 
But Arjuna being a Bhak’ta, he is principally taught the way 
of PUSTI-MARYADA-BHAKTI. No doubt, Madhva and several other 
Acaryas have.also interpreted the Gita teaching in the 
light of Bhakti, (devotion) without specification of its 
nature but the speciality of the S'uddhldvaita interpreta
tion is that, it discovers from the Gita,, a 'new kind of 
devotion called PUSTI-MARYADA-BHAKTI, which was unknown to 
others before Vallabha discovered it. In this way, it is 

- a-new interpretation’adding, new knowledge to the Gita 1 
interpretation. The writer of this thesis does not mean
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to imply that it will be acceptable to others. Of 

course, it has also some drawbacks, but it is an honest 

effort deserving credit, like the interpretations of 
S'amkara, Ramanuja, Madhva etc.

(8) THE PLACE OF THE BHAGAVAD - GITA IN THE .S tUDDHADVAITA SYSTEM i VALLA.BHA AND THE PRAMANAS!
Every school of Indian Philosophy accepts some 

Pramanas (proofs) of knowledge for understanding Reality. 

The Miraamsakas accept the Pratnanas viz., Perception, 
Inference, word testimony, - Analogy and presumption or 
peculation and Non-apprehension. The Nyaya-Vaisesika 
Schools accept only first four. Badarayana accepts only 
the word testimony. To Saftkara the Pramanas worthy of 

acceptance are the Srutis Reason and Intuition but he 
warns against accepting the slmtis blindly. In case of a 

doubt arising about the meaning of the Sruti - passages, 
%he resorts to pure reason or intuition. Ramanuja accepts 
three pramanas - Perception, Inference and Word-Testimony.

Vallabha accepts only Word-Testimony (Sabda Pramana) 
meaning the s/astras as authority in the matter of the 

knowledge of God. God cannot be comprehended by perception 
through senses or by reason, but only with the aid of the 
divine words of the scriptures, slmkara and Ramanuja also 

accept the scriptures as authority, but they accept
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gene rally three scriptures viz., the Vedas, the Gita 
and the Brahmasutras of Badarayana - Commonly known as 
'Prasthanatrayr’' hut Vallabha adds the Bhagavata and 

attaches supreme importance to it. Thus, Vallabha adopts 
four scriptures, collectively known as 'Pr*asthanacatustayi1. 
6f these four scriptures, the Vedas are first in order 
and the Gita Second, the Brahmasutra third and the 
Bhagavata fourth, but the last one is of highest \

importance. Thus, according to-Vallabha there are degrees 
of importance of the scriptures in comprehending the 
Philosophical truths. The Gita cari be relied upon more 
for the knowledge of God, in case of doubt, than the 
Vedas and the Brahmasutra, more than the Gita. The 
Bhagavata enjoys supreme position as final authority, so 11 

the place of- the Gita in the Vallabha School is lower 
than that of the Bhagavata. but higher than the Vedas. 
However, the author of the (Hta designates each chapter 
as a separate Upanisad and the. whole work as Brahmavidya 
as well as Yogasastra. Vallabha assigns to it the status 
of sfruti in his Anu Bhasya Commentary on the Brahmasutras.

4 *■

He has given a lengthy explanation in 1-2-3/6.- That 
Vallabha holds it in high esteen is clear from the fact ^ 
that, although he has not commented the Gita text - I 
Verse-by Verse like Safflkara and Ramanuja.
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written an independent work entitled 'Tattvadipanibandha1 f 

for explaining the metaphysical principles of the Gita.
He has also quoted freely verses from the Gita in support 
of his statements in his commentary called the 'Subodhini' 
on the Bhagavata and also in Anubhasya on the Brahmasutras* 

There, is a story current in the Vallabha School that once, 
a long controversy raged at Jagannatha between the Maya- 1 

vadins and the Brahmavadins about the authenticity of BHAKTI- 
doctrine, which was decided by God- Jagannatha.giving His 
decision- that BHAKTI is Supreme doctrine for God- 

realisation and that it is taught in the Gita. The Vedas 
are believed as ’the breath of God’, the Gita 'the speech 

of God' and the .Bhtgavata, as the very form Svarupa of 
God'. The Vedas are useful for,work (rituals) and 

knowledge, the Gita for devotion in general and the 

Bhagavata for the specific devotion, knoiai as PUSTI- 
BHAKTI, which secures;grace of God through love-devotion.
This .means that the attitude of the Vallabha School 
towards the Gita is as the scripture next in importance 
to the Bhagavata. *

This means that our knowledge of God, the wor^d and 
the souls and their mutual relation as.well as about the 
means of devotion should be supplemented by their
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kncw ledge from the Bhagavata. The knowledge of the Gita 
is of preliminary'stage, which will help a great deal 

to the devotee whose goal is Union with God. The Gita no \ 
■doubt describes the nature of Brahman and refers to the 
two concepts of Reality one as Aksara, and the other as 
Purusottama, but it does not describe the Anandmaya or

A

Rasa form of God - the joy -form or Love form. This one 
known from the Bhagavata. The Gita regarded from this 
point of view, is intended for the aspirants of spiritual 
life - of course it does no doubt point to the goal of 
Union with God through devotion and self-surrender; the 
Bhagavata being meant only for those superior souls, who 
want not only to escape from worldly bondage, but 
participate in the joy of God in the state of Union, 
through God’s grace and the devotee's selfless love for 
God. .
(C) MATERIALS AVAILABLE ON THE BHAGAVADX-GITA FOR THE 

oUDDHADVAITA INTERPRETATION:
The undermentioned are the principal materials 

available for the study of the ^uddMTdvaita Interpreta

tion on the Gita.
1. “TATTVADIPANIBANDHA11 (Part I-Sastrartha Prakarana -

by Vallabha.)
In this work he has explained the metaphysical 

principles of the Gita independently. The original work
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is in the form of the Karikas (Verse-form), hut Vallabha 
himself has written a commentary called the ’Prakasa' on 
the Karika portion. Purusottamji, his descendent has also 
written a learned"commentary "called ’Avaranabhanga' on the 
’Karikas ' and the ’Prakasa*. There are also .two other 
commentaries available on this work, one from Pt.Lalubhatta 
called ’Yo.iaria’ and another from Pt.Gattulala called ’Sat- 
Snehabhajana*. Vallabha has not explained the Gita text 
verse-wise but, he has selected chief metaphysical ideas, 
viz. the nature of'Reality, the world and the souls, as the 
Maya etc. as expressed in the Gita - and has - explained them 
as he understood them. It is an attempt to. establish that 
the S'Ad. philosophy receives support even from the Gita 
as from "the Upanisad. This is in Sanskrit. .

40 ....

2. GITARTHA-VIVARANA: •
This is a short work -in Sanskrit by Vitthalesaji, the

**» *

son of-Vallabha. It is .'in the form of a commentary on the 
Gita text. It would have been a.very wonderful work on the 
Gita* had it been completed, but unfortunately, it ended with 
the First Chapteri,The same writer also.attempted another 
commentary entitled 'Gitatatparya’, which promised to be a 
commendable performance .had It not been incomplete.
3. TATTSFA-DIPIKA: /
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3. TATTVA-PIPIKA: \

This is a complete commentary on the Gita by one 

Vallabha, a deseendent of Vallabha.carya. It is in 

Sanskrit. It' explains each verse, bringing out its meaning, 

with reference to the context. Its aim is to. discover the 

principle of Suddhadvaita Philosophy and the element of

devotion.- The passages of the Upanisad and the writings of
%

Vallabha are quoted freely in support of the author's 

explanation. This work was published long age by~Late 
Prof. M.G.S^astri, a distinguished Scholar of the S'Ad. 

School. The same work is also included in the work on the 

Gita published by the Gujarati Press - Bombay. It is com

plete. The method of interpretation adopted by it is the 

Pramana method.
4. 'AMRYtATARANOINT*:

♦ *

This is also a complete commentary on the Gita 

written in Sanskrit, but the. approach of its writer is from 

the Prameya point of view. The name of the author is not 

definitely ascertained, although it is attributed to 

PurusottamajT by the compiler of the Gita Volume, published 

by the Gujarati Press, Bombay. The authorship of Purusotta- 

mji cannot be established by the tests of language and 

- style. There are some scholars in the Vallabha School, who
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are of opinion thatit is the work of one Vrajaraya, 
a descendent of Vallabha. So far as this thesis is 
concerned, the question of the authorship of this 
commentary is not important. The work as its name signi
fies is really "the river of nectar'1., and that of 
'TATTVA-DIPIKA is the lamp on the Reality*. The titles of 
these two commentaries explain the differences in their 
approach to the Gita. Although both belong to the S'Ad. 
School. T.D. is more concerned with the Philosophical 
aspect of S'Ad. and A.T. with its religious aspects.
5. INTRODUCTION TO AMR^ TATAR AN G-INI*: .

• b

This is a work written by Purusottamaji. It is like 
a short note, discussing the central teaching of the Gita*. 
The writer criticises the views of s/amkara, Ramanuja and 

Madhva and asserts that the-view of the S'Ad. School in 
favour of Bhakti as a central teaching is correct.
6. NYASADESAVI VARAN A i

This work was written by Vitthalesa. It is. a small
* • *

work being a commentary on one S'loka by VedShtadedika, 
which mention's the conditions for the doctrine of 
NySsa-surrender to God, taught to Arjuna by Krsna in 
XV-66. In this, Vitthalesa refers to two kinds of f

• surrender-one for the devotees of Pusti-Maryada-Marga 
and the other for the devotees of Pusti-MSrga, and says
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that Arjuna being a devotee of Pust^-Maryada kind, the 
surrender of that Pusti-Mary'S.da kind only is recommended

m k>

to him in the Gita. The Pusti souls are higher than the
• *

Maryada souls. Their surrender is illustrated by the 
example of the milk-maids ofGokul, who renounced all kinds 
of worldly loves for God's love. Purusottamaji has written a 
commentary- on this work which is learned and scholarly 
treatise. •
7. RASIKA RANJANI - by Kalyana Bhatt:

This-is a very big commentary in Sanskrit in verse 
form. It .is really very wonderful work.. It exists in the 
manuscript'form. The portion of this commentary only on 
chapters I & II has been published, in the 'ANUGRAHA' 
Magazine, of the Vallabha School. Several chapters of this 
-work have- also been rendered into poetry form in Gujarati 
language'recently by £>fi Gordhandas Sunderlal, Solicitor 
of Bombay. ••
8. Prof. M.G.Sastri's Lecture's on the Bhagavad-Glta.
These lectures are Very useful in understanding the teach
ing of the Gita. These lectures are devoted to .the compari
son between, the views of'f/amkara and Vallabha on the Gita.

He thinks that Samkara's interpretation of the Gita is not 
faithful to the Gita as Vallabha's interpretation.
9. Prof. G.H.Bhatt -/In his article read’before the Indian 
Philosophical Conference, has noted almost all the materials
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available for the study of the Gita. It serves as a good 
guide to the research students, interested in the study 
of the Gita.
10. S;ri Nanalal Gandhi's ’The Bhagavad Gfta in Gujarati 

explains .the gist of the Git's, in accordance with T.D.
11. PROF. J.G. Shah's work "The message of the Bhagavad- 
Gita" in Gujarati language is also a recent attempt to 
explain the Gita" from Vallahha's point of view in a
nut-she11.
12. S*ri Chimanlal Sastri of Surat, Sri K.K .Sastri of

Ahmedabad and Late Mulchand Sastri of Broach have published
the translation of the Gita with explanatory notes in
Gujarati language. They also deserve mention here.
(D) THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE S'UDDHADVAITA 

PHILOSOPHY AS A. BACKGROUND TO THE THESIS!
Just as Samkara's philosophy is known as Kevaladvaita,

Ramanuja's as Vi^isthadvalta, Madhsra's as Dvaita, Bhaskara ar
m. ¥

and Niifabarka's as -Dvaitadvaita, so Vallabha's is known as 
S'uddhadvaita which teaches the doctrine of pure non-, 
dualism. It teaches that the ultimate Reality is one and 
is expressed in the forms of 'Matter and Life’ - (the 
world and the, souls). These forms are the manifestation of 
God. They are emanations from God and as such are real 
like God. This Philosophy is based upon the Vedas, the 
Upanisads, the Gita", the Brahma Sutras and the Bhagavata.
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Vallabha has explained it, in his writings, - Anu-Bhasya, 
Tattva Dfp Nibandha, Patravalambana, ’Sixteen Works',
Subodhini commentary on the Bhagavata and his son Vitthalesa

* % *

also has elucidated it in his 'VidvanMandana#Purusottamji,
Yogi GopesVara, Girdharji, Pandit Gattulala, and several 1

other distinguished scholars of the VallabhS. school, have
1-

produced important works on this Philosophy.
We_shall indicate some important ideas of the S'Ad.

Philosophy here.
Explanation ofS'uddhadvaita:

The word S'uddhadvaita' is a compound of two words - 
S'uddha (Pure) and 'Advaita' - (non-dualism). The word 
means Pure Non-dualism. It means to say that all things 
having names and forms, the conscious (souls) and the 
unconscious (the world), cause and effect are manifestation 
of Brahma. They are not due to Maya. Gram-matically it is- a 
Karmadharaya compound.'S'uddha1 being an adjective and the 
'Advaita' a noun. It suggests that the Non-dualism is not 
conditional, as supposed by S*amkara due to Maya(illusion) 

nor it is a qualified opej as supposed by Ramanuja, but 
Pure, without any colour or touch of extraneous factor. It 
can be also taken as a ^enitiWfe compound. In that case, it
is to be solved as S'uddhanam Padarthanam kdvaitam. It means 
that there it is non-dualism of all the-objects which are
1. Vide Das Gupta's History of Indian Philosophy Vol.4. 

on'Vallabha.*
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pure. Not only Brahman is. purely non-dualistic, but even all

the objects like the- jar etc. are non-dualistic and pure 
2 .

Brahman. Now let us take up the fundamental principles of 

S'uddhadvaita Philosophy.

(!) NATURE-OP REALITY: 3
firahman is Supreme Reality. It is both qualified and

non-qualified. It is qualified in the sense‘that its

qualities are divine, and non-qualified in the sense that

it is devoid, of worldly qualities. It can be both manifest-

-and unmenifest. It assumes different forms. It is a sub-
4 - - /. ' .

stratum of Opposite qualities. It is .a material as well as

efficient cause of- the universe. It is' Sat-cit-ananda.
- ' - . • 5

It is, Omnipresent, Omniscient and Omnipotent.

(2) BRAHMAN'S TWO POWERS.:
£?rahraan possesses-' two powers of Avirbhava and Tiro- 

bhava- One of - manifestation and the- other of non-manifesta- 

-■ tion- of the things. .When Brahman wills to create the World, 

it reveals it. out by the power of manifestation and when it 

wills to withdraw it, it does- so^his power of. non-manifesta
tion. Avirbhlva-is ..defined-as Anubhava anayogyfita or as 3

-•set

the aptitude by which objects can be experienced, and 

TIrobhava as the' opposite aptitude by whiclyfche objects ,are 

not experienced. The-origin of the world and its dis-' ■ 

appearance are due to the operation of these two powers of

2. Girdharji's'S'uddhadvaita Martanda'.Verses,3-4; 27-28.
3. Tattva Dip.Nibandha Pt. 1. V.44; -
4. -do- Pt.' 1. V.71; ;
5. -do- . Pt. 1. V.65; - / .
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God. (Q^.Girdharji 's S 'uddhadvaita Martanda Vs. 14-16).
(3) KKSARA:

....... This is also a form of God. According to iamkara, this 

is the highest form, but Vallabha assigns to Aksara, a place 
lower to that of Purusottama or Supreme God. Aksara is a .

*• v
non-manifest’form of Brahman, which remains un-affected. It
is realised only be men of knowledge. It is limited in bliss.

6It is also known as 'Brhat' Metaphysically it is said to be
r

a foot- 'Pada' ot a house-dhama of Brahman. It is that form 
of God out of which 'Prakrti * and the 'Purusa' emerge. The 
three forms of Brahman, the Divine or Adhidaivika, the 
spiritual or Adhyatmika and the Physical or Sdhibhautika. 
Aksara is the Adhyatmika form of God.
(4) KRSNA AS SUPREME GOD;

"V " -----rr-"

Vallabha's God is known as ICrsna. The Gita also know.r 
God by that name. He is also called V^sudeo or Purusottama. 
The world is His 'Manifest1 form and Aksara Unmanifest form. 
He transcends them both. He is imminent in all the things 
and at the same time, transcendental. He is described as 
Rasa(Love) in the Tattiriya Upanisad. He is absolute Ananda

war- *

(Joy) in form. This does not mean that being and conscious
ness are hidden in God, they are also expressed in their

7absoluteness. He communicates His joy to the devotees.
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(5) SOULS:

They are many and they are the parts of God. Their
essence is Sat (existence) and Cit (Consciousness). They are

eternal, and immutable. Their union with the body is only
external. They are minute (anu), but when the .dtidne Inanda
manifests itself, the soul becomes all—pervading. They are 7
of two kinds: (1) The Souls in the State of the Worldly
bondage and (2) the free souls. There are also, according

9to Vallabha,- different categories of the souls- the Pusti
souls, Maryada souls and Pravaha- Souls. The Pusti souls issue
from the Divine Ananda-Kaya” (the joy body) of -God, the MaryadS

souls from the Divine Word and the Pravaha souls from the
Divine Mind. The goal of the Pusti souls is realisation of
God,that of Maryada, salvation, and that the Pravaha souls,

enjoyment of worldly pleasures, such as Power, Pelf, and fame ,

The Pusti- souls are indifferent to the scriptures and the
worldly codes, the Maryada’, take their due for conduct from

the scriptures and the worldly souls do not recognise any
8 - - -laws. They are free-willed. They never get free from worldly

bondage-. The soul is the part (Artis's) of God, representing

God's Being and Consciousness. They are many and infinite
small in-size. In the embodied state, they have lost their 
divine nature, but they can get it back through-devotion.

8. P «p.M . -9. T.D*.nI Pt. 1: 53: S.M. 10,. " -
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. 10 -God's xd.ll for His Play: The relation between the souls 
and God is that of the part and the whole. They are not 
•products* but emanations from God, like sparks from fire.
(6) THE WORLD:

In the S'uddhadvaita System, the world constitutes*
* •

Being or Existence aspect of Brahman. It conceals - 1
Consciousness and bliss of Brahman. It is known as Prapanca,
It being the manifestation from 'Existence• of God, it is 
real. It is not due to Maya (illusion) as supposed by Samkara 
nor iS it .related to Brahman, as an adjective to the 
substantive. It is God's Existence part.. It is not a product 
from God but manifestation. Its separate form as the world, 
is no doubt.a change from God, God Himself remains changeless. 
It is not the change like that of curds from milk, which 
cannot be restored to the state of milk again, but it is like 
ornaments of Gold,.which can be turned into gold again. This 
kind of modification,in the cause is called Avi-Ki^ta Parinama, 
not subject.to alteration. The essence of the cause remains 
the same even in the effect. The Sanfkhyas make Praki^ti (1 
(Nature) as a-material cause of the world,, the Yaides ikas the 
atoms. sWikaracarya explains Brahman's being a material 
cause on account of the influence of Maya (Illusion). Vallabha

10. B.S. 3-2-5. -
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agreeing with Ramanuja,-make. Brahman its material,cause 

as well as an efficient cause. In this system origin of the 

world means 'manifestation, growth, an increase in mani

festation, decay, a decrease and destruction the absence of 

manifestation. All the objects like a jar etc.#are real.

They expres^| some attribute of God.' The'creation is 

brought out by God from Himself for this pleasure or lila 7 

Vallabha differentiates the world fromSarfljgara, the former 

is God's work and eternal, the -later, the soul's work, due 

to ignorance and non-eternal.

?. MAYA:
Explaining the origin of the world, sktfikara has to 

resprt to Maya theory, Yallabha, no doubt accepts Mays', 
but rejects wholesale s'aAkara's Mayavada. Ramanuja and 

Bhaskara have also rejected it. Maya in the S'Ad. system 

is a Power of God - which Is not external to God. It is 

the power capable of achieving everything. It is like the 

inner potentiality in Man, which enables him ,to perform 

particular action. For performing some action, a man must 

possess some potentiality in him. M§y£ is that potentiality. 

It is always under the control of God. It obeys the command 

or the will of God. It is non-responsible for the unreal 

view of the world-and its objects. It is rather 'Buddhi' ^ 

for the wrong Interpretation of the x-rorid as unreal. It is
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the intellect which creates differences between God and

the objects. It apprehends the soul as distinct from God

for it does not experience itself as an 'Am^a1 of God. It

loses its God-consciousness. Consequently it forgets that

the world is by God, in God and'for God. The real nature of

the world is forgotten bpt the intellect thinks all things as
12 ^

fleeting and perishable and unreal. Maya is only an

instrument of Brahman subject to Its will.

8. WORK:(KARMAN)

It is identified with a sacrifice^ with Vedas and is 

said to be the only means, according to the Purva-Mimansa, 

for a religious, life.-The Purva-Mimansl rejects even God 

and reposes faith in Sacrificial Ceremonies. Karma is a 

Divine Law, established for the promotion of worldly - 
happiness and also for the attainment of paradisiacal 1

exaltation. Sadkara has underrated its worth, but Vallabha *\ 

recognises its utility for a Bhakta. It at least serves the 

purpose of purifying the mind, without which a devotee 

cannot advance on the path of devotion. It is like knowledge, 

the form of God.' In his T.D.R. P.a'it II, Vallabha has men

tioned various kinds of the sacrifices and discussed their 

values. In his opinion, not only the sacrifice itself does 

constitute the form of God,' but even all the auxiliaries,

required for the performance of sacrifice constitute the form 

of God.
12. Subodhini' on Bhagavata ,"5,2-5-12; 10-25-13, 10-54-15.
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The ¥edic Karmans should be performed, not for happiness 
of 'Paradise1, but for the happiness of soul - Xtmasukha. 
Vallabha classifies action principally into three groups - 
the Sattva the Rajas - and the Tamas '- each one of 
these again into, three sub-divisions, according to- the 
predominance of the quality of Prakrti. Thus, in all there 
are 9 kinds of actions with their 9 fruits-. No doubt does 1 
he- recognise the worth of Karina for a religious life and 
also for a devotional life, yet, he-does hot see much -good 
out of it. Again the ways of Karma are difficult and lengthy. 
They only lead to the goal after- aeon-long painful endeavour, 
rts fruit is not even lasting. It is useless' for the highest 1 
of goal "of union with God and participation in His Xnanda. 
Again Vallabha thought that the times ;were' not favourable 
for the performance of the Karma, due.to changes in 
circumstances and complicated ways of performing the Karma- 
stri.ctly, in. accordance with the details of the scriptures. 

Considering all these, Vallabha does not put much value, of \ 
Karma, yet "those whose minds are not pure must perform 
Karma- (Sacrifices) believing it to be the form of God. The 
claim of Karma has been asserted as equal to knowledge by 
Vallabha.. - ' • ‘ .
'9. KNOWLEDGE: "

:■ ~ is .
For a devotional life' Vallabha - considers knowledge iS* \ 

13. T.D.N. Pt.- II. 1-11; 258-264 ; 323-324. -• -
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absolutely necessary, inthe initial stage. Knowledge is a 
power or form of God. ^amkara identifies it with Brahman, 
but Yallabha takes it as a power or ana attribute or form 
aspect of God. The problem of knowledge is fully considered 
by Purus ottaraajjT - a follower of Vallabha, in his ‘Prasthana- 
ratna-kara*. He divides knowledge into three kinds - 
(1) Knowledge about God, (2) Knowledge about the Soul and
(3) Knowledge about the World.

Again, it is of three kinds - Sattva, Rajas and Tamas,
The Rajas is Savikalpa' or determinate and Sattva, Nirvikalpa 
or indeterminate pure knowledge in which there are no 
differences. The Rajas knowledge ‘consists of any of the five 
kinds (1) Contrary knowledge, (2) Doubt, (3) Determination,
(4) memory - Image and (5) Dream experiences. The determinate 
knowledge is either direct of indirect. The highest kind of 
knowledge called Sattvika, is the knowledge of God by which 
the -souls can realise Him. Such knowledge can be had only 
from the scriptures. Unless the knowledge helps the aspirant 
of spiritual life, to purify his mind and heart, and point 
out the goal of realisation of God, that knowledge is not w 
worth seeking. Knowledge is not mere knowing the scriptures.

It is a Vidya, which requires the cultivation of disgust to % 
the world, Renunciation, Mind-control, Austerity, and

devotion. Knowledge is not opposed to devotion.
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It -is rather a hand-maid of devotion. Devotion, even as
love must be accompanied by knowledge of the greatness of
God. Thus, it plays a second fiddle to devotion. It is to

14be used in the service of devotion. The goal of knowledge 
according to Vallabhitearya is not merging into *Brahman, but 

to realising God or have union with Him; which is possible ? 

only if it is under the influence of devotion.
10. DEVOTION OH BHAKTI:

Since Work and Knowledge are scriptural ways for a 

religious life their theoretic value has been admitted by 

Vallabha, but he doubts their practical value in the 
present time. Vallabha considers 'devotion1 as the reliable 

way for all in this age, .for the following reasons:
(1) Work and Knowledge are based on self-trust, 

but devotion on trust in God.
(2) It does not depend upon external means. It has its 

origin in the heart of a devotee..
(3) It needs only.love of God.
(4) It does not recognise the barriers of caste, 

creed and colour. It is for all.

. (5) Its goal is not heavenly happiness, on the Yogic % 
powers or salvation, but the enjoyment of bliss - 

- ' from Love for God.

14. T.D.N. 1, 31, 45.
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(6) It does not require the man to renounce the world, 

He may live the life of- a householder and yet he a 
true devotee Loving God. He carries all the duties 
incumbent on him, as a man of the world believing 
these duties, allotted to him, by God for the 
fulfilment of His own purpose.

(7) It is not difficult, since it does not need any 
means, except surrender to God.

(8) It can be practised at any time and at any place.
(9) It is not limited to time..No time-table is

, . _

needed, for it..
(10) It makes one fearless and free from cares and

anxieties. , : .
(11) It is unselfish. The devotee does not seek by it 

... the fulfilment .of his personal desires; He loves
God for God's sake. - -

Among the various means, for a religious life,
Vallabha assigns highest place to.devotion. But devotion, 
according to him is both a means and an end. The devotion 
whose goal is salvation is as a means, that whose goal 
in God's Love and His grace is.an end. The first one is 
of nine fold nature expressed-through physical and mental 
activities like hearing, reciting and remembering God's
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.deeds or lilas, worshipping, Tailing prostrate at his feet, 
offering salutations, servitude, friendly relation, and 
dedication of the soul to Him. The devotion which is as an 
end is pure love. It has three phases, in the course of its 
development-Love, attachment and experiencing panges of 1

ifee>
* •

separation from God. When devotion reaches the last stage,
God blesses the devotee by making him worthy of His grace

15and enjoyment of bliss in union with Him. Vallabha forms 
his idea of devotion, on the Bhakti Sutras of Narada, and 
not on sWidilya Bhakti Sutras.

12. NIRODHA:
For the control of Mirld, Vallabha does not recognise 

the discipline of Yoga of Patanjali. Instead he suggests 
'Nirodha'. He has composed a small work, giving characteristics 
of Nirodha. 'Nirodha' differs from 'Yoga1. The former is a 
positive way of mind control, where as the latter, a negative 
way in Vallabha's system. For 'Nirodha' a devotee should not 
merely withdraw his mind from the worldly - objects, but turn 
it towards God. He should think, feel and desire God, fore- 
getting the world. His senses are to cease functioning for 
the achievement of the.worldly objects, but it is not easy, 
therefore, that Vallabha suggests the practice of service to

15. T.D.N. Pt. I, 42; T.D.N .Pt.II ,212-315 and 'Bh.V' and 
also P.Johanns' Vallabha' Pages 46-47.
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God. By'service, the body, senses, the mind and the sould will 
be engaged in doing, and thinking and feeling for God. Vallabha 
has enumerated three kinds of fruits, which result from 
serviee of God in his work on ’SevSphala’. ‘fhey are --
(1) Alaukika Samarth\ya or Supernatural Power, (2) Sayujya or

* * •

union with God and (3) Sevopa-Yogideha or the body useful 
for the service. , - -
-13. MOKSA:

The question of liberation hfcs.been considered in each 
System of Indian Philosophy. Vallabha has considered it in 
his own way. The word means ’release’ from the worldly ills 
or bondage. Buddhism understood it as Nirvana, the state of 
the extinction of desires or a state of pure' consciousness.
In Jainism, it is the state of Kevalajnana, free from the 
bondage of Karmas. The.Samkhyas- consider the cessation from
actions, as the Moksa., The ’Liberation’ of Yoga system is a

* -

condition of -the complete fusion of the meditation in the 
Supra-Conscious consciousness of mind. To the Mimansa School, 
attainment .of heaven is the liberation, dafhkara thinks that 

the removal of ignorance by Knowledge is liberation in which 
state the soul becomes one with Brahman. It is the merging 
of the individual soul into the absolute. Ramanuja holds that

16. •Nirodha Laksana* by Vallabha.
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the liberation is the' direct intuitive realisations by the 

individual soul of its own essential nature, which pre
supposes the better destruction of the Karmas by inner purity el 

of the soul, followed by the Grace of God. Vallabha uses the 
word 'Sayujya* for 'Liberation1. It means the state in 
which the soul enjoys with God. In that state the soul 1 

does not'loose its separate identity. The soul which is 
God's Atfisfa, becomes Vibha,-and acquires' equivalence to 1 

God. It is of this kind1 - one is called "Kramamukt^", the 

liberation obtained gradually and' the other "Sadyomukti", 
the liberation obtained by Grace of God. The first one is' 

dependent upon the means- Sadhanas, the Second is due to 
Gr=ice of God only. The first one is termed 'Maryada Mukti ', 

and. the Second one 'PUsti Mukti'-. . .

These are the fundamental principles of the 
S'uddhadvaita School. They should be borne in mind in 

order to follow the S'Ad. interpretation of the Bhagavad- 
Gita.-The S'uddhadvaita School holds that its teachings 
have the support of the Gits'. This .thesis aims to examine 

'how far this claim is admissible. - .

l>.. T.D.N. Pt. 1-50. -
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THE S 'UDDHADVAI1A INTERPRETATION OF THE BHAGAVAD-GITA
IN THE LIGHT OP THE TWO COMMENTARIES.- ' TATT¥ ADIPIKA1
AND ’AMRlSiTATARANGINI:- ! —— - ^

N.B.s Figures (1) ... (18) indicate, the number 
of the Chapters! '

It should be borne in mind so far this chapter is,

concerned‘that the facts about, the Philosophy and

Religion, gathered-here are mainly based upon the two

S'Ad. Commentaries - T.D. And A.T. on the Gita. The T.D.

interprets it by the Pramana method- the method which

relies" upon .the Upanis'adic passages, and the writings of

Vallabha in support of its interpretation of the Gita.

A.T. on the other hand pursues the Prameya way, which

is independent of the Pramanas. Both these commentaries

endeavour to interpret the view point of the S'Ad.

School. Instead of taking the whole text of the Gita,

a few important verses are selected for the explanation

of the S'Ad. interpretation. A brief comparison with'
the interpretations of ^amkara and Ramanuja is also

attempted. Also 'notes' and 'comments * are added at the

end of the chapters for elucidating the S'Ad. view point.

As indicated in the previous chapter, the S'Ad. School

of Vallabha believes in the pure non-dualism. Krsna or
• * ** *

Purusottama is the Highest God. He is endorsed with 1
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personality having, existence, consciousness and joy arid 
the souls are His fragments. The souls having been 
separated from God by His-Will, suffer worldly.bondage.
The Gita shows the way how the.union with God can be
achieved. This way, according to Vallabha is the Supremacy

* **■ *

of devotion - love or Grace of God. Arjuna Is a devotee 
no doubt, but he has not reached the level of the Pusti .

r , • i *• •».
Bhakti. He was in -the .middling state. .According .to the 
Vallabha School, devotion is. the only way-, of course, in 
co-operation with work .and knowledge, by which the soul 
of the devotee will acquire fitness for union with God.
This is the belief of the Vallabha School, right or wrong 

to others, but it' has to be accepted in order to under- \ 
stand the interpretation of this school. Another fact to 
be remembered is that Arjuna whom the Gita -gospel was tauglf 
was a householder and a man of- the x^rarrior class besides 
being a devotee. The Gita being a book of religious 
character, equal in rank with the Vedas, the Brahmasutras, 
and the BKagavata, its aim is naturally to teach the way 
leading to union with God. However the Gita keeps in 
mind Arjuna’s worldly association which is difficult for 
him to cut off or break it. So the path of devotion is



not pcfcited out to him", directly and straight way from 
the ver'r beginning, when he seeks guidance of Krsna on

*• - 9

the battlefield. As a man of the world he has his duties 
to his family and society which he should render without 
fail. Again he should have the thorough knowledge of his 
duty (dharma) as regards, for whom he is to do it, and 
for what purpose. So performance of duty with knowledge 
is taught to A'rjuna butyls to do his duty only as a 

God's man, as His devotee, sent into the world for a 
particular mission for which God has deemed him fit for. 
•Unless this is remembered, one will fail to grasp the 
central teaching of the Gita.

The S 'Ad. interpretation proceeds on the assumption 
of the above facts. Vallabha, like ^aiftkara, Ramanuja and 

many others regard the Gita purely as a Book of Religio- 
Philosophical Characters and not as a book of Politics, 
Sociology, Psychology - Ethics. It is a work which teaches 
the Dharma of a devotee to God, which also includes his duty 
to himself to his family and the society also.

Arjuna in his puzzling state on the battlefield 
longs to know his Dharma, from Krsna whether it was right 
to fight against his Kith and Kin. He, therefore, requests
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Krsna to guide him. Krsna, tells him about, his Dharma 
in different chapters. The Dharma taught by the- Gita is 
the same which has been taught in the'Upanisads discussed 
in the B.S. and illustrated in the BKSgavata. The Gita 
teaches nothing which is not endorsed by the .above three 
^astras. It is the duty of an interpreter of the Gita 

to keep this in his mind, while interpreting it. He 
should interpret it in consonance with the teaching of 
the above three dastras. The S’Ad. School discovers 

unity among the above four'scriptures. Each one of these 
four sacred books - the Vedas, the Gita, the B.S., and 
the Bhagavata are meant to teach the same means for 
spiritual life, chronologically, the order of these 
scriptures is the Vedas first, the Gita second, the B.S., 
third and the Bhagavata fourth. Each succeeding scripture 
is meant to make explicit, the meaning of the preceding 
scripture, which only left it implicit. Some Scholars 
think that the Gi~ta is an independent work, and it has 
nothing to do with other scriptures, but the S’Ad. School 
does not hold that view. The Gita stands second in order 
and next to the Vedas. It, therefore, does not merely 
conserve the teaching of the Vedas, but refines it and 
1. T.D.N. Pat. 1-7,8,
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makes it more dignified, by the re-orientation of the 
Vedie teaching.
MEANING DF_THE WORD 'YOGA1 APPLIED' TO EACH CHAPTER #/ 
OF THE GITA: ‘

The text of the-Gita consists of 18'Chapters, each 
one is designated'as a particular kind of Yoga, for 
example, the first chapter is known as 'Visadayoga' - 
the Yoga through the distress of Arjuna. The word 'Yoga' 
is derived from’the root 'Yuj', - to join, to unite. It 
means the 'Union*, here implying the sense of the union 
of the soul with God. Each, chapter deals with the way of 
establishing union of the devotee's soul with God. The 
principal theme of the Gita, according to S'Ad. School 
is the union of the devotee's* soul with God, which is 
to be reached through devotion and surrender.
The Grta~"as Yoga ^astra, Brahmavidya and the Upanisadi-

-r-r- ^

.In the colophon, appearing at the close of each 
' chapter, it is stated that the particular ]*ind of the 
Yoga treated in that chapter, -through the dialogue of 
Krsna and Arjuna, is a chapter of the 'Yoga^astra' 
included in 'Brahmavidya.' The 'Yogas'astra' here means 
'the scripture about the union with ^God.' It does not
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mean the scripture on the mind - control. As the mode 

of establishing union with God, indicated in the Gita 

is devotion, according to Vallabha, this Yogasastra is 
the Bhaktiliastra. But Bhakti must be supported by 

Knowledge. Bhakti is a relative term. It is to be 

practised towards God, the Supreme Reality without knowing 

the nature of God, devotion cannot expressed for Him.

Hence the knowledge of God is imparted to Arjuna in the 

Gits': As Brahmavidya it teaches Philosophy or Knowledge 

.of God and as Yogasastra, the religious,principles for 

the realisation of God. Again, according to the, indication 

in the Colophon of each chapter, the Gita is to be
U k t,

considered as a separate Upanisad, .discussing- tropics Mgfe-t,

work, knowledge mental discipline, nature of Reality, the

relation of the soul and the world to God, and the best

means of unionof the devotional soul with God etc. The

Gita thus, considered is a work which is a combination of
Brahmavidya and Yogas' S"s tra-Philosophv and religion,. The

aim of the blending,of these two elements is to equip

Arjuna with a necessary qualification by which devotional

soul can achieve union with God.

As he was a Ksatriya, he.could not be easily won

over to the. path of Nivrti - the withdrawal from the
•>>

worldly duties. If Krsna talked to him about the devotion,
«* » •»
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just at the very start, it would not have appealed to 

him. Krsna does not' prefer’ that way of guiding him. He
«L 1 1

guides him on the path of his Dhartna through his doubts-
'J*

on His^nswers. By this method, Krsna brings him to the'
' * \ ’ V * «

pright path^ which is that of devotion and surrender, 
cu The first chapter is called 'Arjuna-visadayoga1. The 

' mode of union with God through distressed state of Arjuna. 

The distressed state of Arjuna. in this chapter is indica

tive of his tendency aversion or disgust for-worldly 

life -- (Vairagya). This is one of the necessary disciplines 

for devotion, according to Vallabha, Just as Vairagya is 

necessary for knowledge so it is necessary for devotion. 

For 'devotion1 means Love for God. Before one can love 

God, he should direct his love for x^orldly objects to God.

This is possible only when one is disgusted with xrorldly
r ' -

happiness. The distressed state, of Arj una's mind enables

him to acquire fitness for devotional life. Arjuna in his 1

contempt for the worldly life, throws away arms, and

refuses to fight, and surrenders' himself to Krsna to guide

him by teaching him real Dharma. Krsna while teaching him

his Dharma, bears in mind Arjuna's circumstances that he

2. The Gita. Krsna*s message in XVIII-65, and Arjuna's 
satisfaction in XVIII-73.
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was a house-holder, warrior:and devotee of God. Fighting 

is the duty of a warrior, but Krsna saw that on the battle- 

field, he showed reluctance to fight. Not only that he 
betrayed distressed state of mind. This was not good for ? 
a.warrior. Krsna reproves him,for that, and then kindles^ 

in his mind the desire to know his Dharma. Thus, the
Odistress helps Arjuna to turn to God for guidance.*3

^ri Aurobindo’s explanation of the title of the first

chapter agrees with the S*Ad. explanation. It is a well-

known fact that men turn to God, only under distressed 
4 •conditions.

Dr. Radhakrishnan comments upon it in these words s 
"The Chapter ends in dejection and sorrow and this is 

also called Yoga as this darkness of the soul is an essen
tial step in' the progress to spiritual life. It is in rare 

crisis when our ambitions lie in ruins at our feet. When 

we realise in remorse and agony, the sad mess we have
made of our lives, we cry out" why are we here? what does

*

all this mean? and whether' do we go from here? My God,
My God, why hast thou forgotten me?%rjuna passes through 

the state of mental tension which one .demoted to- God
3. The distressed state.-or .’S.rtata is mentioned as a_ -- 

particular mark of one kind of devotees. The Gita VII-16.
4. The Essays on the Glta-Pt. I-S^ri Aurobindd (P.97).
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experiences when.he .is asked to fight against his Kith and 
Kins and also hi's preceptor, against scriptures, Social 
and ethical codes and against’his own conscience. The main 
problem of the Gita arising naturally from Arjuna’s 
reluctance, to fight is 'what is Dharaia?1 To explain this

m
• .Krsna first of all teaches Arjuna the Value of work. In

this connection the following quotation from s/ri ---

Aurobindo's book on the Gita - may help one to-understand 
the nature of work, taught by the Gita. "That which the Gita 
teaches is not a' human but a divine action, nor the 
performance of social duties, but the abandonment of all 
other standards of duty or conduct for a selfless 
performance of the Divine Will working throughout nature; 
nor social service, but the action of the Best, the God. 
possessed the Master man done impersonally for the sake of 
the world and as a sacrifice to Him who-stands behind man 
and nature."

Arjuna, entered the battlefield with the full - 
consciousness of-his duty as a man of the warrior-class 
to which he belonged bybirth, but when he stood in the 
midst of the two armies, and saw among them his nearest

5. Essays on the Gf-ta Pt. I-P.97- Sri Aurobindo.
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relatives, the.''members c£ the same family and especially
Bhisma, the grandfather and his guru Drona who taught him

*»

science of missiles, his mind began to waver. He;hesitated 
to fight telling Krsna'that it was not Dharma. It was not 
-a right thing for him to fight on the following grounds:

1. Among the enemies there are his nearest and dearest 
relatives.(family consideration)

2. He would not fight against Bhisma, because he was the
*

grand-father, an old man who had fondled him Mb his 
arms in his infancy and again he was a devotee of God, 
though he was fighting on the side of the enemies.
(Psychological consideration) -

%

3. It is a siri according to the scriptures to kill his 
Guru-Drona, who is a Brahmin and who taught him the 
Science of arms. The scriptures forbid the killing of 
a Brahmin and Preceptor. (Scriptural consideration)

4. He is not sure for Victory. (Worldly consideration)
5. He is convinced that, fighting will not result into 

any Sreyas (good) to him i.e. the grace of God. 
(Devotional consideration)

6. He hated the blood stained, pleasures, to be got 
through Victory.
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7. Neither the attainment of heaven if killed or 

getting back the Kingdom, if alive, through Victory, 
will give him mental peace.(Personal consideration)

8. He' being one of the sons of Pandu, who knows the 
Dharma,.will not commit sin by taking up arms, against 
his enemies. (Moral consideration)

9. The fighting will produce a number of baneful results 
such as, the shattering of social order, disturbance 
of social equilibrium, ruin of family life, the up
rooting of social laws and traditions, the corruption of 
women, confusion of castes and prevalence of chaS^Lc 
condition in the Society in general. (Social consideration)
These considerations weigh heavily with Arjuna and 

he decides not to’ fight. His hesitation to fight is on the 
psychological-social-ethical, philosophical and religious 
grounds.. He thinks, if he fights, it is a sin, not a Dharma 
so he seeks from Krsna guidance- so that he can know his 
Dharma.

Krsna realising the situation attributes it to his
ignorance of Dharma. Though Himself God, Krsna acts the

» • *

part of his friend, philosopher and guide by explaining 
to him the real nature of his Dharma.
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- Krsna explains to him his Dharrna first-by the 
Samkhya ,way/and then.by the-’Yoga way. The first is the 
why of.-renunciation of desires (tyaga) according to ■ ■
.Vallabha, and the second, that of non-renunciation of work 
(atyaga), .through nen-attachment®to fruits- 

• 2.-We .have learnt from the first chapter that Arjuna*s ' .
mind was -very much confused. His mind revolted against 
fighting. He'-justified'his .refusal to fight, as stated in 
the preceding-section on psychological, ethical, socialj 
Philosophical: personal’and religious considerations. His 
mind is particularly troubled by the thought ,of killing, 
his Kith and Kins...She To him killing is not only death but

- "a sin., Krsna seizes this point, first hod- explains to him 
philosophically, the'meaning of death. .This explanation 
serves as., a prelude, to Arjuna's initiation inibo the 
Philosophy of - work. For unless he understands that death 
is not a reality bub6nly a temporary phase of’ the body, 
he cannot be persuaded to .take up. aims. .

.C9.3THB THREE DIVISIONS OF. THE SUBJECT-MATTER OF THE GITA?‘
The subject-mattev of the Gita is sub-divided into 

three heads,-accordingD to the S *Ad. School. Viveka -

6. Vallabha’s work *Bllbodha1.6-9.
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discrimination and Dhairya-fortitude (Chapters I & II) and
— 1 Ae^raya-Surrender-to God‘ (Chapters II-I-XV). The whole
Philosophy of the Gita is sought to be explained by the
school as coming under these three heads. Arjuna makes a
mistake in‘identifying - the body with soul. He* does not
knowfc. tthat the body is unconscious and the soul is conscious.
On account of his ignorance he believes that the death of
body is also the death of the soul. It is, therefore,
necessary to remove his ignorance by explaining to him the
condition of death and then to teach him the value of work.
Discrimination means 'Knowing God's will^in all actions.

Even fighting should be understood, as being God's Will. So
the devotee must fight, irrespective of consequences, under
the will of God. By the Samkhya method,-Krsna counsels him
not to mourn for the death of his relatives and dear ones.
He says that death is not a reality. It is only a. temporary
change. Death does not mean extinction. It is passing from
one condition to another. He uses the following points:
1. The dead or living (Ch.II-V.ll), are alike to the wise.
2. The facts of birth and death are not real (11-12)
3. Birth and death are' simply changes in the body like 

boyhood,•youth and old age (11-13).
1. Vallabha has explained these terms in his work 'V.D.A.
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/ - r _ ■ - • .4. '.These changes are transitory and fleeting (11-14).

5. The body is unreal and therefore it has no existence,
- the soul is real and it ..will not cease from
existence- (11-15).

6. It is the body that dies and not the soul which Is 
imperishable and eternal (11-18,19).

7. Death is the condition of the soul's- entering new 
life. It is like changing old and womout clothes 
for new ones. (I I-22),

8. There is seen in the world continuous process of 
birth and death one following the other, but the 
soul is not affected by them. (11-26)

9. Death is inevitable, all lilring beings are subject 
to it. (11-27)

10. Life condition is the manifest state of Prakrti
or Aksara." But Prakrti or Aksara represents God. So 
life and death reflect ultimately God's will (11-28).

• By these arguments Krsna asks Arjuna to shred fear
4 *4

.of death from his mind and says that death is not real,
even if one believes it to be so, he should consider that
it is the body which dies and not the soul* Again he says
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.death-is only a change pf an- old body for a .new one or 
.entering” new life-’Ail - cheated beings -are subject to it, 
sooner or later death comes.to all either by a natural .
.way or by accidents-. Even if.Arjuna does not kill.his ' 
-eriemies,, they:'will dies- at another time ,by any other way. 
-So the thought of the. death deter of his’ relatives must 1 

"not deter'him .from fighting. ;
’Now, -let.us turn to some passages in this chapter 

and try to'understand them in the light .of-S'Ad. inter
pretation. Ch.II-16 verse is very important, from meta
physical point of view. It.is used as an argument-to prove 
that" the body' which-’is unreal should be differentiated from 
the soul- which is real. That- which is real (the soul) has 
no. non-existence, and' that which is not real (the body) 
has' no existence. ' .

^amkara. in his commentary- on this, verse suggests 

that the Gita repudiates the theory-of non-existence or 
of unreality of the soul and establishes the Reality of 
the soul or Brahmah (Sat). He means to say that one should 
not grieve over the death of man due to war, because death 
is' unreal, It is‘merely a change, like cold and heat. The 
soul or Brahmah does not suffer change. It is unknowable 
and eternal. It is the body which is cognisable by.our



intelligence is only a Vikara - a passing show - a vanity 
fair and not a permanent thing.

Unreal things are those which are subject to changes. 
The world and its objects like jar etc. are not real. When 
a man perceives a particular form of earth, lie calls it a 
Jar. This knowledge of. the jar is of a particular kind, but 
when, he perceives it at another time, his. knowledge of the 
.Jarx will not be the same. The jar may be the same, butq 
perceived at different times has different meanings to the 
perceived 'Again, where it is destroyed, its individual 
character ass a jar is lost. So the jar as such has no 
existence, but as clay, it has existence. So the soul has 
existence, but the body has no existence. That which has no 
existence, for that, it is folly to be sad. It remains in 
the form of clay, which is its material cause. The state' of 
’existence' accounts for the- reality of the objects. - 
-Considered from this point of view the world and all its 
objects are unreal. They have no permanency. They are 
subject to'changes.'Only Brahman (the soul) is real. It 
remains unaffected. It is changeless. It is at the back of 
the world at_ existence (Sat). By this argument, Krsna * 
exhorts.Arjuna to bear the sorrows etc. due to death, 
because they are unreal, because they have no existence.
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1 JPBy this interpretation Samkara rejects the asatvada (Non- 

existentialism) of the Vaisesikas and supports his 

doctrine of the reality of Brahman and unreality of, the 
world. The body, is unreal and the soul is real. S^arakara 

identifies the soul with BrahmanJ and says the soul in 

the body is different from body and identifial with 

B rahman.

Ramanuja understands the Asat - unreal- in the sense 

of the body and the Sat-real- in the sense of the soul.

Ramanuja's meaning is that the Asat objects like 

body have no permanence. They are unconscious but the soul, 

which is conscious is permanent. It does not cease from 

existence. It is the nature -of the unconscious object to 

cease from existence one day. Their existence is only 

temporary.

S'Ad. interpretation differs from both these inter

pretations. T.D. offers two explanations of "Sat" and 

"AS4T" in the verse. .

First Explanation! "Asat." is that which has no 

existence at any time either in the past, at present or In 

future as the sky flower and the 'Sat* which has permanent 

existence - the soul- The body is 'ASAT', because it did 

not exist .in the past in this form and it will not exist' 

in future. It is also 'Sat' because it has existence in
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the 'present .life, so it is both ‘Sat1 and ’Asat’, 
existent and Non-existent. The body is therefore not 
external or it should be understood-that the 'Sat' 
existence is of two kinds - Pure and the body impure.
The existence in the soul is pure and’ that in the bodily 
existence undergoes change, .-because it is impure, not real 
existence butp Phenomenal. The Soul’s existence, however 
-ispermanent. It. does not suffer any change at the hand 
of time. ’ • ’

This verse is intended as- repudiation of the Asat 
Karya Vada of the Vaisesika School. It affirms that the 
effect has no existence in the cause -prior to its ’effect* 
condition. • - .".’I--

Samkhva System’ believes ■ in Sat- Ka’ryavada. The .effect, 
the worid.:pre-exists, in .the original course, namely,Prakrti.

ffte T.D. discusses all these theories - and rejects them 
in favour-of the S’Ad. explanation. :

- sfanSkara -accepts Brahman as an ultimate-reality, but 

he thinks. that the world is due to Maya and therefore it 
is unreal. . -

-Ramanuja and VnTlabha believe Brahman to be the cause 
of the world-material as well as efficient., and the world as 
real. The Gi€a X¥Ir8 is explicit enough In holding the 
world as real. - It ‘ regards the-world as a.-part of God 
(X-42). This is also the view, of the' Vallabha School.
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' -. '

deriving support to their theory of the reality of the- ■
world. According to the Gita, not only the"'"world, with, ail

its objects-hhe unconscious things but also the souls,
the conscious ones are real.

I.D. suggests one novel argument to prove the reality 
of the soul. It says.that origination, existence etc., 
are the changes-VIkaras of the-substance. Now, it is the 
rule that before a thing can have existence, it must have 
-origination, but the-soul has no origination. It is unborn. 
The Vi&ara-modification of existence is not possible in the 
case of the soul. So it is not subject to the process of 
the Vikaras. It is changeless under all conditions. Hence, 
it Is real and external. Since it has no existence 
condition, it is real. This explanation, of T.D. is rather 
far-fetched.

A.T. takesthe word 'BhSva1 in the sense of Love, and 
'Sat1 and 'Asat1 in the sense of Divine Love, and earthly 
love, which is extremely fanciful. Not satisfied with this 
meaning, it ventures to illustrate these two kinds of love 
by the exatples of two kindsof the Gopis- those who were
accepted by Krsna for Rasalila (According to the Bhagavata,

* « «

BK 10 Ch.26) and those who were prevented from participation
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11 •' ~ '• ) \\the latter of earthly love. He means to gay(that'rfiivi%ie'( )s |
‘ , - J ) ■!!;

love cannot be earthly love and earthly d%v:4ne.,i'Th;effo.rme^-"/^
isp permanent and the latter is fleeting-, Thlp ^cgla^^^n
has no support from the Gita. The Gita does no't'''Keri“i'refers 1

to the differences between the body and the soul and not to
the differences between the' divine love and earthly love. It
only means to say- that the body is perishable, while the
soul is eternal. A.T. has ignored this context.

11-25 enumerates some characteristics of the soul. 
fSamkara understands the soul in the sense of Brahman and 
Ramanuja as the individual .self, T.D. and A.T. as the human 
soul. According to iatfikara, the soul is one, but according 

to Ramanuja and the S lAd. School, the souls are many. The 
soul represents the consciousness in aspect of Brahman.

Gita, in Ch.XII explains the relation of the body and
the soul as Ksetra-field and Ksetrajna-Knower of the field. 
The characteristics of the soul, mentioned here are those 
that belong the Brahman. The soul as an Am^a of Brahman in 

its pure form, possesses the qualities of Brahman such as, 
etemality, pervasiveness, unchangeability, immobility etc.

Ramanuja understands the soul as a cit-(Consclousness) 
quality of Brahman, which remains unchangeable in the 1
causal condition as. well as in the effect form. .Vallabha 
does not hold this view. He considers it, as a part
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(consciousness) Brahman. This is the view of the Gita*
2 ialso. The Vallabha Doctrine of the Aftisa-Aifis’l-Sambandha- 

(Relation) of the part and the whole between the soul and 

Brahman is derived- from the Gita. This point will be 

discussed further on XV-7.

II-2&. In-this verse T.D." takes the word 'Avyakta' 

in two senses -

-1. Prakrti and Aksara and’■w **

2. The bhutas also as bodies and the souls.

According to the first explanation, it means that the 

bodies originate from the Prakrti and according to the 

second, the Jivas originate from Aksara. Samkara and 

Ramanuja take 'Avyakta' as an adjective in the sense of 

'Non-manifest1. A.T.-understands it in the sense of ■ 

'Aksara*. No doubt in the Samkhya System Prakrti is known 

as Avyakta. But the Cflta uses ''Avyakta' for ■'Aksara'

(XII-5). The explanations of T.D. and A.T. are satisfactory, 

but A.T. is more appropriate, to the Gita’ than T.D.

Krsna's exhortation to Arjuna bn the Samkhya mode,

ends at, 11-30. In II-31-37he. explains ,bo .him the 1
.. _ .

importance of. the Yoga-Karma-mode.‘But in 11-39, Arjuna is ^ 

admonished to do the work not blixidly or mechanically but 

rationally and'discriminately. ; - - ’

2. The Gita XV-7. ' • .
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The Samkhya way is taught to discriminate between 

the body and the soul, but now the Yoga way is explained 
so that Arjuna may do his duty, free, from desires and
intelligently. Vallabha understands ‘Samkhya* in the

f vsense of discrimination. Samkara of knowledge and Ramanuja 
of intelligence. T.D. and A.T.' understand in the usual 
sense „of intelligence. But A.T. offers fanciful meanings 
of the, Samkhya and the Yoga here - which mean the state 
of separation in love from God and the state of union in 
love with God respectively. The devotee must exercise his 
intelligence in understanding that the work to be done 
is the Seva (Service ofGod). In otherwords A.T. - 
understands by the word ’Yoga*, the sense of service.

So far the Gi/ta" text is concerned, T.D.'s explanation 
seems correct. It means that one’s intelligence should 
be used in cutting wordly bondage .through vrork done for 
God’s sake only.

In 11-41:' It is stated that intellect must be 
determinate which perceives the objective of all human 
efforts - i;e. union with God. It should be, not only 
determinate and unwavering but one -.directed only to 
God. By determinate knowledge., one will discriminate
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between work which is worth doing and not worth' doing 

for the achievement of the goal," Some people who lack 

determinate intelligence fritter-away their energies 

in performance of merely ritualistic ceremonies. They 

miss the-real end of Karma. They desire to attain 

heavenly or worldly enjoyments. They mis^-appiy the Vedic 

teaching, just to satisfy their desires for the attainment 

of so called happiness. They think that the Vedas teach 

.only performance of the sacrifical ceremonies as Dharma. 

They are not on the right path.

11-42,43 describe the Vedas as (Flowery Speech):

Some commentators think that this verse is condemnatory 

of the Vedas-. But S'Ad. 'School does not share that view.

It does’ not condemn the Vedas, ft only condemns those 

persons who overcome by desires use the Vedas for the 

satisfaction of their selfish -ends. The .vedic rituals 

are not to be neglected,.they have also value as a means 

for purification of mind, for a devotional life. The Gita

itself being known as an Upanisad cannot go against the
I - _

Vedas. There are .many Slokas in the Gita which support 

that the Gita teaching is in harmony with the Vedic 

teaching. So it is wrong to say that this verse is 

condemnatory of the Vedas. It suggests that the rituals
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of the Vedas should be performed as an aid to knowledge 
and devotion. The Vedas consist of two parts - the 
Brahmarias or Samhita dealing with sacrifice and the 1

Aranyakas and the Upanisad's dealing with knowledge.
• «* ■

i>aSkara ignores the former and accepts the latter. Ramanuja 
regards both of equal importance. Vallabha accepts 'Sacrifice' 
and knowledge as--necessary for devotional life. What use 
and hox<r much use- of the sacrifice part of the Vedas is 
explained in 11-46 the example of a thirsty man, from a 
reservoir over-flooded with water. If he is thirsty, he 
should drink water enough,to allay his thirst. In the 
same wav, a devotee may make use of the Vedic rituals, 
only just enough■fc^which is useful to his purpose as a 

help to purify his mind.
Jaifikara' takes the word 'Brahman' here in the sense of 

a recluse, a knower of Reality. Thereby he means to say 
that although the Vedas, describe knowledge and work, a 
recluse may be benefitted by the work - part- of the Vedas, 
.which -will be a help' for the life of knowledge. The 

pursuit of work.is preliminary'to knowledge. According to 
Ramanuja one yearning for liberation'has the need of the 
rituals •

.. T.D;'s explanation agree’with that of Ramanuja. Both 1 

accept the. value of the work-part of the Vedas.
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Conditions of work are stated in 11-47-50:
The following conditions must be observed in the 

performance of works:
1. It should be done disinterestedly (11-47).

2. While doing it, the mind must be fixed in God - 
(Yogastha i.e. must be in unison with God) 11-48.

3. It must be done with an evenness of mind (Samatva) 
because this kind of Karma Yoga requires Samatva 
(evenness of Mind). We must work with perfect 
serenity, indifferent by its results (11-48). It 
should be directed by intelligence which is- in 
communion with God (Buddhi Yoga) 'Buddhi* in the 
Yallabha System is the result of Sattva Guna. In 
the absense of the Sattva Guna, it is not pure 
knowledge i.e. Determinate Knowledge. 11-49.

4. It must be done irrespective of the results good 
or evil. (11-50)
ThefPuit of such work is mentioned in 11-51. It is 

Anamaya, which according to T.D. means 'Aksara Brahma’, 
an abode ofSupreme Brahman. In the dictionary, the word 
'Afeamaya' means a disease and 'anamaya1 - freedom from
diseases. The state of complete freedom from diseases is«d»e «(ethe atewfee of God. Aksara, A.T. means by it, the state of
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devotion - Bhaktipadan. He comments on this \^ord while 1 
explaining it that the p&th of devotion alone is free 
from blemishes'.

The description ofSthitaprajna of II, 56-72,' 
corresponds to that of Yoga-rudha' of ¥1-4-32 of the 
Jnanin of. Kill, 7-11, of the ideal'-Bhakta in XII 13-20
of Gunatita' in .XIV-.20-.21 and the Brahmabhuta of XVIII 50-

%

56..The qualities mentioned of the ideal man. in these 
passages are more or less the same which come under 
'Daivisampad1 of X¥I-l-3. The S'Ad. School believes that 
all these different - descriptions apply only to the 
Bhakta. The Sthitaprajna should be understood, as Bhakta.

II 53 suggests how the determinate intellect is to be 1 

trained. It says, it-should be uhd&stracted from others & \ 
it should be directed towards-God-during meditation. By 
this, union with God is possible., ^atokara understands by 

'Sthitaprajna'., a man of knowledge. The word 'Prajna' 
means 'Wisdom' and'Dhl' intellect'. Both these, according 
to the S'Ad. interpretation&ust be directed to God with 
a motive to achieve, union with God. A devotee should do 
his work but with the wisdom and intellect that it is God's 
work,, and should be done for union with God. Even while
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planning the work, God should be in his mind. This is the 
meaning of the word Samadhistha. He should also possess 
certain qualities such as freedom from all cravings, content
ment (11-55) unperturbed mental state in sorrows and joys, 
passioniessness, fear and anger (11-56), non-attachment 
to external objects, stability of mind, (II-5?) and ‘with
drawal- of senses from sense-objects, devoting oneself, 
heart .and. soul to Dod (11-61), These qualities are 
necessary on the part of an'aspirant for devotional life, 
to achieve placidity of mind (11-64) and the happiness of 
union with God.(11-66).

It is necessary to add, here a note about the 'Buddhi - 
Yoga1' which has been recommended by-Krsna to Arjnua in

to t n
II 49-53. It. means union with-God through Buddhi. The 
devotee does hot seek worldly prizes nor heavenly happiness 
(11-42-46)-, but union with God. Under the impact of such 
an intelligence, ^ man performs work under the Divine'will 
for- the propitiation ofGod alone. In 11-49, Krsna tells 
Arjuna that the work done,' through Buddhi Yoga -,is of a 
superior kind, ^he work done with an eye intent orythe 
fruit is inferior to it.: (11-49). A man.whose intelligence 
is united with God is. indifferent to good as well as evil 
consequences (IT-50). It is the only safe way for reaching
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the abode of God (anamaya according to T.D. or the 
condition of devotion, according to A.T.) Krsna asks 
Arjuna to practise that kind of Buddhi Yoga in 11-51, i.e. 
he should do his work with intelligence concentrated in 
God. The man who has acquired such Buddhi Yoga, is called 
by the Gita a Sthitaprajna orSthitadhi, The Gita does 
not ask us to do work merely mechanically as prescribed in 
the scriptures, but whatever-work ue do must be done 
under the direction of our intelligence. Again it is not 
an intelligence trained logically, which is required of 
us, but purified by knowledgotif God and of the relation 
o.f the soul with God. The Samkhya system of Kapila also 
mentions Buddhi as a means, but it has no connection with 
God. The Gita says'that unless our intelligence helps 
the process of Yoga (Union) with God. It has no value in 
spiritual life. The value of work is enhanced if it is 
assisted by the function of the Buddhi Yoga. The f
Sthitaprajna, according to the .Gita is one whose 
wisdom, intelligence and thoughts are fixed in God. 5(

This kind of Buddhi Yoga, is called the Yoga of the 
intelligent will, by Aurobindo in his "Essays on the Gita".

The types of the Buddhi Yoga have been mentioned in 
the Gita. Onttype is upward-(Vyavayasatmika)and the other
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is downward (Avyavayasatmika). The first one is concentrated, 
poised, one, homogeneous and directed solely towards God.
The Second has its aim the fulfilment of worldly desires.lt 
is many-branched in pursuit of the desires. In the Gita* the 
'word 'Buddhi’ is not restricted to the sense of the mental 
power of understanding but in the sense of the discrimina
ting and deciding power which,not only determines the 
direction and use of our thoughts, intelligence, judgment, 
perceptive choice and aim, but directs them towards God- 
who is the only desired one in thelife of a devotee. When 
the mind is-purified, by the control over senses and is 
turned towards God, it does not only get placidity and 
calmness of mind, but acquires the Brahmi-Sthiti - the 
position of being established'in. Brahman (11-64, and 72). 
TheVallabha School’s explanation is in harmony with this.

In 11-26, the state of knowledge or Brahmisthiti and \ 
that of worldly state are described figuratively as Day 
and Night. In-the Brahmisthiti, the devotee is indirect®4 
communion with God. He’ tasks in the light of the knowledge ; 
of God and enjoys the.happiness due to God - realisation, 
when the worldly people fritter away their energies in 
fruitless activities for transient gains. It is the State 
in which the devotee is established in Brahman or is in
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union with Brahman (T.D.). According to T.D., it is the 

state of being like Brahman or reaching Brahmanhood. In 

this state the devotee enjoys the bliss of being in union 
with God. This -is the goal according to the GitaT, to be 

reached by a man on the divine, path. To reach it, one 
must practise Buddhi Yoga i.e. must be, free from Worldly 

desires and must have control over his senses and mind 
and think of nothing but of God. In short, he should be 

God- minded completely. This does not mean he should 

keep away from the worldly duties. Even such a-man has 
his duties to be done, but the Gita saysj he must do them 
irrespective of consequences and with a mind solely 
devoted to God. He should think and feel,, while doing 
the worldly .duties that he is doing them for the propi
tiation of God only. This is the Philosophy of the Karma 
Yoga of the Second Chapter.

Krsna explains here to Arjuna, the truth of the
• « »

Samkhya through discrimination of the soul from the body 
of the conscious from the unconscious and the truth of 
the Yoga i.e. the Karma Yoga through performance of work. 
The twodiodes of the performance of action of Samghya and 

Yoga are discussed in this chapter. Any one of which canbe 
useful in doing one’s work, provided it is done, solely 

with reference to God.
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C3 pWork and its Value in devotional Life:

Chapter III is devoted to the exposition of Karma Yoga. 
In the preceding chapter Krsna’ explained to Ar^una his Dharraa

* 9 *
from the Samkhya and the Karma Yoga points of .view. The 
Samkhya way is the way of Tyaga (renunciation of desires) 
and the Karma Yoga is the way o$4tyaga (non-renunciation). 
Towards the end of the Second Chapter, Krsna put- emphasis

c «

on the Samkhya way. Arjuna could not decide which way he 
should select for himself. He therefore poses a question to 
Krsna to clarify his meaning unequivocally so that he should

v % -

betake to that way. Krsna taking into consideration Arj una's
S « v

position, as a warrior, householder and devotee preaches him 
firrst a discourse on- the importance of the Karma Yoga in 

- this Chapter. Krsna thinks that for a person of his position, 
performance of action and in the initial stage of devotional 
life it is necessary. Let us first of all note the important 
points advanced by Krsna in favour of the Karma. We give 
below the Summary points of this Chapter: -

1. Karma is necessary as a means to Moksa. T.D*
*

understands ’actionlessness' in the sense of
’Moksa’. So ’work’ is spiritual necessity (IV-3)

*

as a means to Moksa.
2. It is a lav/ of_ nature-inspite of a man’s
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determination not to,do work .the qualities of 
nature or impulses will urge him to do work.

.. Life is not static but dynamic. .Not doing any 
work means stagnation of life force (III-6).

3. It is necessary for the' maintenance of life. The
law of life does require every man to do work for 
his sustenance. ClII-8). Again a man must do the 
work fixed for him by the Social code. It is a 
Social Crime to shirk one's duty. If one does not 
do work.required of him the social order will be 
disrupted. • _ ' -

4. The work in the form of sacrifice is a religious 
necessity, enjoined upon by the scriptures (III-9). 
Gods are propitiated by 'Sacrifices’ and bless men 
by giving rains which produce' food.

5. The work has, its• origin in Brahman (II1-15).
6. It is a Supreme law of morality. It is a

cata-£egi-pad imperative. It should be done without 
attachment to fruit.

7. It is a social necessity for the preservation of 
the social order (Lokasaiigraha). It preserves ■ 
society from disintegration.

8. It acts as a stimulative force to devotion. Man
like Janaka did work and achieved their goals,(III-20).
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9. To set a good example on others, the leaders of 

the society must themselves do work, eventhough 

they are not under obligation to do it* The- law 

- of imitation,is the most important factor in 
, , inducing Social behaviour. ,(lll-2i)

Notes on the above Pointsi

In III-8, it is said that the ’Nivata’ work should be 
done T.D. and A.T. take it as an adjective to Karma.
.^amkara in the sense of ’Obligatory* work - N-itya Karma 

laid down in the Vedas, as differentiated from the Hamya 
Karma. Only the Vedic rites which are compulsory are to be 
done, without reference to desires and not the Kamya. 
Ramanuja,-understands by it the 'Vasanas (desires)’. T.D. 

understands it in the sense of the work which belongs to 
one’s station of life and for which Arjuna is fit i.e. the 

work of fighting. A.Ti means by it the Seva- of God. .The 
word ’work’ is used in 'the Gita' in a wider sense not in 

the restricted sense of the Vedic' rites. The meaning of T.D 
is appropriate. Sacrifice, accordingly means the presenta
tion of one’s things before their use to.God. This is callei 
by Vallabha a nivedana or Samarpana.’ This is the real 

meaning of the sacrifice,according to the Vallabha School.
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Every work done for God is, a sacrifice. He regards every 
work as a sacrifice in the sense that it is .to be dedicated 
to God. A.T* conveys the same meaning, by identifying the 
Seva with a sacrifice. Samkara and Ramanuja have understood 
'Sacrifice.' in the Vedic Sense,, but it will be clear later, 
in Ch.IV that the Gita does not restrict the meaning of a 
sacrifice to ritualistic ceremony of the Vedas.

The relation between the work and sacrifice is pointed 
in III-14. The Yajna-saerifice-is the fora of God and it is 
revealed through work or service to God. Vallabha considers 
work of any nature, physical, mental or religious, is the 
power of God.

The Vedic origin of the Sacrifice is given in III-15. 
It originates from Brahman, sitnkara, T.D. and A.T. mean 
'Brahma' as the Vedas. The sacrifice is mentioned in the 
.Vedas but the vedas have origin in Aksara Brahma, so 
ultimately the 'Sacrifice' has its origin in Aksara Brahma,
according to T. D. A. T. understands 'Aksara' here in the

■*

sense of Purusottama, who is higher than 'Aksara'. So his 
meaning is that the real 'sacrifice' is the service of God. 
Commenting on this line Samkara says that the Gita's 
pleading in favour of sacrifices is intended only for the
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ignorant and not for men of knowledge.. Ramanuja takes the 
first word 'Brahma'- as body.and the- 'Aksara Sam.udbhavam' 
as soul. The body is a' means of work. The S'Ad.' Interpreta
tion establishes the divine- origin of the work and regards 
every work as .a sacrifice and as such, .the function form 
of God. . - . / .

III-9*explains the purpose of the work, which is a 
sacrifice. Here also the commentators differ as to the 
meaning of the sacrifice. It is intended for the.propiation 
of God, according to T.D.(A. sacrifice-God) - and according 
to A.T., for 'Service-to God*. S^am'kara identifies the 

sacrifice with Visnu - a qualified form of God and says 
that the work is intended only for those who do not seek 
knowledge. It is to be performed, till one gets knowledge. 
Ramanuja understands Yajna in the usual sense :of a 
sacrifice. It is necessary as a part of worship of God.
T.D* and A.T. following Vallabha hold that the performance 
of work (a sacrifice) is a necessary equipment for devotio
nal •Life. But it must be purused as God's work and not ^ 

for any other objective.
Ill 10,11 describe the importance of the sacrifice 

by stating that it is an ancient institution dating from 
times immemorial. It is a Kamadhuk, 'fulfiller of one's 
desires.'
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III 12, -13, say that since the food a man consumes 

is ..the gift of God, a man should not eat It without 
offering it to. God. He who eats it.'is a thief (III-12) or 
a sinner (III-13). It is a way of being free from debts 
unto the sagesGods, men and the animals •

.A man. should begin-his: daily work, with remembrance 
of God, even the,daily food, he eats must be first of all 
presented to God, before-he eats-the food. It is a sin, not 
to offer it to God. In. other words he should mentally 
.think of God.

According to the Gita work is imperative. Is .there any 
exception to the rule? Yes, a devotee who'knows nothing 
but love of God has not to do work. His'.happiness is centred 
in God. He loves God and his happiness lies in loving God. 
All his desires are fulfilled in God. Samkara applies the 
exception' to a Irani, because he has realised Reality. 
Ramanuja‘takes him as a man who -has realised the-self.
Such a man has no need of work (111-17-18). T.D. and A.T. 
understand ’Atma’ here in the sense of God. Attainment of 
God is the fruit of work (T.D.) ' .’’

III-20 mentions the motive of Lokasamgraha (main
tenance of the world order) for work. As the world is 
created by God for His sport, doing work for the - -
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maintenance of the world order. It'is in the nature of 
Divine-necessary Plan (III-20). Krsna says that as God.- ^ 

He is free from .the application of Law of Karma and yet iHe1 
does work simply to set an example upon others. It is a 

law of Social'behaviour. The people imitate the example of 

the leaders. -If they shirk duty, there will follow the state 
of complete stagnation'and eventually.the world would 
suffer collapse. (III-24) The learned being the leaders of 

Society and.cognisant of the truths of the scripture and 
the ways of the world, should perform work, disinterestedly 

and guide other men. Even if a'man is reluctant to do work 
his nature (Prakrti-will urge him to do it.) According to

T.D. & A.T., the Prakrti is the inherent nature or aspect
%

of God. It represents like Aksara and Time the form of God. 
s'amkara takes it in the sense of Maya (illusion). He says 

that all work is-illusory, due to Maya,.but the man wrongly 

thinks himself as its doer. Nilkantha understands by it 
the power of Supreme God. Ramanuja considers it as the 

primordial n^ter - Vasana - in man. Under the impact of 
this Prakrti the man.is driven to action. The Vallabha 
school believes that the urge for work is divine. It is 
the divine will that ordains different kinds of work for 
different souls for His Lila (Divine - Play). Each man - the 

high or the.low, the good or the wicked, pursues work -
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under the force -from the, Brakrti. So 'the-Vidvans (T.D. and 
A..I. - knowers of .the jrture of God)-should not meddle 
with or disturb the work ;of others. It is the Will of God 
that each.man should do a particular’work in a 'particular 
way, for a particular purpose .(111-29,30), The' work of each 
man is pre-determined by God. It should.therefore be done, 
believing it, as God's .work,. by dedication,to God, and 
without^hope of reward. : ^ ' - , . -
Cause of Sin? • At this stage, Arjuna. inquires -from Krsna 
the cause of .a. sin, ‘ what makes a man do sin agains.t his 
wish?'The answer is furnished in111-37,43. The root of 
all sin is in.Karma-', (Desire) attended by anger (III-37).!

<qSS ; _ - - -

It is insatiable. It paralyses the senses,, the mind & the 
intellect. It leads a- man away- from God. ■ It is the greatest 
enemy of spiritual life.- It should be rooted out^but how?
By mastery over the senses -(III-43) of the senses,-the mind, 
the intellect. The best way to control it -is to turn it 
God wards.

. T.D. adds,, the following note in the Karikas, at the 
end of, this chapter. The-work is to be regarded as a 
divine command. It is to be done, under the Divine Will. Work 
done, under this belief will not be -the cause of bondage.
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So the gist of .-the Kama Yoga is- that a man should do 

work as his duty; to God. It should be done at any risk. It 

is God's Will or command and devotes should submit to it.

If he does not; do it, then he is a sinner. Arjuna's Dharrna 

is fighting the enemies, because it is, so willed by God. 

Submission to'God's Will is the primary duty of a devotee. 

If he does not respect this, he cannot hope to reach the 

ultimate goal of the devotion. -

- (4) :

Ch.IY is in continuation of Gh.Ill- the same subject of 

Karma is pursued here. In order to impress Arjuna about 

the truth of the Karma doctrine, Krsna tells him that it
* tr «

was first taught by Him to Vivasvan, who communicated it to 

Many and from Manu, it passed to IKSVAKU, but in course of 

time, - this traditional handling came to an end. Nox^, it is 

disclosed to him again.for his benefit because.Arjuna 

being his devotee, and a friend was quite fit for this 

truth, under the circumstances.(111-1,3) Hearing this

Arjuna inquiries, from. Krsna - *0h, Krsna, how am I to b
* * * • **

believe you that you had imparted this Karma Yoga, long 1 

long ago to-Vivasvan. You-are"of reeent origin while the 

birth of Vivasvan. dates: back to remote antiquity. In 

answer Krsna-explains to him his theory of Avatara.
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(incarnations- of God) in IV-5-8. He tells him, Oh, Arjuna,
know that though I appear in human form, I am not like

/other men. I am a divinity. I am God described in the 
Upanisad an unborn (Ajah), imperishable (avya^atma). The 
Lord of the creatures - (bhutanam Isvarah). I take birth 
among men, through my own divine potency, keeping my 
nature under countrol. I am not human but divine. Those 
persons who'mistake me for a human being, they are ignorant 
about my nature. I am as God a substratum of all the 
opposite qualities. The ordinary rules and standards of the 
world do not apply to me. Though I come to the world, for a 
definite purpose, and live like men and-do-ray duties as 
a man, I am God and not a man. .So it should not be a wonder 
to you -that I existed in’ the past even prior to the 
revelations of .the world' from me. I am. the 'Saocidananda - 5 

Sat (existence)', Cit (consciousness) and'Ananda (Joy). My 
'Sat* part is known as Prakrti.: It is my nature, my own 
form. When I wish to create the world for my divine sport,
I reveal it through my ’Sat1 aspect called Prakrti.

In this portion of the ..Gita, Krsna reveals His real 
form, lie says that He is God - God who is the maker and 1 
the destroyer of- the universe - God is Omnipotent, .Omni
present, and Omniscient. He is riot to be regarded as a man
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or as a Superman. He.stands for Supreme God. ifamkara thinks

forsna as a Personal God, who is lox^rer than Non-qualified

Brahman. Ramanuja considers Him, as a synonymn of Brahman.

Vallabha also understands Krsna as Supretae God, who is

described in the Upanisads as Parama Purusa, Bhaman, Ananda-
maya and’Rasa (Love^. His idea of God is expressed by

using 'Krsna1. Krsnd's Voice in the Gita is that of God, 1 
» • . * - «• '

spoken to Arjuna a human but devotional soul. Krsna 

declares His Supremacy as God in these words "All existent 

things are in 'one form or another are my own forms. The ^ 

whole world with its various' objects' is the revelation of 1 

My own form' through my Prakrti. The. souls 'among the 

embodied creatures are .also revelations of the consciousness 

Part of My form". Really speaking everything 'or form- 

physical or Psychical, concrete or abstract, is the mani

festation of God. Some of these forms are God’s Ams'as, 

(representing only God's fragmentary powers). Some are His 

Kalas and some are HisVibhutis (forms) revealing some 

predominent quality of God. Through all these diverse 

forms God reveals Himself in the world, and executes His 

Will.' Eventhough God subjects Himself to birth and death, 

His divinity is not affected even in the least. It does not 

diminish His Divinity. It remains what .it is eternally. The

1. Refer to, Vallabha*s. Works- S.M.3,14,16j N.R.4,9,
• A .P . 1,7 ,K. A . « ,Bh .V '’5 ,N *L. 12 ,
T.D.N.Pt.-I,13,19,24 etc. •'
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motives of God's incarnations are mentiondd in IV 6 to 8 
namely the protection of the righteous, the destruction of 
the wicked and for the restoration of righteousness(Dharma5 
in the society. When there is predominance of (Unrighteous - 
ness)the harmony of the society is distrubed, the wicked & 
the sinners have the upperhand. The good suffer at the hands 
of the tyrant's. The class order is disrupted, the Vedic 
prescriptions of conduct are violated and the forces of 
anarchy, tyranny, wickedness, inequality and injustice turn 
the world into a hell. God Himself takes upon Him the 
responsibility'of redeeming the society with double objects 
of'jpfcotecting the good (religiousmen, the devotees - A.T.) 
and reestablishing the reign of Dharma. It is when the 
humanity does not see a single ray of hope for its rescue 
from the oppression of the forces of S a tana by any other

VC ‘

power, God Himself comes to the earth to save it in the 
human form.

MAYA - IV,4-6: contain the two important words - 
Prakrti and Maya, which serve as instruments to God for 
His Divinep purpose through incarnation. S*amkara understands 

Prakrti in the sense of Nature which consists of three 
Gunas - Sattva, Rajas and Tarnas, and Maya in the sense of
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illusion. Thereby he means that God's incarnations are 
not real. They are due to Maya. Ramanuja takes Prakrti as 
Svabhava and Maya as Knowledge and explains that God assumes 
birth, by His Will. To hiip, the incarnations of God are 
real. The Vallabha School (T.0. & A.T.) considers Prakrti

e

as the innate nature of God and Maya used here either in 
the sense of the potentiality of God or His Grace (Krpa).
The meaning, according to this School, is that God assumes 
forms, in accordance with His innate nature or original 
nature of saccidananda- for bestowing favour upon the 
creatures. The Maya assists God in his assumption of forms. 
So God's form - His incarnations are divine. It is in keep
ing with His original'nature or form (Prakrti) which is Sat, 
Cit, and.Ananda. God's'original form is not affected in this 
process of incarnations. The Gita here uses the word 
'Atmamayaya* l.e. by Maya, belonging to, Atman, God, the

- - - jword 'Atman' here expresses the sense of his o\m . Samkara 
does not take the word 'Atman' into consideration. He 
detaches it fepffi from Maya~and explains the line. If it is 
'Atmamayaya', how ean;'Maya' over power *Atma'- the self,
Brahman, and,affect its' Brahmanhood by observing knowledge?

I. - — -According to Sadkara, Brahman is knowledge and Maya is
Nescience. --
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How can Nescience overpower Knowledge? The meaning of 
Ramanuja T.D. and A.T. is appropriate. In the S'Ad. System, 
the birth of God, is understood as Avirbhava(Manifestation) 
It is not Utpatti (Product). S^amkara understands it as 

'Utpatti* and therefore he thinks God's birth as illusory - 
or unreal. But the Gita regards it as real.

Having aserted that God’s birth and works as 
incarnations are divine. Krsna says in IV-10-those persons 
who understand this will reach the state of Brahmanhood.All 
creatures of whatever rank or class can receive God’s 
favour, If they sincerely dedicate themselves to God. God 
returns His favour to them according to their dedication. 
The word in verse IV-11 is prapadyate' - The Gita in this 
verse, propounds the doctrine of dedication to God as a 
means of God-realisation.'

In IV-13-Krsna first explains why God is not open to 
a charge of partiality on the principle that the class 
-.divisions and the duties of persons, bom to a particular 
class are created by God, according to the Gunas and the 
Karma1 "(functions) of each class. In fact the Kartr^va of- 

human actions belongs to God, but its credit or discredit 
goes to men. Each man is endowed by certain aptitudes and
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the capacity for work. God has created Social order and
classified society into four divisions of the Brahmana's,

t tKsatriyas, Vaisyas and the-Sudras, in accordance with this 
principles. The Brahmanas have in their nature, the 
predominance of the Sattva, the Ksatriyas of the Sattva and 
Rajas, the Vaisyas of the Rajas and Tamas, and of the 
Sudras of the Tamas. The Gita is inclined to believe that 
the class divisions are to be determined by the aptitudes 
and functions of men. Each man should therefore, do his 
duty as required by his class. Arjuna, being a member of 
the Ks^atriya Glass must do his duty of fighting. That 
is the law of work.

The divinity of God's incarnation may be objected on 9
the ground that, if God assumes birth, in order to favour
the Good and destroy the wicked then God is open to the
charge of partiality and ruthlessness. But the Gita replies
that God is not subject,to that charge. Because the world
order is God's own creation.

According to Vallabha, God has revealed the world and
the souls out of Himself for His Lila or sport. Now Krsna

* % *

enlightens Arjuna further on the kind of work, he should do. 
He divides works into three kinds - (1) Works prescribed 
in the Vedas - 'Karma* (2) those not prescribed' 'Akarma'
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- (3) Those prohibited - Vikarma. The first kind of thv works 1 
should be done, and not others.

the Philosophy of work stated here requires that:-

1. Only works prescribed in the Vedas should be done.
2. In-doing them discrimination should be used.

S. Only works conducive to .social good or propitia

tion of God are worth doing.
3. They should be done intelligently and with full 

knowledge of the means of works.
4. There should be no attachment to fruit,
5. The perforomance of work along must be the cause ? 

of his satisfaction and of no other motive - i.e.

It must be both as a means and an end.
6. Though doing a work, one must not be conscious 

that he is doing it. He must forget that he is a 
doer of a work.

7. One should treat work as God's compand.
8. The work should be done, maintaining the

equippise of mind throughout all the stages of 
the work.

9. It must be done disinterestedly and enthusiastically. 

In.IV-23, the purpose of work is said to be a sacrifice.
The work should be done as an offering to God. Further it is
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state d here that work as a sacrifice is the form of God, 
not only the sacrifice but all its accessories express God's 
form. (IV-24), Then various types of the sacrifices are 
mentioned such as sacrifices of senses, of self control, 
of vital breath, of penance, charity, mental discipline, 
knowledge etc. Of these the sacrifice of knowledge is the 
best,. The Gita here establishes the superiority of knowledge 
over work (sacrifice), because the fruit of work is included 
in that of knowledge. The sacrifice of knowledge implies 
the knowledge of God. Arjuna is advised to seek knowledge 
ofGod which can be got by prostration at the feet of the 
wise, rendering service to them, and asking questions to 
them.

IV, 35-42 are intended as priase of knowledge. It is ^ 
not intended here that the knowledge should be preferred to 
work. It rather means that the work should be done with the 
consciousness of knowledge of God, These verses are not to 
be understood as supporting knowledge only as the central 
teaching of the Gita~ as supposed by Samkara.

The author of T.D. understands that the purpose of 
IV-24 in vrtiich the sacrifice and its accessories are 
identified with Brahman, is to establish the Satkaryavada -
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the- doctrine of reality of cause, According to Satkaryavada,

everything existed in Brahman, prior to its manifestation

as Bhava, Kriya or Dravya. The S'Ad. School holds that all

the Bhavas, Kriyas and the Dravyas in the worldly state Bad

their existen'ce in Brahman prior to their manifestation

in the world. No doubt the effect is not the same as the

cause, but this difference is only nominal. It is Bheda^ah.l'

It' is tolerant'of the differences. Really speaking the

differences is superficial. In fact, the names and objects-1

though different are the revelation of God. So one must q

bear in one's mind that the sacrifice is the form of God

and'by performing the sacrifice, one establishes one's

contact with God. 
t ,Samkara interprets this verse to suit his theory of 

knowledge. He says that when one knows that even a sacrifice 

is in fact Brahman, he has no necessity of performing it.

The knowledge of Brahman will enable the seeker to 

realise oneness of God in all the creatures.(Atman-God:T.D.^ 

This knowledge will purify the mind. The Gita compares here 

with a boat and the sins with an ocean. Just as with the 

help of a boat, one can easily cross the ocean. In the same 

way, the knowledge of Brahman will enable one to cross the
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ocean of sins. This means that a.man who has got knowledge of 

of God will not he inclined to commit sins. Thoughts of
i .

sins will not enter his mind. Samkara includes under the 

word - 'Papebhya1 - the Dharma i.e. Vedic Karma and says 

that the Vedic Karma is a sin to one who is desirous of 

Moksa, because it proves an obstacle to his progress. But 

this meaning is not acceptable to Ramanula and the S'A.d. 

School. Gita suggests in "IX-30 that the devotion is the only 

means which grants immunity from sins. It should be noted 

here that the knowledge.which is praised is the knowledge' 

about God's -nature. His greatness needed for.devotion. In 

IV-37, knowledge is compared with fire and the actions with 

fuel-sticks. It suggests that knowledge of-Brahman will 

render all actions ineffective as regards their consequences. 

This does, not mean that a man of knowledge is not under the 

necessity of doing actions, which is the meaning of 
Samkara. T.D. and A.T., like Ramanuja, emphasise the 

necessity of work, for.devotional life. To them,, the 

sacrifice is an offering to God, for His propitiation of 

God, for winning His favour. Knowledge presupposes faith 

on the part of its seeker. Without faith, knowledge is 

impossible (IV-39). It will conduce to at peace ofm mind.

IV-42 concludes the teaching of this chapter by
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asserting that,the work should he resotted to as a means
for Yoga. (Union with God or for attainment of God.) '

This Chapter is also known as Karma-Brahmarpana Yoga,

because it indicates the mode of Union with God, through

dedication of the Karma to God.

RESUME OP CHAPTERS III & IV ACCORDING TO VALLABHA 
gCHOOlT 1 ; ;

The main problem discussed in these two chapters is 

'Work*. Ch.III explains its importance and necessity in 

the life of a devotee and Ch.IV shov© its relation to 

Knowledge. Work and Knowledge are taken by some systems as 

opposed to each other like Darkness and Light, but the 

Vedas consider both as auxiliaries of equal importance for 

spiritual life. The Samhita portion treats of the rituals 

and the Upanisad of Knowledge. The Samhita is the Purva- 

Kanda and Upanisad - the Uttara-Kanda of the Vedas-both 
are the limbs of the S*abda Brahma in the form of the Vedas. 

The Samkhya and the Yoga systems however have rejected it. 

They lay stress on freedom from action. The Mimansa school 

-accepts only the work as a principle- for spiritual life.
To i/amkara,_ It is useful only for. the purification of mind, 

but he says that a man-of Knowledge has no need of it. 
Samahuja -considers both as of equal value. A man of Know

ledge must respect, work, and-one inclined to work, must
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have Knowledge. Vallabha has explained the utility of 
both in the life of a devotee in the initial stage-of 
Maryada Bhakti. Work and Knowledge are like the two 
wings of the bird of Bhakti. Krsna therefore,.explains

«• !* -9

first the importance of Karma and then in Ch.III, the 
necessity of its co-operation or co-ordination with. 
Knowledge-. Gita harmonises work with Knowledge. They are 
not hostile principles. Vallabha also says the same thing. 
The ideal life, according to f/atftkara is that of an ascetic 

or a seeker of Moksa, through Knowledge, according to 
Ramanuja, that of a householder who lives life of work and 
Knowledge, but, according to Vallabha, as he understands 
the Gita is that of a devotee. The devotee who is a house
holder and who belongs to a Ksatriya class, must do work 
but with the knowledge of the nature of work, its purpose 
and the way etc. Without this knowledge mere work will 
not help its doer in achieving the goal.
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The sacrifice as interpreted by the S'Ad. School 

represents the form of God. It is a work, but for a 
devotee it means rendering service to God, or doing all 
duties by dedicating them to. God, Prom these two chapters, 
-one learns that the Gita accords a due place to work in 
life. It is essential for all men. The very order of 
the world-of social life, religious life and moral life 
rests upon it.. No^necan escape it. By nature human life 
is not static, it is dynamic. The saint or the sinner, 
the rich or the poor all have to do work- The word 'work* 
in the Vedas means the 'Ritual'., or the sacrifice, but ■ 
the Gita uses it so as to embrace all kinds of work-physical, 
psychical, religious moral or social. The Gi€a also says 
that men are induced to do work'by the gunas of Prakrti.
The Gita does not use the word 'Prakrti' in the Samkhya 
sense but as Vallabha School understands it In the sense 
of grace of God or the potentiality of Godor one aspect 
of God who is Sat-Cit-Ananda. - • .

The theory of God's incarnation establishes the fact 
that God takes birth when necessary but his devine form ^
does not suffer change, '£/arakara regards Krsna as a Sakara

* " ♦
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form of God inferior to Brahman.- To'Ramanuja and Vallabha, 
Krsna is Supreme God. ■ ' ’ .

While describing the various kinds of Yajna, the Gita 
accords highest place to the sacrifice of Knowledge, which 
-is a synonym of .Brahma, Yajna'.- Thus, the apparent contra- 
diction between-Work and Knowledge is removed by Gita by 
unifying both the concepts into one. The Brahma Yajna or 
Jnahayaina culminates into Brahma-Rhava, according to the 
Vallabha school - which is in other words the Brahrai - 
Sthit-i of Ch.IV or Brahma Nirvana. -It is the condition in 
which the, soul acquires, the qualities of Brahman, and 
resembles it, work and Knowledge understood in this sense 
are of equal value for a devotional life.

Performance of work,, in obedience to God's’Will, and 
acquisition of Kirwledge, relating to God is necessary in 
the preliminary stage of devotee. After one has passed ! 

that stage, it is needless. On who has got love for God \ 
(Atraa-rati) has no need of them. The state of Atma-Rati 
is higher. It is the Pusti Bhakti state. The eowherdesses 
of Vraja had reached that state, so they had no need of 
them. But Arjuna has not reached that state. He has to 
pass through, the entrance examination of the Maryada 
Bhakti before he is eemed fit for .the test of the Pusti 
Bhakti (love,devotion) through God's grace only and not by
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any means).

NOTE:- Chapters III and IV discuss the importance of 
Karma and the institution of a sacrifice. The Samhita and
the 3rahmanas of the Vedic literature discuss their utility. 
The Vedantins belittle their importance. But Jaimini, the 
.author of Purva Mimansa recognises supremacy of Karma over 
Knowledge. The Gita, no doubt - accepts Karma including a
sacrifice, but it is not in the sense in which it has
been recognised .by the Mimansa School. We give below some
important points in which they both differ.

The Purva Mimansa School. ' The Bhagavad-Gjta.
1. ^he Purva Mimansa school is 1. ^he Gita is theistic. 

■atheistic. It does not 
believe in God.’

2. It recognises a sacrifice 
in place of God.

2. It -believes in God and 
regards the sacrifice 
as the form of God. ’

3. It considers, the sacri
fices -a giver of.fruits

3. The Gita considers 
God as the giver of 
the fruit.

4. It thinks the sacrifice 
• as the main principle of 

the Vedas’.
4. The Gita regardsBrahma • as the'-ultimate 

principle.
.5. The first of the sacrifice 5. 

is heaven.
The heaven as the- 
fruit of a sacrifice 
is depreciated in 11-42.
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6. It accepts only that part 6. The Gita accepts 

of the Vedas as authentic entire Vedas'includ- 
xdiich mention the sacrifice ' Ing the Upanisad as «
i.e. the Samhitas and the 
BrahmanSs.

7. It divides the sacrifice 
into two parts. Prakyti & 
Vikpti -or Nitya and Kamya- 
or into five kinds- - ^ - 
A gn i h o t r a ’, D a rdap u rnama s a,' Pa^u,Caturmasyas , and the 
Soma, and is silent about 
those sacrifices which 

. have been mentioned in the 
Gita.

8*. The Purva Mimansa does 
not admit the utility.of 
knowledge.

8. It understands by Karma 
only the institution of 
■a sacrifice.

10. It does not explain the 
' origin of Karma from 

Brahman.

authoritative.

7. The Gita does not 
mention the divisions 
of the sacrifice acce
pted by the Purva 
.Mimansd' school but 
mentions those others 
which are not recogni
sed by it.(IV-25 to 32).

8. The Gita does not 
only admit its utility 
but says that Knowledge 
is superior to Karmaor a sacrifice (IV.33) 
says in IV-37, the 
fire of Knowledge 
reduces all actions to tk ashes. The Karma 
is to be performed 
for the purification of the-self (V-ll.)

9. The Gita understands 
Karma in a general 
•sense of work - a duty 
including all kinds
of activities - physi
cal- as well psychical.

10. It' explains the origin 
of Karma from Aksara or Brahman(III.15).

11 According to the Mimansa 11 
school Karma is obligatory 
to all persons except ; 
those who are physically 
incapaeiates_.

Those who have love for 
God, or find delight on 
God are exempted from 
the operation of the - 
law of Karma.II1-17. I
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12. It does not say that the 

Karma should be performed 
for the maintenance of 
the world order.

The Mimansas do not say 
that those who partake 
of nectar in the form of 
the remains of sacrifice, 
attain the eternal Atman.

The Gita is not antagonistic

12, The Gita says that 
the Karma should be 
performed for the 
maintenance of the world order.(III-25).
The Gita does support 
that those who partake 
of the nectar of the 
remains of sacrifice, 
attain the eternal 
Brahman.

to the MimansaT concept
of Karma but it says that the Karma should be done with 
reference to God. This idea is explained in the B.S.38/41. 1 
The Gita does not regard Karma or Knowledge as superior
to Bhakti. It,says that as they are auxiliaries to Bhakti. 
The controversy between xrork and Knowledge las been 
discussed in the B.S.3-4- 3 to 17 and it has been ultimately
established there. Both have utility as aids to Bhakti. The 
Gita also takes this view.
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(5) _ '

' -UNION THROUGH MIND-CPHTROL 

The tropic of Chapter V is 'Yoga'- a mode of self- 

control or Mind=Control.

Arjuna is not satisfied by Krsna's answer to his
*« V

question, on Dharma. Krsna's discourse on work and Knowledge,
* * %

does not remove his doubt. So he requests Krsna again, to* *> K

give him,a definite guidance. Krsna removes his doubt, by
* *

saving that both the ways, of work and Knowledge are.good 

as they lead to the same goal of Union with God, but for him, 

the way- of work is better. In this chapter the way doing 

xtfork, through the Yoga-method, the method'of concentration of 

mind and senses-etc. on God'is explained. In short, the 

Gita says that whatever,work a man does he must do it with 

reference' t-o God. He should understand that the work which 

he has to do, is God's work, to be done for God, and not for 

any other motive. This is the leading idea of thisChapter, 

according to the commentators of the S'.Ad. School.

Patanjali's System is known as the Yoga System. It is 

otherwise known as Rajayoga. In this system,- Yoga is defined 

tscessation of modifications of Gitta. This is possible, 

through concentration or Samadhi. The Yoga System mostly 

accepts the metaphysics and the epistemology of the Samkhya
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System of Kaplla, bit .it differs from it by being practical. 
It advocates Eightfold path. ofDi-scripline (Astangayoga) 
for control over the body, the sneses and the mind. The 
Gita recommends here the Yoga way - the way of control over 
the body, -the senses arid the mind for spiritual life.

The Gita idea of the Yoga Is different from that of 
Patanjall. Patanj all's Yoga is only negative. It requires 
withdrawl or detachment of mind from worldly objects. The 
Gita Yoga is positive. It says it is not enough to detach 
the mind from the worldly objects, but it must be concen
trated in God.It is detachment from the worldly objects,that 
but at the same time,attachment to God.Vallabha calls this 
kind of.Yoga,as 'Nirodfta'. In Patanjali's system God is 

only as a Purusa, and not Purusottaraa. It should be - 
-remembered here that the Gita,'-being prior to Patanjali's 
Yoga/system, as it-is prior to the Samkhya System, this 
Chapter has no reference to Patanjali's Yoga, The Gita 
only takes the Upanisadic. concept of Yoga and enlarges upon 
it. It is a mode of'union with God.(V.6)-The Characteristics 
of a Yogin are first described in V-7-10.

They are:!. He is endowed with the sense of^oga with ^
God.2. His soul is pure. 3iHe has established mastery over
1. Refer to. Vallabha's work 'N.L.( and Ms Karika in the 

Bhagavata Bk.lO-Jafttsa Prakarana1.
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his mind. 4. He has controlled Ms senses. 5. He realises 

God in all the beings. This type of a Karmayoga is not 

affected by his actions. Even while his bodily limbs and 

senses perform their functions. He does his work offering 

it to God and without attachment (Verses 8 to 10). A..T. 

in his commentary says that a devotee's activities, pursued 

in the service of God become divine. This interpretation 

is rather far-fetched. T.D.'s interpretation is quite 

harmonious vdLth the text. The devotee is described here 

only as a Yogin - one who is in the stage of mind-concentra

tion o-R&od. This is necessary in the preliminary stage of ■ 

devotional life.

The fruit of this Yoga is ’Sfanti ‘ - Peace undisturbed 

state of mind (T.D.) or the joy that the devotee has 

performed his duty in obddience to God's command. In V.15, 

it is' said that God does not hold■responsibility in the 

matter of work. It is man’s nature which impels him to do 

work. So men have to experience the fruits of their actions.

In V.15, it is stated that although, it is man’s nature 
inherited from God is the cause of his action; its fruits ? 

have to -be-borne by men. One may ask how Is it that, men 

are-i-hcll-ned/ t©' w-rong actions, if the motive power is 

ultimately derived from God? The reply is given in the 

Second line of that Verse. It is that men’s knowledge about
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God is. enveloped in ignorance. Due to 'this, men are prone 
to commit wrong deeds. This position is -explained in two 
ways;i(1) The commission of the wrong deeds is due to the 
fact that the man’s knowledge‘of God is enveloped by 
ignorance. (2) It is due to the divine will. These points 
need elaboration. He forgets the fact thaj he has to do work 
under God’s Will, taking as God’s work, -and not his own work. 
Every work that a man is required to do must be considered 
as the-expression of the divine will. Work done with this 
knowledge will not bind the man with its results. But men 
who do work without this knowledge have to bear the 
cronsequences,

The Bhagavata X-36-55 enumerates 12 powers ofGod, among 
which Vidya (Knowledge) and avidya (ignorance) are also 
included. Yallabha refers to these two powers in his - 
’Tattvarthadipanibandha'. These two-powers influence the soul, 
and subject it,, to cause misery, weakness and ills of human 
life.-By God’s power of ignorance, the knowledge of relation 
the souls to God is obscured through five kinds of super
impositions of the body, the senses, the vital breath, and 
mind and of the real nature of the soul. But when, by means 
of knowledge of God, this ignorance is removed, the soul 
realises its real nature that it is the Amsa of God, and 
therefore yearns for union with God. The devotee in the Yogic 
state, turns his -mind, senses, intellect to God. It thinks of
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nothing’but God, feels for none but God and Wills actions 
only for God.'- In this state, He sees God every-where and in 
all. -high-born or law-born, human beings’ or animals - 
(¥.18,19). They maintain equipoise of mind in weal or woe. 
There joy is urmixed andfmre. To them the pleasures born i 

of sense contracts are' sources of pain.(¥.22) \
The Yogin's -condition of mind is characterised as 

Brahma Yoga-in ¥-21. ^'he Yogin, in that state is absolutely 
God-minded. He is -completely free from worldly associations 
and contracts of sense-pleasures. In ¥-21, as a necessary 1 
qualification of a Yogin, emphasis is laid that,-he must be 
free from lust and anger. Only-such a Yogin enjoyes the 7 
eternal'happiness -.which arises from internal peace and the
calmness of the soul. This is the Brahma Nirvana state-which

♦

is previously described in Ch.II in 72.' 'Nirvana' is the 
term of the Buddhistic Philosophy which means extinction of 
desires, The Baudhas believe that all misery arises from 
desires so for freedom from worldly bondage, the desires 
should be destroyed. The Gita uses this word, as a compound, 
word with Brahman and in the sense of 'Bleas of Union with 
Brahman,1 It has nothing to do with the Buddhistic Nirvana. 
Historically, theGita is prior to Buddhism. The ‘Brahmisthiti * 
of the Gita is interpreted by the Yallabha School, as the
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condition of Brahmahanda or.of participation in joy with 
God in the state of Union. Sarakara takes it as merging 
of the soul into Brahman and Ramanuja, as realisation of 
the self. But the explanation of the S'.Ad. School seems 
to he more satisfactory because according to V-21, the 
soul enjoys happiness, as a separate entity. How can the 
soul that merges into Brahman, become enjoyer of happiness?
The verse also says that the soul in that condition has 
association with God in direct union with Brahman. In V-23, 
says that in this state the soul has become Brahman (Brahmateh- 
bhuta). The use of this word also lends support to the 
S *.Ad. explanation.

^afnkara understands this word as becoming Brahman in 

which stat-e the individuality of the soul is lost.” Vallabha 
thinks that even in that condition, the soul does not lose 
its individuality. It does not become one or identical with 
Brahman but ’like Brahman’ and participates In God’s joy. 
Internal happiness, internal joy and internal light are 
mentioned as marks of the experience of that state. - 
Considered by these marks, also, It is clear that the 
Brahmisthiti of a Yogin described here is not that of a 
Jnani but of a devotee, for in the experience of a Jnani 
there are no such distinctions as of enjoyment, it-s 
enjoyer, and the object of enjoyment. Here these distinc
tions have been preserved in the Brahmi^state.
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is not enough that the mind must be controlled, but

the Gita , says that it should be. fixed in "MR” (God-Krsna-
* •

T.D. & A.T.) and should be engaged in Him. This shows that 
the aim of the Yoga, is Mental Discipline1 is the establish
ment of Union of the soul with' God through mind-control 
with the assistance of mind controlled and directed towards 1 
God, it will be easy for the soul_ to reach the goal of 
Union with God. This is known as ’Nirodha1 by Vallabha.
By this Yoga, the Yogin (here a devotee) will attain peace 
consisting ofSupreme bliss-called Brahmananda (T.D.) or 
joy due to its establishment in God. This state is not the' 
Brahman (the Aksara Brahman), b&t it is a state higher -than 
that, because in the former state the soul loses its 
individuality by’merging into Reality, but here it is 
retained in a newly-transformed divine condition.

A.T. understands by it, the state of experiencing love 
of God in Union with God. (These Samyoga condition of love), 
T.D..characterises i.t as’ ’Sayujya*.

The Gits' does not believe in anegative way of mind- 
control, which aims at suppression of desires by force, but 
■in a positive way of sublimation of the desires,, which 
should be turned towards-God. Patanjal-i says, ‘If you want tc
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escape misery of worldly bondage, suppress your desires 
by meditation ’on God’, s/amkara suggests that they should 

be controlled by knowledge. The Gita does not say that 
one should not have any desires. As a man, he must have 
some desires. Without desires, he cannot make any progress. 
But these desires should not be used for fulfilment of 
one’s selfish purposes. They should be used in the service 
of God. Vallabha also says the-same....The desires cannot be 
overcome by force.' They'"should turn to God. We must learn 
that God is the sou-rce of our happiness, and it is from 
him, that we can get happiness. He is our maker and 
protector. Happiness and misery are in His powers. So we 
should leave the fulfilment of our desires in Him. The 
objects of worldly desires such as 'Power, Pelf and Glory' 
are perishable,-but God is imperishable. So God should be 
made the object of desires. The Gita also implies the same 
thing.

The way of the Gita is not that of suppression of 
desires, but rising them in the service of God.'

This can be done, by.making God as be all and end all 
of your life.
AS TANGA YOGA.:
» «•

Free expression-of the natural desires on the one hand
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the suppression of the desires on. the other hand are two 
opposite ways, suggested,, as a way to escape the consequences 
of the actions. The first way' is meant for the achievement 
of the worldly objects, the second one for the ahievement 
of spiritual life. New.Psychology favour the first. Ethics 
considers the desires to be springs of action which should 
find expression in & man’s social behaviour. Instead of 
seeking one’s own'good by'one’s desires, -one should seek 
good or welfare of the .Society.

Philosophy teaches men to suppress their desires. But 
the Gita says that, the desires in themselves are not bad. 
They are not an evil.- If trained properly and used in the 
service of.God, they will be a great help. The aim of the 
desires., according to the-Gita, must be the seeking of 
God or Union with God. This -is the view of S’Ad. School 
also. " ' -

Our Karma is.our duty, without any considerations of 
ulterior motives. It.is not a duty for duty's sake, but 
we should regard our duty as a divine offering, flowing 
from our Svabhava- nature. T-he gist of the whole Karma ■ 
theory is that a-man should do .work, desirelessly or 
.disinterestedly, as. ah'offering to-God. -

. ' Here the question will arise,. How'can a man do'his



work, desire less ly? It is against his very nfcure- Desires 
and instincts are the springs of men’s actions, according 
,to-Psychology and Ethics. They are innate in each man.
Every man is born with some desires. They are primarily - 
incentive to action. If a man has no desire of any kind, 
he will remain static and immobile. Life means mobility. 
Life without desires Is' dull and insipid, ^'hey are the 
roots, of life. This being the case-, the desires should 
not be curbed-but used-properly, so as to be a help to

^9* __a man’s progress on the spiritual -path. The Gita suggests 
that our desires should be turned God-wards.

Samkara says that the desires should be killed by 
knowledge, by refraining from work. But the Gita does not 
take.that view. It believes that killing desires is death 
of spiritual life. For achieving the goal of union with God, 
the desires must be submitted and used In the service of \ 
God. This is also the attitude of the S’.Ad. School to 
the .desires. . ' '

■ (6) - - 

'UNION THROUGH YOGA AS'AM AUXILIARY TO. DEVOTION: 
It is clear from Ch.V., that the ’Yoga’ way for union 

with God,., is explained as an auxiliary to ’Work’ which is 
incumbent upon a devotee. The devotee must be.an-expert
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work j a perfect man of knowledge and a good controller of 

mind, before he can progress further on the path of devotion. 

The same topic of 'Yoga* is continued in this Chapter. Ch.V 

& VI should be regarded as companion chapters. Ch.V, treated 

®Yoga' generally and theoretically Ch.VI treats it 

practically.

In the beginning of this Chapter, the Gita asserts 

that 'the renunciation* and Hind-control disciplines are 

not different. Both sex*ve the same purpose and are useful 

for a devotee. The only difference is that, in the former, 

work is renounced and in the latter process, it is not 

renounced. It is done but without attachment to fruit and 

as 'dedication' to God.

In VI-3, two types of those who practise Yoga are

mentioned. (1) The 'Aroruksu' - (those desirous of rising ^

to the height of Yoga - The aspirants in the initial stage

and (2) Yogsfrudha - those who have reached the peak of 'Yoga'

The first rise through work, and the second type 'by peace'.

VI-5-6 emphasise the point that the Yogin should not

depend upon others. Self-help is the best help for him. He

should know his soul, and seek light from his own soul. If

he seeks right soul, there will be no difficulties in his

rise, -otherwise, he himself will be a cause of his own
$

degradation. He must know that his soul as an 'Amsa of God,
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belongs to Him, therefore he should do right actions and
be devoted to God, for the Union with God. II.D., A.T.*
explains, this'line some what differently though the meaning
is the same. It says that'the Yogin - (one who desires for
Union with God), should know that* his duty is the service
of God. After separation from-God, the soul, in the worldly
state," should accept service of God as a means to the Union
with God. If he serves God, then his soul is friendly to him,
otherwise it is inimical.

!Samkara interprets.this verse, to suggest that the 
Yogin should know that his soul in the worldly state cannot 
be free from it. His goal'is ’Moksa’, which he can get only 
if his soul is free from contact with sense objects. 'Ramanjjqa 
takes the word ’Atman* in the sense of ’Mind* and says that 
the Yogin should- control his mind so that"it does not lead 
him' astray,’-towards the. seeking of the worldly pleasures, 
otherwise the mind will become hi-s enemy, and hamper his 
.•spiritual progress. ’ . '

VI, 7-10 enumerate the characteristics of a Yogin and 
VI 11-13, indicate’the'method of practising Yoga," through 
meditation. Patanjali has also the same process,,called 
1 Astanga Yoga'. .

Among- the characteristics, chief ones are - Self- 
control,’peace of mind, Knowledge and experience of God 
through concentration of mind, equal treatment to all
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whether friends of foes, relatives- or neutrals, the good t 

or the sinness. This is the description of a Yogarudna. One 
who is only a beginner, has to practise Yoga, as described 
in 11-14. ^amkara says that the Yogin who, betakes to 

'meditation' must leave worldly associations, and practise 
meditation, all alone, in a secluded place, taking his 
.seat on a piece of hide of an antelope. Ramanuja also says 
that this Yogin is a Karmayogin and .as such he needs mind- 
control, through concentration of mind. .

'T.D. and A.T.' understand.the Yogin as a devotees 
For devotion, it is necessary that he should concentrate his 
mind on God, and mentally remember God's lilas. Aloofness 
and non-association with worldly people is quite essential 
for devotion without, distraction. Yallabha in his. work 
'Bhakti Vardhini', lays emphasis on undistraction of mind 
in deyotion. -

The Gita indicates here how that undistraction is t
«**=*=■ ■>

to be achieved.
In VI-14-, the Gita asays that the concentration of 

mind must be with reference to God;. Ramanuja, T.D., and 
A.T. God here referred to is Supreme God, and not secondary; 
personal as S^amkara interprets.

- The fruit of Yoga.Is stated to be, lasting peace 
consis-ting of Supreme bliss which is in God.. (VI-10)
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r .Samkara is wrong, in explaining,, the word ’Nirvana* here as
Moksa, because the aim of the Gita is not to teach 'Moksa'-

♦ •

liberation through no work# T.D. takes it to mean the 
condition of Brahmananda or Sayujya-Union with God, A.T. 
takes 'Nirvana* as Moksa, as understood in S’.Ad. Philosophy, 
but it says that the word is used in a compound with 'Parama' 
meaning there by the state which is higher than Moksa. Thus 
in interpreting this verse, he says that it refers to the 
bliss of a devotee, who is fortunate to enjoy it through 
highest' kind of love and grace of God- the bliss, enjoyed 
by the milk-maids of Gokul. The words 'Pure place', 
according to A.T., mean 'Brindavan'. This explanation is 
too far-fetched. T.D. is within limit.

Having described the nature of Yoga and its value, 
the Gita, in ¥1-46 says that his status is superior to 
that of the ascetics, men of knowledge, and mere men of 
action, but in the last verse (III-47), it concludes by a 
statement that a devotee-Yogin, is the best. This explains 
that the general attitude of the Oita, even in the first 
part- Ch.l-Vs, is inclined to devotion as a central idea.

Ch.V-VI dwell upon 'Yogawhich is necessary for 
devotion. The Gita does not restrict -the meaning of 'Yoga* 
to mere control of mind, as understood by Patanjali. It
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rather means that aspirant of Union with God must keep
his mind constantly engaged in thoughts about God. In
every work that he does he should remember God and think
that the work he has to do is for God.-

- Some commentators interpret these chapters in the
light of Patanjali’s Yoga, but it is .not correct. In the
first place, the Gita is prior to Patanjaliand in the
second place, there are many'differences in the Yoga of
Patanjali and of the Gita. We may-note here the following
points of differences: - '

Patanjall-1 s Yoga. The Yoga of the Gita.
1. It defines ’Yoga* as ‘ 1. In the Gita., it’ is the

control of the predi- fixing of mind on God.
tections of mind. ' ' •

2.. Patanjall'takes support - 2. God’of the Gita is
of God, but/his God is Purusottama.
only a- special Purusa .of , ,Sanikhya. ‘‘ '

3. Patanjall prescribes 3. The Gita recommends it onlj
ef &ed,the method of as an auxiliary to devotior
'Astanga Yoga1.

4. Patanjali's Yoga teaches 4. The Gita’s Yoga teaches
cessation of work. not only work,, but indicatehow to do it "'better.

5. Patanjal.i lays stress >5. The Gita's idea of detach-
on detachment. ' / ment is.not negative. It

- . lays stress on 'attachment
■ - * to God,

6. The Yoga system is 6. -The Gita'* is wholly .
partially theis.tic. theistic.’-
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7. The Gita takes the word 

in a wider sense i.e.Union 
with God and indicates 
different ways for Union. 
Each chapter is entitled 
by a particular Yoga.

8, Patanjali's Yoga has 8. Devotion is the main
nothing to do with devotion. thing in the Gita.

9. Patanjall's Yoga is intend- 9..The Gita Yoga aims at
ed to end five-'kinds of ‘ happiness, accruing from
sufferings, due to 'ignorance, 'state of perfect peace 
egoism, attachment, aversion, . and in Union with God.

- clinging to life, and instin- It is. therefore positive 
ctive fear of death. So it way.-
is a negative way.

tSamkara appreciate work and mind-control as aids to 
Knowledge, Ramanuj a gives, equal - importance to work, mind- 
control and Knowledge.' The S 1 .Ad. School appreciates them 
as 'aids to devotion. Work and Knowledge are- regarded as 

God's pox>/ers. God reveals that power through all kinds of % 
activities. So the- devotee must not' shun work. He must do 
it deeming it as God's Wi-l-l.

7. Pabanjali mentions only
the way of-AstAnga Yoga. 

«* <•
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UNI ON WITH GOD, THROUGH THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD'S GREATNESS:

Chapters 7^ to XII- constitute the second part of the 1 

Gita. It is intended as an explanation of the meaning 
intended in Part I. The central idea of 'Devotion' is 
implicit in Part I, but here it is made explicit. Ch.VI 
last verse declared the Supremacy of devotion as a means 
for God-realisation.

The S *.Ad. School accepts devotion as an only means 
for Union with God. But it says that the devotion must 
have knowledge of the greatness of God. 'The Narada Bhakti- 
Butras1 lay emphasis on greatness of Kmywledge as a pre
requisite to love for God. Sfahdilva on the other hand, 

does not require it. According to hit^ devotion is pure love
for God, which is uninterrupted and constant. Vallabha's

** 1definition of devotion is based upon Narada's Su|tras. He 
also accepts ^aridilya's definition but in the latter state 

of the growth of devotiofl. He characterises the first kind 
of devotion, as Maryada Bhakti- devotion accompanied by 
knowledge, and the second kind, as Pusti- which is unmixed

v •

love for God and \diich is dependent only on grace of God.
1. T.D.N. 1-42 .
2. Bh.7'.
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According.to Vallabha, Arjuna’s devotion is .not of
the second-kind. His devotion, needs to be strengthened by

- , <t» ”knowledge about the greatness- of God. The Gita attempts 
here to give that knowledge, which is contained in the 
Upanisads. The Knowledge given here Is-not theoretical,

a*

but of practical kind CVijnana) which may help the 
devotee to experience God. . - „

The world with various objects and the souls are 
a matter of wonder to all, intelligent-persons.- They do '' 
not know^" why they have .been created and by- whom. It 
is a .great mystery. The Gita, tries to solve that mystery 

, in, ¥11-4-5, by saying, that ’the creation with the 
unconscious-and the conscious beings are manifestation 
of God through His instrument called Prakrtl-or Nature.

It has two aspects, the lower and the higher. Prom - 
'.the lower are manifested five elements," the mind, .the 
intellect and ego, and from the higher, the/souls. The 
unconscious manifestation represents the existence 
aspect of God arid the conscious, the conscious aspect 
-of God.; Sofultimately, the creation is from God due to 
.His Will-,- for divine play-. Here 'PrakrtiJ is said to 
have been constituted of existence and consciousness. ,
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•'-he origin of the world is not a product, it is 
manifestation-of God according to S’.Ad. philosophy.

VII-6-6: state Brahman as, a material as well as 
efficient course. All things in-here in God. There is 
nothing outside God. All objects are pervaded by or 
interwoven in God, like the pearls in a thread. The 
things or persons with some excellent quality predominant 
in them are also the forms of God. Not only is God 
manifested in physical objects but even in psychical 
functions. All these objects with differences of names 
and forms have been revealed by God from His Prakyti or 
Nature.of self-revelation. It is otherwise known as Mays'* 
Ordinarily, people do not know that Maya is God's power, 
and is subject to His Will. Due to ignorance they do not 
know God at the back of'• this vrorld, and consequently suffer 
worldly bondage. Due to ignorance, they regard world which 
is God's own work as unreal.

Having thus imparted the knowledge of God, the Gita, 
in order to emphasise the value of devotion as the best 
means for God realisation mentions four-kinds of the 
devotees-(1) the distressed, (2) the inquisitive (3) the 
selfish (seeking wealth) and (4) men of Knowledge (VII-16),

1. 'B.S.‘-1-2-8 to 1-4-11: «S.M. ' 5-12.
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but in VII-17 it says that the devotee with Knowledge 

to devotion is asserted. VII-20-22 states that faith is 

essential In devotion. Thus this Chapter .strikes a note 

in favour of the principle of devotion, through, knowledge 

of the Greatness of God.

T. D. and A.T. explain this Chapter, according to

Vallabha's !,Anu-Bhasya, Ta 11 va dip a -N i b an dhh and Subodhini'
‘ * *

commentary.

The word - 'Prakrti in VII-4 is understood by 
s/airikara as Maya (illusion) and he says, In fact God does 

not create. The creative activity belongs to personal 

God, who. is subsidiary to Aksara. The origin of the world 

Is only a phenomenal appearance. It is not real. It is 

cue to Maya- (Illusion). If one knows this truth through

Knowledge and renunciation. The lower Prakrti is the
%

cause of bondage and the higher, cause of liberation.

Ramanuja identifies the lowe" Prakrti with the 

world, which is enjoyable' and the-higher with souls who 

are fenjoyers' and further says that both these forms - as 

‘enjoyable’ and as ‘enjoyers’ are real. The world and the 

souls in the effect-condition are simply the manifestations 

of those existing in the causal condition. They are .like 

the body of God-.
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Vallabha, understands Prakrti' as constituting God's

nature of Existence and Consciousness. The world and the 1
*

souls are the revelation from God. They sere latent in 1 

God, but God made them patent, by revealing them. They 
are all real.

To S*arakara, Maya is illusion, to Ramanuja. It is 

•wonderful power of God and to V’allabha, it is God's 

potentiality or inherent energy.
slarfkara misses the real spirit of the Gita in explaining 

this Chapter in support of his Mayavada. The Gits' is a work 

on Brahmavada. Ramanuja and the Vallabha school are very 
near the Gita" in interpreting this 'Brahmavada*.

-As regards classification of four kinds of devotees in 

VII-16, we may say that” it has gone beyond the scope of the 
t/fita. No doubt the Gita? refers to the four kinds of the 

.motives of the devotees - Dharma, Artha, KSkia and Moksa, 
but they do not refer to the motives of the Pusti devotee.

* e*

To a Pusti devotee, God is Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa.

The Gita mentions four distinct types of the^devotees and 
not to the Pusti type. T. D.'s interpretation is more reliable

* %t

One more note should be added here about the meaning of 
Jivabhuta in VII-7, which is explained by Samkara as 'has 

become like a Jiva- He means to say that the human soul in
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reality is Brahman, but 'on-account of ignorance is mistaken 
as a human soul. It is not real. It in its real nature is 
Brahman. Ramanuja. accepts the reality of the human soul 
and says, God-Himself has become human soul, by His Will, 
for His devine play. The S 1 .Ad. School agrees \d.th this.

The concept of God explained in this Chapter, can be 
illustrated by the following table, according to the S1.Ad. 
interpretation:

Forms of God 
according to 
the S 1 .Ad.‘

Kinds. Terms Indicative of Powers
in the God's attribu- of
Gita. tes. God.

1. Svarupa Koti 
(Original) Aclhidaivika(Divine)

Puruso- Sat-Cit-Ananda Maya', 
ttaraa Purna Puruso-
Vasudeva tt atria- perso- 
Krsna. nal God.

2. Karana
Koti*(as a 
cause)

Adhyatmika
(Spiritu
al)

Ak'sara Sat-Cit-Plus Prakri:!.
Purusa. limited

Ananda, Brhat .Imperishable
God.

3. Karya Koti Xdhibhau- Ksara- Sat-Cit- Avidya*-
(as -an tika (Phy- Prakrti. . xtfithout '.Sat* belong-effect) si.cal or (a)The revealed in ing.material) material or the jada - to the

unconscious - objects - souls. ,1Aparatill and the
j a da-objects 'CSt' in

* •
(b) Spiri
tual cons cl 
ous, Para,

the Soul. •
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1X This Chapter ends with a stress on devotion, as a

Supreme principle in the Gita, but this devotion is of a 
Maryada” kind. It presupposes the knowledge of the greatness 
of God.

1. Three forms' of Brahman viz. the Physical, the . 
spiritual and the divine have been indicated by 
Vallabha in his *S.M.' by an illustration of the 
river Ganges, which he~says three forms. It 
physical form is water, People make use of its water 

- for drinking, bathing and washing purposes. Its 
ppiritual form is as a place of pilgrimage, people 
regard the Ganges as holy and' take bath in its water 
for removal of their sins, apart from these two forms 
it has the divine form-as a goddess. Poet Jagannatha 
was blessed with the sight of that form. By this 
example, Vallabha says that the world is Brahman's 
physical form, 'Aksard' - spiritual and Purusottama or
-Krsna, divine form (3 to 9). The Physical form is

+ *«•

'manifest', the spiritual, unmanifest' and the divine 
becomes manifest to rat© devotional souls through 
God's -grace. - - .
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Knowledge about® God’s greatness as a creator of 

the world, indication of Superiority of dedication to 
Knowledge,, classification of- four 'typesof devotees and the 
declaration of Bhakti as Supreme Principle at the end of 
the Chapter, reveal the fact that the tendency,of the 
Gita is to establish Supremacy of devotion over work and 
knowledge. ' ‘ .

This Chapter is entitled 1 Jnana-Vijnana-Yoga ‘, 
because it indicates the mode of Knowledge and experience 
of God, for Union with God. Not .that, the devotee should know 
God as creator of the world, but he should experience that 
He is everywhere. This is necessary, as introductory to 
the Union with God.
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■ UNION THROUGH 'AKSARA BRAHMAN'-’ "
■■ """ """T'T   ———m..—

This-Chapter is in 'continuation of the preceding 
..one, but it describes specially-the nature of 'Aksara 
•Brahman; which- is_unasanifest, and attainable only through 

Knowledge. -Krsna 's aim .is -to direct Arj una to devotion by 
which he may establish his contact' with. God, which he can ’ 

do only when he-knows the'differences bweteen 'Aksara' and. 
'Purusottama *. - ", ; .

Arjuna's.queries in ¥111-1-2, about Adhibhuta,
- Adhyatma,' Karma, Adhidaiva are answered in VIII-3. There it 

•is said that 'Aksara' is highest Brahman. It is the source 
of collectively,: All and individual beings. It is all 

pervading and of finite :joy. Mind or Nature, is the spiritual 
.form.'The Karma, is-the emanation-of the physical form.

Ch.VIII Vs. ,9 to 11 describe Aksara Brahman. In V.14, 
Krsna admonishes Arjuna to establish-contact with Supreme 

God, which is possible by constant remembrance, of God. On 
death-bed, one should remember God. . (VIII-12,13.). A man 

who remembers God 'on his .'death-bed, rhas no re-birth after 
death. He unites with God; (V.14). ..All-.men^except Jnanins 
and the Bhaktas are.-subject '"to. rebirth. (VIII-16). VIII-21
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des crises the Aksara Brahman as non-manifest form' of God 
and as the abode (Dharma) of God. Supreme God is higher 
than Aksara and is to be obtained only by single devotion 
(V.22)* ,

' Verses 23 to 28 describe the-paths by which the soul 
departs after death- The path -of light ssfor the Yogins and 
the path of smoke for those who resort to the Vedic rituals.

The Yogins, who have known Brahman, are successively 
led by the Gods to the destination of Brahman, by the first 
path of light. Those who depart by the second path first go 
to the moon and their return to the world. Both these paths 
are eternal. The first is the path of non-return, the second 
of return (VIII-23-28).

The S'.Ad. School mentions five kinds of 'departure' 
from Life-(l) The departure of the devotees, who attain 
God. This is known as iMmediate Liberation'. (2) the path 
of light known as the path of Gods (2) the path of darkness 
or that of the ancestors.(4) The path of those who do 
actions forbidden in the Scripture. They go to the hell.
(5) The path of persons whose aim in life is only material 
happiness-consisting in eating, drinking and being marry-in ? 
getting money and spending it on sensual pleasures., such 
men are born again and again after death after death.
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The-Gits' however mentions the two only here. As he 

is a devotee, 3rd and 4th paths are not to be taught to 
him, and as he is still in the Maryadjf state having-faith 
in the Scriptures, the 2nd and 3rd paths are described to 
him, the 3rd is described by way of comparison only, so 
that he can avoid it.

RESUME OF CHAPTERS ¥11 & ¥111.
These chapters are very much helpful in understanding 

the fundamental principles-of the S-'.Ad. Philosophy. The 
Gita-endorses here the undermentionecj^rinciples of that 
Philosophy.
1. That Brahman is one pure- Suddha- and non-dual 

(Advaita) as a cause and an effect - Karya
or as Git and acit (as Souls and matter - 
the world or as names and forms).

2. That Brahman is the creator, preserver and 
destroyer of the universe. It is the material - 
as well as efficient cause of the universe 
(VII-6).

3. It manifests itself in diverse, forms of Physical 
nature. The souls and all the worldly objects 
i.e. animate, and inanimate beings are the forms 
of God. (VII-45).
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.4. That the unconscious things are revealed by 

God's lowernature and the- conscious souls 
from the higher nature of God’. (VII-B) .

5. The lower Prakrti is constituted of the Sat
•*

.(existence) attribute of Brahman and the higher 
of the•Cit' (consciousness) attribute of 
Brahman."

6. The world and the souls, being God's manifestation 
are real. (VII-7) That Brahman is both Immanent as 
well as transcendental (VII-12).

7. God's manifestation with the world is a change,
-in which the original substance remains 
unaffected.

8. - The Maya.is a power-of God. It is Daivi, because
it belongs to God. It is not illusory. (VII-14).

9.. That of all the 'means for Union with God, the Bhakt 
is the best means (VII-16/17) for Union with God.

1G. 'That devotion as a means is better than 
knowledge.(VII-19)

11. That God has. three forms: (1) Ksara -(Perishable) 
the world and the souls. (2) Aksara imperishable 
and (3) Purusottama - Supreme God.
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12. %at the devotees of God do not come back 

to life after their death.
13. Th=>t Aksara Brahman is non-manifest form 

of Purusottama and it is His abode.
14. Vasudeva or Krsna is a Synonyran of 

Purusottama - thgfiupreme God.
15. Aksara Brahman is attained by knowledge and 

Purusottama by single devotion (VIII-22).
f

\

The S1.Ad. School finds greatest help from these 
Chapters in support of its Philosophy about God, the 
world and the souls and Bhakti as a means for Union with 
God.

1 . -Samkara understands Prakrti in the sense of Mays' -
illusion and says that the creation of the world etc., is
due to Maya. Really speaking Kartrtva does not belong to
God. The world is therefore not real. He considers Aksara *
as the Supreme Reality. Sankara form is inferior to Aksara.

(S^kara)
The Souls also are unreal, according to him. He accepts 
knov/ledge as the means for the attainment of ultimate goal. 
Devotion is accepted as an auxiliary to knovrledge. Samkara’s 
interpretation is not warranted by the Gita. There is hardly 
any passage which can lend countenance to his view. It is 
his own view, imposed upon the Gita. Raraamq'a's ... 
Visisthadvaita assumes that God in the causal form becomes 
the effect world. The world and the souls are the attribute
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of God, which remain in God inseparably. His explanation 

of Maya as the power of Go'd almost tallied with that of 
Vallabha. The world in his opinion is real. He accepts 

Bhakti as a mixture or a blend of knowledge and work or 
worship. Vallabha's conception of Bhakti differs from this. 
It.is chiefly love forGod, but love preceded by the 

knowledge of the'greatness of God.

Regarding the creation of the world, there are differen 
theorifeesin the different system of Indian Philosophy. 

•Naiyayikas-Logicians and the Vaisesikas-A'tomists-consider 
atoms as the material cause of the universe and God an 
efficient cause only. The Samkhyas consider matter-Prakrti 
as a material cause. The Gita rejects these views. It 
believes in Brahmavada which is another name for the S’.Ad. 

the theories of the opponents of Brahmavada-have been refute 
by Vallabha in his Anubhasya on the-B.S. It seems Vallabha 
has been considerably influenced by these .Chapters of the 

Gita, in establishing his theory about God, and the world.
The purpose of these two chapters as explained above 

is to impart to Arjuna, the knowledge of the greatness of 
God, so that he may bp betake to devotion. This knowledge of 
the greatness of God- God as an ultimate principle, ans as 
manifesting Himself in diverse forms of the world,and the 
souls is also a kind of Yoga- 'by which an aspirant of
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devotional life- can establish contact with God. - 

NOTE ON 'MAYA: ‘

The word Prakrti in the GitsTis understood, by the 

S1.Ad. School as constituting God's nature of knowledge 

and function-(Karya). Powers of God. God is Sat-Cit-Ananda.

He reveals the world from-its Sat-- part’ :and the souls from 

His Git- part. - .

The word 'Maya"1 does" not mean - 'Illusion1, as under
stood by siamkara. it is a' power of God, subject to God.

In ¥-6, it is used with' the word 'Atma*. In 'Atmamayaya' - 

the word 'Atma' means 'God' and not.'Soul' and 'Maya' is 

the- 'Power of God', through instrumentality.
The Gita does not understand 'Maya' in the sense of 

'Illusion.' It is used as ' a member, of the compound-word with 

'■Atman' in the possessive, case,, where 'Atman', means 'God.' So- 

the meaning is- that the Maya belongs to God. This is possible 

only if it is a power of God. -

In ¥11-14, it is qualified by an adjective Daivi- This 

also means that .ifcs character is Divine. If it means - 

'Illusion* then it cannot.be Divine. It can be divine only 
if it is-the power of.God. Again.as it Is-used in the -
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instrumental case in XVII1-6, where the sense is that God 

as a Mover, using 'Maya’.as a 'Karana', an instrument. It is 

clear that it is God’s power. Ramanuja understands it as 

wonderful power of God. This sense.is almost similar to 

that of the S’.Ad. School.

The claim of the Mayavadin has been examined by 

Vallabha in" his Tattvadipa-nibandha and also in the Anu- 

bhasya commentary on the B.S. and Vitthalesa in -the
• * 4r * -

^idvanmandana.

Samkara's meaning of 'Maya' as 'Illusion' is not 

supported by the Gita. On the contrary it will be clear from 

the above that the Gita is inclined to.take the Maya in the 

sense of Po\irer of God. Ramanuja knows it-as a wonderful 

pm<rer of God and Vallabha as the Divine Power of God.

(9)

-UNION THROUGH THE KNOWLEDGE OF IMPERSONAL AND
PERSONAL GOD. ~ ~ "

In this Chapter, Krsna discloses most secret of the 

secrets-of knowledge to Arjuna, so that he can comprehend 

the nature of God, and attain Him. It is the'"knowledge 

which will help" him in the realisation of God. Krsna .asks 

Arjuna to receive this knowledge with faith. (IX-3). In 

IX-4-5 he tells him, about God's' immanence in all created 

objects. Though God is unmanifest, he pervades-all the 

objects. All objects are His forms, but they are not God.
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- they are only"partially manifested forms. All is God,
no doubt, yet God is above 'All-'. He is immanent and at
the same time transcendental. 'This extended universe is
not all that the spirit is, there is.an eternal greater than

' 1it, by which alone its existence’is possible.' Each object 
is a single expression ofGod's particular quality. When 
the flowers are brought together and woven with a thread, we 
have a garland. In this example, 'the garland inheres the 
flowers. Here we can not say that the flowers are a garland. 
In the same, the created, beings themselves, collectively 
or singly are not God. God is 'All* but 'All' is not God. The 
Gita concept of God is not pantheistic, but-panetheistic. ^
God is the-support (Adhara), and beings ' are 'Adheya'. The 
Gita explains the immanence of God iri all created beings, 
by'the Adhara-Adheya Sambandha (IX-4-5), on,the authority 
of the Brlhadaranyakopanisad 3-7-3. This relation is 
accepted by the S*.Ad. School. This relation requires the 
Samslesa- contact between the two, which is possible only 
if God is Immansfrt only, but God is here said to be 
transcendental. So Krsna explains - that God's nature is , 
dual. He possesses opposite qualities. This dual nature 
cannot be comprehended by logic. It can be understood.
1. Essays on the Gita by s'ri Auroblndo Part II- Page 71.
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through intuition only. This is illustrated by the 
Gita on the hypothesis of the Adhara and■Adheya, relation 
between God and the world by .the example of the wind and 
sky in IX-6. The wind has its location in the sky, but 
although the sky holds it, there is no direct contact 
between the two. This is on account of the AisVarya Yoga- 
power of God. This power is known as Maya. It- is also called 
Prakrti, which-is an instrument - In the emergence of the
various forms from God and their disappearance into Him.

*

This Prakrti is- nothing but the power of God as said above. 
Prakrti is constituted of three gunas - Sattva (Existence)., 
Rajas (Movement-action) and Tamas (Rest). Things before 
their manifestation exist in the Sattva nature, after 
manifestation they are under the impact of the Rajas nature, 
and on their dissolution they come under the impact of the 
Tamas (inert) nature. The Gita,regards Prakrti as the 
-power belonging to-God (Svam Prakrtir) i.e. the Power of

- ■ i -

Purusottama (T.D.-). It is dependent upon God. It is not 
to be identified with the Maya executing -Will of God. It 
is like a servant, carrying'out the6rder of his master.
So really speaking, activity belongs -to God. The activity 
of Prakrti or of Maya is on 1-y- nominal." The role of Maya 
or Prakrti Is creation etc. is only subordinate. So in „
IX-10, it is said that Prakrti gives birth to all things,
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moving and unmoving under'the guidance--of -God. (Supreme 
Brahman). Throughout all-these passages IX-7 to 10 Sanfkara
understands Prakrti in the sense of Maya-illusion and

• * ■ «

therefore he says that universe is unreal. Ramanuja- under
stands Maya" as God’s, power of producing wonders. Ramanuja 

believes the world -as real-God is Mayavin, the controller 
of .Maya. .The S’.Ad. School-understands Maya as a power of 
God, inherent-in Him, by which God manifests the universe
and withdraws it in His Aksara form-. The universe is,

* 8

therefore real. -The changes of the world are due to this 
power of -God (A-10). Here the S1.Ad. doctrine of avikrta- 
parinaina is suggested, according, to it although the change 
in the form- of the, world occurs in God. God remains .unaffected 
because His'Godhood persists' in‘the changed-form i.e. in 
the world. So, according to this Philosophy,- the' objects 
like Jar and a piece of cloth /are ’ also-God’s 'forms - 
partially manifested only Sat Part .(existence) and they 
are real. Sanfkara believes in the Vivartavada \thich holds 

the cause to be‘.real, but; the world being an effect unreal, 
due-tp Maya, or it is. wrong knowledge like'mis taking-a 
snake in the rope. Ramanuja agrees with the S’.Ad. view, 
which is backed by, the Gita. (IX-10). •

If it is so, how is it that,people do not'see real truth?
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Why do they not -see God in all- things? The Answer is 
furnished in 1X-12, It is due 'to the influence of Maya. 
MSyaThas- three forms: divine, fiendish and demoniac. In 
IX-12, the effects of the fiendish and of the demoniac 
Maya on creatures are described. Under the influence of 
the fiendish Maya”, people engage themselves-only in 
maintaining their loves.'All their' actions are promoted 
by’selfish ends. Those who are influenced by demoniac Maya"' 
indulge in cruelty to other creatures. -These creatures - 
cling to the worldly objects arid disregard God. But those 
\>rho are under the influence of the .divine ■ Maya remember 
God. and resort to Him. They.ha-ve no fascination or charm 
for the pleasures of worldly life. All that they'desire in 
their life is the bliss of Union with God. Such persons are 
noble souls (Mahatmas) (IX-13). Among the Mahatmas, there 
are. two types of men- the'Jnanins and .the Bhaktas. IX-14 
mentions some ways of devotion viz., recitation (Kirtana) 
of God’s qualities, adoration (arcana)' and atmanivedana), 
(Self-dedication), drdhavratah(Salutation) namanaor 
--Vandana. As Arjuna is Maryada Bhakta, the importance of 
Sadhana.Bhakti alone is explained-to-him. This Sadhana 
Bhakti is knoxm as-Navadha Bhakti (of ninefold kind), its 
nine division being - Sravana (hearing God’s praises etc.) 1
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Kirtana (reciting), Smarana (remembering), ¥andana 
(Saluting), arcana (worship), Padasevana (Serving the feet), 
Dasya (State of servitude, being a servant of God), Sakhya 
(friendship with.God) and Atraanivedana (dedication to God). 
The last one, is hinted in the verse, by the word -
Vdrdhavratah* - 'firm vow'. These should be offered to God,

* * '

not as a ^idhi - 'as a scriptural prescription, but out of
love (Bhaktya) to God. In this sentence Krsna reveals to ?

*»* * * %

Arjuna, for the first time, the nature of the Pusti-Bhakti 
which is different from Maryada Bhakti. Maryada Bhakti is 
only a Sacthana - means, but Pusti is an end, Salutation^, 
adoration etc. which are regarded as the Sadhanas should be - 
offered to God, purely for God's love. By this Bhakti, Arjuna 
will acquire strength on the higher plane of Pusti-Maryada 
Bhakt-i, from mere Maryada Plane. IX: 15 mentions three ways 
of approach toReality through knowledge. The first type 
realises oneness of. God in all things (the advaita way). The 
second type cognises only differences, the third type, knows 
that the different,forms are God’s forms, manifested in 
many ways, on account of His will to be many IX-15, 16 to 19 
Inform us how God is manifested in various forms. In IX-19, 
it is said that God is Sat (Existent®) as well as asat 
(non-existent).
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IX-20'once more 'refers to the. sacrifice and. its 

fruit. The Gita deprecates here the sacrifices performed 

for heaven. The hap'pinees of-heaven, is evanescent.. It 

lasts till, .the merits are exhausted., The devotee, of God- 

should not aspire, after .it* The vedic path is .a snare from 

which there will be 'no hope of release from the worldly 

bondage.. It will not lead to Union with God. (IX-21). The 

IX-22 refers,-to'the Pusti Bhakti. A Pusti Bhakta ‘is free4 * « a

from all'kinds of-cares.'He is indifferent to the happiness 

(Yoga orMoksa). Vallabha has written a-small work called 

'Navaratna' i/h which he .'says that the freedom from cares- 

naiscintvam-'is the- chief characteristic of a Pusti Bhakta, 

since a Pusti Bhakta dedicates his life to God and all 

his-belongings to the Service of God. As he has full trust 

in God as His master and•protector, he is not worried about 

the cares.’of his life. It becomes God's ’responsibility or . 

God's liability to care for the welfare of the Pusti-Bhakta.
r • *

Another principle, of the Pusti Bhakta .via.., arpana.

.or atmaniv'edana-consecration of all . things including 

oneself is Indicated in Ix-27, in the words 'Kurusva - 

Ma.darpanamh. The same idea is expressed in the preceding 

(IX-26). Whatever may be our- offerings- they-may be very
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small or insignificant, such as a leaf, oV'a* fruit or 
water, but. if "it is offered with love, then God accepts it 
and God is 'pleased with-it. The offered things themselves 
have no intrinsic value i It is love for, God,' that adds value 
to them and--make-them-fit for their acceptance by God.(IX-26).

The word 'ananyabhakta' in the same verse- supports the 

principle of ananyasrayas of Pustimarga. The abandonment of 

the things not dedicated to God-asamarpitavastutyaga, and 

not resorting to other Gods and Goddesses and the worldly 
people, except God(ananyasrava)- are- two cardinal" principles 

to be strictly followed'by. every follower of-Pustimarga. These 

principles are'suggested to Arjuna, so that he may acquire' 
fitness for-initiation into Pustisakti IXr31 asserts that 

a devotee has no fall. Even if he is a Wicked man, inclined 

to bad x^ays, he becomes-a.-pious man because after entering 
the path of devotion, he resolves to live a better kind of 
life morally. The point is that once we place ourselves in 
the hands of'God, we..cease from taking to. wicked and 
immoral ways. The devotee is under the guardianship of God 
and he,cares to. see that his devotee does no-t go astray.
This does- not mean that-a" sinner is immense, ’from, the 

consequences of his sins-,, after he adopts devotional life.
It rather implies that, the sinner has a new.]ife, after 

embracing devotion. This change however comes alter
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repentence. It is a genuine change of heart and includes 
feeling of confusion or sorrow for the past sin and a 
decision to prevent its repetition in the future. This is 
not to be achieved through efforts by the grace of God, 
when the soul gives up its ego and surrenders to God, God 
will make him fit for His grace. This verse here‘offers 
a hint of the fundamental principle of the PustI path- the 
principle of grace- pusti means.grace of God. The doors of - 
devotion are open to all persons Irrespective of classes, 
sex or race. It does not admit any impediments of any kind, 
even the lowly born, \romen and Vaisfyas, as well as Sudras 
are fit for the grace of God.-The Scriptures prescribe hell 
as destiny of the sinners. The women and Sudras have been 
excluded from the.'study of. the vedas. The Sudras were not 
admitted to the place of a sacrifice. Rigid punishment was 
inflicted on them, If they infringed.on this rule. The 
Vaisfyas were not meted out treatment, equal to that to the 
Brahmanas and the Ksatriyas. The Vedas made distinction 
among men, even for religious purpose, -but the Gita assures - 
of equal treatment to all in the matter of God's grace, 
through devotion. The Gits' religion is of universal nature. 
There are no boundaries and bari'iers here. ^11 are deemed 
to enter the realism of devotion, provided they enter with a 
firm determination, pure heart, humble spirit and a vow of
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deoication to God and concentration of mind and senses on 

God. T.D. remarks that the purport of JX-32 is-that, 

through-devotion and grace- of God, even the sinners like

demoness Putana, illiterate- women like eowherdesses of
I / 4

Gokul and V-aisyas .like .Tuladhara and Sudras like Vidhura i

acquire fitness -for God's grace. If such persons can he 

fit for -the divine grace it’ $oes without saying that the 

holy Brahmanas and saintly people who are.devotees will 

be marked out by God for His- grace.

- The Chapter ends with'the greatness of God and the 

-glorification of Pusti-Bhakti. It distinguishes the 

Harya*da“"Bhakti ■ frora Pusti Bhakti, which expects no means 

except love for God. It also refers to some important 

principles of the Pusti Bhakti,, such as dedication to God, 

freedom .from cares , .affirmity with God*, .abandonment of the 

things not. dedicated'to God and also abandonment of- resort 

to others, except.God and the grace of God. These are the 

main principles of the Pusti-marga, which have .been all 

derived from the -Gita-. This chapter is wholy devoted to the 

exposition pf these principles in- order to.'life Arjuna 

from the Maryada Marga to higher -life of Pusti. He is exhorted 

to turn his mind to Krsna, put' himself under his guidance, 

obey him,' and love him. He- should make .God as a centre of 

all his thoughts and feelings-and do his actions. Under His
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Will-, as-offerings to Him j- by this he will secure the grace
of God. This is the bes.t of' knowledge and the best of ,

, secrets, which Krsna discloses to. Him, as his act of grace
on him. This is the Pusti Bhakti mode ofUnion with God. -

* * '

' Importance of this Chapter, from the stand-point of 
the 31.Ad. School lies in the fact that it enunciates some 
principles of the Philosophy and religion" of that .school 
namely immanence stand transcendence of Brahman (IX-4), 
Brahman's being a substratum of opposite qualities -. 
(ViruddhadharmasVayatva) (IX-5),, Omni-presence of Brahman 
(IX-6), Brahman as creator, and destroyer "of the world with 
the help of its Prakrti (IX-7-8-& 10), Divinity of God 
even in human body (IX-11), necessity of single "- minded 
devotion &for God (V.13),'Sadhana Bhakti," Kirtana (Recital 
of God's glory), Arcana (Worship) and Yandana (salutation)
(V .14), the universality of-Brahman-Sarvatmabhava, which

, V -- .is expressed in the.-Sruti* All this indeed is Brahman.
Ys. 16-20, inefficacy of the sacrifice as a means, (Y.21) 
glorification of devotion and'the doctrine of grace (IX-22), 
and the doctrine of.dedication (arpana or Sama-rpana) (IX* ■ 
26-27), the ultimate goal-Union with God. (IX-28) —
Brahman's impartiality and freedom from ruthlessness ’(V.29), 
path of devotion,' being,open to all to women, the YaisVas,
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the S&dras and even to sinners, who have been debarred 

from religious life by the scriptures (IX-22j and emphasis

on Bhakti to Purusottama (Krsna).
« «• « *

The title 'Rajavidya* applied to this Chapter is 

understood by £>aitikara in the sense of Brahmajnaha, by 

Ramanuja in the- sense of Bhakti which is worship and by 

T*D. and A.T. in the sense of .Bhakti to Purusottama i.e. the 

Bhakti which is understood as Pusti Bhakti in a general 

sense, including the Sadhana Bhakti. Samkara explains 

Prakrti as Avidva, Krsna who uses for Himself words like, 

'MY', 'ME* are attributed by Samkara to Saguna Brahma, 

but this not correct, according to the uita~. Ramanuja,

T.D. and A.T. .understand .Krsna as Supreme God. They do not 

draw distinctions between Nirguna Brahman and Saguna 

Brahman. According to them Brahman is one. This is the view 

of the Glta~also.

The knowledge theory of the S 1 .Ad. School has been 

explained, by Purusottamji, at great length in his - 

1Prasthana Ratnakara1. There he first divides knowledge 

into three kinds (1) The Knowledge having God as Locus, (2) 

the Knowledge having the soul as locus as a knower-and (3) 

•The Knowledge with reference to the world as the Knowable 

object. The first kind of knowledge is fourfold-(1) Existent 

in God's nature (2) Revealed in his- gunas, (3) Revealed in
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the Vedas and (4)' Revealed through the word-form of God.
The Knowledge of the second kind is five fol*d - (1) Revealed 
to the soul through"external organs and the internal-mind, 
intellect, ego and consciousness. Through these organs, 
the-soul gets knowledge about the world that is the manifest
ation of .God’s Sorm. The.knowledge by the soul about the 

world, that it is the manifestation of God, is what is 
ordinarily understood in the Gita as Jnana. The first kind 
of knowledge having God as its locus, _and experienced in 
God’s nature, theGunas etc. is Vi$nana. Jnana (Knowledge) 

means experience of the Reality, through the external 
and internal organs- and Vijnana^ special Knowledge means 
experiencing the Reality in the realisation, of the-original 
form of God. In short, the knowledge of the world 
and souls as God's,concrete expressions is Jnana and the 
kno\fledge which consists in. the realisation of God is Vi jnana. 
The Jnana is determinate or indeterminate. When the Reality 
is known -as .one manifested .in differences, "it is determinate, 
due to predominance of the Rajas quality in the intellect. 
When only the., oneness of Reality is known without differences, 
it is indeterminate, due to the predominance of the Sattva 
quality in the intellect. This knowledge alone is trustworthy 
but if it cannot help in realising-God, it has.no value. For 
this reason, Jnana-and Vijnana are both taught toArjuna.
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(10)

, ' UNION THROUGH THE VIBHUTIS . -
Chapter IX ended with an exho.rtation to regard., 

devotion as the best means for the attainment of God.
In this chapter various Vibhutis of God are described - 
to enlighten Arjuna furthew about God's great ress and 
God's nature. It, by enumerating various Vibhutis of 
God, emphasises- the fact that God is the source of all 
and to know Him is to know All. When we know that all 
things have been, ultimately derived from God, we shall 
turn our mind to Him and direct our devotion to Him. In 
this chapter, the- xrord.'Vibhuti' expresses the sense of 
that form of God in which God's s.pecial qualities - are 
exceedingly manifested. The objects mentioned in this 
chapter are the Vibhutis because they manifest God's 
glory, exceedingly. The Knower by Knowing them will 
comprehend .unity of-God, in all the objects of the 
world and the souls because they are not separate from - 
God. -The point that God -is a material, and efficient 
cuase is illustrated here in a different way, by the 
enumeration of the Vibhutis.-God manifests Himself in 
diverse forms. There is.-no end to His manifested forms.
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Even the physical and-psychical functions if manifested 
Supremely‘are God's Vibhutis, All objects- the Magnificent, 
the beautiful-and the sublime are God's Vibhutis.

All things ;are-no doubt the manifestations of God's 
forms, but the things of beauty'and splendour reveal Him 
.more than others. Viewed-in this' light, every deed of - 
heroism, every life of sacrifice, every work of genius is 
a revelation of the Divine. By knowing this, a devotee will 
realise that if partially'manifested objects,' can reveal. 
so much glory of God, how-much glorious God’Himself, must 
be.I The glory of God, is unthinkable, incomprehensible 
and unimaginable. The- purport .of this chapter, entitled the 
'VibhutiYoga' is to enable to devotee to realise'the unity 
•of the world with God and turn-his mind to Him alone, for 
the Union' of God. . ' ' '

. : 1’he Natural-phenomena like the. earthquakes, the
volcanoes, the sea storms1, excessive’heat, and cold,, heavy 
.rains, -famines etc., and the man-made events'like Wars, 
murders and the. heroic.deeds of man, the tragic.and cosraical 
solutions,' acts of goodness"and wickedness, the lovely, the 
beautiful, the majestic andjugly' scenes of objects etc. - 
in the Cosmic world- are expressive of some ’.quality of God. 
They-are on account of the Divine Will. The devotee-must
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know this truth, and play his role, as a witness of God's 
glory and do his duty, as God's instrument. This is the 
lesson of Ch.X.

(11)
UNION THROUGH COSMIC FORM 

Chapter XI describes the universal form of God or 
the oianiforra* At the request of Arjuna, Krsna reveals to 
him, His universal form- Supreme God- Purusottama has two 
forms. 1. Vyakta (manifest) and 2. Avyakta (Unmanifest). The 
latter form is revealed through all objects that have names 
and forms and also in the Tibhutis of God. (Ch.X). The 
unmanifest form is called Aksara. Krsna spoke to Arjuna 
about It, but he desired to see It. So he said "Oh Krsna"!
By your grace my ignorance has been removed, by your Words 
full of spiritual wisdom, but It is my earnest desire to 
see your universal form". So he pleased to show it. Krsna 
therefore satisfies him by revealing His universal form - 
The main reason'for this is to further impress Arjuna about 
God's greatness and also to draw him into Him. According to 
the S'* Ad. School, this chapter is a turning point in the 
nature of Bhakti and Asraya of God. Chapters III to IX 
relate to Bhakti and Asraya of the Maryada Kind, but
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Chapters X to XVII to those of the Pusti Kind, because 
now God shows special favour on him by granting- His 
DarsWia. But it should be. noted that this vision is not 

of Purusottama. -
The Tai-Jtlriya Upanisad, first describes God as 

Truth, Knowledge and infinite bliss. It further-on 

identifies God with Ananda, Anandaraaya and.Rasa - . 
(BrahmanandlT Valli). As 'Rasa1, it has eight principal 

divisions viz. of love, wonder, heroism, laughter, 
pathos, terror/ repulsion, and fear. Some a.dd the 
pacific Rasa also. • ,

In this Chapter all the above forms of- God are 

revealed, that of love through the two-armed of Krsna 
as a friend of Arjuna. The*. Gita intends to say,-that 

all these kinds of ’Rasa* are the expressions of God.
The S'. Ad.-School accepts God's form as 'Rasa', but 

it believes that the -Srngara rasa is chief and Krsna is 
its symbolical representation. The Bhagavata has 
described Krsna's lflas-in His Srngara ra.sa* form. . But in 

this chapter Krsna does not .reveal His ‘love form. Krsna 

reveals to. Arjuna all other kinds of Rasa forms mentioned 
above except-that of’Srngara Rasa-form, for example, XI-10 
to 12, Vira in XI-17, Bhayanaka in XI-2Q'.ani ‘27, Raudra
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XI-24-25 Bibhatsa'XI-30,Karuna in XI-42, Santa in XI-50, the 
Vatsalva and Srngara rasa, however, indicated in XI-41, by

'.way- of a simile. The Srngara Rasa form is meant f6r Pusti •
* « - - „ • •*

souls, Ar.juna being not a Pusti soul that form is not 
revealed to him. He. is a warrior, hesitating to fight. He 
should be, therefore, revealed God in other Rasa forms.
Again Xrsna does not show Arjuna only the universal form, 
but in all three forms are revealed, one after the other- 
first is the vision of many armed God (XI-10,19,23), then 
of four-armed as Visnu (XI-46-51) and the two-armed of ^
God as Krsnain human form. Arjuna sees each of these forms 
successively one after the other.

The vision of the universe form arouses in him, emotions 
of wonder and terror.

It thrills, him with diverse emotions such as fright, 
tenderness, -repulsion etc.. The Cosmic vision produces 
trembling. The vision of the four-armed God fills his mind 
with Calm, and that of the two-armed with delight. At the CJ 
end Arjuna says, "Oh, KrsnaJ seeing your gentle human form,
I have now become composed and once more.‘I have become 
myself (XI-51), thus.Krsna tells him. This last form of 
mine is very difficult to see. No one can see it'by any 
means-charity, penance, etc., but it 'can be seen only by 
single-minded devotion. So, 'Oh Arjuna, only a man -who does
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his'works for God's'sake and; is devoted to God . can. reach 
Him." (XI-55). Thus the object of universal form of God, 
is. to direct Arjuna to the. path of devotion- of personal* 
God. : t

In Gh.X- God;,s greatness was .described separately in 
His Vibhutis-Here it'-is described aggregately.'

XI,JRP is an important, verse, because it explains the 
relation of the world' to. God. It is a Sat-part -of God and 
it exists in God and is real. The world is real according 
to the Gita, but Samkara .misunderstands it, -by believing 
that the world -is unreal due to Maya. The S,'-.Ad. School 
accepts'the'Gita* view. Again this verse, suggests to us 
that the God of the Gfta"is not pantheistic, but transcen
dental. Krsna by showing-'this.'vision leaves it to Arjuna 
to judge for himself,.'which form of God will suit him for 
his devotional life. Krsna might have thought the method 
of the.occular proof will'.appeal to Arjuna better than 
his theoretical discourse and it is believed that it has 
succeeded, for otherwise. -Krsna will not give him'In the 
immediately subsequent-chapter, the discourse on Bhakti.
The vision of God-marks the - turning point in the devotion 
of God. ‘He. is from this point deemed fit for'the teaching 
of the Pusti-devotion. He no longer now needs teaching on 
the work and knox^ledge. In I to VI, Krsna's'emphasis was on
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work, in Ch.VTI to XI on knowledge'of the greatness of 
God, but that emphasis is now shifted from Ch.XII'onwards, 
on Bhakti- Chapters on Ksetra-Ksetrajna (XIII) the gunas of 
Prakrti (XIV), Purusottama as Highest God (XV), the Divine 
virtues, (XVI) , nature of faith (XVII) and surrender to 
God. (XVIII) all have their bearing with the life of a 
devotee only. The value of this chapter, according to the 
S1.Ad. School lies in the declaration of the fact by the 
Gita that God's form can be seen'only by the single-minded \ 
devotion. It further implies that the devotee should 
perceive God in all the phenomenal-natural or otherwise, and 
in all the created beings. He should know that God reveals 
His form in diverse ways and multifareous forms. He should 
love them all. God is- the creator as well as destroyer.
‘Time is also His form. He is in the marvellous, the dread

ful, the repulsive, the heroicj the beautiful,'the loving 
and in the tragic forms, God's form can be seen only by His ^ 
grace, which is the divine eye. God first shows Arjuna his 
Aksara form ink the whole Cosmos, then at his request as four 
armed VIsnu,.and then as two-armed friendly Krsna. As Arjuna 
is a devotee, he is'not satisfied with the Aksara Form 
revealed in the Cosmos, so God shows him, the four-armed 
form-of Visnu i.e. the form of God pervading in the four AV •

directions. But even this form does not please him, so, the 
form of Krsna. Love form of God, standing in a friendly
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relation with him in a human form is shown, so that 

Arjuna can love God and serve Him.

,(12)
' PHION THROUGH DEVOTION

Having convinced Arjuna that for him, devotion to 

Purusottama is better than knowledge for attainment of 
Aksara. Krsna admonishes him in XII-8 to fix his mind and 
intelligence in-God and to dedicate, his heartland soul 
to Hima alone. Krsna then enumerates the qualities of the 
devotees who are dear to Him (XI-14-, 19). They are content

ment, self-restraint, firmness of mind, dedication of mind 
and reason to God, unannoyance to others, freedom from 
delight and anger, perturbation arid Tear, want, of ambition, 
purity, cleverness, impartiality, equanimity of mind, 
under joy or sorrow, indifference to good and evil, to 

fMends and foee$ praise and reproach, heat and cold, 
happiness and misery, unattachment to home, of .firmness 
of mind. The devotees who cultivate these qualities, Krsna 

says are extremely dear to Him. (XII-21). This praise of 

devotion at the end of Ch.XII supports the S’.Ad. view, that 

the Gita intends to teach not only supremacy of devotion 
but its being the only means-®for .union with-God. This 
(Chapter is entitled the 'Bhakti-Yoga1. Its purport is to



show the supremacy- of Purusottama and of devotion. This
*

is the central teachina'of the. Gita. The ’whole Chapter 
. is on praise of devotion to Purusottama. Ar,1 una - s ays,
"I want, to .know who are the best knowers of God - the 
'devotees whose minds are.always engaged in God - 
Purusottama or those whose goal is the desire to think 
of the, attainment of imperishable and the unmanifested 
Aksara. (T.D.) or who experience best the bliss of the 
Union with God in Love (XII-1). In reply Krsna first 

- differentiates the"worship,of Aksara from- that of 
Purusottama. But in XI1-2 Arjuna is advised to.prefer, 
Union with Purusottama as his goal than the attainment of 
Aksara, through devotion. -

Asmara is differentiated from Purusottama by - 
the following characteristics :

- . -• -140- • ... ■ .

AKSARA ’■ PURUSOTTAMA
1. .It is-unman!fested 1(avyakta)
2. It is undefinable ' - ... 2."(anirdesfm)
3. It is omnipresent. 3.
4. It is unthinkable.- . . 4.

5. It is immovable. 5.(Kutastha)

He manifests Him-self in 
diverse -forms such as world 
and souls. . .• .He can be-understood by *? 
His ’-'/ill. . J
He is accessible to God. ^

- - *

He is thinkable by the 
Devoteed.

He is a mover by His Will. J
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6. It is the abode of God.

7. Its joy is" finite.
8. It is the spiritual form of God , (A'dhyatma.)
9. It is attainable with 

great difficulty.

19. It is attained by Knowledge
11.Its fruit is Brahmananda 

or liberation which is 
merging of the Soul in ' 
Brahman.

12.It Is -the substratum of 
all the Dharmas'(attri
butes )
a. fyJtv {-{13.Jt is the- source of P&rkjfst: 
and Purusas.

6. God is Dhami-having His 
abode - in'Aksara i.e. the owner of an”abode.

7. God’s joy is infinite.
8. *ie is the Divine form. 

(Adhidaivika)
9. He is attainable very 

easily by His Will or I 
,'g-raee. ' •

10. He is attained by devotion.
11. Union with Him, is the fruit 

of His devotion.

12 .He is a, dharmin- who trans- 
cends all the- Dharmas.

L(L3 .He is the revealer of the 
Aksara from whom the 
Prakrti and Purusas are 
manifested.

Having thus. discriminater] Aksara from Purusottama, Krsna 
enjoins Arjuna to fix his mind and -intelligence in Supreme 
God-Purusottama (T.D.), by'so doing, he will establish him
self in-the presence of God.* In XII-9 to 12,’methods of keep
ing mind fixed in God are indicated, theyare practice(abhyasa) 
work (service of God - T.D.&A.T.), the Yoga- (resort to God- 
A.T.) or the association with the devotee of God.(A.T.), who 
has experienced the"union'with God (Saftyoga). In verse 12, 
of XII, it is asserted that the'-knowledge- of God is better
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than practice, contemplation of God (T.D..) or remembrance 
of God (A.T.) is better than.knowledge and the ^abandonment 
of the fruit from’ the performance of Karma is better than 
contemplation. A-tT. understands Karma in the sense of 
service of God, which is according to him,the work of a 
Pusti-Bhakta. His work is the service of God which he is

m

to do without hope of any fruit - even of the Moksa. It is
%

to be done, purely for love of God. This service of God' 
is better than the Dhyana - remembrance of God. This will 
lead to mental peace. (T.D.) or devotion (A.T.)

Comments: Ramanuja explains'the title of 'Bhakti-Yoga1
of Ch.XII, as 'Worship of personal God',• s'amkara understands 

Bhakti in the sense of knowledge of the Reality - -
(Paramarthajnanalaksana) and the Bhaktas in the sense of 
those who have cognised the Reality. Both these interpre
tations are not in consonance with the spirit of the 
Chapter and the subsequent account of the Bhakti.,Bhakti 
in the Gita-means 'devotion' which is different from 
knowledge and worship. The S ' .Ad. School interprets Bhakti 
in that sense. It may begin with knowledge but that, does 
not mean that Knowledge'and devotion are one. The S'.Ad. 
school distinguishes knowledge from Bhakti (Gita-VI-46,47). 
The statement that man of knowledge attains God after many 
lives-(bhhunam janmanam anteh Jnanvan mam Prapadyate)
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indi cates- the - tendency of'the/Gita more-in favour of 
devotion than .knowledge-. In-IX-34’, Arjuna.is advised to 
be a devotee... In -XI-54, -Krsna-says God Purusotjtama is 
accessible only through single devotion. It is therefore 
wrong to understand the Bhakti of-the Gita", in the sense 

•'.ofknowledge or worship. The S 1 .Ad. -interpretation in this 
respect is more near the Gita, meaning than the interpret ; 
tations of Samkara.and Ramanuja.'

With Ch.XII, the seccpnd part of the Gita comes to a 
close. This part is known'as the,expository part, the 
first (Ch.I to VI) being the aphoristic. It should be 
noted in this part, that the idea of the Bhakti is - 
predominant here. It. begins with the Mahatmya Jnana of 
Godin Ch.VII & V-III. The Ch.IX discloses the most secret 
teaching which-is .Bhakti.-.The Vibhutis of God in Ch.X and 
the Cosmic form of God in Ch.Xl, are intended with a view 
.to enable-Arj una‘to realise oneness of God'in'Bis different 
forms and understand that God is/greatest principle. It 
further teaches - Bhakti as, a sole means for God-realisation. 
-Ch.XII is solely devoted to-the Bhakti. This- gives support 
to the S*.Ad. 'view that' the- main -teaching of the Gita is 
Pust-Maryada-Bhakti. - . •.



. UNION THROUGH THE BODY'-AND THE SOUL DEDICATED TO
- “ The service of' god" 1 '

Part Three' (Chs.XIir to XVIII) of the Gita is 
regarded by the S1.Ad. School, as the Bhasya (Commentary) 
on Part I (Gita I to VI).-.

So far the reply to Arjuna*s'question "What is Dharma?" 

given by Krsna may.be summed .up in one sentence, "your 

Dharma is to do your worldly duties disinterestedly, but 

it is not enough that you should do your duty, you must 
fix your mind and senses,on God and for this (i.e. you must 

think of God, while doing your duties), .you must have 

knowledge of God, God as impersonal and as personal. Having 
discriminated between the two forms of God, Your Dharma is 

to express your devotion to personal God. But expressing 
devotion means employing body including the mind and senses 

and your soul, to the service of God.
Arjuna is thus prepared for the truth of the Pusti 

Bhakti. Now in order that he may serve God by his body and 
soul, Krsna explains to him the relation of the body and the 
soul - as instruments in God's service. This knowledge is 

to be utilised as a,mode for Union with God. This chapter
-is known as the Ksetra-Ksetrajna-Yoga.

» *
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The body is here compared with a K^etra, a field, 

and the soul is said to be a knower of the field. The 
soul that resides in body, and presides over all its 
function^is no doubt an owner of the field (Ksetra), but 1 

here the Gita describes it as the knower of the field, 
(body). The soul of a man \dio identifies his body with 

&<bal, is an owner of a field only- Ksetri, but he is not 
its knower (Ksetri). The Gita*instructs us that the soul 

must be a knower. He. must know-that the body and the 
soul are not identical. They are idffereht. The body is ^ 

an object of -knowledge and the soul is a knower. The 
knower (the soul) and the body are different from each 

other. The Samkhya System differentiates Prakrti from 
Purusa (Soul). The ignorants mistake, their body for the 

soul, when they say *1 am body*. The soul in the body 
is God (Mam Vlddhi) because it is God's consciousness-(Git) 

part (XIII-5£) describes'the'Ksetra which includes the 

i'ive gross elements: ego, intelligence, Mahat, the, ten 

senses and the mind and five objects of -the senses,
Desire and hatred,- pleasure and pain, the aggregate (the 

organism), the cetana, patience- all these taken together 
constitute the field (body). They are the contents of 

.experience of the soul, which in fact belong to the body, 

but the soul not knowing it, mistakes them for the
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experience of 'the soul.'All that we dr>,. think and feel,
- is- due tp the functioning-of the. body. The soul is only 
. an enjoyer of the .fruits-.- -Inythis list, the ego, . 
intelligence and’ min'd are also “included under the body.

The western Psychology does not recognise•;the soul as 
a principle higher than, the mind.-' The behaviourists deny 

the existence of the.mind-as a separate substance. The 
mental functions according to them are only the bodily 
functions, mistaken as mental functions. Some psychologists 
do not accept .the.mind-as a substance,, though they'accept 

it as functioning. The Gestalt Psychology takes-mind'as 
a whole iir its collective experience, without breaking 
it. up-into different states or -functions. A great deal 

• ef controversy -has raged among.-the Psychologists about 
the relation of the', body and the mind, whether they are 
two separate or one, or ..interdependent or independent.
The Gitn's'view is that the mind is -a substance, but i.t 

.belongs, to the - body.. The .mental states and functions are 

to be known as bodily functions, which according to the 
.Gita, come under '.the- Ksetra (the body). -

’The point in comparing'-the body with a field is 

that,-just as, the farmer- who sows seeds in- the field - 
reaps up the fsruit in the form of crops good or bad.
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so also a man does, enjoy the fruits'of his actions 

performed by his body, with its mind and senses etc. to 

owner of the field is an enjoyer of the harvest. Similarly 

the soul who is an owner of the body, is enjoyer of the 

fruits of his deeds. One-who is simply an owner of the 

field, but is ignorant about the seeds and the technique 

of ploughing and.the conditions of the climate etc. cannot 

accept to raise.good crops. Sometimes he loses the whole \ 
crop or produces bad crop. In the same way, the soul who 

has no knowledge, about his. soul and the conditions of the 

body and who is totally ignorant about the proper ways of 

utilising them inthe service of God, raisees his goal of 

life. He cannot'attain God. He Is simply a Ksetrin (an
«ew—- *

owner of the field) but not a Ksetrajna. The Gita, therefore, 

says here the soul must be a Ksetrajna (knower of his body) 

i.e. He must know the use of the body, ttoich is nothing 

but doing deeds for the propitiation of God, bbeying His 

Will. He must know by what deeds God will be pleased and
Ai

by what he will be displeased. The soul as a Ksetrajna, 

must have the knowledge about certain qualities to be 

developed by him as a Itsetrajna. He shoul^ direct the body, ■ 

the mind etc.-to function in such a manner that God will' 

be pleased. The Ksetrajna soul is not a passive khox\rer of
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the bodily and mental states and functions but also 
their director, and a regulator.

XIII- 7-13, the qualities to be developed-by the soul, 
for the proper functioning of the body etc. are described. 
1‘hey are humbleness, integrity, non-violence, patience, 
uprightness, service of the teacher, purity, steadfastness, 
self-control, indifference to the objects of sense, self- 
effacement and the perception of the evil of birth, death, 
old age, sickness,' pain; non-attachment, absence of 
clinging to children & wife, having family ties, equal- *1 

mindedness to all desirable and undesirable happenings, 
etc. Some of these qualities are positive and some are 
negative. The cultivation of these qualities is here 
characterised as Knowledge-moral Knowledge. XIII-13 to 17, 
describe the Knowable Brahman. Brahman is described here 
as Nirakara, Nirgiina (formless and destitute of qualities)
as well as Sahara,(having a form) and saguna (possessed

■ *

of qualities) Brahman is one. He is Nirakara inthe sense that 
he hss no form or figure -like that of worldly persons. He 
is Sakara in the sense that He is divine in form. His 
form is Ananda. Both these forms are real-positively or 
negatively-abstractedly or concretely. Brahman's 
ViruddhadharmlTs'rayatva (being a substratum-of opposite 
qualities) is indicated in these verses, which Is accepted
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by the S'.Ad.- The fruit of this .knowledge is mentioned, 
in XIII-18. It.is 'Madbhava' --attaining the Brahmanhood.

■In.XIII-20, the functions of Prakr.ti are contrasted
with those of Purusa (soul). Prakrti is the-cause. of the'
■bondage- of ’the soul. Prakrti is the cause of happinessx
of misery, which -are enjoyed' by'soul.'The. soul is only
an enjoyer. (All actions good or; bad, are prompted-under
the impulse of'Prakrti--through its modifications and the
soul, experiences happiness or misery as'the cnse may be).
In the enjoyment-of fruits of actions-bondage or liberation,
the Purusa is the Hetu (cause) (XIII-20,21), But the Gita
says that besides-the soul and the body, there is oversoul
or God who keeps.watch, and superintends the'activities as
a witness (Upadrsta), the permit-ter (anumanta), the '-
supporter, the-experiencer, the'Great Lord (MahesVara)
and. the'Supreme Self' .(Paramatma). In the ..body, there are
two souls.- .Individual soul (Jiva) and Supreme God. Of
these the'first-one is affected by•the'actions of Prakrti
.and the second one is free from it-,. .Though God also resides
in the body, He transcends the.. Prakrti. This Supreme God
is to be, approached by knowledge or by- meditation in one's
own heart, or by the Safnkhya and the Karma Yoga modes or
1. A»B. -on'B.S .3-2-11 to 30 for-non-difference between 

Nirakar^and Sakara Brahma,- T.D.N. 1-65-67.
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by the knowledge got from the scriptures or a- teacher#

Thus the Gita enumerates three kinds of souls as 
antaryamin, Purusa and Avyakta. XIII 27-28 mention fruit 
of the realisation - antaryamin. It Is 'Paragati' i«e. 
attainment of Aksara. So long the soul is in the body - 
So long a man is'alive he should do his actions, with 
full consciousness of- the soul's relation to God which 
is that of a part to the whole and know that whatever 
actions he does under the influence of Prakrti are 
witnessed by God. God as oversoul dwells also in the' 
body,.peeping his constant eye on his actions and nothing, 
and supervising them. If he has this knowledge, then his 
actions will not affect him and he will abstain from doing 
bad or undesirable actions XIII-29.

Thus, the three forms of souls are mentioned - the 
individual souls-(Vyasti), Aksara, the Samasti or Supreme

- * m °

God. These are Adhibhautika, Adhyatkika and Adhidaivika 
forms of God. The Supreme being is imperishable. It is 
without beginning, without uqalities. Though.it dwells in ^ 
the body,- it neither acts nor is tainted (XIII-31). Just as 
the ether is not tainted on account of its subtelety - So 
God as Soul though present in everybody does not suffer 
any taint. (XIII-32). The same thing is further made clear
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i'h

in V.33, by an example of the Sun, just a

PV VA\J&rb J il
; (
)

illuminates the whole world, the ' Atma' illuoUylates the<. 
whole body. .

According to- the S 1 .Ad. School, the Soul is a -
knower and not knowledge as supposed by sknikara. 11 is
atomic .in size (Anu), ICartrtva is not its inherent -

% - *> .

quality, but it is transferred'to It from,Brahman. It 
is an enjoyer (Bhokta). The S*.Ad.•School's belief about 
the nature of God is supported by. the Gita, in this 
Chapter. This knowledge - about the relation of the body 
to soul- and of soul to God should be utilised by a 
devotee for the achievement of his goal- the union with 
God.
COMMENTS;

In the S1.Ad. System, the body Is the evolute from 
God's Prakrti- the unconscious aspect of God and the 
soul, from God's conscious aspect. The soul in this 
chapter is known as Ksetrajna. It- is identified with 
God in'XII1-2, because it is the hmsk - a part belonging 
to Am.di- the whole (God), s'atrfkara regards human soul as 
unreal, Ramanuja regards It. as an attribute viz., Cit 
(Consciousness). But the-S'.Ad. considers the soul, a part 
and parcel of'God. As such, it-is a knower. As soul, It- 
lacks the six qualities of God-greatness, virility,, glory,
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beauty, Knowledge and Vairagya. This chapter shows 
how the human soul, can realise its original nature 
through knowledge and devotion. The devotee should 
know that his body, mind, senses and soul belong to 
God. They are divine in .their'nature. He should there
fore, endeavour by his actions and devotion to keep 
their divinity, untarnished, so that the soul can once 
more achieve union with God. This Chapter endorses the 
S 1 ,A.d. principle of Brahman being a substratum of opposite 
qualities. The world-creation, according to this school 
is for the pleasure of God, for which He has revealed 
two forms from Him- One known- as- Prakrti - which is 
enjoyable and Purusa- which an enjoyer. God is one, 
but without the differences of the enjoyer' and the 
object to be enjoyed there can be no pleasure of sport 
of God. This principle of the motive of pleasure of sport
by God is accepted by Badarayana in his^'B.S,* -2-1-33.

- *-

- J3It is God’s own work independent of Maya (The body and 
the soul, being revealed by God from Him for His sport 
they are real. The soul is to participate1 in the divine 
pleasure by means of the body. It should therefore know
2. S.M.12.
3. B.S. 1-4-26 and T.D.N.I-23.
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that it is not the body or an owner of the body, but 
one that knows its proper usein the se-vife og God.

'T.D.' and »A.f.»'following ¥allabha think the' 
differences of body' and soul due to the Will of God.
They are real. The soul should know that God's will 
is to enjoy sport, in various forms, so it should not 
seek worldly pleasures which are temporary and a- cause 
of bondage, but do every work, as a 'lila', of God*- - 
through that particular soul in its association with 
that particular body. All the -activities of the body, 
expressed through desires, avers&fcion,(aversion), pain etc. 
should be considered as God's lila. He should change his 
mental frame by cultivating the qualities such as absence of 
pride etc. as mentioned in XIII.7. In other words, the 
purpose of this Chapter according to the 'SlAd.* school 
is to enable the devotee to discriminate his soul from 
body and teach them their,use in the Divine Play. The 
soul in the body should know that it does not belong to 
the body, but to God and its goal is to escape worldly 
bondage and attain God. The desires, aversion' - are not 
the Vikaras-modifications, but the expressions of God 
for some purpose. According to T.D., the Ksetra-body' is 
so called because it is a dwelling place of the soul, or
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because, by- association with it, the soul is said to 
have life. A..T. ’s.-explanation is that'it is so called 
because it is a' field for the growing of rhe seeds-of 
Knowledge etc., need in the accompalishment of God’s * 
purpose for Lila.’. .' ■ .

Satrika'ra ’s ' interpretation is that, Brahman as.
Aksara is above all differences of the unconscious 
and the conscious. The differences that appear to us 
are phenomenal. They have no real existence. They are 
due to nescience. It is one soul, that appears as many 
empirical egos. In the embodied conditions^ the soul 
through Ignorance identifies -itself with the body. It 
regards'the bodily activities'as the soul’s. But this 
is wrong. This 'wrong identification is the cause of 
"worldly bondage. Brahman is neither body nor a soul. The 
bodily activities are unreal. An aspirant of spiritual 
life, should know this, and as preparatory to-the 
acquirement of the Mpksa, should cultivate the qualities 
enumerated in XIII-8,9. He explains the word ’Ksetra’ in 
four ways, first it is so called,'because, it.preserves 
-the seed o'f actions, from decay, like the seeds sown 
in the field, which-not only does preserve"the field, 
but makes one seed to bear many fruits, second, because 
the body is subject to decay, third because-its nature
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is that o:f dissolution in the end, and lastly it is a 

field, for growing the'-s.eeds of actions. But this sowing 

the seeds' and reaping the fruits, are also unreal, due to 

Ignorance. . -

To'Ramanuja, the differences of the tody and the 

soul are real. The tody should be considered, as a 

qualifier and the soul as the qualified. The body is a 

dwelling of the soul, but both these are not separate 

from God. . ; ■

The Acit (the unconscious), and the Git (the.

conscious) are manifestations of God, for His enjoyment -

the Acit as.an object to be enjoyed and Cit as an enjoyer.

They are due to God's Will, and therefore they are real. The

body and the soul belong to God, but in the embodied state

the soul does, not know this, and therefore mistake the

purpose of God. Hencethe'Knowledge of God's purpose, is

imparted in-this Chapter.,

The Gita view has -been x^rongly interpreted by 
l - - -■

Sarnicara. The Gita does .not" anywhere say, that the creation 

is due to ignorance. Chapters 3JII-VIII- go -against this.

It says -tha-t it is due' to Maya, -but Maya is not unde -stood 

as 'Illusion' by the G*Ita-, It is divine power of-God. 

Ramanuj.a, T.D.-and A.T. are more correct, but 'A. T.' 

brings in-his theory of God's sport in his .interpretation
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which has no support from the Gita.
One point' should be-noted in this Chapter. It is 

that among the qualities constituting knowledge in XIII- 

.1-11, the-' *uns we ring devotion' is .'included, which is 

.wrongly understood by Sarakara as '-Knowledge. _ The Gita is 

quite clear in 'its distinctions between knowledge -and ' 

devotion. -
(Id) ■ ' -

UNION THROUGH TRANSCENDENCE OP THE 
GUNAG OP PRAKRTI

«* ♦

XIII 19 to 29, explain the relation of Prakrti to 

Purusa. The concept of Prakrti is very -prominent in the
Samkhya system. But the Gita's Prakrti differs from the

*

Samkhya Prakrti.
This Chapter is called "Gunatraya Yoga". Its purport 

is to enable the devotee'to. establish the union-with 

Supreme God, by transcending the gunas of the Prakrti i.e. 
by becoming free from their influences. Like others, a 
devotee, h^s the worldly life’but he must know how'to-live 

in-it. Living-in the-world, he must know.that although he 
is in the -world,. he is not of the world, and-therefore not 
attached to worldly life for.him,'the world is the 
manifestation of God. -In the preceding chapter, the 
Knowledge about the body'and the soul (Ksetra-and - 
Ksetrajfia). was imparted, so that- Arjuna rnav knbw'.that
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devotee-may discriminate, the natures of both and employ 
them in the.service of God- in experiencing the bliss of 
union with God. ' ‘ .

There is no question asked by Arj’una, here at the 
beginning’of this Chapter, so this is in continuation of 
_the last Chapter. In XIII 34, of the last Chapter, It was 
stated that one who unde stands .the difference between 
the Ksetra and the Ksetrajna, philosophically, will, 
comprehend the Supreme Reality. By getting this Knowledge, 
a devotee will understand the greatness of God (T.D.) or 
will be blessed by the grace of-God In the form of the 
affinity with the Supreme Lord. (A.T.) in XIV-2, it is 
further said that this Knowledge will conduce as its 
fruit to Sadh'armya with Brahman. This Sadharmya means 
attainment of the'six qualities of God (T. D.) God is ' 
called Bhagavana because he possesses six qualities 
viz. beauty, greatness, vigour, glory, knowledge and 
asceticism - By the above Knowledge the soul of the devotee 
will acquire the .above-"qualities and thus will reach the 
God state. ■ .

According to A.T. this state 'is the state of fitness 
on the part of the devotee, for participation in the Ixlas 

- of God. ’ ‘
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XIII 3 &-# describe God as Mother and as Father.

God’s form-of Prakrti (Mahat Brahman) is Mother & Aksara 
is Father. The world and the souls are manifested from 
Aksara. As Prakrti Is the nature of God, God is the 
father and mother of the universe. He is the seed and the' 
womb of'the universe. ■All beings result from the -

V'-"’ '

impregnation of matter, the manifested beings evolve from 
the unmanifest.; The outer manifestation is an explicit 
affirmation of what was latent there, prior to manifestation. 
These two verses emphasise’ the dual nature of God - as 
Mother and Father, as womb and the seed- as creator and 
.the creative activity. -Both these are not different, 
but they are the two aspects of God and therefore real.
This attitu^ Sof the C-itiT towards’Prakrti is supported 
by the B .S ,1-4-23/28. In 1-4-23 it is said the word- 
Prakrti in the Upanisadic passages '(Chhandogyopanisad - 
Ch.u-6/1/2-to 6/1/4) connote the sense of Brahman. B.S. 
1-4-24, tells us that the manifestation of God's forms 
as high and low or as animate and inanimate - as abstract 
and concrete is due to the will of God to be many - 
(U.U. 2/6, B.U.2-4-6) there also Prakrti is said to be 
Brahman.. This Is further supported by B.S-.(1-4-26) which 
declares that every visible form' is the '(Parinama) change

i
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in the form of manifestation from God. (Atman). In--B.S.

1-4-27, the Prakrti is said to be yoni (womb), The idea 
of the Prakrti being womb is to be found in M.U.3-1-3. From ^ 

Gita is-not that of the Samkhya' system, but. that of the 

Upanisad's which, is characterised, as BRAHMAVADA by 

Vallabha.
Now-let us turn to the ‘ qualifies of Prakrti whose 

Knowledge is described here as essential for a devotee.
The' qualities and their characteristics and functions 

are given below. V.5 to 8.-" .

Qualities-. Character!- Functions.,
sties.

Fruits. Signs of 
increase.

Sattva*’ ' 1. immaculate. Attachment
2. Illuminating.to happiness

Attainment 
. of Brahma -.

Full illu
mination

3. Flawless loka and - of mind and
- birth as a ~ senses so

- • - - ; - yogln
(Happiness)

-that they 
will be
used for 
devotion 
tQ.GQd*.,

Rajas.. 'Passion 
. cupidity 

attachment
. Attachment 

- ‘ to actions 
. and their , 

fruits. -

Birth in 
the world 
-as-'a human (misery)

Seeking 
pleasure 
of life.

Tamas. Ignorance Idle life Birth . Error
1. Error.- - aversion inertness. misunder-

- 2.. Sloth. • - • to work-.- - standing
3. Sleep. negligence

and inaction.
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When one of these qualities is predominant that 

quality exerts its .'influence on- the soul (XIV 9 & 10).

These three modes are present in all human beings, though 

in different 'degrees. None is free from them and in each 

soul one or the other predominates. Even the devotee is 

not Immense from.the influence-of these qualities-, &o along | 

he is connected %-riLth the world. Predominance of the Sattva, 

overpowers passion and dullness, .that of’Rajas, goodness 

and dullness and that of Tamas- goodness and passion. V-10..
The Gita does not classify men, physiologically as the ^

sanguine, the lymphatic and the ’nervous, but'psychological 

as of Sattvika nature,'of Rajas nature, of Tamas nature.

The Sattvika nature aims at light and Knowledge, the Rajas 

is restless, full-of desi-res for things outward. The Sattvika 

men are free, calm and selfless, the Rajas,-active and 

selfish. The tamas are dull and inert..The mind of persons of t 

the last category is dark and confused and .their whole life 

Is one -'continuous submission to environment.

Having.thus described the-nature of these qualities, 

their characteristic.marks and functions, Krsna aay that 

all creatures are subject to-their influence. Even the best 

of these, sattvika are not free.'Though they are good men, 

engaged -in doing meritorious deeds for the world,, they are
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not immune from the impact and'.results of their deeds. They 
are. like chains, of Gold.. There, are- three kinds of chains - 
of iron, of silver and-of-gold. These chains, irrespective 
of their being made by a particular metal, are used for ^ 

binding a man. They curtail'men's freedom. They check their 
physical as well as mental movements.. In the same way,
-these gunas of the Prakrti function in such a way, that none-

w «*

not. even a man of Sattvika temperament can escape bondage.
'If Tatnas and Rajas are iron and silver chains, Sattva is a 
gold chain. Demerit alone, according to the Gita, does not 
become cause-of bondage, but even merits (good-deeds) 
become its cause." The \*ord ‘Guna'-in Sanskrit means a 
rope- which is generally used-fq-r-binding, warns Arjuna 
to keep himself away from the influence of these three 
qualities of Prakrti, if he wished to escape worldly 
bondage and he united with God. XIV -10 to 20 .therefore 
stresses, on the need of transcendence of gunas, by 
transcending them-he will attain'the God-state (madbhava) 
and Amrta i.e. Moksa or /^rahmananda.

XIV 22 to 25 explain the characteristics of - 
Naistraigunya or of state of'transcendence of the Gunas

i *

of the Prakrti. They are-more or less the same as those 
of a Stlix-taprajna 'in Oh.II. These are the-marks of an
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ideal man or a Yogin or a Jhanin also but-the St .Ad.School

regards them as the characteristics of a,Pusti-marvada-
& «* v

bhakta.That these characteristics are to be possessed 

by the devotee is supported by the words-a.vvabhiearini

bhakti-unswerving feature of the Pusti Bhakti. It is
& *

directed, to God alone and It is inflexible. Once this 

devotion is offered to God. it is not to be turned towards 
any other beings - celestial or worldly - not even towards 
the members of one's own family. This kind of

avyabhicarini bhakti which is referred to here is taught,
* '

is not the highest kind of Pusti-Bhakti. It is a mid-
* *

condition between purely Pusti Bhakti and Maryada Bhakti.
*•

Arjuna is not an adhikari for pure Pusti, nor is he at 
lowest plane of Bhakti i.e. pure maryada". He is in the 

mid-state. This Pusti-maryada bhakti presupposes - %
transcendence of the -three gunas by the knowledge and 1

devotion of God. (XIY 26). Such a devotee will attain \
Aksara Brahman (T.D.). The word’1Bhakti-Yoga' in the 

verse is sufficiently Indicative of the attitude of the 
Gita towards the Bhakti-which is explained as engaging the 
soul, mind and body in the service (Seva) of God,accord

ing 'to T.D. and as Sneha Yoga-union with God, through 

‘love, according to A.T.
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Summarising his discourse to Arjuna in this Chapter 

says 5 'I am the abode of Brahman, who is immortal 
(Amrta) and the imperishable (avyaya) and basis of 

eternal Dharma and of absolute bliss. God is the source 
of Aksara Brahman. He is the source of Amrta(Moksa)(T.D.)

» O

and avyaya(non-manifest Aksara) of the eternal Dharma.

Arjuna in this Chapter is advised to endeavour 
through Knowledge and devotion to transcend the three 
qualities of Prakrti as preparatory to his seeking union 
with Purusottama(Supreme God).

•(14) ‘ '

Although in this Chapter, some teachnical terms of 
the Samkhya Philosophy, such as Mahat,Tanmatras,Trigunas, 

Purusa and Prakrti have been used.-The Gita'does not 
refer to that. Philosophy. The differences in views between 

the Samkhya'and the Gita Have been shown separately in 
this Chapter.-- -

The Samkhya system identifies Mahat'with Buddlii, 
but the Gita uses that word in XIV-3 either .as an 

adjective to Brahaman-or identical with Brahman.Avyakta 
in the Samkhya philosophy is used for Prakrti, but in 
the Gita)"in the-sense of Aksara,-unmanifest form of God. f
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The word Tanmatras of the oatflkhya philosophy is - 

conscious by its' absence'in the ’Gita*. No doubt the. three 1 

gunas of the Prakrti are mentioned, as in the Samkhva 

philosophy- but they are not put'in a systematic form.

The three gunas are mentioned in XIII, simply to advise 

Arjuna to transcend them, if his goal is unior^Vith God.
i

.Justice Divetia has dram attention to one point in

connection with the Gita's treatment of the gunas in his
- 6

book 'The ART OP LIRE IN THE GITA'. He says that the 

GTta speaks about the Influences of the three gunas of
- . - s»

Prakrti on'faith, food, sacrifice,penance, charity,

Knowledge, work, a doer, intellect, patience and 

happiness, but it has.not included BHA.KTI, in this list.

The reason, according to him is that Bhakti remains 

outside the scope of the three gunas. This, point has 

been considered by Dr.Ranade in Ms "book. 'THE BHA.GAVAD- 

GITA OR" THE. PHILOSOPHY OP THE- GOD-REALISATION ' .The 

Bhagvad-Gita in his reply that Bhakti .Mght "be regarded 

as subject to-the influence of‘the three gunas, for 

he says , there are among, the- Bhakt as-the Sattvika, -the Raj as a 

and the Tamasa types. Vallabha in his'Subodhini'commentary 

on the'Bhagavata mentions 10"types-of the Bhaktas of 

purely love-devotion type - one Nirguna'Bhakta, and nine
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- the Sattvika--Sattvika, the Sattvika rajas, the Sattvika 

'tamas, the Rajas sattvika, the rajas rajas, the rajas 

tamas, the tamas sattvika, the tamas-rajas, and the tamas- 

tamas| but the'se are the sub-divisions of purely love-

devotion of .Pusti kind based upon the nature of love-
» «

emotion displayed by the Bhakta. The words Sattva, the 

Rajas and the Tamas-here convey the sense of 'stabilising 
of emotion* 'the rising• of' emotion'and^torpid state of 

emotion/ As the Gita has not this view of the Bhakti-the 

types , according t-q the influence, of the gunas are not

mentioned here. The Gita's conception of the. Purusa. is
» /

not identical‘with the Samkhya conception of the same.The 

souls according to the Gita, are the amsvas of God. It is

the Cit-aspect .of -the P-rakrt-i. The Gita calls it Atman or
%

the Jiva or Ksetrajna.Throughout the whole of the Gita, 

the word for soul is used in a 'singular number. No doubt 

the souls are many, but- they are .not separate from God.
To suggest thei-r oneness .'with God, the singular number 

is used.- _ _ ...

We. may here discuss the question whether the Samkhya 

theory of Prakrti'-is the same in the Gita or different 

from it. The Brahma-Sutras l-4th & II-l have refuted the 

claim of the Samkhyas’ of being regarded as a genuine
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explanation-of-the origin of the .world from Prakrti.The 

Gita, though'accepts some principles - of the Samkhya, does 

not agree with it. in many respects .This will be clear 

from the following points : ' _ ‘ ‘ -

THE SAMKHYA - '' _ ' ' THE GITA

1.’The'Sarfikhya'theory does •• ■ ‘The Gita’-accepts-’ God as an ■ 
. not accept'God as an - -ultimate .principle. 

ultimate principle. . -/ h

2. Prakrti" is; the - cause 
of t-he worlcl.- ‘

3. Sat’tva,Raja’s '.and lamas . -
- are the three qualities

- of Brahman that bind
- the~rPurusas.('the vouls).'-

«b > ‘ ' - '

4. Prakrti and Pumsa-are 
Wo’-separate ;'and 
independent; -principles'.

■-5'. Prakrti is.. Ja'da-having 
- .’no consciousness'./

6. Cessation’of activity- 
means surnmum/bonum- : 

' •'‘Renunciation is indi's- 
- • pens able. Knowledge is 

emphasised.'ds a means 1 
of Moksa-i-'.e.release 
from misery.

Prakrti is an aspect .of God ' 
...from'manifested whose lower / 
part TSat -existence part)

. the world, is manifested and . 
.f roff ’-/hos e Ci t - cons ci ous nes s 
part, the :Rajas souls are 

/manifested. '' ' -

’. 3attVa 5Ra.jas and Tam’as -are 
'•the qualities derived from 
God.- ... , *

.The .souls - are -not independent 
of .God-'The- ultimate principle- 
They are manifested from the 

. Cit (consciousness ) ■ part of; 
God.' Tlieyvare. parts of God. '

It1 ’ 'is / ’do th mate ri a 1 (3 a da -S ) 
as we11 as cons cious.(Cit)

Performing actions,disinter- - 
'-estedly'jfor the .propitiation 
of God is .the summurn bonum- 
/Renunciation is rejected- 

• There'is-"a. syntheses of work- 
and-Knowledge.



7. It believes in Satkaryavada' 
and Prakrit!'as the material 
cause ofkthe world.
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8.-It believes' in what is,
, called ¥ik|*ta Parinamavada - 

- (Doctrine of a change of 
■ Prakrti into the-world- - 
subject to modification).

9. Prakrti'has no -relation 
whatsoever with God.It. 
is controller of the
Purus as. ' . -

*

10. Prakrti and Purusa are
-begfnfrfcgless (Anadi) '

11.It believes in many 
Purus as (embodied souls)

12. Bhakti as a means of 
spiritual life has no 
place In the Samkhya 
system.

13. The goal of the Purusa 
is to escape -misery by 
dissociating itself 
from Prakrti.-

14. The Samkhya system is -
rnateiallstic and • 
atheistic. . -

15. It Is analytical. •

16. It Is dualistic-aecep't 
ing Prakrti,and Purusa 
as final principles,* 
whose, interrelation is 
the cause ofOhe 
universe.

It also believes in the 
Satkaryavada, but the 
cause'of the world is 
God-material as'well as 
efficient cause.’

It believes in Avikrta 
Parlnamavdda.. Brahman 
manifests. -Itself Into 
various forms yet it is 
unaffected.lt is not subject 
to modifications even in 
the effect condition.

God-God-is the controller 
of Prakrti.

Purusottama,Akf?ara time, 
Prakrti and Purusa are 

" beginningless.(Anadi)

piyrrusas are three.l.Ks-ara- 5 
(perishable world and 
embodied souls),Aksara 
(immutable)and Purufottama • 
(Supreme God-personal God.)

Bhakti plays an^important 
role in the Gita.

The goal is the union with 
God through performance of 
works ,accompanied with, 
knowledge 'and devotion to God

The Samkhya of Gita is 
spiritual and theistic.

_Gita-Samkhya is synthetic.

It accepts one final 
principal .whose ,pure non- 
dualistic called Brahman, 
which is the source of all 
the beings.lt is pure 
non - dua 1 i s t i c.
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However the Samkhya'.system'and'the. Gita agree, as

regards the Prakrti and‘its three gunas, ‘attribution ox

all actions in worldly life to’the Prakrti, and the

passivity. of the Purusa, the multiplicity of the souls 1

and the transcendence of the effects of the three gunas- ' 1 
- ' — • / *

To that extent the Gita reveals the influence of‘ the

Sarffkhya. -.but it is'’wrong to assume that the ,Gita-Sartikhva 

is influenced by ‘the Samkhya System of ICapilal Histori

cally Kapila*s- Samkhya system. Is' posterior to the Gita. ■

The Gita in this respect is'W indebted to the Uuanisadic 

Samkhya which is very old-, and which, believed in God 

as an ultimate1 principle-, above Prakrti and Purus a.

-■ ;1 - '.(15) ' •

'UNION THROUGH DEVOTION TO PURUSQTTAMft . ■ ’

The relation ;of-'Prakrti to Purus a, and the influence 

of Prakrti*s qualities on Purusa resulting1in Purusa’s 

bondage in'worldly life having been explained,Krsna now 

tells him about' Purusott/ama-Supreme God. with whom as a 

devotee he should .establish contact.- , - '

; . ' The Chapter opens with the description- of the world-

tree, called As'vattha tree in XV-1 & S.S'amkara and 

Ramanuja take these two, verses as ,a'- whole, but T..Dv & A.IV
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SplitJlp into two Parts XV-1, referring to the' world 1 
aspect of the tree and XV-2 to its Saftsara aspect. O’he 
ia.tter part, the Sa5is.ara aspect, has its origin in the 
first aspect of the world-tree because first there is 

world, creation i roui Brahman, and then the state of worldlv 
bondage of the souls due to ignorance or want of discri

mination between the body and .the soul. It was explained 
in XIII, that the soul in fact is Ksetrajna-but only it 
has fully grasped its true essence namely that it is 

the consciousness part of God, and as such, it is - 

different from the body, but this is forgotten by the soul 
in the embodied condition. Hence he suffers worldly 1

miseries. The Gita therefore at the beginning of this 

chapter discriminates the world from the Samsara. The world 

is real, being God's creation, but the Sarftsara is unreal.
It is due to the ignorance of the soul. It is therefore 
that in XV-3 Krsna advises »\rjuna to cut down this tree 

of Samsara by means of non-attachment or aversion to 
worldly objects or Vairagya. First two verses, according to// 
the S ' .Ad.school, describe the tree-of-world in XV-1 and 
the tree of Samsara in XV-2.

The Gita" is a work on the Brahmavada also. It teaches 

us that all created beings having names and forms is \
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Brahman.Brahman is not only the creator of the world- 

but itself is manifested in the reverse forms .A.ccording ? 

to it. even bad things are manifestations of God.This 

point is well emphasised in the Gita in IX-19 and in 

X-36, where it is stated that all concrete as well as - 

abstract things, the terrestrial as well as celestial are 

the expressions- of God’s form. In short God is All and at 

the same time above $11. If that is the position assumed 

by the Gita", not only the world is real, but its evolute- 

Samsara should be accepted as due to God's will. The 3'.Ad. 

Philosophy believes that God has. created-world for His 

Lila(Sport) and for the joy of His sport. He assumes various 

forms by manifesting His Sat-existence in the material 

object and Cit-consciousness in the soul. The soul after 

separation from Brahman forgetting its relation to God, 

its divine nature, attaches to the worldly pleasurers. It 

Is this attachment, which forges the fetters of the 

Sams a r> f.lca life. The AsVattha tree of XV-1 & 2 has these 

dual aspects. The tree is one. but as the tree in its 

earlier stage, it is the world and in the second stage 

after the separation of the souls from Brahman, it is known 

by'the name of the tree of Samsara. The credit of' $
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distinguishing-‘the world - Jagat from Samsa-ra for the 

first time goes to the S ».Ad School. T.D.. and A.T. 

explain the first two verses bearing in mind the 

differences between the two. This difference has not 

been noticed by Saihkara or Ramanuja, although Ramanuja 

holds the world as real. The world-tree has its root 

upwards in Brahman, ft extends its branches i.e. all the 
souls.-downwards-The Vedas are its leaves (XV-1), as the 1 

tree growing into Samsara tree-,It extends-upwards and 
downwards and is nourished by the three gunas. The-sense 
objects’ are said .to be its blossoms (XV-2.).

In the above description, the Vedas’ are said to be 
the leaves, because like the leaves the Vedas afford 
protection to men suffering-from worldly miseries.In 
the Samsara stage, it has extension both upwards and 
downwardsj^The souls who betake to God, have upward rise, 

and those who are'attached to.the worldly enjoyments, 
have a downward, fall. The former souls become -divine and 
the latter demon!a\-cal though these branches in the form 
of the souls-'are of the same tree. Vallabha explains the 
difference between the world (jagat or prapanca) and 
the Saftsara (in his T.D.N.I.23-24). There he says that
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the world is the work, of God and therefore; the form

of God(!adrupa)‘ which God has revealed with Ms divine

power'of Maya. So it belongs to'God, where as Sams ara

belongs to-the 'soul. It is his own'creation, on account

of ignorance(avidya)Y Sartsara can be ended by the effortsJf{.

of the soul, but the -world cannot, be', ended except by

God. It can be withdrawn by Him into Himself; again.

The creation of the world is- nothing but manifestation

(avirbhava) of God and its'destruction-non-manifestation

(Tirobhava). The A.virbh$va. and ; Tirobhava 'are the two

powers of God., The'extension of the world-tree,, is due

to the power of manifestation. The same process is

referred to in XV-2‘ as ascent and descent of the souls-

their the'upward and downward movements in the worldly

state. In XV-3, the'Gita suggests the -way of release_

from the worldly state, by non-attachment to worldly

objects. The idea of-the Asfvattha tree occurs in K.U.II- 
*-“ ■ « <»

6-M-U-3-1-1.3,U. or.and Ch.U-6-12-l-It'is there the 

world-tree or Brahman tree. The Gita has combined both- 

these ideas and described them'separately in the 

description of the Asvattha tree-which is real as the 

world and unreal as the Samsara. This may, as Or.Ranade 

puts it in his Bhagavad-Gita, corresponds to. the tree
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Igdrassil or the ash tree in the Scandinavian mythology. 
Sankara explains the wordVa^vattha, etymologically, as 

that which does not stand_to-morrow. He means by it. the 
tree of the Satfisara. But this explanation iS not in 
keeping with the explanation given by Taittiriya Brahman.-;, 
3-8-12-2, where it is stated-that Prajapati stayed 

secretly in this tree in the form of the horse.hence, it 
came to be known as AdVattha. This means that it is the

* v

tree in which Prggapati-the.creator God made his dwelling 
before creation. This explains the divine nature of the ' '

tree. It is right to'call it the tree of Reality or ■ 
Brahman, which may-be understood for 'elan vital' of 

Bergson-whieh is the root of the evolutionary porces's in 
the world. T.D.-and A.T. have correctly grapsed this point 

and therefore explained this tree in its double character 
as the world- and as the Sariisara. If SaAkara.'s explanation 
is accepted then what the Gita has affirmed in VII to XI *1 
must be rejected. The Gita nowhere speaks about the 
unreality of the worl^on .the contrary, those who say ' ^ 

that it is unreal are'denounced as demons.

The idea of the Asvattha tree, in fact in a further
V 4b -

amplification of the ’Sruti. All this is Brahman in a 
figurative.manner. The whole world is so to speak extension
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of- the tree of Brahman-This means that Brahman is at 
the root of everything-So Krsna advises Arjuna'to bear 

this in mind in his worldly state. His nature being 
Godly, he must try to be godly. Instead of remaining in 

the worldly state-as a worldly soul, he should become 
divine soulor this he must seek Godr'To seek God* 
means'to love God', and'to love God',means'to be non- 

attached to worldly things'. This is what Krsna desires 

to say unto A'rjuna here.
XV-7-is an important verse showing relation of the 

soul to God. The Gita says here very clearly that the 
soul is a fragment(AA^a-) of God. God is whole and the 

soul is its small part-The oruti gives its measure as 
being infinitely small-so small that it is equal to 

hundredth part of the end of hair. The relation, 

according to this verse, between the soul and God is 

that of Arasa (part) and Aids*! (the whole), the soul 
being the consciousness- (Cit) part of God.S^afikara, 

however, understands the word Arnica as 'A.ms^ahiva1 like 

a fragement.' , as if it were a fragment. He means than 
the soul by nature is Brahman, but due to Upadhi of Maya, 

it seems as a human soul and as such as if it were 
fragmentary. But this;meaning cannot be accepted on the
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following re as ons .
1. - If S'atfikarafe explanation is accepted, then it

~ contradicts, what is said in VI1-5* According to 
this, the''human soul. Is the manifestation of God's 

consciousness as revealed from His‘higher nature
(Para-Prakrti).Prakrti here is God's own nature

*

(mark there the words"My higher nature".)

2. The• word used in the Gita is -"Jivabhuta" and not j 
"Jivibhuta"-If the later meaning were intended the 
correct grammatical form would he 1Jivibhuta'-as
if it has become the soul. -Jivabhuta-means vhas , 

become the soul.'
•3. Again- the adjective Sanatana (eternal) to the soul || 

will not be appropriate to the human soul.
4. The Gita has enumerated some characteristics of 

the soul in 11-20.' The same soul is said to be 
soul in VII-6, and -XV, and Ksetrajna In XIII and 
as Purusa in relation to Prakrti in XIV.

5. It is opposed to R^veda 10-90-2 which says that 
ail beings are God's part.

6. It is also opposed-to the-Gita 2-3-43-
7. It is opposed, to the Sruti,which explains the

‘ relation of the soul to Brahman on the analogy, of 

spark and fire. The spark separated from fire is
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the part of God and yet non-different -f-rom it.

The soul- is separated from'God by manifestation.
8. The-soul's .size is. -said to be "anu-"small. -That

, *, . .
. is possible only when it is a constituent of some 

whole(T.U.5-9-and B-S-2-3-is to 28-and‘Vallabha's 

Anubhasva on the same). The -Brahman is'the whole' 

of whom, the atomic soul is its. part.- • 
damkara,explaining his position in .this. respect5 

give's‘-two’illustrations of reflection in-water, and the - 
sky conditioned by the pot-^The first is an example to 
prove his point by the reflection'theory and that of the 
second by the limitation theory. The'first says that lust 

as the sun, reflected in water is mistaken for the real 
sun in the sky, -so the embodied soul is mistaken for 
Brahman, but really speaking the embodied - soul as Jiva is 
only phenomenal. It is,falsely believed to be God-’s'Amm/a. 

It is only-the' reflection of God in'Maya; - r

This theory has' been examined by Vallabha in,his. 
T.P.N.I. and found-‘defects in reasoning. It is “supposed ] 

by reflection theory that the human .soul is a- reflection 
of Brahman,- ah objects, in‘the mirror of Maya.But 
Vallabha' rejects it on-the following points'.:. -
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1. an object-t.o be reflectecHmust have some definite”
form but Satikarafe Brahman is formless®!t' can 

therefore have no reflection in ;the mirror of 

Maya. ■ ' -
2. ' It'is the Ian of reflection that-an object can be

.reflected’ only if the mirror is clean-but Maya of 
sfamkara is impure, hence Brahman cannot have 

reflection in the form of the soul.
3. Brahman and Maya are',supposed by S^amkara as all- 

pervasive <r By the lax* of reflection- reflection

of Brahman in the Maya is .impossible*!t is possible 

only if Maya is not all-pervasive.

4. .The object to have a reflection must be at some 

distance from the mirror. The'Maya is.according to , 

$>arnicara’s supposition very approximate to Brahman.

If any line is carved very closely in the mirror, 
it will- riot be' reflected.

■5., The'-obj ect'and the mirror,' must' not be located in 
- one-place, if theyare located in one place, there 
-■cannot.be' reflection. The bVuti . comparing Brahman 

- ' and' the:'.soul, with birds,declares, them residing in 

'the 'same place, (a tree of Samsara.')
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. 6. If -the soul is; supposed to-:be a reflection of

'Brahman then it would, not perform the functions 

■ of movement, rising'lip etc. as described,-in the 

.■ - G-ita. -XY-lO. - ; -

7.' -'If 'the -reflection, theory is accepted then, when 

; ..." ignorance- is destroyed by Knowledge, -the soul

which is reflected in if will be-also destroyed,

- -- but "the; Gita .says " that the soul is immortal. '

-8. If an object 'to be;reflected is -covered,‘ with a

. •. screen,-it vri.ll not throw its reflection in-the

mirror.- In the.same way, it is not possible for 

. the Maya-ehveloped Brahman to-be reflected.

/ . •

Satnkaras reflection theory is untenable. -It cannot 

-- illustrate the relation of the soul to Brahman. Nor is 

the appearance of;Brahmana as -Jiva, due to any upadhi.- 

Nor. is' It -an- Abhasa-phenomenal appearance. The so.ul is

- a. reality. It belongs t.o God as its part.' -

.. The word "EVA"- 'only' af ter' - Manic".-My' in the above

verse, excludes even the rerno'test .possibility -for' the 

• supposition offehs Satfikara’s 'explanation as if lit c/ere 

an arb^a SaMcara, datives' the meaning that the 'soul, is not 

a'part; of Brahman, but appears as s-uch.'This meaning is 

opposed, to the teaching of-the Gita. ' •
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Ramanuja takes the word ’Aiftsh', in the sense of 

1 ViS*esana1 -an adjective. The relation between Brahman 

and the soul is.like that of an object and the qualifying 
adjective in grammar-when we say "a white cow", we qualify 
the noun 'bow*, by an adj e cti ve vwhi te;. Whiteness is a 

quality (adjective) going with the noun 'cow? The soul is 

similarly an attribute of God, inseparately connected with 
It-in the causal state or an effect state of Brahman. 
Nimbarka understands Afas'a as power of God. The soul is 
a power- of God. Madhva says that the souls as A&s'as are 

different from Brahman, like the hands, feet etc. the • 

parts of the body.
Vallabha takes the ‘ams'a1 in the sense of a part which 

belongs to God»Hence even though the soul is a separate 
entity, it is not different from Brahman-el t is like a 
spark emanating ‘from ^btfe.BMarayana has supported this 

theory in his B.3.This is exactly‘the view of the Gita.
XV-16-17-18,- express the relation of Ksara,Aksara and 

Purusottama or souls. Aksara and Supreme God. These three are 
separately mentioned as Purus as-but Purusottama is Supreme. 
Ksara means perishable. All objects that are subject to 
change in accordance with the Will of God, are said to be 
ksara Purus a (VI11-4 )-. Aksara is another Purus a (VI11-3).
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Purugottama is third one, standing High above Ksara and 

Akgara. This does not mean that the Gita believes in 
three Purusas as being separate. It only suggests that 

all perishable changing forms, are one aspect of Supreme 
God and the eternal imperishable Aksara is another aspect 

of God. The ultimate Reality is Purusottama. The manifest 
form-the world and- souls is its physical adhibhutika,the 
unmanifest form called-Aksara is spiritual(Adhyatmika) 

and Purusottama is Adhidaivika«»Vallabh.a has explained 
these three forms of God in-his 'work11 Siddhanta-Muktavali" 

byjan example of -the river,. Ganges .The water form of the \ 
Ganges is the physical form of that river, its being a 
place of pilgrimage, the spiritual, and its being accepted 
as a goddess is the divine form. The S.’Ad.school follows 
Vallabha in interpreting these verses and in explaining 
their relation to Supreme God. The idea of Purusottama 
is indicated in the Gita previously in VIII-8 & X-12, as 

Pararaa and Divya.Purusa in VIII-22, as "Para Purusa" and 
in X-15,- by the word Purusottama. It is also indicated 
in X-12.

That the Ksara and Aksara are regarded as Purusas ^ 

proves that they are not devoid of consciousness. Some 
understand AksarafipPrakrti of the Samkhya but this meaning
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is wrong. The Samkhya Prakrti .is, -not 'identical with 
Purus a. It'is of famini-n'e nature. Again ’it' is devoid of 1 

consciousness. Aksara, is to .be understood only as 'the 
unmanifest form of God.' .(XII-1t3) . " -

-The use of 'EVA-ONLY* after Ksara itf XV^ 16‘.conveys
• - .• <j

that .even-the Ksara is -Aksara. though It seems to be 

subject to changes^- The' change, is hot .its essential 

quality.' The change is only'the expression of God's will 

to become manifest. So Ksara is only the functional 

aspect of God,, manifested, in all the beings, the other • 

aspect of Knowledge., is Aksara remaining for ever in 'the 
unmanifest form. In othe^ords , God's static energy is 

conserved in' Aksara-form and Kinetic or Dynamic expressed 

in Ksara -Purusottama as Supreme God above these.

The Gita does hot indicate that the‘Ksara and Aksara
‘ <a »

are different from God, 'but- that they are. only two separate 

aspects of God-the'unmanifest and the -manifest of Supreme 

God. "The Supreme Reality .is pure without- any dualism.This 

is the/interpretation of'the Vallabha School .

- The'word'Purusottatna'--for‘Supreme Gdcl, seems to have 
been-used-foh the firs-t time in ’ the Gita.. The Idea of - 

Supreme God is. expressed by the word ‘-'PURUSA" in the
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'Purusa Suktam' in the Xth Book of R|veda.The 

Mstndukyopanisad distingtiishea it from Aksara in II-1-2 

by the-' words Divine Puru§a. It is said as higher than - 
Aksara in 11-1-2 .In - II-2-1- , it-is said-to be Varistha- 

Highest. Ox’iginally- God vias only Purusa but in course of 
time the Purusa idea developed into Purusottama.

In his commentary on the above verse of the Gitaf 
^aftkara .understands Jiva by Aksara Purusa. He says that 

this Aksara is Kutastha. because it - the soul is centred 
in Kuta-Maya-illusion or ignorance. The Jiva being enveloped

i - .

by Maya is said to be-here as Aksara.Brahman or Absolute 

Reality is said to be Purusottama, because-it is not 
subject of Maya. It is only Reality without any - 1

differentiation of Cit'and Acit. There by he means to say^

that Ksara Purusa-the'word?acit£ and Aksara - souls *cit5
* *

are unreal,.only Brahman is real. He regards Brahman as 
an‘ultimate principle. According to him, the Gita 
describes - this ultimate Principle by the word Purusottama. 
This view of ^amkara cannot ‘be supported by the Gita. The 

Gita does not use the word Aksara in the 'sense of the 
individual soul. For that the Gita uses the words .like 
Atma (II)Kse'trajna(XIII) , Purusa(IV) and Jiva(XV) .To 

identify the individual soul with Aksara the imperishable
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or unmanifest Brahman,-is nothing-but deliberate misunder
standing of the 'Gita. According to- the Gita, the acit and 
cit-both are real-because they express the Sat (existence) 
and cit (consciousness)-of God. AKSARA, according to the 

Gita is not the individual soul but higher than that. It, 
according to’ the S 1 .Ad.school, is and of impersonal form 
of God-which is said to'be the abode of God.S#amkara's 

meaning of Aksara as Maya Sakti and Aksara Purusa, the 

individual soul, subject to the influence of Maya is not 

acceptable.
Ramanuja takes Aksara Purusa to be the emancipated 

soul.
The Gita emphasises the reality of the mutable as 

well as the immutable forms of God-Ksara and Aksara and says 
that Supreme God as Purusottama stands above them as he 
combines in Himself both these even in causal state and 

unmanifestation. ’ -
XY-20 says that this teaching about Puruso'ttama as 

Supreme God, Is-the most secret (Guhyatama)teaching of 

the Gita. Arjuna is therefore enjoyed to turn all his 
thoughts and feelings to Him, for union with Him. It also 
suggests that If he has intelligence, he- should use his 
Intelligence in Knowing that Purusottama Is Supreme God.
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ks a devotee therefore, it becomes his Dharma to seek 

Supreme God -and establish his contact with Him.
Prom the S’.Ad.point of view we come across the 

following principles enunciated in this chapter.
1. The world is rooted in God. It is the work of God- 

It is real(XV-l).

2. The Saffisara is different from the world. It is due 
to ignorance of the soul. It is um*eal(XI?-2)

3. To cut off the worldly bondage, non-attachment or 
Vairagva is necessary (XV-3).

4. One should seek the Supreme state(God) from‘which 

there is no return (XV-4).

5. The state of God is obtained only by those who are 
free from egoism, self-respect etc.0tVI-5.)

6. .That Supreme state of God is much above the sun,the
moon, the fire(XV-6.)

7. The soul is'a fragment (afis'a) of God (XV-7) and it
is the Lord of body in the embodied condition and 
enjoy_es. the objects'of the senses. XV-7/8. ;

8. God resides in one's heart. Only those whose hearts
are pure can see Him. He is not perceptible .to ^

impure hearts.
9. Tlite sun, the moon, the fire, the earth are the forms

Uof GocUThey are the Vibhutis possessing some quality
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predominaw&y (XT-12-14). Even physical faculties, such 

a.s memory5 wisdom express God's potentiality in them.

(XV-15) . -

10. In this world 5 there are only two purus as-Its a ra 

perishable and Aksara imperishable. But God is 
best of them. He is- therefore called Purusottama. 1 

He is Supreme God ' (XV-16-17-18).

11. Union with .Purusott.ama'should be the goal of the 

devotee. He should love Him,with all his heart.

This is the most secret teaching of the Gita. 

XV-19-20.

A MOTE ON THE GITA COSMOLOGY:

God is the material as well as efficient cause, who 

reveals the world and the souls, through the instrumen- ^ 

tality of His power called Faya. The Gita explains chis 

in VII & VIII. In ¥11-4-12- the creation is divided into 

■the sentient and the non-sentient Xdves, the iormer 

proceeding from the. Para or Higher and the latter from the 

Apara or Lower> Prakrti of the Lord which is the conscious 

and the unconscious parts of God. This is a theistic 

cosmology. That God'is immanent and Transcendent is 

indicated in ¥111-3-4-20-21, and IX-4-10* In ¥111-3,the
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Gita teaches how the transcendent or Kutastha becomes 

introspective and starts the process of creation. Not 

only the souls, but also their bodies, organs,functions, 
feelings, emotions and sentiments also psychic and moral 
■qualities in men, endowing different indivi duali?|ywith 
varying proportions of them. (XIII-5-6-X-4-6) are due 

to God's Will. All these are the expressions of Brahman, 
and therefore they are real. They are pure manifestation, 
of Brahman-3uddha. All this indeed is Brahman 'Sarvafti 
.Xhalu idara Brahman.-' Though Brahman is manifested in 
many forms, it is one non-dual. This is the doctrine of 
S*. :Ad. philosophy,propounded by Vallabha..

This theory of Triune-unity of Apara Prakrti 
(Physical universe), Para,Prakrti (individual souls) and 

God seems to have been suggested from VIII-3-4.20-21, 
mentions these types as Vyakta(Vyasti-Adhibhuta)Avyakta- 

Aksara and Supreme God as Adhidaiva.As macrocosm, God 
has the three forms-Prakrti, Purusa ,and Parmatma, XI11-19- 
22 and as Microcosm,as Ksetra(body),Ksetrajna(Jiva), The 

Lord.In XV-3-4,Mahad BrahmaVtt .e.Prakrti is said to 
be a womb or a Matrix'and God the father. This means God 
-is both a material cause and efficient cause of the 
universe. The Gita reiterates its view on cosmology In
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different- places , in different words, but the sense is 

the same, 'it is .the principle of the S'.Ad.philosophy, 

that the world, being the existence part of God, its 

real.-ihe individual souls are real, because they 

form the consciousness part of God. It is■God who has

manixested Himself into, the world and the .souls of His 
own Hill. This S*. Ad. view is-'supported by-the Gita.Ramanuja

alnost holds the same view. The source of all the created 

beings and Aksara is -Purusottaraa. -He is ’Urdhva Hula', ^

OFI),because its root is In £>upretne God(Urdhvani)“the

cheated xorms, being the branches of the world-tree going 

- doxmwards .

The- word'purusa'is explained-by Fallabha in Ms 

Subodhini on the Bhagavata 1-3-1 as under

1. One that dwells in thev pura'whi ch means 'body1 and

the 'word*.The individual s.oul & that A&^taryami (God).

2. One that pervades the universe-A.ks.ara Brahman.
m '

3.. One that burns the sins i.e. God.

The first two meanings are,given In the'Purus a Viddh' 

Brahman of BrdhadaranyaTfopanisad and third in its 'Madhu 

Vxdya. In this chapter Ksara Purusa is' the Individual soul, 

because it has libs location in fife body and Akg’ara is also 

Purus a because it pervades .the whole universe. - In-fact,
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these two Purus as- are the forms -of God. Just as Prakrti
is-one form of God. so is.Purusa. ‘ "

*

SUMMARY.: .
. - - The purpose, of this Chapter, is first to explain to 

Ariuna, the nature of-world and souls (r'sara Purusa) .Aksara 

(the unmanifest) 5 and Purusottama, 'and to bring home 

to his mind that Purusottama -is the- highest- form of God 
and that his final goal is to attain Hira through devotion, 
^atfikara’-s explanation of Aksara.tin XV-16-as- 'The Lord’s 

power of Illusion and in XV-18 as- the seed of the world 
-tree(i.e. the soul). (Power of -Illusion). "Ramanuja takes 
it as the liberated soui. But both these explanations are 

not correct. They do not harmonise with the spirit of the 

Gita which understands as' the -unmanifest form of Brahman, 
in Chapters IX, X and -XII. In this respect, the Vallabha 
s.chopl is consistent'throughout. The devotion to Purusottama 
is indicated both' as_ a way -for transcendence of the Gunas , 
suggested at the close of-‘Chapter XIV.and as a. way to 
'reach the state of union with God. It means that the 
-devotee should’-rise above the world, and-the unman!Test 
Brahman and seek shelter of Supreme-God,. He should not 

make his aim of life of seeking only worldly happiness 
through 'Work' nor the happiness of Moksa',through Knowledge 
of 'Aksara1 but get the happiness of union with Supreme
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God; by devotion which is ’Love' for God;'Even for the 

attainment, he lias .to work and get Knowledge, but these two 

should not be the guiding principles of life. They should, 

be used in the service of God, through devotion.

(16) '

UNION 'WITH GOD THROUGH VIRTUOUS CONDUCT 

• The Divine and the. demonaic qualities. This Chapter 

.is entitled as the 'Daiva-Asuric Guna yoga, which is a 

mode of.union with God-for a devotee. Sven as a devotee, 

he must have an ethical code of' life. He must cultivate 

good qualities, designated here as divine and shun 

demonaical qualities. In short he must accept some virtues 1 

and avoid vices.' ’ ;

XVI-1 to 3 mention'the divine qualities. They are 

fearlessness , purity-of mind,, knowledge and yoga, charity, 

self-control and sacrifice, study of the scriptures. 

austerity and uprightness, non-violence, truth.freedom 

from anger, renunciation trafTDjjuallty, aversion to fault \ 
finding compassion to living beings,-freedom from ?

covetousness, gentleness, modesty and-steadiness, vigour, 

forgiveness', fortitude, purtW/, freedom from malice and
-1 ' /V .

excessive pride. Those who seek union with Supreme God 

should, possess- the above qualities.
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The qualities the demonaical temperament' are set forth ^ 

in XVI--4, They are ostentation, arrogance, excessive pride, 

anger, also harshness and ignorance-. The divine qualities 

tend to.the release from the'world, and the demonaic to the 

bondage of the world. The latter do not understand the nay 

of action or renunciation*-They do not speak truth.They 

think the world as unreal. These are lost souls of feeble 

understanding and of cruel-deeds. They look upon the 

gratification of'-desires as their highest aim. To eat, 

drink, and be merry, is - their-motto of life. Their vision

of life is extremely limited.'They are after power, pelf
s ,and fame.'Their destiny-is a foul hell. They depise God 

in men-and. animals. They are subjected, to a cycle of 

births and deaths. Such persons have'no faith in scriptures. 

They perform rituals, disregarding the scriptures.

The functions' of these .qualities are mentioned in 

XVI-5. The"divine qualities-become a cause of liberation

and the demonaical qualities, cause of worldly bondage. But

- - qKx'sna-says-'that .as he is a divi-ne soul, he must not fear l^ 4. I* *' ' -

the worldly bondage. - ; ' ' •

In XVI-6-although the Gita mentions the two- types of 

the souls-the Daive and the ksuva the Vallabha school *

understands that three types are mentioned-2 types of the 

Daiva namely Pusti type and the Maryada types. Vallabha
9 «
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names, these types as - Pusti Maryada and Pravaha souls
■* » /

in his work^'P.P.M.' There he also explains' origin'and 

.also their functions. The Vallabha school'has gone beyond 
the scope of the Gita.' . - ’

Emancipation^ the- result of the .cultivation of the - 
divine qualities according to S1,Ad.school, is the Sayuia 
or attainment of union with God. According to Samkars.it 

is merging of the soul into Brahman. The ideal life accord
ing to Yallabha. is* that of a devotee, and according to 
-Samkara. it is that of a-man of Knowledge or a Samnyasin 
and according to Rarnanuja7it is that of a man \tho aspires 
for self-realisation. • Accordingly is understood, as a Rhakta 

Jnani or a worshipper of God.HTioever he is, but he must 
cultivate the above divine qualities for securing freedom 
from the worldly bondage which is their goal, but S'.Ad. 

school points out-that more freedom from worldly bondage 
is not-enough for’a devotee,-he is to go even higher than^ ‘

that. It is‘with that view-that the word used in the Gita 

is Vimoksa with a‘Prefix- 'Yi-suggesting' the sense‘of the 
excellence and riot simply 'Moksa1.This means that'freedom 

in the form-of Moksa wished for-by the Gita in the case of 
a-devotee is the union of God', from which not only that 

there is no returning to -this world after death nor merging
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of the soul into the Absolute, but participation in'the 

joy of the lilas-'of God in its ,individual personality., 

ill this, sense is suggested, by the prefix "VI" before 

'MoksaC in XVI-6.
e ' -

The above list" of the divine Qualities is intended

for a Maryada Bhakta. The Pusti Bhakta being in a higher 
stage In which he has acquired fitness for the grace of ^ 

God, through his love devotion does not. need these virtues 

to be cultivated, because' they are already there in his 

state of Pusti Bhakti. They are part and parcel of his 

Bhakti-or rather interwoven,inseparably.This point has 

been discussed-in Anubhasya on B.S.3-4-26 and in B.3.3-3-36.

However Vallabha mentions Viveka(discrimination), Dhairya 

(patience)-, Asraya\surrender) arid Naiscintyec, (freedom from 

anxiety) in his'oodas'a Granthas^as being'helpful to the 

Pusti devotion. The-Divine qualities mentioned here are to 

be understood, according to Vallabha as belonging to a 

Maryada Bhakta XVI.1-3 mention the divine qualities and 

4 the demonaic qualities,Abhaya-fearlessness is mentioned 

first, because it is- acquired only when-the devotee reaches 

the high level , of which ensues as a.result of .the Knowledge 

of bliss of BrahmaM. The passage'-in T.U.says that one who has 

experienced the bliss of Brahmanthrough Knowledge can
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possess fearlessness, but-that-‘depends, upon the perfect 

purification 'of the mind-,/which1 is -the result of the 

application ofKnowledge to God. Thus from'the list it 

will be obvious that the highest virtue, is fearlessness, 

a devotee of God is. not .afraid- of any power, earthly or 

celestial,.-because he-does not, care for‘any worldly 

gains - such’ ad 'wealth-fame,, ■ p;o-wer, etc.-nor the lordship 

over the-Gods in heaven, nor-MoKsa-ini the'form of merging 

into Brahman. -When Krsna mentions .fearlessness'"as the first 

quality-he intends that -Arjuna should reach-that higher 

level in, whi ch- he' c.an ,be blessed with union with God, but 

that stage, will’- come', later on-, for the-present he is to 

fight fearlessly, believing that-he is God’s‘man,and 

fighting -under'God's -behest for-God's mission.'

Samkara- believes the reference tp the materialists 1 

(Lokayatikas-) like:'• 6apvaka. ’ .They do not believe in the 

'‘existence of God. They ...reject spul and -life hereafter.

They/believe that .every’thing-'which exists1, including the 

mind is due tp a'-pa'-rtipular, combination of the four' 

elements: earth, water,fire.’,-/and air. Carvaka regards 

serisuai'-pleasure- 'as. ‘the sumrxumybbnum., of'.-life,.

The, Gi-t.a ‘does riot denounce" the materialists ., only 

:as- the Hsuras , but a. Is 6 tho;se- who know-‘the world as unreal.
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Samkara is a Kayavadi. He thinks the world unreal.
Ramanuja and Vallabha know it real. Sankara*s position 
has been refuted by Ramanuja and'Vallabha in their 

commentaries on the B.S. Here a few points may be noted, 
from Vallabha*s criticism.-

1. A thing cannot be-produced, unless it has existence 
it cannot be produced s-o the'-world must be supposed 
to-have exis tence-reality(B.S.2-1-15).

2. In Upanisad passage, this was 'Sat* In the beginning, 

and-All” that, has existence is real also proves its 

reality. The B.S.2-1-16 declares its reality in the 

past, present and future.
3. Before its manifestation,it was non-manifest(Asat) 

in Brahman.. This’non-manifestation does not deny its 
existence (B .'S .‘2-1-16.)

4. B.S. 1-2 declares - that Brahman is it-s material cause. 

It' is not. only the-work of God, but its emanation .
-(a.virbhava).

-5. T.U.2-7., says -that, Brahman has 'revealed itself as
the world.’ If Brahman is real then the world, on 

this account, must be taken as real. ~
6. The world cannot be like a dream phenomenal, which

have no existence in. the working state, but the world 
i-s experienced by- all,so it'is real. (B.S .2-2-28) .
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7. If- the world is believed, unreal, then the 

Vefas and the means for Mohsa mentioned In 

them, must-be unreal-as they,;exist In the 

worldly state..Not only that but Knowledge and 

liberation will also be unreal.

8. Chh-4-3-14-1: All thisagat) is indeed Brahma 

also contradicts the unreality of the world.

S„ . s’amkara's theory of the unreality is contradicted 

by the Gita VI-6-which describes God as the 

source of .origin-and dissolution of the world 

and by VII-7,IX-4 and X-42.

10. In XV-1, which describes the world tree. It is 

said to be rooted In Supreme Brahman(Urdhva 

Hulam).
On these reasons ^ailikarafs theory of the unreality of f[ 

the world cannot hold good. It contradicts the Gita and
h4 J a _

Vailsbha-explain It, adequately'.The Gita believes that
" A

the world is real, that it has the basis in God, ttwft 

it Is not without, a cause and without any purpose-.The 

Cause of the world is God, and It is revealed by GQd by 1 

His Will to be many. ’
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The B.3 .explaining the purpose says 'that the "world is
- - “ tm!revealed(created) for God's Vila” or sportVIMs is also 

view of o ' .id. school, but the ‘purpose of'God's lila is 
not indies ted in the Gita .Sankara does not make,Non

qualified Brahman as the cause of the world, but qualified 

and tfaya conditioned Is'vara who is unreal. But even this 

is unacceptable as it-is opposed both by the Upanigad 

the Gita and B.S. ■ • -

The XVT-29 enumerates three vices. passion,anger and 

greed, which constitute the triple gate to hell leading 

to the damnation of the soul. Arjuna is warned against- 

being their victims.In XV-22, they are said to be the - 

gates to hell, a man-desirous of liberation must be free 

from them. This is the teaching'of all the scriptures. 

Arjuna is therefore advised in the last verse to- shape 

his conduct in accordance -with the behaviour-rules of 

the scriptures. .

A man should, regulate his conduct-not in conformity 

with the social convent i-onor one's own conscience,'but 

as diected by the; S-lastras. The above divine qualities 

are all mentioned in- the scriptures.Ordinarily they should 

be strictly practised‘‘but urider special circumstances 

such a situation may arise that"their practice may lead 

to damage to the wider interests of spiritual or devotions
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life, in that case,/also they should be strictly followed 

■at- any cost, even at. thee sacrifice’ of - the' worldly ' - 

'interests . If- they come in'--the way of devotion, then they 

may be ignored. The divine qualities are mentioned as 

being helpful to devotion.’

iTmost all-the -religions of the world have some 

■ ethical.-codes e.g. --Ten-Commandments of, the Jewish faith 

"and Sermons of Mount’of ' Christianity.The' Arya Astanga 
Marga of the Buddhists-,; the four anuvratasfive' samitls ,

three gup tls , and four bhavanas of- Janism are ethical
. " A

codes taught as helping religious.life. -

Lokarnanya Tilaka explains the utility of the divine 

virtues-'In enabling a man to render - service to the country 

as a self-less -man.Justice Divatia thinks that the purpose 

of ethical code in the Gita is "to enable a man to regulate 

his behaviour in.social relations .and to do sei-vice to 

Humanity. Dr.Ranade thinks and.he rightly -thinks .that it 

is intended-as a way for,God realisation. The atheists 

who do not believe in the=existence of God, accept, some 

ethical .principle governing.’-the behaviour in men.They 

accept ethics but not religion, Bii-t the theists accept 

both,religion and ethics ,for a -religious-'life. Of-course
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to. them, religion is of higher value than, ethics .Ethics
■; 1 o/

is to assist religion as‘its -hanmaid. If ethics ‘directs
■ . . A .

the man to the path for his upliftment, religion sustains 
him with an inner strength' on the journey. Ethics supplied- 

the force to the soul frotfi outside, and religion supplies 
it from inside. For the -soul's upward movement to spiritual 
life, both these forces are necessary. So one1 cannot be 
separated from another. However the force of religion is 
mightier than, that of Bthies-which, 'under • peculiar circum
stances ma\y be-dispensed with. A man of religion'must 

speak truth, but under peculiar circumstances, he may hide 

it, for-a' gr'eater cause, in the souk's struggle for 
-achieving 'God's 'purpose, as His instrument. This means that 
for spiritual life Religion is of higher-value than that 
of morality, However Religion'needs assistance from Morality. 

Without its assistance religious .life or spiritual life 

will not.-b.e-perfect-.. It. is an aid to religious life, here 
in the Gita according to S.'Ad.school, to the devotional 
life, the importance of the divine qualities is emphasised. 

The divine. Qualities decif3e character of a devotee whose 
aim is union with God. The devotee does not put forth 
deliberate efforts to get those qualities, but they become
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scriptures to be the word of God, and therefore, he accepts 

it, without any reasoning or hesitation. This chapter 

emphasises the fact that Religion is not’independent of 

morality. Religious life has to be built and cemented by 

morality. Religion without morality misses the vision of 

God. Morality imparts dynamic fo-rce and helps in making 

progress for religious life, quick and free from obstacles, 

but the morality also should be directed towards God.

(17)

UNION THROUGH FAITH IN THE SCRIPTURES.
Ho.

The Ethical code propounded in«16th Chapter ended 

with etnrhasis on its strict adherence, because Krsna 

says it is derived from the scriptures. Krsna also made 

a suggestion to Arjuna that as it is derived from the 

scriptures devotees should be guided by it in their worldly 

behaviour as being helpful to God, devotion. He should 

accept the scriptures as an authority for his conduct and
nnot social ccnvetion, customary usage, conscience or
A

reason. In the western books on ethics there are different

.schools, Knoim as the Hedonist, 'Intutionist, Rationalist
A

and the Utilitarian etc. and they advocate pleasure or 

utility or self-realisation as the motives for moral conduct.
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Kant believed that, one-'s conduct should be-in accordance 

with 'reason1, regardless of consequences. Butler thought, 

it should appeal to conscience, if one liked to do certain 

things in a certain manner, he should do it, without being 

deterred by any external authority. The utilitarians test 

the validity of conduct in-its utility value to the public 

good. Some however go to the length Of saying that the moral 

conduct must have no ulterior motive except that of self- 

realisation. The Gita values it in its being useful for 

God-realisation or union with God, through-performance of 

disinterested action, Knowledge of God and Bhakti-love for 

God. It culminates into the the Beatification or experienc

ing bliss of God.

Now in this chapter Krsna explains that the devotee
* u to

must have faith in the scriptures. Faith is an important 

thing. It-is the,, very basis of life in general.For a 

religious life it serves the’ purpose of cement. The possession 

of the Divine qualities mentioned in the ,16 chapter is the 
foundation for the building up of-, religious life. But both

the foundation and the building cannot be built without
f

cement which impart solidarity to-the building.
A.

Here it should be noted that the word FAITH does not 

mean acceptance of' a belief,- but. rather in the words of
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Dr .Radhakrishnan “It is striving after self-realisation
jff

by concentrating the powers-of the mind on a. given idea], 
n(P-343-The_BhagavadgIta).s\Ad.school improves’ this by 

stating that ’ faith is striving after union'with God by 

concentrating the.power of the mind on Purusottama (Supreme 

G6d)^ That this Is also -a'view of the Gita need not be 

reiterated. To the. querry of Arjuna'in mi,Krsna .gives a 

lengthy’discourse in 27-verses in detail. A.rjuna asked 

what Is the position of. those who neglected the scriptures*-

"You say that all should trust the scriptures and save their 

conduct in accordance with the scriptures. But there are men 

who perform their actions but ignore the scripture.Please 

explain to me the difference regarding the faith between 
those who perform action in' accordance with the ^asrras 

■and those who completely ignore them.1 ,

Ssmkara commenting upon the word 'Sastfa1 in XVIII. 

argues that the -nature of his faith does not depend upon 

conformity to scriptural Injunctions, but on his character 

and worship he adopts. This Interpretation is antagonistic 

to Gita. The Gita stands for faith in the authority of the 

scripture, But S^amkara deprecates it.Ramanuja accepts the 

word literally .Be understands scriptures as holy, books and



ignorance er wi-bhoat whether-with faith-.or without
faith ai*e to be condemned. The S^.Ad'school believes in the 

infallibility of the scriptures by which it means-, the 

Vedas, the Gita, the Brahmasutras and., the ‘Bhagavata. and 
also the Purwa-mimansa, the Ruranas and the '-'s/ruti works, 

which are harmonious to the above four S>astras. The school '? 

observes that even the works of holy persons, propo.unders 
of'-divine faith,-teachers of God, Knowledge etc., if they 
help, a man to lead him to the devotional life.. The question 

of the author! ta.tiveness-'of-the scriptures has been -- 
considered by Vallabha in his T.D.N.l,-There,he says that 

only word ’testimony-'''should be’ accepted;.as an authority.

By this -he means' the scriptures which give Knowledge about 
Supreme Reality. The work of the writers'.on worldly topics, 
no doubt fall .under the’ category of .word testimony,if they 

are the works of. trustworthy persons whose, views'will be 
accepted-universally. But. as. -their, works' are of - temporal 
character they .cannot b.e'accepted'.'as an .authority in the 
ma-tteh’‘of Knowledge of .-God- ‘Puruso'ttama--the fo.llower of 
Vallabha has'..amplified his -point by declaring the futility 
or invalidity of other authorities'such as perception, 

inference etc. . ' ' ' K ./
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The S 1 .Ad.view-point regarding the"'scriptures, is 

that they impart Knowledge of God and teach the ways 
for emancipation f.rom worldly bondage and union of soul 
with God..The faith in the authority of the scriptures 

as taught by the Gita here, is to emphasise its value in 
God-devotion.

Krsna's reply to Arjuna given in XVII-2 to 28 Krsna
says in XVII-2, that faith is natural to every man.Each

man is born with faith. It is inherited from the impression
or desires of past lives. All men cannot have the same kind
of faith. It varies according to natures of men. One man
may seek by his faith, fulfilment of" selfish desires and
some, the good of others and some by God. It all depends
upon the innate temperamental tendency of the man.This
being the case-, there cannot be unformity in the behaviour ^

„ •*** ' *

of men in their actions.
oathkara takes! -the word 'ovabhava’ in XVII-2 in the 

sense of the impressions or desires of the previous life, 
inherited at the time of birth, and Ramanuja in the sense 
of taste or attitude(Ruci), 81.Ad. school in the sense of 

nature or temper.
This faith is of three kinds:Sattvika,Rajas and Taraas.
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It' is reflected in man's behaviour according to his mind 
(Sattva). Faith is the rule of'life. A man lives by faith 

alone. Life without faith will be barren and desolate.If 
this support of-'faith is taken away from the life of a 

man. it will at once' totter down and be shattered into 

pieees«rEven the social relations, be they of political, 
commercial or economical kinds will not.be possible without 
faith. By- faith one man trusts another in his dealings 
with another man. A. traveller travelling by a railway 
train, has to trust the Engine-Driver and the guard.A. 
merchant transacting, business with another merchant cannot 

carry.on his business - without trust. An .officer trusts 
his subordinate and the master his clerk or servant.Even 

.great enterprises in the industrial field are conducted 
- on simply by faith in the skill of-the organisers. The 

sdentist'pursues his research, only being enthused by 
faith. .Thus we see’, that faith is predominant in all 
walks of life. It is like a load-star, pointing- to the 1 

proper direction to the boat of life,•sailing across the 
ocean. For this reason,-the Gita rightly asserts that a 
man's'll life is nothing but of faith,, It is the. essence of 
bis life. but as stated 'above it Is’not of one Find.It is 

-triple. - ' '
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The Sattvika faith is pure, enlightened with Knowledge 

and disinterested. The.Rajas_is selfish, and the tarnas is 9 

impure due to ignorance. The result of the Sattvika faith 

is peace, illumination and equipoise of mind that 'of the 

Raj as-mental and perturbation, heat and fury wasted in 

misery and troubles-that of tamasic faith is rigid state 

of mind, unilluminated, sunk for ever deeply into degrad

ation without any hope of recovery. Men who represent the 

first type, have upward "lobk-towards God-those representing

the second towards worldj^life and its happiness and those
- ©of the third Kind look downwards towards hell. The Sattvika \ 

faith paves way to God-realisation, the Rajasika to elevated 

position in.the1 world, and the Tamasika, to the hell. The 

happiness secured by the first is of the soul that of the 

second, of the body and senses.The third type of represent

ing Tamas faith have no hope for happiness. To them, life 

Is all eternal darkness. The first Kind of faith tends to ^ 

'ennoble personality.The second one, to distort it, and 

the third, kind to annihilate it. Having thus set forth

the differences of these kinds of faith Krsna tells Mm,• -»

that a man seeking God, must do his sacrifice, austerities,

and charity-with/faith, in accordance with the scriptures,
_4r

but the faith must be ,!3atvika"-pure supported by Knowledge
b-'

and dispassionately or disinterestedly. He then explains to ?
S.
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him about three hinds of ,saerifies-according to the 
above three gurjns in-XVI1-4.11.13 about -three-kinds of 
austerities according to the gupas ana-their other three 
sub-types of body, speech and mind of each one of them 
i.e. nine types in.all in XVII-4-19 and three types of 
charity in XVII-20-22.

The Gita-condemns those persons who-inflict torture 
on their body in XVII-5-11 is-not the proper kind of 
discipline of.body. The real Kind of discipline of body 
is by way of cleanliness. V/hile explaining this verse,
A.T.takes the wqrd"A.ntahstha." as referring, to God,the 
In-dweller of men. It says that the body is given to men 
for devotion to God who dwells in.the heart of‘each man. 
but through ignorance people torture.it In the belief of 
p ractising penance.

Remarking on the value of the sacrifice 'A.T.'says, 
it should be performed, not for the happiness of heaven, 
nor for spiritual happiness -in the form of peace-and 
equanity of mind or self-relisation, but-for having bliss 
soul’s union with God, or grace of God. This meaning is 
rather far-fetched. The Gita does-not refer -to this kind 
of happiness, resulting from the performance of a sacrifice.
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Having enumerated the three Kinds of sacrifice, 
austerities and' charity, and explained the superiority 
of the Sattvika -Kind over'other two kinds .Krsna advises 
4rjuna to regard them' as important disciplines.

The Gita" here speaks’only, about three .disciplines- 

sacrifice^'penance and charity. They’ are ■ intended from 

three different points of viev-which may be given below:
A. man has . three obligations (duties)-one unto God, 

which is discharged by the sacrifice, second unto himself 
through th.e austerities, and .the third unto society, 
through charity. Each one of these obligations or duties 
Is a Dharraa to the aspirant of spiritual or'devotional 
life. ' .

1. . The sacrifice-Dharma to God-?
2. Austerity-, to one's self-for self-.purification and

■ re-generation of the soul.
3. Charity - Dharma to society-doing .good to other men. 

These three words ’may be understood in the above
sense, but 4.T. will explain otherwise taking 'sacrifice' 

in the sense of the service to God., austerity-tapas , 
'experiencing pangS" of Separation'from God'--and charity as 

symbolising as Samarpana to God. So far the, Gita is concerned 

it is not correct to understand these words in these 
meanings. adopted by the Vallabha 'School that they are to
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be performed for~propiation of God,'for securing God’s 

grace. The performance of this Dharma, should be accompanied 
with a formula "AUM TAT SAT". These words symbolise the 

names of God "AUM" stands for ultimate principle. It 

expresses, the absolute supremacy-of God."TAT" i.e.-'THAT' 

sugges-ts _ that God is the final goal and "S'AT" , suggest 

God's existence'in all objects and actions and also His 
goodness. So while, performing them, one should remember 
that- they are to be performed for God,'AUM' who is ultimate 

principle, above the world, and who is the final goal and 
who is Good.

AIM.has been referred, to by the Gita in VI11-13,where 
it is said that one should think of God as 'AUM' on his 
death-bed in order to attain para-gati-Supfeme state.

Maridukya, Upanisad identifies AUM with Pranava. which stands 
highest, above three stages of the soul-the sleeping condition 
dream condition and waking condition or three Kinds of 

consciousness in the. physical, the psychical and the spiritual 
levels.-transcending the denominations of the soul,as Vif/va,
_ . . . -j— ,Taiyas^and Prajna.

'Aurobindo gives the following explanation in his 
'Essays on the Gita' Part-II,p-303;

' The formula^M TAT,SAT, Is the triple definition of
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Brahman. TaT-'That1 indicates the Absolute, SAT indicates 

the Supreme and universal existence in Its principle- 
is the symbol of the triple Brahman, the outward looking, 
the inward or subtle and the superconscient causal Puruga. 
Each letter A.U.M.indicates one of these three in ascending 
order and the syllable as a whole brings, out the* fourth 
state, Turiya. which rises to the Absolute.

These are the three’names of Brahman, as Supreme God, 
(Aum)-Transcendental, unmanifest God(Tat), and all -
pervading and manifest in all objects(Sat).Thus three forms 

of God-Adhidaivika, Adhyatmika and Adhibhautika are 

indicated here by these three words.
^amkara understands Brahman in the genitive case in 

XVI1-23,in the sense of -the Vedas ,_'T.-D.1 in the sense of

the Vedas and Purusottama, but 1A.T.1 in the sense of
• *

Purusottama only.(As S.D.).
Arjuna is once more taught in XVII-28, that a.cts of 

sacrifice-, penance and charity must be performed with faith- 
in the scriptures. That means, .the scriptures should be 
strictly followed-.in their right spirit. They should not 
be followed blindly or by their letter only. Before 
undertaking these acts one must think' beforehand, about 
their wky, the whereabouts and the ends to be achieved.So 

the faith must be supported by Intel IIgence,-otherwise every
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energy expended will be was ted-the "faith will prove barren

or may endanger the prospects, of spiritual life.. The 

conclusion arrived at here is that, acts performed with 

faith in the scriptures are good, and those performed without 
faith are not good-They .are AS AT.The Gita expresses its 

belief that faith in the scriptures will always give right 

guidance. It will never lead-one a-stray.. Thus , the chapter 

appreciates value of faith as a necessary element in 

devotional life, in addition to the possession of divine 

qualities. Thus the chapters XVI and XVII bring home to the 

aspirant of spiritual or devotional life-the importance of 

possession of divine qualities and faith in the scriptures. 

These two divine qualities and faith should be integrated 

and imprint the stamp on the character of a devotee.fit

for union with God.
Although the Gita refers to three types of faith as 

mentioned, above. A.T.derives rlIRGUNA type a3.so, which is 
to be unde rs too dolt says that arjuna is advised, to a.spire 

for that faith which is supreme faith and also of transcen

dental nature. But even this interpretation cannot be 

credited as there is nothing in the Gita to support it 

Summarising the teaching on faith, the Gita says 

XVI1-23 to 26-that in performing the above Dharraa i.e.
in
the
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sacrifice, austerity and charity, one must perform them 
with mind on God.

It further implies that the devotee should have 
faith in the scriptures. He should derive his rules of 
conduct from theip, and do all his duties, keeping in

f

mind, God hav^ing existence* and conscience manifested 
in the world and the souls.Ar^una as a devotee is on 
the plain of Pusti-Maryada devotion,hence faith in the 
scriptures is taught here.The higher pure Pusti souls 
have no need of the scriptures.They seek nothing hut 
love for God and His grace.As the Gita is not a book 
on the pure. Pusti ’Bhakti', the faith in the scriptures 
is emphasised. ’Devotion* should be in accordance with 
the scriptures. *

(18)
UNION THROUGH COMPLETE SURRENDER TO GOD 
This Chapter is in the form of a summary of the 

Gita teachings. It is entitled ’Moksa SaAnyasayoga1 in 
some Gfta~texts, but S’.Ad.school names it as’Atmanivedana- 
Bhagavata-S,aranayoga/,orvP3*tpatti Yoga^ it ends with the 

teaching of "Surrender of God.".
In XVII the Chapter Krsna,told Arjuna to perform all

« • •

his acts-of a sacrifice penance and charity with faith
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in scriptures, because the scriptures instruct men'to 

do them for the sake of God.

They must not be abandoned, but must be done, giving 

up one's p’.-Ti desires-without any personal'interest in. them. 

Here Arjuna.by way of' further clarification puts a question 

to Krsna asking him "Well, I have understood your teaching. 

You have explained'fully ■ my Dharma' which 'lies in the 

performance of my duty disinterestedly. This means that I 

must not abandon work. -I must :do' it,, only I should give 

up desires. Yon do not ask me 'to give, up desired actions, 

'but desires-If -this is ■ your teaching, then I want to 

understand'the difference, between, the ' 'Samyasa.' and 'Tyaga1.
■ g • AA.re these two not- identical? I think they express "the

->t ■same sense. To ’this Krsna- replies , "HO, they, a re not*'the same. 
'SanP/asa' means -as you have said,’freedom from actions-

A
prompted by desires and the ’Tyaga’'does not mean,abandoning 

actions, but. abandoning desires i.e.- doing them trithout any 

personal desires.- In the Samnyasa a man refrains himself 

from doing work, altogether in the Tyaga he does perform 

work, but is no't'inf luenced by personal desires .-He does it 

for God's sake without attachment to fruits.Such a man 

is totally indifferent to the results of the deeds-whether 

they bring him success or failure. He leaves it to God.



Whatever may be the result of his action-pleasant or 
unpleasant, he resigns-himself to iti'Even if-he has to 
suffer, his faith irf.ll not slacken,; because he thinks, he 

has neither to gain, nor to loose anything by the pursuit of 

his work>Ersna says the second way of work-of' Tyaga way,
'is better than the firs-t. In the first way of S amnyas a*'the 

'body does'not work. It remains in-active, but there is no 
certainty that the mind is not functioning.'In the second way, 

the mind is inactive-dispassionate, but the body functions. 
The word 'Samnyasa 1 has been used in the Gita in 1V-20 and 

¥-13.

3arnicara thinks that this verse is intended for 
ignorant persons, because-K'rsna says 'to Arluna in"V-6.it 
is difficult-to attain*Arjuna is not on a higher level of 
Knowledge, hence Krsna does not recommend hira the Samnyasa, 
otherwise, as he says that the Gita teaching inclines to 
Samnyasa. This sense is not acceptable to Ramanuja and S’.Ad. 

school. -
The institution'of Samnyasa was well known to the 

ancient Aryans. It had also Its'usefulness in the spiritual 

life. The Aryans, marked for the development of spiritual 
life, the period of life .into four parts-of 3 celebrate as % 

a student, of a householder, of a forest.dweller and of an



ascetic. In the-last stage,.a man aspiring after Molesn 

was required to detach" himself~ completely from worldly 
activities and devote, all his time to. meditation and 

realisation of Brahman. The Gita.does not advocate the 

traditional way of the Sarnnyasa, because Arjuna had not 
advanced in the Knowledge stage. He was a householder ^

perhaps the author of the Gita thought it was not possible \VSK-

as well as practicable for all men. If the Sarnnyasa 
philosophy was to prevail, it urs feared, it would lead tc 
disruption of social life and the eradication of the family 
institution for ever. Realising ’these evils from the 

prevalence of Sarnnyasa the Gita suggests the better way 
of Tyaga, by which each man will do his work as a house- ' 

holder.-For spiritual life, the Gits says, one must not 
betakes1 to Sarnnyasa. Even a householder can be a Samnyasin , 
even though he is'.engaged in his duty, if he does it, 
disinterestedly only for God's sake. Thus, the Gita 

reconciles the Sarnnyasa idea -with the Karma, by amending 
the sense implied by Sarnnyasa-the idea behind Sarnnyasa and 

Tvaga is the'same,, according to the Gita. The Gita says 

that for householders, tyaga is better than Sarnnyasa.
"hhat one desires to achieve by Sarnnyasa, the Gita says, he 

will achieve it bjr Tyaga. The Sardnyas a abandons work::while

. / 213 -
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Karmayogi does not..abandon it, but abandons ~ desires.
Now let us understand the significance of Gita's. )[ 

teaching of tvaga-abandonment of deslres*It is possible 

in the case of human beingsIf so in what way?-Psychology 

says that each man is born with certain innate tendencies 

in the form, of specific desires, which find expression in 
human actions. If the desires are taken amy from men,then 
.there will be end to all activities. It is the desires 
which supply the.motive power to men in their activities.
■They are the springs of human actions. If they are stopped, 
men will be like-statues. But the Ethics says that these

(gtdesires should be well channelised and used for,the new £ 

psychology says that suppression of desires will result 
either into extinction or distortion of personality but 

their sublimation for nobler purposes will culminate into 
exaltation of personality. The Gita suggests the second way. 
The suppression or killing .of desires, is not a healthy way 

in spiritual life. It rathe-r -deprives the soul of its 

inherent strength. ' ■
Patanjali's'way of controlling-mind or suppressing 

DESIRES Qmnot prove effective for all men.The Gita therefore 
suggests that men's desires should be sublimated in such a 
way, so that Ms actions, prompted by desires, will be
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directed towards God-devotion.
Vallabha suggests the way of "Nirodha” for the 

discipline of mind-which means•'uithdrawal1 of desires for f 

worldly things and turning them to God. The T.U.3declares 

that the soul’s goal must be enjoyment of his desires in 
union with God. It is what is Knowny as the Brahraisthi ti 1 

-or Brahma Nirvana by the Gita (I I and VI).In. that state, 
the soul enjoys all his desires of joy with God.Vallabha 1 

does not accept the traditional idea of Sarftnyasa.He condemns 
it; as not wo rHv. having in this Iron age. He means by it. the 

soul's state of experiencing pang of separation from God.
(Sartayasanirnsya). The Gita does not use it here in that 

sense. Having explained the difference between Seflmyasa 
and Tyaga* Hie Gita refers to the two' views in the matter 

of-the performance of Karma in XVIII-3-These two views are 
indicated by "EKE” (Some) in the first line, and APABE 
(others) in the second line*It means that there are some 

-who hold that all actions being an evil, must be completely

abandoned and some hold that the sacrifice, charity and

penance should not-be abandoned.
sWkara remarks that the first statement of complete 

abandonment of all work is meant for the Samkhyas or men 
of Knowledge. They consider work, as a cause of worldly
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bondage, but men 'of Knowledge have nothing to-do with work.

According-to’'this view, even the Vedic Karma's, such as 

sacrifice, charity and .penance,-should-be abandoned. The- 
other alternative relating- to the necessity of performing 

the sacrifice, charity and penance, according to Samkara, 
is intended for the ignorant people. Samkara's argument 
is based, upon Gita -37.' and XI-19 and on following 

assumptions:- - -
1. -The-aim of .the Jnanins is Moksa.•
2. They are free from desires. He says that Krsnais

preaching performance of work,' without attachment to its
fruit-jis only meant for Arjuna,- because he had no faith

in Knowledge. He was a householder. He had no aspiration
for Moksa. But the Gitsds real, teaching Is Samnyasa-complete 

«* . . '
abandonment of work. That this view is antagonistic to 
the spirit of the Gita will be made clear hereafter.

Ramanuja explains that the Gita refers in 'the first 

line to the views of the 'Samkhyas and-the1 Vaidikas because 
they advocate-complete, abandonment of work .because they 
believe that every work is tlie result of a. man's desire.

T.D.'s view is that the Samkhyas oppose performance 
of the Vedic-; Karma, because-it involves eveil-the cause 
of bondage. A.T.understands the word 'hosavat1, fn the
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sense of devoid of Knowledge'. -The S-amkhyas advocate the 

abandonment of work because they think that it is‘- 

unaceompanied by Knowledge, others advocate performance of 

'the Vedlc Karma. This is the-view of the Mimamsakas. To 

them, work is God.. A'.T.says that the Gita suggests that 

both these views 'are -onersided.-. The views of the oaitldnyas 

and those of'the Mi mains as a re partially faulty. They do 

not represent the Gita view correctly.

The Samkhyas take only Knowledge and the Mi mains a, 

only Karma the sacrifice as the central idea of the Vedas.

"But the Gita reconciles both these views. Any how the 

Gita" stands for the necessity of work for.spiri tual as 

well as "devotional life-. It-is now proper place for the f 

restatement of. views of work in this last chap ter. In 

re-stating the' Gita gives the following reasons :

1. The sacrifice, charity and'penance must not be 

abandoned, because they purify the heart(XVI1-5).

2, . The above' Karmas, must be performed without

attachment'to fruits.'XVIII-6. '• ■

3.. The - abandon men t of Ka-rma .prescribed, in -the -

scriptures is note-proper (XVIII-7)-3uch abandonment 

of Karma is Tarnasa Tyaga...

4. It'should not be abandoned' for fear of bodily 

discomfort. If one^ abandons Karma because it 

involves hardships- and troubles it is the Rajasa.Kind .^
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of Tyaga-XVI11 -8. '

5.The work, enjoined by the scriptures must be 

performed. If it is done with faith, it is'

; ‘ Sattvika Kind of tyaga(XVIII~S.). '

6,i.he.work should be done, free from attachment and 

hatred XVIII-10. '

7,It is not'Possible for embodied beings to renounce

■ work completely. 'l-Je should therefore do it, by

- - indifference to the fruit.XVIII-11. '

8.There are three kinds of fruits of the actions-good, 

mxecl and evil ior those #ho have not renounced 

the f ruit .XYIII-12* .

Having uhus advocated the. theory of abandonment of 

the xruo.t of Karma and explained its triple nature-,Sattvika, 

dajas. and lamasa, the Gita enumerates the five agents of 

Karma-viz.the Adhisthana(body .of 'the Kartl(soul) .Karana
V ✓

(sense-organs) diverse cestas- such as breathing etc, and 

Daiva(God). These are the chief-agents' in eveiy Kind of 

work, be it done by body, mind or speech, but the mao' 

th-rougn ignorance believes himself as the doer of work(XVIII-l{

- 3v DAIVA Samkara understands it the sun etc. presiding 

duty of the eyes etc. Madhva in the sense of A^rsta, but 

Ramanuja, and. S .Ad.school, take itfor God-AntarySiain-Both 

these maintain that although the above five are the agents, 

yet really speaking,■God, as Antaryamin-In-dveller in the



of men is the real mover of men to work. This sense agrees 
with Xill-18 and XVI11-61-I.T). ,establishes the Kartrtva 

of God, by the statement from-Anubhasya on B.S.2-3-33 

2-3-40/41.2-3-42 and 3-7-23-The Kartrtva of the soul, is 
derived from God. It originally belongs' to God, but as the 
soul is related to God, as His Aifid'a. It Is received by the 
soul from God. Here is made clear that, although Kartrtva 

belongs to God, he is free from partiality and ruthlessness, 
because, God grants fruits of the actions,aecording to their 
natures. The divisions’of Karmas'into the,obligatory and the 

prohibitory Karinas, in the Vedas, are also due to God's Hill

A..T. adds that the Gita makes performance of Karma, 
no doubt compulsory, but it says that it must be done 
Knowing the command of GocUBefore undertaking any work, one 
must realise, by remembering God- whether it is God's Will, 

and it will please Him. If this is not Know, then the work 
loses its value for a devotee. If it is done remembering 
•God then .that work will be right, because the work is 
done by the devotee in the name of God and for God's sake.

The word Daiva, occuring last as an agent in XVII1-14, 

suggests that the last mentioned, i..e. God is chief agentr 

So one must be guided by God in his Ka rma-XVI11-mentions .
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-There'are., three incentives to- workand-' know] edge .For 
knowledge,’ the object of -Knowledge is knower-'and' for work the 
doer, action and the- organ of action. (XVIII;r-18).

Having .thus-/statteTthe theory’of' Karma.K-rsna describes 

three Kinds .of Knowledge** the Sattvika (XVIII-20)', the Raj as a 
-(21> and the Tamasa(21) .I The S.attyika Knowledge helps one 

to comprehend unity among-the diverse objects, 'the Rajasa 
Knowledge sees -.the Various -objects ' as existing separately • 

without'any coherence. The" tamas'a cannot make one see that 
there are other individuals .and that there is unity among 
them (XVIII-20,22). The SjittVika Knowledge according to 
S^aifikara is KevaladV'Oj. ta. .according . to Ramanuj a, Vis is thadvai ta 

and according to the Vallabha school^Suddhadvaita which' 
affirms that the plurali.t.y"of souls-'and the"-worldly- objects 
is due .to- Go'd’s will to-be -'many1-for His sports,--but God 
is in essence, one, non-dual-He-is indivisible., but manifests 
-Himself into diverse..objects 1 His--divisibility belongs to 
-God, like' His .Indivisibility) /Jo, all different'forms are" - 
real.,oamkara regards them unreal. Ramanuja- agrees with 
-Vallabha, .but says that -the different forms' are limbs of God.

'- ’The "view of the Vallabha school is in perfect accord 
with Gita-'(VII-6-7). --
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The characteristics of' three kinds of work and doers 

are mentioned in XVIII 23-28. Then the threefold divisions 
of Intellect are explained in XVIII 29-35, followed by 

-similar divisions of happiness in XVI11-36*437.
10. The Gita-then takes up how the fourfold divisions 

of Society-Brahman^ the Ksatriya-s , the VaisVas. and the 

oudrss. came into existence. They are. the Gita maintains 
due to- the above three Gunas, and the functions. The scheme 
of fourfold class divisions Is not.-arbitrary.. It Is principally 
psychological* The inner natures (gunas) and their'outward 

expressions into actions are'its main reason -XVI11-41.

The gunas and the qualities of each class are ‘as under:-“a i

The Brahmanas; Control of-mind, control of senses, penance,
“ purity, forbearance,- straightforwardness,

Knowledge, Wisdom,, and belief in God XVIII-41.
The Ksatriyas : Prowess , raajes tv, firimess ,bravery.Ingenui tv,

* ~ ~ not running away from battle, generosity,
rulership. "

The Vaisyas: Cultivation, protection of cows, trade. ^
/3udras: Service of all the three castes.

The Gita then says that each man should do the duty 
of his class. That Is his SvadharV#*^ That way a man will 

achieve his perfection XVIII-45.
4 man should not spur his duty(svadha'rma) eventhough 

it is destitute of any.-merit, and even though he has to die for
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it.,The Gita says that one's own duty is better than the duty 

belonging to other classes. XVIII-47.

This last statement Is the .repetition of IV-35.The 

theory that the fourfold divisions of-classes are based on . 
the gunas and the functions is also repetition of IV-13.

The word "Svadharma"-6ne1s own duty is understood by 
S^mkara in the sense of duty dependent upon the inherited 

nature of a man as a result of his desires- of a previous 
birth. He says that every man being under the influence of 

nature is bound to perform his duties-be it pleasant or 
unpleasant. Ramanuja thinks Svadharma is used in the sense 
of knowledge, its aim being propitiation of God. It must be 
done eventhough it does not bring any advantages to the doer 

of the work. It is better than Paradharma i.e.Jnanayoga.
T.D. and A.T.-The S ' .Art.commentaries take 'PARADHARMA.1 

as "Karma-yoga" and Svadhar^ma as "devotion" of path of God. 
They remark that the souls' or the devoteefe' own dharma is 

devotion by which union with God can be established. It may 
be destitute of merit. One may have to encounter many 
impediments. Still it is better than mere Karraa-margn.All 
these explanations are satisfactory by their own way.Sayfikara' 

explanation is psychological whereas those of Ramanuja, T.D. 

& A.T. are religious. Bearing, however, context in mind, 

Ramanuja's explanation seems very appropriate.
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The theory of the origin of the four classes referred 

to in XVIII-41-44,-has been explained by Vallabha-in his 

csubodhini m the Bhagavata 2-1-30, though somewhat same, 

yet differently.-He believes that each social class manifests 
ceitam qualities of tnat class. These qualities In aggregate 

representing a certain deity of that-class. For example, a 
member of the Brahmans, class is one-in whom, the Dualities 

. of tlle Brahmanya deity are manifested, but if a man, born 
of Brahmin parents- lacks 'the qualities of the Brahmanya deity, 

■he is not to be considered a Bf'hhrain. 'He-believes that each 

social class is presided over by a. particular deity-uossessin0, 
certain qualities which are the same as mentioned in the 
Gita. Prom the above account about the origin-of the class 

divisions, it seems that the Gita does not believe that they 

are hereditary-and no man can change his class. The Gita 
definitely says that -each one should, stick to duties of his 

class, which he has inherited by-birth, due to the influence 

ox ■ one gunas. It als'o suggests, after birth in a particular- 
class, if a man does not do his duty In conformity with 
the gunas and Karma of his class--then he ceases to be a member 
of that class..A'Brahmin not showing the qualities and not 
doing ‘duties of his class, should, -not be respected as a 

BrahmanetThough by birth hens a Brahmin,- but by Qualities \
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and behaviour, he is not a Brahmam^He is a Brahmin,in 
name. Each man according to the Gita has a scope of rising 
or failing dovni in the order of 8 social class. A Brahmana, 

may sink to the status of a Sudra and a Sudra may acquire 

the status of a Brahman ft All this depends upon-the develop

ment or diminution of the qualitiesfNatural to his class.
It should be noted here that the Gita does not refer to 

the present day castes in India, which have rather economical 
and social basis. The Gita's explanation, is rather - 
psychological«-It has its root in "the innate disposition of 

a man.
The Gita repeats that restraint and freedom from desire 

are essential for devotional life, by this he will achieve 
Naiskarmva (state of actionlessriess). This is the positive 
way of Karma-Yoga*It is not a complete withdrawal from all 

work, but transfiguring the nature of work, by performing 
it through inner renunciation (here Sattayasa in XVI11-49}

means mental renunciation-T.D.) Through Naiskarmya,one will 
attain Aksara Brahma. The process -fair this is described in

a

XVI11-5-1-53. If this process is followed completely.then 
the soul of Jnaninfi will acquire God state. According to 

Saifikara disappearance of the individual in a featureless. 
Absolute .is the state of Brahma-Bhava-becoming Brahman- 
but the Gita does not hold that view. In the Brahmabhava



condition, the soul retains its individuality, freed from 
egoism, and the dies ires. It no longer seeks the worldly 

pleasures. It aspires to be united x/ith God, through 

devotion. Raving reached this state of Brahmabhava the 

soul rises further and. further through devotion of 
Purusottama and finally reaches the goal of union.(V.54.) 

The union with Firms ottama through devotion, Is a goal 

higher than the attainment of Brahman, through Knowledge.
(V. 54).

The Oita is very-emphatic in XVIII-54 in Its assertion 

that after the individual soul becomes Godlike or attains
4ksara Brahman (T.D.). it turns towards devotion which

» *

Is superior to Knowledge. (Madbhaktimlabhateparam) .The 

word PARA Implied the sense of devotion' Is the devotee of 

I'larva da path. It is a Badhanarupa' ninefold Kind-consisting 
of S^ravana Kir tana etc.) and not of Pusti path, which Is

|P'VpI'V'-

nure loverfiftffoXVIII-55-Krsna distinguishes, the Marayada 

Path and Pusti Paths of Knowledge and devotion,Maryada
o/

path is two fold - one by Knowledge and the other by 

Knowledge attended ^rith devotion. The first one is indicate 

simply as ’Guhya’-a secret of the 01ta-teaching, the second 

one ‘Guhvatara*. higher secret.The Pusti Maryada path.
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transcends the above It Is' for Arjuna Guhyatama*highest 

secret. The distinctions between these three are shown below:-

F ruits

liaryada way Pusti wayto u

1.Attainment of 
Aksara Brahman 
th rough
Knowledge(Guhya)

2.
Liberation 

‘from personal 
God5through 
Knowledge nine
fold devotion- 
Knowledge is

3
Pugti Maryada 
liberation5 
(sayuj ya)from 
personal God. 
through 
devotion and

4
Pure Pusti 
(union with 
God-through 
pure-love 
(devotion)
(no knowledge

predominant and the Knowledge 
devotion is^- of the greatness 
secondary(Jivan- of God,plus 
mukti)(Guhyatara)(Guhyatama).

Vallabha in his ‘Subodhiniji1 on Bhagavata,understands 

the word Guhyatama as 'Atyanta Guhya1 utmost secret Knowledge, 

by which God reveals Himself to the devotee and that is the 

Knowledge about the Pusti Bhakti-Maryada Bhakti even is 

Incompetent for God-realisation. The following two stages 

are indicated here in experiencing God-1.Brahmabhava-becoming 

Brahman i.e. acquiring equality with Brahman,through 

3a Ghana Bhakti and then love-devotion leading to Sayujya.

As Arjuna is not in .the stage of pure Pusti Bhakti-the 

netui-e of that Bhakti is not revealed' to him. It is however 

suggested to Him. The devotion of covherdesses of Gokul, are
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an example ox this Kind. It is Nirguna-Bhakti-It seeks,
God alone and nothing else. It is completely free from 
the worldly ties. It has no duties towards the society or 
the world. It is indifferent to Knowledge. It is only pure 
love for God as Supreme.

The Bhagavata recommends Nirguna Bhakti or love ~ 
devotion to God for Union with God in the highest stage

of Pusti.
* •

The Gita concept of Bhakti does not rise to that level.

The differences of the. three Xinds-Guhya,Guhyatara, 

and guhyatama are indicated in the Gita in the following

verses:
XVIII-54 indicates the rst Kind-at taining the Aksara
Brahman through Knowledge and 'Naigkarmya. A Jnanin who 
has attained this stage(BrsKmahhuta^ets the devotion for

personal-God. This means, first there is Knowledge of 
Aksara Brahma and then the acquisition of devotion.
XVIII-55 says 'By'devotion, the'Maryada devotee knows me'. 
Now he has get some devotion, which he’utilises in 

comprehending personal God. This is the second stage.here.
there Is devotion, first and through his efforts for the 
Knowledge of Aksara Brahman. -Here devotion is essential, so

he acc.uires devotion and through it endeavours to 
comprehend the nature of personal G0d5becau.se his goal is
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Moksa from Him.This'Knowledge is the knowledge of the 

greatness of God,. which is revealed to Ariuna in Ch.VlI-XII. 

Having thus kno^n God, through His knowledge, the devotee 

of Maryada-path acquires Sayujya (enters God, feels His 

presence in Him,Vis'dte-) This devotee employs his body in the 

service of God. and as a fruit of this service, he gets 
theT'Saylu.jya Moksa. ■ - •

In XVIII-56-11. is said that a devotee who resorts to 

God, attains to.the eternal place-viz. Sayujya,through the 

grace of God* By God's grace, the devotee will tide'over all 

the difficulties in his way V.58.

Rejecting the Samkhva doctrine that the activity

proceeds from Prakrti - the Gita rerite rates in XVIII-fil
*

that all activity proceeds from God. He is the prompter of 

all the drives, and motives and activities, through the 

instrumentality of his power called Maya. The word'Bhramayam 

in this verse.does not mean deluding causing beBstarigs to move 

but God abides in the hearts of all beings, causing them 
to turn round by His power (maya) as if they we re mounted, 

on.a machine.
In XVIII-61-the Gita-says that all activities-movements 

of beings, is due to the Maya-the power of God.. Allbeings 

move as desired by God. Just as the dolls move,according to 

the will of the mover in the same way,‘beings are moved by
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- God. All movement is due to God. This is the meaning of 

the Gita according to Ramanuja and Vallabha, hut Samkara 
takes the word Maya in the sense of ’fraud.delusion1? so 

he says that the activities of men are unreal. Ramanuja 
and Vallabha understand it in’ the sense of 'power of
God1 -Hence .according to them, all activities are real*, 
fiamkara believes the Absolute to be the real conception 
of God, it is impersonal. The personal God, known- Is'vara 

is subsidiary to the Absolute, and He is phenomenal.
However he thinks that, in the worldly state, until a, 

man has reached the high level of Knowledge, it is necessary 
that he should accept-personal God, but after the high 

level is reached, he has no need of Him. Thus Sarakara
draws distinction between tne Absolute and. Isvara.lhe 
creativity and destructivity belong to IsVara and not uo 

the Absolute. It has nothing to do with 'the creation or 
destruction of the world. It is rather due to Maya^Ihe 
Absolute is untouched by Maya, but Is'vara is enveloped

oy Maya. As Maya is nothing but illusory. He says all
human activities Braimayam in the sense of producing

A *

illusion, but it means causing them to move.
Sahara's regard of Is'vara as phenomenal, cannot be ^ 

accepted for the reason stated in this verse. There he 
is said to dwell in the heart of men. How can God residing



'in. the-heart can. delude'men.? God is said to be Buddhi-
' ^ ‘ mm, '

PrerakaCurger of intellect) in another place in the Gita. 

Not only that evern Buddhi and Knowledge afe the - 
expressions of God.. A.lso if this God is phenomenal, lion 
can Krsna advise 4rjuna' in the next verse to resort to« e «. - J

Him? and how can God give him assurance in XYI11-66,that 
if he resorted to Him, He will release him from all the 
-sins. So, according to the Gita, IdVara is real, he is 

not under the influence of' Maya in the sense of illusion,
but he is master of Maya-power of God.

* i
Ramanuja and Vallabha have differed from Samkara and 

they have .given-a lie to his theory of Maya in their 

Bhasyas on the B.S.
1. Iliya has no locus or support in Brahman, because

Maya-ignorance cannot have.‘support in Brahman-TCnovledg

2.

O

If Maya principle is accepted against Brahman then 
oarikara’s philosophy will be dualistic and not Monism.

y -S"sV^ _ _
I f, Samkara ^ Maya conceals 'Brahman1 and if this is 
accepted , then Brahman will not be self-luminous,But

Samkara accepts Brahman as self-luminous, 
oatiikara says that Maya is indescribable-neither real 

nor unreal. This is self-contradiction and against 
logic, i thing cannot real and unreal at the same time

It can be one and not both.
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4. S^mkara's Maya cannot bo proved by aiay Pramanas.

Vallabha meets Maya theory in his- 'Tattva-dipanibsndha! 

and disproves it on the following reasons:
1. If Maya is accepted a beginningless principle along 

with Brahman, then there are two principles Brahman 

and Maya before creation. This is Dualism and not non-
. dualism. This a blow at the root of his theory.

2. Brahman is self-luminous . Maya is Ignorance How can 

Maya affect Brahthan-Thefr natures are different-One 
is Knowledge and the' other is Ignorance.

If Brahman Is obscured by then Brahman should

not be regarded ultimate principle for Moksa.
4. Brahman, according to ^afftkara is formless*How can 

Brahman appear, as possessed of form, due to Maya?
5. - There'cannot bo an illusion, of the world in the

formless Brahman.
✓ _ _oaffikara says that Maya is beginningless but It has 

end. This is self-contradiction. -
On these and other grounds Vallabha maintains that 

sWskara's Mays Theory has no basis. It cannot be supported 

even by the Upanisads,.The -^orA'Maya' occurs in the Rgveda 
in one passage - 'Ind.ro Mayabhihi 'Pururupa Pratiyate'. But 

here the word is in pJural number*! t conveys the sense of 
powers.'It says. Indra is Known.to have many forms on account
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of his many powers. It is met with only in the S.Up., 
but there -its meaning is. power of God. Nighantu uses it as 
synonymn of Knowledge. Even the Brahmasutras do not support 

it. oeMcara's theory of Mava has been much criticised by 
other- Bhasyakaras . It is not derived from the Upanisads 
but from the aiativada of Gaudapadacarya who was unde.r the

Buddhistic influence.
j .In the light of the above evidence, Sankara's 

interpretation of Maya as illusion in XVIII-61 is not

acceptable! It is opposed -to the teaching of the Git? 
God of the Gita is the master of. Maya (his power). He

The

uses

Maya as his instrument for the.world-creation and the

movement. This po^er is innate in God. When God desires

to manifest Himself in various forms 

instrument. It obeys God's will.
Gafikara’s explanation conflicts 

Mava in the Gita belongs to God-4tma

He uses Maya as his

with the Gita. The 
Mava.It is divine-It' e/

is Yoga Maya and not illusion.
XVIII-65, is most' important verse of the Gita. 

Ramanuja and .Vallabha believe that it contains the central

teaching of the Gita. . . -
' -Samkara understands the word 'Sarva Dharman* in the 

sense- of all the vedic Karraas obligatory as well as 
x)rohibxtorv. They should be abandonee, because they art 
meant.only for those who are ignorant. The philosophy of
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work of the Gita according to him is intended for ignorant
Ispersons. As Arjuna-one of them, the message of work was
A -

taught to him. but Krsna says that if he aspired after 
Moksa. then he should abandon them and betake only to the 

Absolute. He should turn away, from the path of’ work, and 
take the path of Knowledge'. By S;arana, he’ means accepting 

Brahman as Supreme. He then points out that the central 
teaching of the Gita* is Knowledge or Sarimyasa and neither 

only work nor combination of work and Knowledge.He examines 
this question critically by taking into consideration the 
statements of the Gita.XIII-13.XVIII-55-supporting' Knowledge 

and 11-47, andIV-55, supporting work and concludes that 

only Knowledge can serve as help for Moksa. As all work is 
due to nescience it cannot be a help. Also combination 
of work and Knowledge cannot free a man completely from 

the influence of nescience. Work-helps a man in his 
preliminary stage of Knowledge only by purifying mind,

Advice about'performance of xrork without attachment 
to fruit is no doubt given to Arjuna, but it is given to 
him, -on the supposition of his. being, in the worldly state 
of ignorance. But the underlying meaning is the implication 
of Knowledge as central teaching of the Gita* for Moksa.This 
is how 3!amkara interprets .this verse.
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Ramanuja takes^Sarva-Dha-rraan^ln the sense of- 'all 

ways', such as yoga-work, .Knowledge and devotion.They 

are the means for 'the propitiation of God, but men 

forget their use'and wish to secure by these-ways,their 
personal gains.- Arjuna is therefore advised here not to 

use them for selfish purposes but for the propitiation 
of God. He should therefore surrender himself to God-i.e. 

Ihigk of God while practising them.
S;. 'Ad.interpreters-f.D. and A.T.explain Sarva .Dharma, 

Tyaga, referred to here, as renouncing all other Dhsrmas, 
except devotion. All the Dharmas, which are hostile to 
devotion, should.be renounced for God's grace. By doing 
them, no sin will be incurred, because -as they are done 
for God's sake, under God's will, they are -flawless, and 
acceptable to God. This surrender way will afford security 

in all conditions of worldly life.
This does not imply that work, Knowledge,yoga, etc. 

should be.completely abandoned by a devotee. It implies 
that if a devotee is unable, to do them, or if ltte thinks, 
that they are hindrances to his devotion to God, they 
should be renounced, and resort to surrender. If they 
are helpful, then ;they must not be renounced. At any rate,
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whether they are helpful or not, a devotee should resort 

to God.

Vellabha explaining the importance of this verse 
in-his. *V.Dh. 4* mentions several condition in which ^

the devotee should resort to God. These conditions 

cover up all situations' of life impossible or possible, 

self-created or environmental.

Vedanta'.Desika has mentioned the conditions of 

surrender in one verse known as NYASADEsV.Vitthalesa
J 9 V . -4

and Purusottama have written commentaries on this►

Nyasadesao Vitthalesa'is of opinion that the Nyasathe doctrine 

of surrender taught, to A/rjuna here partakes of the 

nature of- Pusti-Maryada kind, but.there is also another 

kind of surrender,' which'is higher than'this, which is

meant for Pusti souls 'like the cowherdesses of Gokula.
• »

Surrender is possible only, according' to the Nyasades'a under 

six conditions.1.Poverty.2.Humiliation.3.Devotedness only 

to God or dependence, only on God. 4.Curbing of unattain

able desires-5-.Checking of efforts in one's own accord 

and 6.Trust :in God. _ -

A. man will turn to God and surrender himself to 

Him, under the above conditions-.

XVI11-67>-refers to those who are not fit for the . .

Gita teaching. It is not to be taught to one who does
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not practise penance as a discipline, or to. one who is 

not -a devotee, nor to one who is not desirous-of listening 

-to it, and to one who is jealous of God. It is to be 
taught only to the devotees of God (XVIII-68)so that he 

by knowing it, acquires-devotion and thereby, 'is establish 

ed in union with God. XVI11-69 su-ch a devotee is dearest 
to God, among mortals XVIII-69. At' the close of His 

discourse Krsna asks Arjuna whether his ignorance about . 

Dharraa is removed. To this he replies XVIII-72*Oh Krsna
» V <

my ignorance is removed.- I have how Known" fully well what 

is my Dharma,.as a* house-holder, a warrior and devotee 
of God, by your grace-I have now -my full faith in you. I 
put myself absolutely under your-poirer and I shall do my 
duty, .as taught by you, disinterested as a householder, 
a warrior and devotee. I must not forget the fact that 
I am a-householder as such I am bound to' do my duty, of 

a householder, in the interests of my family.'and as a 
warrior in the interests, of society, and as a devotee,

ffor favour of-God. My Dharma, as - Iunderstand you, is 
triple in character, which can be done only if I do it 
for the sake of God, assisted by Knowledge, with purity 
of heart, and free from personal desires. This means I
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must not only love God, bat surrender myself to Him.I 
have understood from you this Kind of my Dharma-which 
briefly put is 'Devotion and Surrender'. I am fully 
satisfied with your' reply-so I shall fight, as -taught by 
you. I Know fighting .(karma) is my Dharma, but it must 
be- accompanied by-Knowledge and it should .be as an 
aid to devotion.

Before'ending this Chapter it- will not be oCtl c£ 
place, to discuss ‘the real teaching of the Gita from 
the various statements. The Gita's statements vary some
times in favour of work.-- sometimes in favour of Knowleuge

_ ‘Itsometimes in favour of Yoga.- Different comnenators haveA
taken different views regarding the central teaching of 
the Gita. Some say it is work, some say it'is Knowledge, 
Some argue in favour of the combination of work and 
Knowledge, some accept Bhakti as the central teaching.The 
S 1 . A.d.school supports Bhakti as . the principal teaching.

If- we read the Gita -very closely we come across 
thes'e different statements, but they occur in different 
places. Bach-succeeding statement, seems to be' amendment 
on the previous statement. The Gita first suggests one 
idea, then it improves by suggesting another, Thus at the
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end, it makes the‘definite idea' which really'-is intended 

by it. • -

This point will- be illustrated by reference- to the 

following passage. '' ’

1. "Work is better than-lio.-work’-No man can live' 

without* wonky By -a.-.law-. ofJ nature it-is necessary.

111-5-a. ‘ ’ * . -■

2. - Work is bettfer than Knowledge. III-20.-IV-15*

3. -The ways of work', and Knowledge are identical 

- because both conduce to the same fruit'VI-2-

The ignorant only think that they are different 

from each other V-4,

4. ' Knowledge is better'than work, it renders work,

- ' ineffective I¥-37,39,42.. - .

5. . The Yoga (control fof min'd)'! is better than work

and Knowledge. VI-46.' v - . -

6. Devotion is .superior to y:bga.YI-46; • .

The last .statement is a clear-indication in favour.

-of devotion being supreme'means .taught by the Gita.This 

is further supported by'IX-26,'27,29,30,34',VI-54-55.The whole 

of'*'XII,XIV-26.,XV-19,and XVl-II,'54-55 , 65 and 66.' '



The S'.Ad.school understands that devotion of 

Pusti-Maryada Kind is the central- teaching of the 
Gita. This claim of the S'.Ad.school will be considered 
in- Ch-III independently in the light of the textual 
evidence.- Dr.Ranade has rejected the theories of 
Knowledge and work being the central teaching of the 
GFta in his book on The Bhagavad-Gita --P.195.

The Gita does not teach devotion from the very 
start5 but rises to it. gradually, Work,Knowledge,self- 

discipline are deemed to be steps to devotion. First 

work, then Knowledge,then yoga, and Devotion*This is 
the' order, work is linked to Knowledge by Buddhi.The 
Gita says that the work should be done-intellectually. 1 

XI-49,50,51 and the Knowledge of the greatness of God 
should be linked to devotion.- Further link to devotion 
is supplied by Yoga-V-VI-Thus it will be clear that 
the work, Knowledge, and yoga should be linked to 
devotion for reaching the goal. They have also their 

value as .aids to devotion.
From the foregoing pages . we arrive at the following 

conclusions regarding the Gita teachings as interpreted 

by S'.Ad.school in T.D. and A.T.commentaries.
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Bhakti of the Pusti Maryada Kind is emphasised 
in the Gita.

Work is also taught, as purificatory of the mind 
of the devotee, to enable him advance on the path 
of devotion.
Knowledge is also necessary for devotional’ life, 
but it is the Knowledge of :the greatness(Mahatmya) 

of God, which he needs prior to love(devotion) 

for God. This is in conformity with the definition 
of the'Bhakti in the.Kara da Bhakti Sutra.

Work according to the Gita, is not restricted to the 
'sacrifice1 of the' Vedas or of the Mi mans as , but 

in a' very comprehensive sense including all Kinds 
of activities-physical -as well as_ psychical.
Knowledge--is not -understood in the Gita in the sense 
of-Kapila's Samkhya -system or pf'^amkara Vedanta.

Yoga is frequently used-independently or in a 
compound form,, or as a verb, or present participle 
etc. It is not used in a narrow sense of mind control 
of Patanjall but' in- a ' general sense of union.lt is 
derived from 'Yuj '-to unite. The names-given to each 1

• 'fe*4 - k
chapter_ending with a particular kind of Yoga is
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indicative of a: particular mode of'yoga -(union 

wi th God).

7. Brahman according to the Gita'is ultimate principle- 

It is the cause of the universe-It is a material
as well as 'efficient cause. Glia' advocates the

Brahmavada. It does not accept Prakrti to be the
*

highest principle and the. cause of the universe.
8. Brahman is a subtratum of all the opposite Dharmas.*
9. Prakrti-nature is one asuect of Brahman. It is not 

materialistic5 It had dual character-materialistic 
and spiritualistic. As "materialistic, it represents 
God's ouality-Sat(existence) and as' spiritualistic 

God's quality-cit (-consciousness). The former is
. called Apara(lower) and the latter, para (higher).

Prom the lower the inanimate things like body etc. 

are manifested and "from the higher,, the souls are 
manifested. ' - . -

10. The world is Sat (existence) part of -God, and it is
real. It is not Vivarta(delusion)’.- ■

11. Brahman, according'to skrikara',-Yikrta. Parinaroa 

(modified change) according to the Sarnkhya,but 
'Avikrta Parinama-unmodified transformation as believed
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in by the 3'.Ad.school-. The Gita supports the Sat- 

Karya-Vacla. The world is not phenomenal; bub real, 
created by God by"His will.

12. Maya, is not delusion- but the power of God. It'is 
not independent, but depends upon the will of God.
It is the inner power of God. which obeying the mil 
of God to be 'many1, reveals the various forms.for 

God's play.
13. The souls are the portions of God(consciousness part 

of God). The relation between the souls and God is 
that of the part and of the whole. The duty of the 
souls is to render service to God, believing them

selves as the servants and God as a master.
14. The souls are enjoyers of the fruits of actions.

They are of three kinds.1.the divine, 2.the demoniacal 

(asuri) and'3. the cruel. The last two are worldly 
souls , they are subject to births and deaths They 
are also known as Pravahi souls. The former are 1. 
Maryada souls , who perform Vedic ICartnas and seek 
Knowledge and regulate their conduct in accordance 
with the scriptural prescriptions ,2-and Pugti s.ouls- 
who seek union with God through devotion.(Pusti- 
P ravaha-raa ryada g rantha).
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15. • The Vedic works are to be done for the

propitiation of God.

T6. - God has three forms-perishable (Ksara).

Imre rich able (-aksars) and personal Purus ot tarn.
* • «

17. p'urusottama Supreme God. and the goal of a 

devotee is the -union vith Him through devotion 

and surrender.. '

18. kksare Brahman is the goal of a Jnanin-He attains 

it by Knowledge.

19. ■ liberation, according to Gita, is the Brahmanhood,

or similarity of the soul with God(Sadharmya) or 

union(Sayujya) in which the soul, detached 

- " completely from’ the bodily connection, and

trsn&figured in its essence, through devotion, 

.retains its individuality and participates in 

• -Divine or eternal bliss (atyantikasukha)-It is 

'not as the Samkhya or the yoga systems maintain, 

mere escape from the worldly bondage or misery,

- .but getting happiness of God-realisation.It is
Cl

not negative-annhitic , of the self, but a
A

positive-conservative of the self in the final 

stage.



20. Highest. God, according to the Gita is personal 

GoG(Sakara) vi z -K rs n a, or Vasudeva-Krsna though
* c. u * ■» t»

is in a human form, is Divine-the Highest God.

21. The Gita'says that although all the forms-animate

,,or inanimate, abstract or concrete, emanate from

. God, 'and although God is immanent in them, God

is above them. God is transcendental. The Gita

does not surra ort the pantheism, but advocates
“ ' ' ‘ . 1

■ panetheism.

22o a man’s station.'in life is not'to be determined 

by his birth, but by his qualities as a devotee.

23. -Man should Icnowlthat he is an instrument of God-

He is given birth by God, in a, particular station 

of life to do a particular duty, according to the 

will of God-Be has therefore no choice in the 

■performance of. his actions, which he 'should do 

disinterestedly, for the.propitiation of God.

The devotee of-God whose goal is the union with 

Supreme'God is,also under the necessity of doing

■ work, believing that it is foci’s'1 work,so long 

■he is in the worldly state. -

24. The Bhakti is predominant in the Gita,-but it

has two. props of Kama and of Jnana-Bhakti, should
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be supported'by Karma and Jnana,., The Btiakta’s 

Karma is the duty of his station, or service 

of God, and Jnana, is the Knowledge of the 
greatness of God., vrhich is preliminary to Bhakti.

. Bhakti is the chief and'Karma and Jnana are 
■ ' secondary ones,, as aids to the furtherance of 

-Bhakti. In the-higher stage of the Bhakti he 
can dispense with.them Karma and Jnana are useful 
as serving the cause of devotion, for which - 
surrender to God is emphasised "in the Gita.

All these- teachings of the Gita support the 
principles of the S1.Ad,philosophy and Pusti Religion, 

The Bhakti of the Gita differs from that of other 
Acaryas-Ramanuja, Madhva,Nimbarka, etc. It is neither 
Maryada" Bhakti nor Pusti .Bhakti of Vallabha, but as 
Vallabha school believes Maryada", Pusti Bhakti, 
accompanied by the sense of Prapat.ti -or resort of God.



■CHAPTER rlH
Cofi-fioBoflfirrtVB

Section-A.

EVIPENCE IN SUPPORT OF THE BHAKTI AMP PRAPATTI 
TEACHING OF THE GITA. ACCORDING 

TO THE 1 SUDI)HADVAITA SCHOOlT"1"-".'.......-

In this chapter, -we .shall examine the proposition 

which is advanced by S*.Ad.school, that the central 

teaching of the Gita Is Bhakti and Prapatti. We give, 

below some of the reasons, based on the Oita, which lend 

countenance to the above proposition. It should be 

however, noted here that the Bhakti of the Gita is not 

the Pusti Bhakti of Yallabha. but Pusti Maryacia Bhakti. 

Arjuna has full trust in the scriptures. He will not 

go against the injunctions of the scriptures and still 

he relies upon God. This kind of devotion is, a mixed 

devotion which in the terminology of the 3!.Ad.school,

Is Known as the Pusti Maryada*Bhakti. Of course this
% *

devotion'is not opposed to work, Knowledge and yoga. They 

are considered as accessories of the Bhakti.Work, Knowledge 

and the Yoga, unassociated with Bhakti have no value 

x/hatsoever. They should be co-ordinated to Devotion In 

its service, whose aim is the union xrith God.

Vallabha's religion is known as Pusti Marga-path of 

grace of God through devotion (Pusti-Bhakti), but it asserts
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that the Bhakti of the Gita is the Pusti Maryada Bhakti- 

the devotion which is attended by knowledge and the work 

and which requires the mind and the senses to-be 

concentrated on God.

The following are the chief reasons in support of 

the S'.Ad.claim. - -

1. Krsna, .the speaker is the personal God-who is 

-the God recognised by the Bhakti schools.

2. Arjuna is one of the sons of Pandu-who are 

according to Mahabharata and the Bhagavata Parana 

are the devotees of God.

-3'. The Gita is regarded as the Yoga-£>astra ,

according to the indication in the colophon 

of each chapter. Its 18 chapters are the 1

different kinds of Yoga., or the ways of union 

with God. The union with God is possible only 

in the path of devotion, neither the path of 

Karma nor that of Knowledge conduces to the 

soul's union with God.

4. . The first chapter describes the distressed state

or the Vairagya of Arjuna. Bhakti means love for 

God, unless one feels indifference or disinterest

edness to the world, he cannot take interest in 

■God. The Vairagya is a preliminary condition
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to love for God. In the first chapter, A.rjun,a 
appears as an Arta Bhakta,- according to the Gita 

VII-16.
Ari una's friendly relation with Krsna forms a part 
of love relation. It is called Sakbya-Bhakti. 
KNOkJiEDGG way considers God and souls'as one;• There 

is no difference between the two and the souls as 
separate entitles are not_ real.. There is oneness 
between them. The DEVOTION way accepts.separateness 
of the souls from God. It says that the' souls can be • 

united with God, through love relation which may be 
of any kind-friendly, parental,brotherly .or of the 
husband-wife or of lovers ’ .Kind, Arjuna's love for 

God is that of a friend-This Is a proof of his being 
a devotee of God. Similarly the wordwrap anna" In 

11-7 leads to the. same supposition.
The Samkhya and Yoga modes have been exhorted to 
remove his ignorance about Dharma. These are modes of 
tyaga and’ atyaga-Renunciation and non-renunciation , 
of work. They are mentioned as the divisions of Vidya 
by Vallabha in T.R• ,vh'ieh should precede Bhakti.They 

are mentioned here a’s (accessories of Bhakti.
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7. The word Mityastha in Gita 11-45, favours the 

tendency of the Gita to the Bhakti doctrine.
The Bhagavata 3-25-32. defines the Bliakta as a 

natural inclination of mind towards God who is 
Nityasattva-whose nature is eternally pure and 
supremely good. The-Gita uses the same word- 
Nityasattva for God-for personal God.Krsna asks 
Arjuna to establish his mind in the personal 

God tli-cough devotion.
8. The advice to Arjuna (11-41-45) _to disregard the 

Vedas and transcend the-three gunas of Prakrti 
Suggests the favourable attitude of the Gita towards 
the Bhakti, because transcendence of the attributes 
is possible only in the path of devotion. In path

of Knowledge, it is not possible. It is the cause 
of purity of the Sat tv-?-The Gita says that even 

the -Sattva state should be transcended. In the 
Naistrai^unv? state, the Bhakti does- not desire
even Moksa.

%

9. . As Arjuna is in the stage of Maryada Bhakti, he
must not avoid work and knowledge. Although he is 
a devotee, he must not forget that he belongs to a 

warrior class and that he is-a householder. When he
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Bhakti, he has not to do Karma. The purpose of 
Ch.III is to bring home, to this Arjuna's mind, 

its importance and necessity-to 'a devotee as an, 
aid to devotion, by purifying the mind.
11-17 says -that one who has love for GodC/ltmarati) 

is exempted from the necessity -of, doing work.
This statement points'to'the fact, that the ideal 

of the' Gita is love-devotion.
In IV-3, Krsna says to 'Arjuna that his Sermon 

on Karma is preached to him because he is His 
devotee. This is sufficient evidence to lead us 
to the conclusion that the gospel of the Gita is 

delivered to Arjuna -to"lead him onwards to the- 

path of devotion.
The reference to God's (incarnation in IV—5 to 

9 explains the personal Aspect of God-the union 

with whom is the goal oC a devotee.
The words 'Mam Upasf'ritah (those who have resorted 
to me and Madbhavam Agat^h(those who have realised 
me) - are indicative of the inclination of the 

Gita towards Bhakti.
The words'Prspadyante'Cthose who surrender them
selves to me and'Bhajamx1 in the next verse i.e.
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11, also point.to the same fact.-

The idea of the saerifice-which is declared by 

the Gita as the purpose of Karma is,according to 
1.0. and A..T. 'Seva(service to God) which is 

the characteristic feature of the Pusti Marga.
9 *

Even if one does not agree to this meaning,the 
fact remarks that the - performance of sacrifices 

is enjoined to a Maryada Rhakta for purification 

of his mind as an aid to devotion.
In IV-3-3 to 38, superiority of -Knowledge to work 
is taught-this does not imply the negation of 

work. The devotee has to do work, but it must be 
attended with Knowledge. He must possess the 

Knowledge of the nature of work, and the purpose 
for which it is to be done. The devotee's work 

and Knowledge are intended ns auxiliaries to his 
devotion.His goal is the attainment of union with 
God, for which he has to do his work, thinking it 
?s God's work and with the Knowledge of God,for 
whom and under xdiose will the work is to be done. 
In Ch-V-Krsna once more .expresses his view in 
2 to 6, that to a devotee’the work and knowledge 

are one, because both will help him in his 
devotional life-It is left to him, to choose
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any one between the two-But Ibe is named as a 

devotee that Ms work must be done, with his 

mind and senses fixed in God. Knowledge and work \ 
must be done, with his mind and senses fixed in 

God. Knowledge' and Work both must be pursued for 

attaining the goal of union with God. through 

devotion. The devotee must be enjoined with Yoga 

(yoga Yukta) uniting mind with God is the*Yoga, 

without which no devotee can make any progress in 

his devotional career.V-7.

18. The word Yogin in V-and VI stands for a devotee whose 

mind is united with God. The devotee (yogin) does

his work, with reference to God (V-10) and for the 

purification of Hod according to T.O. and for 

attainment of God(Xtmas'uddhaya) according to A.T. ^

19. The condition of Brahma Nirvana described in V-81-26
»

is to be understood in the sense of Breahmananda or 

Gayujya Moksa of the Maryada Bhakta.

20. HAM in VI -29 stands for personal God of the Bhalcti 

Marga^ He is the sacrifice of the Purvakanda of

the Vedas and Knowledge or Brahman of the Upanisads. 

So. the devotee who performs work or acquires 

Knowledge, reaches God, ultiniately.. The epithets 

of ’a friend' etc. used in this verse refer to
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the personal God-the God of the devotees.- 

The last verse of Ch.VI clearly declares the 
superiority of the Bhakti over work, Knowledge and 
self-control - etc. Gita's attitude towards Bhakti 

is revealed here. The word 1Yuktatamah1 here is 
1 forth nothing. It is indicative of the fact that 

it is going to be the central teaching.CH.II "to VI 
constitute the first part of the Gita, where a bare 
attempt is made.to indicate its main teaching. It 

will.be made clear in the subsequent part II.
(CH -VII -XII) and P a rt I-II. (XI11 -XVIII).

22. Chapters VII and VIII contain Knowledge about the 
greatness-MahatmyaJnaha of God. which is prerequisite 

of Bhakti-according to Narada's Bhakti Sutras.Vallabha 
also accepts this definition. The Mahattnyainana 
about God in the Gita accords the S1.Ad.philosophy- 

which says that God is ultimate Reality and that
He is both-a material and. efficient cause.He 
manifests Himself into diverse forms-the conscious 

and the unconscious and that Supreme God is higher 

than Aksara.
23. God's greatness lies in being transcendental 

though He is immanent-He is also described in 

these chapters .as the creator, preserver and
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destroyer‘of the universe at .His Will. AH things

are in‘Him and yet He. is not in them. hut. is much
.above them. In manifesting- Himself.into- a
diversity-of forms, He .makes his Prgkrti which 

- „■ . *
is His power,.an instrument, through the power 
aspect which is SAT(Existence) quilt/ of God, 

the unconscious objects are created and through 
the higher.aspect which is CIT(consciousness) 

quality'-of God, the souls are created.' This 

.'manifestation of God into various forms-the world 
and the souls is for His joy-His 'divine play. The 
souls are'God’s parts (Amsk) which.have been 

separated f-rom God, by God’s Will.

In the‘worldly state, they forget their relation 
to God, So. to make--them1 understand .that relation, 
so that the.embodied souls in worldly life make 
turn to Godwards and reach the .goal of union with 
God, through devotion, chapters VII-VIII-supply 
the basic need of the Mahatmyajhana of God a 

preliminary requirement to devotion.
The word Prakrti in III-4';. 5 and Maya in VI11-14 
are used for-the powers of God. This .Knowledge 
/is' useful for- a devotee .'to understand why he 
should betake to devotion for union with God.

- %. ~ .
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Having explained the natiire of Mahatrayajnana,

recmired for devotion in VII-1 to l5,Krsna
' _ * ® «

enumerates four types of the devotees in'VI1-16 

to 18 and tells him that a JNANI with single 

DEVOTION to God is the best. 4s Ariuna is » 

Maryada Bhakta; not of high level of Pusti 

Bhakti. Ersna admonishes him to become a JNA.NI 

Bhakta. although he is already AETA(Ch-I) and 

JIJNASU-Arta because he has been' distressed at 

the thought of fighting against his own men, 

and JIjnasu because he is curious to know his 

Dharma.

The tone of Krsna's discourse from VII-19,23, - 

is emphatic enough in.favour of Bhakti.

The'word'Bhajante^ in VI1-28 lends support to 

Bhakti.

VIII-7 refers to Smarana (remember) and

Dedication(arpana)-two forms of Bhakti-by which

a devotee rnay approach God.

VIII-8 refers to Parana Purusa-who is Supreme 

God-whose Smarana(Cintana) is recommended.

VTT 9 to 13, distinguish Aksara Brahman from 

Supreme GocI and V-14. states that the Yogin 

(a devotee) should remember God always with



1Ms mind indistracted. The devotee who 

remembers God is assured of his non-re turn to 

- - worldly life(VIII-16/19) Verse-22 establishes

the supremacy of Bhakti. as a means'of union 

with ’God. Supreme God-is attained only through 

‘ANANY.A BHAKTI (Single-minded devotion) of God. 

S3* The last ’vers.e of Ch.VIII asserts that a yogin

(a devotee) approaches .the’highest abo^de I.e. 

Supreme God5 only through’ devotion and ‘by no 

other means.

28 • .Ch.VII-VIII are Intended in the Gita as

• exposition of the Mahatmyajnana which as stated 

. . above is'a pre-requisite of Bhakti.Ch.IX.is

entitled as Rajavidya, 'the best lore, because 

it declares Bhakti as a supreme means for 

union with God.

The word ^Bhajantn in-' IX-13, the reference 

to Kir tans., Arcana, and Vandana' types - of Bhakti, in’verse 

14. epithets of God "as Bharata etc. in V.‘17.18,24,the 

enunciation of the Arp ana’ to God in V.26 & 27, the’words 

Mari Upesyasi In V-28, .the words vBhajantiyin V-30, the 

statement that "My devotee" is not destroyed In v-Sl and 

that the Vais'yas, the sudras, and women even if they are

. - - - 256. - . ' .
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sinners are fit for the 'grace of* God in v-33 UNEQUIVOCALLY 

FAVOUR THE OOCTRINE OF BHAKTI-, ' being the chief, teaching of 

the Gita -Krsns therefore rightlv advises Ariuna-to offer 

'devotion to God.(v-33)-The teaching in favour of Bhakti is 

summarised in the last, .verse. It should he noted here that 

the-Gita’s bias towards Bhakti, which was indicated in tho 

last verse of Ch-VI occurring at the end of the first part 

of the Gita is declared in- this chapter as the Supreme 

means for union with God. It is therefore that it is said 

to be the secret of secrets (guhyatma) This teaching occurs 

just in the middle, of the Gita. - .

29. Chapter describes God-’s glories In the form of

His powers and .qualities, manifested In various beings, 

animate and inanimate. This is’ also in connection with the 

Mahatmyajnana of God.

-30. ’ The cosmic vision in' XI -also; serves the purpose

of the-Mahatmyajnana which is necessary for devotion.Its 

object is for showing further grace' to Arjuna who is a 

devotee.’ It, is also an -attempt to explain God’s form here 

as Rasa here, which Is referred to' in T.U. He- Is seen by 

Arjuna in the form of Adbhuta, Hasya, Bibhatsa Rasa, Karima 

Rasa, and £>^anta Rasa. Bhakti. Is also regarded as Rasa by 

.the. Acaryas of Bhakti schools. God-is one., but he appears 

in different forms of Rasaevoking emotions of wonder.
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terror etc. and the chapter closes with praise of devotion 
(XI-53). The Gita~ declares its partiality to supremacy 
of Bhakti in XI-24. It says. God ctCV} be known or seen or 
can be approached only by means of single devotion.lt \

lays stress on Bhakti exclusively as a means of union with 
God. The Jnana and Dars'ana of God and the Praves’a - 
(entrance) into Him are possible by Bhakti. Here three \ 

stages of Bhakti are mentioned-the Knowledge stage, the 
stage of beholding God-and the final stage of Praves'a into 
God (union with God, as Its goal).
31. Chapter XII is entitled BHAKTI Yoga,It establishes 
beyond doubt, the claim of the S1.Ad.interpretation that 
the central teaching of the Git-a is Bhakti of personal 
God. It states that Bhakti of Purusottama is superior to 
that of Aksara XII-2-8. It describes in XII-V-9-10 the

*k

various steps, one by which Bhakti is to be acquired. In 
v-14 to 20, the qualities, expected of the devotees are 
mentioned, and it' Is repeatedly declared that the devotees
are dear to God. Bhakti is called. Amrta-neetar XII-v-20,

*

32. Ch-XIII discriminates between the body(ksetra)
(a devotee) and the soul(ksetra^’na-The soul should be 
known that his soul, is an Ams’a of God and such belongs 
to Him. He must not mistake it for the body, the senses, 
mind and vital breaifr/pamong the qualities, expected of a
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devotee- the Avyabhi cari Bhak'tiuninterpreted devotion ? 

'to God is mentioned in XI11-10. 'The nature of the

Knowledge(God is explained in-12 to 17 which agrees with
i ' ■ .

the S.Ad.view of God. •

In 'XIII-18, it states that the devotee who’knows 

the above nature of God becomes fit for union with God 

i(Madbhava-God'-sbhava or Brahma-bhava acquiring likeness 

of God). The words'Yanti param-approach supreme God,prove 

that the aim of this chapter is to support Bhakti as a 

means of union wi til God.

33. The word -'Sadharmya in XIV-2 expresses the sense 

of acquiring resemblance to God-which is the S'.Ad. 

principle-considered as a goal of Bhakti-It is the condition 

in which the devotee becomes like Brahman '(Brahmabhuta)

or Brahraabhava or Brahma Sthiti, which has been indicated 

at the end of Ch.II and explained in VI.

34. The three qualities of Prakrti-Sattva,Rajas and 

Tamas are described in CH.XIV but Arjuna is admonished to 

transcend them. The devotee of God rises above three 

qualities. As God is Nirguna, the devotee also should be 

Nirguna-By transcending - the three gunas.of Prakrti. the 

devotee will acquire the Brahraabhava(v-19) and enjoy 

Ararta(Brahmananda)--V-XIY-20-The way of transcending these 

qualities is described in XIY-22 to 25. but in XIV-v26.
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it mentions a Bhakti yoga as key-iiote to sei*ve the 

purpose of Brahmabhava condition and concludes that God 

is the source and root of all things so devotion should 
be directed to Him.

35. Gh.XV-declares God Purusottama as be-all and end -
e>

all of all created beings (Ksara) as' 'well as- immutable 
Aksara. As the soul is only God’s Ams^a of Purus ottama its 

union with God-, is possible only through His devotion-XV- 
18 and- 19. So this chapter ends with a note in favour of 

the supremacy of the Bhakti doctrine, as a means.
36. The worldly career of a devotee must be pure 

spiritually, otherwise he cannot acquire fitness for 
God’s grace. For this .he must acquire-Good Virtues (Daivi) 

and shun vices.. The-good virtues are called DA.I VIS A® AO 
and vices A3UHI3 AHPAiD. A devotee of "God must cultivate 

the Daivi qualities, in o-rder to be free from worldly 
bondage. Mark the word’Viraoksyate‘ in XVI-5,which means 

freedom from borLdage and uni8n with God. This sense is
conveyed by prefix "Vi" before ’Moksyate’.

’ *

37. The purport of Ch.XVII is to explain to a devotee- 
importance of faith in God, as an necessary to devotion.
38. Last chapter XVIII re-states the superiority of 
Bhakti as a means and establishes that the central teaching
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of the Gita is Bhakti of Pus ti-Maryada Kind with Prapatti 
(surrender! Winding up His discourse, Krona says in 
v-54 that, a devotee must become like Brahma through 1 
Maryada Bhakti, then only he will be fit for Para higher, 
devotion for God. In this verse for the first time, 
distinction is made between Bhakti and Para Bhakti-the 
first is of Maryida Kind and the second of the Pusti 

Kind. In v-55, the word Bhaktya is used in an instrumental 1 
case, which suggests that Bhakti here is only as a means 
to Knowledge of God. This is Maryada Bhakti by which the 
devotee seeks Knowledge of God through devotion, but 
in the same verse, it is stated that Knowledge, the 
devotee enters God-unites with God. Here there are 
three stages-devotion (Maryada)-Knowledge of God and 
union with God. This union stage, depends upon God's 
grace (Praslda) v-56.For this the devotee is asked to 
dedicate all his acts and thoughts to God through'Buddhi 
yoga* C-v-57-). Inlhen the devotee knows fully that God is 
the Mover and all creatures are moved by him in their 
different roles, by His Maya(power), then he will be 
deemed as a proper recepient of God's favour (v-62.) 
Dilating upon the value of sfarana-surrender to God,
Krona says to Arjuna • In XVIII v-64, that it is the 1
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supreme secret to His teaching (Guhyatama). It is disclosed 
to him, because Arjuna is very dear to Him-v-64-In v-65- 
Krsna counsels him to be His devotee, and he assures him, 
that by devotion and surrender to God,ArJuna will - 
approach God. That is the only surest way to a devotee 
for freedom from worldly bondage and union with God-XVII 
(v-60-68, also refers to Pari Bhakti(pusti Bhakti)In 
XVIII v-69, Krsna says that a Para Bhakta is dearest to 
Him. This last statement corroborates the propostion that 
the aim of the Gita is to explain the value of Bhakti 
(Pusti-Maryadff) and Prapatti-surrends for union with God.

The final reply of Arjuna in XVIII-73 testifies 
to the validity of the above statement in favour of 
devotion and surrender. Arjuna here says that his - 
ignorance is removed by God’s grace. He has now understood 
his Dharma which Is union with God, through devotion and 
surrenders while doing his duty as a householder-the 
duty of fighting against his enemies.

These pieces of evidence gathered from the Gita 
corroborate the claim of the S 1 .Ad.school that the central 
teaching of the, Gita is Pusti-Maryada" Bhakti attended 
with surrender to God*
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S E C T ION - B.

The criteria of the Purva Mimarisa school for the 
determination of the central meaning of any work as applied to the Gita.

It is worth while to determine the question of the 
central teaching of the Giti in the light of the following 
criteria mentioned by the Purva Mlmarisa school*

These criteria are :
1. Beginning(Upakrama)j
2. Abhyasa(repetition),
3. Apurvata(novelty),
4. Arthavada-proof by reference to v

historical examples praise and 
denunciation, Q6. Devices or subterfuge(upapatti or Ifuktis),

6. Used for emphasising a particular 
point of view,and7. Conclusion (Upasamhara).

If we want to catch the central teaching of any work, we ? 

must be guided by these criteria. First we should know 
how does the author begin the work and how he concludes 
it. Again we should note on what point the author lays 
stress by repeating it. We should also Know-what new 
thing, he has sfiSjy which was not said before (Apurvata).
Also we should find out what things he condemns and what *1 
things he praises (arthavada) by examples and also we
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should carefully note the various devices (upapattis or 
Yuktis) employed by him, for establishing his view
point and grasp carefully what he says in the end.With 
the help of these criteria, £>a&kara determines that 
the central teaching of the Gita is Knowledge and Mokfa, 
and Lokmanya Tilaka determines that it is work-performance 
of one's duty-But the SUM.school, by the help of 
these criteria discovers that the central teaching of
the Gita is Bhakti of PUSTI -MARYADA KIND AND SURRENDER

«» *

to God.
UFAKRAMA- The Gita begins with the account of Ar3 una's
distressed state and disregard (vairagya) of worldly 1
state-$eing puzzled about his Dharma, he surrenders

ehimself to God, as his diseipl||©. The idea of surrender 
is conspicious in the Bhakti schools-II-7.In Ch-IV.Krsna 
tells Arjuna that as he is His deyotee, he discloses to 
him, the secret of Dharma *IV-3. Prom this,it is clear 
that the Gita teaching is imparted to Arjuna, because 
he is a devotee in distress, seeking God's guidance 
about his Dharma. The (Eta starts with a bias to Bhakti.
2. Repetition of a particular idea. This also proves 

that the central Idea of the Gita is devotion. It 
is supported by the following references 8-
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Ch. II, 45,55,61,64,70,72.
Ch.III, 8,13,15,17,30,
Ch. IV,10,11,23,
Ch. V ,10,17,20,24,28,
Ch. VI, 6,14,18,20,230,31,
Ch. VII,Whole,
Ch.VIII,9-10,11 or Whole,
Ch. IX,Whole,
Ch. X,-XI-Whole,
Ch. XII, Whole,
Ch. XI11,1-18,31,
Ch. XIV, 2,26,27,
Ch. XV, Whole,
Ch. XVI, 1 to 3,
Ch. XVII, 4,14,
Ch. XVIII, 20,52,58.

3. Newness(ApurvatS). The central teaching of the 
Gita is determined by the new idea on which it 
particularly lays emphasis. The Vedas teach work 
(Sacrifice) and Knowledge-both being of equal 
importance, but the Gita introduces ‘Devotion as 
an additional element. Not only ‘devotion* is



frequently mentioned here as a necessary means

In clear term that it Is superior, not only to
work (Sacrifice), Knowledge, Mental discipline,
and penance, but it regards them as subordinate
to devotion (VI-46,47). Again the concepts of

etwork, sacrifice, mental discipline, and renunciation 
have been re-oriented. This is the new feature. 
Fruit or Fulfilment of Purpose(Phala)- The 
purpose of the Gita discourse to Arjuna, is to 
enthusise him for the fight, which was achieved 1 

in the end. Arj una's doubts having been removed, 
he gave promise to Krsna that he would, in 
obedience to him, fight the enemies,and he took 
up the arms, and the war was won, in favour of 
the Pandavas. Arjuna obeyed Krsna whom he regarded 
not only the Supreme God, but as his mas ter.This 
obedience is the result of his devotion.
Historical examples (ArthavSda)-The examples of 
great sages and the devotees given in the Gita 
support the devotional Element being the central 
teaching. Ch.IV-10 makes a general statement

for the aspirant of spiritual
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that many persons, In the past, purified by 
knowledge and penance have acquired devotion.
IX-13 says the same thing 'The great-souled, 
four Sanakas, and 14 Manus in that line are 
used generally for the devotees. In X.8, the 
word'Budhas-the wise are said to have 'resorted 
to devotion. Examples of H!rad% Asita, Devalq_ 
and Vyasciin X.12 and of Prahiada and Vainteya 
in X.30 are those of devotees.

6. Subterfuge or Plan-called Upapatti or Yukti \
also supports that 'devotion* is chief *.There 
are many such Yuktis. It is Indirect way of 
proving one's own point. Although, it is not 
a logical method, but it is adopted here to 
convince, Arjuna about the superiority of 
devotion as a means for God*-realisation or 
union with God. First of all, importance of 
work is shown in Ch.III, but in IV,37,Knowledge 
is said to be superior to it, but in VI,47, 
emphasis is laid on devotion as the best of 
means. In IX, the devotion is. declared as 
'Most Secret' (IX-1) or a Sovereign secret(IX-2).
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In IX-26, it is said that any small thing 
offered to God out of love is most acceptable 
to God. In the same chapter in V.32 Krsna 
tells Arjuna that even sinners and low caste 
people through devotion become dear to God, 
thereby He suggests him that he should have 
recourse to devotion, because he is not one of 
the sinners and of the low-caste, but is highly 
born, and his devotie. The conception of Cosmic 
Vision in Ch.XI, is also a *subterfuge*, to 
esq)lain to him the importance of devotion.The 
central idea of the Gita determined by the above 
tests, will lead one to the teaching of 
devotion in opposition towork or Knowledge. This 
does not mean Work and Knowledge are not taught. 
They have been also taught but as auxiliaries to 
devotion. The devotion of the Gltij, is not pure 
and independent of Work and Knowledge.

7. The conclusion of the Gita lends support to its 
teaching being in favour of Devotion.
(1) XVTII-54-asserts that one, who has become 

like Brahma gets supreme devotion.
(2) XVII-65,declares that God seeker must 

resort to devotion.
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(3) In XVIII«56.The words' one who has taken 

refuge in Me (God*), and the grace of God 
point to devotion.The grace of God is 
once more mentioned in XVIII-58.

(4) In XVI11-62, Arjuna- is asked to seek 
refuge of God. The doctrine of surrender 
or refuge of Godj is the cardinal feature 
of the path of devotion.

(5) The teaching of devotion is characterised 
as supreme word and most secret of the 
secrets XVIII-64.

(6) XVII1-66 once more lays emphasis on 
•surrender* In XVIII-67, it is declared that 
this message is not meant for a non-devotee.

Lokamanya Tilaka, by the above tests, understands 
Karma as the central teaching of the Gita. Against this, 
the following arguments may be advanced.

1. Why does Krsna praise Knowledge in IV-33,36-37 
and why is ultimately devotion said to be 
Supreme? (VI-47.)

2. Why are chapters VII to XII silent about 
Karma altogether?

3. Do not XII-XV- and the concluding portion of 
. XVIII,54-68 go against it?
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4. Does not Krsna's advice to Arjuna in XVIII-66 , 

•to abandon all Dharmas and seek God's,refuge’ 
contradict It? All Dharmas include Karma also.

5. XVIII-56-no doubt lays stress upon the 
performance of actions, but it says that they 
should be performed devotionally.

6. In XVIII-65, the word 'Madyajl'(offer sacrifice 
to Me) have been used.The Karma intended is 
the Vedie Karma and not in the sense of duty.
So the Gita does not support Tilaka view-It
is one-sided with over emphasis on Karma.

The S'.Ad.school no doubt accepts the teaching of 
Karma, but not as central teaching. The devotee has also 
to perform it , as an auxiliary of devotion, for the grace 
of God.

£>a*kara applies the above test in favour of his 
theory of Knowledge as the central teaching. No doubt this 
is partially true but it is not the whole truth. The Gita 
contains indications where Knowledge is said to be 
superior to Karma (IV-33 to 37) (v-16 to 18).But there are 
indication to point the superiority of devotion over 
Knowledge.
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1* A man of Knowledge betakes to God after 

many births, VII-19.
2. A man of Knowledge, but possessing single 

minded devotion to God is superior-VII-17.
3. A yogi is superior to a Jnani and a devotee 

is superior to yogi.VI-46,47,
4. Ch-VII-XII-may be taken as chapter on Knowledge- 

But the Knowledge is not as ^aakara believes, 

which sublates ignorance, but the Knowledge of 
the greatness of God, in His being a material 
and efficient cause of the universe, and in
His maniJfestation in his Vibhutis (X) and the 

cosmic form (XI). This Knowledge is considered 
necessary as a pre-requisite of devotion.

5.According to iamkara Brahman is impersonal,It 

is Knowledge and not Khowable. It cannot be 

mAde of worship. But God of the Gita is not } 
Knowledge. He is Khowable and one who can 
become an object of worship or devotion and 
also who is personal.So ^aifikara's attempt to 

discover predominance of Knowledge from the 
Gita is not Justified, it does not satisfy 
the Abhyasa, Apurvata and the Upasainhara tests 
of the Purva Mimansa.
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SECTION -C .

Indications of Pusti-MaryadsT Bhakti 
in the 6ita. .........

According to S*.Ad.school, the nature of devotion 
in the Gita is a particular Kind of devotion called 
Pusti MaryadS Bhakti. As stated above, it is neither 
pure Pusti, nor Maryada-but mixture of both. Vallabha

K» to

is a preacher of devotion as a means to God*?> realisation, 
as £>aifikara is a preacher of Knowledge and Ramanu;)a of 
Wo ^Knowledge -Worship. Vallabha however says that the

Bhakti is of two kinds-(1) The Pusti kind which is
* *

supreme love of God and which is dependent upon only the 
grace of God.(2) The second kind is devotion with 
Knowledge of the greatness of God, taught in the scriptures. 
Pusti is not a means, but an end by itself. The Maryada ? 
Bhakti is a means. The former is defined by £>Andilya -as 
Incessant love of God, the latter by Narada, as love for 
God, having Knowledge of the greatness of God, as a pre
requisite. The Pus^i devotion with Its phases of love, 
attachment, and the extreme state of experiencing pangs 
of separation from God has been described by Vallabha in 
his work *Bhakti Vardhinl1. The Maryada Bhakti Is of nine-fold
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nature-hearing, reciting and remembering deeds and praises 
of God, Co\j\hj , adoring,falling prostrate at the feet of 
God,friendly relation, Styuif^dv and dedication to God.
2. It is illustrated by the examples of Narada, Suka, 
Prahlada etc. The Pusti Bhakti is illustrated by the 
example of the milk-maids of Gokul.

In Pusti-P ravaha-Maryada work, Vallabha broadly 
divides all souls into three categories (J.) Hie worldly 
souls (Pravaha hankering after worldly happiness (2) The 

spiritual souls (Maryada) seeking Moksa, through Knowledge 
and devotion (3) The divine souls (Pusti souls), whose 
goal is the attainment of God.

So far the Gita is concerned, Vallabha believes that 
it has taught devotion as a chief means-but is the devotion 
which is a blending of the Maryada and the Pusti elements. 
The path of pure Pusti is Known as Pramajp. Marga, and that 
of MarySdC is Pram&na Marla. The Pusti souls have been

~ 2 9
manifested only for the service of God.
*s—

The word 'Pusti* is derived from the root Pus to 
<•*»!»

nourish,to grow.;It is the path of the development of the 
soul, so that it can acquire fitness for the grace of God.

1. 'P.P.M.*8.

2. « " 12.
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dri Hariraiji has enumerated some characteristics 

of Pusti, in one of his works--which include the following 
non-dependence on means, grace of God as a means and 
fruit, attachment to God, no consideration of fitness for 
acceptance by God, except -

His own will indifference to the Vedas and the world. ; 
Independence of devotion culminating in the realisation 
of God, fearlessness, submission to the Will of God, 
service of God, by body, wealth and mind, nourishment of 
love for God, seeking happiness, in experiencing pangs of 
separation from God, thinking of the lilas of God, - 
humiliation.

Vifcthalesa explains the difference between the paths 
of Pusti and Maryada in •A’sB* on B.S.3-3-29.He says one 
who resorts to Pusti has no need of means like knowledge

«» s.
and devotion, but one who resorts to MarySda needs them.
The Maryada devotion is devotion love^ the Pusti is
pure love.

How let us find out from the Gita, whether the devotion 
of the Pusti-Maryada kind is taught in it.

Indications for Maryada devotion s-
1. Arjuna*s Distressed state, and his aversion 

to worldly happiness(1-24-40).

S.'Pusti Marga Laksanani1
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(2) His fear of hell (I 42-44) .
(3) Idea of Sin (1,45,115,20)
(4) Description of Sthitaprajna 11,55-65,
(5) The Brahmi State (11-72)
(6) Consideration of the social Good(III-20)
(7) Respect for the preservation of the four 

social orders (IV-13)
(8) Sacrifice, Knowledge and the Yoga as means 

for religious life(Chapters III to VI), and 
also devotion.

(9)Referenee to Brahmananda V-21,
(10) Enumeration of the incarnations, and the 

Vibhutis of God (IV,X)
(11) Description of Aksara Brahman (VIII,11,XII-3-4)
(12) Four kinds of devotees VII 16-18,21.
(13) The cosmic Visi8n (XI)
(14) Reference to 0m (VIH-13 and last verse of XVII)
Indications of 'Pusti*-

% V

(1) The word ‘Prapanna* in II-7,
(2) Rejection of the Vedas and.heavenly happiness 

11-42,43.
(3) Emphasis on the trans cendance of the three 

gunas (11-45 and In IXV)
(4) The statement that one who loves Atman (God)
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and finds his Joy in God, has no need of the 
Vedie Karmans(111-17)

(6) Arjuna as a devotee and friend(IV-3)

(6) ’Prapadyante * in IV-11.
(7) The statement that Supreme God is attained 

by devotion VIII-21.
(8) 'The most secret of the secrets’and the 

words ’the soverslgn-lore* and the 'sovereign- 
secret* (IX-1-2)

(9) IX-26, where It is said that any offering, 

even like the leaf, or the flower, if presented 

with love is acceptable to God.
(10) The conception of dedication in IX-30

(11) The statement that even the sinners are 

considered as Godd persons in the path of 
devotion, through God’s grace(IX-32),

(12) Use of ’Anugraha' and 'Prasackt(XI-l)

(13) XI-45, refers to various kinds of love- 

devotion. It includes the love of the beloved.
(14) The Divine eye by which Arjuna sees the 

Cosmic form of God is symbodical of 

God’s grace.



(15) Reference to single-minded devotion 

in XI-54.
(16description of the devotees, dear to 

God XI1-14-19,
(l?)The statement about unswerving devotion 

in XIV-26*
(18) Superiority of Purusottama.

(19) Exhortation of the abandonment of all 

the means and resorting to God by- 
surrender (XVII1-66)



CHAPIB'B-IT
THROUGH OTHERS * EYES

In this section, it is intended to know the views 

of other prominent writers on the Gita. Their deviations 

from the interpretation of the devotional school are also 
briefly indicated, and where necessary, their Inappro
priateness is also hinted brieflys-

s'A$KARA: -
He is supposed to be a first commentator on the

Gita. He enjoys world-wide reputation as the exponent
of the Kevalddvaita Philosophy-Philosophy of Non-Dualism
- commonly known as Mayavada. He has interpreted the
Upanishgds, the Gita and the B.S.*-so as to suit his

Mayavdda. He understands that Gita is intended to teach
Knowledge as a means, and •liberation* as the goal. He
thinks Knowledge as the best means. The •Work1 as a

means is only useful secondarily. The Non-qualified
1

Aksara is Supreme Reality-Krsna is only a. qualified form-
* * O *» </

a secondary God. The human souls and the world are real.
We shall take only the following few points from the 

Gita and prove that £>affikara*s interpretation does not

— K j-cT- fktCboJpffgr.

1 Aksara by Dr.P.M.Mody B 2.
iK
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agree with the Gjfta, although some points have been 
considered in Ch.II.

(1) His concept of Aksara as Supreme Reality is 
conflicts with VII-7 and XV 16-17 which declare 
Wnt'iluvoc^tly -Purusottama-Personal God as 
Supreme Reality.

(2) He is not consistent, in explaining Aksara. He 
gives different meanings at different places - 
Exampless-The Supreme soul (III-15),Brahman (H)- 
VIII-3,-XI - One presiding over the power of 
illusion.XII-3, Lord’s power of illusion XV-16, 
the seed of the world tree (the power of illusion) 
XV-18. The Gita" uses this word in the sense of 
’Unmanlfest form of God*.

(3) He accepts only non-qualified Brahman, but the 
Gita accepts both the aspects of Brahman-the 
qualified and the non-qualified as real(XIII-13-16).

(4)His meaning of Maya as illusion has no support 
from the Gita. The word'Divine' used as an 
adjective before it in VII-14, does not indicate 
that meaning, but the divine power of God. If It 
were illusion, how can It belong to God.The word 
•My' conveys that it belongs to God.The adjective 
divine, is a further proof in favour.of that sense.
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(5) damkara understands the world as unreal, but 

the Gita XVI-8, condemns persons, who regard 
it as unreal, as the demons. On the otherhand, 
the GiftS says that as it is manifestation of 
God’s Prakrit!-Nature having the conscious and 
the unconscious aspects, must be regarded as 
real(¥11-5). XV-1 says the same thing in the 
description of the AsVaftha tree-which is a 
figurative description of the world,whose root 
is in Supreme Brahman (ffrcShvam)

(6) His meaning of Prakiti as. illusion’ is also 
not acceptable to the Gita IV-6.PrakrXti is 
used there in the sense of Divine potency, by 
which God manifests Himself into various forms. 
It cannot create by Itself unless, it is 
presided over- or used by God, for the creative 

purpose.
(7) ^afikara is wrong in interpreting the soul in 

XV-7, as if soul*. He means to say that the 
human soul is not real. In reality it is 
Brahman, but due to ignorance is mistaken as a 
human soul. According to the Gita, the soul 
represents the conscious aspect of Brahman, and 
as such even in the embodied form,it is real.
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(XIII-2 and VII-5).

(8) He thinks the description of Sthitaprajna lii II- 
55-57 as applicable to only! a Jnani-a man of 
Knowledge, but this Is not correct, it can 
apply to a login and a devotee also. It is the 
general account of a seeker of spiritual life. 

,(9)He understands Brahmisthiti in 11-72 in the 
sense of liberation, which according to him 
means merging into Brahman.This is known as 
•Brahmanirvaha’, which has been further 
described in VI-28. It is a state positive a 
bliss of the soul, as a participator in union 
with God. The soul enjoys that bliss, Samkara 
does not believe in the soul * s separate 
existence, in the Moksa. According to the Gita 
VI-28, It is a bliss to be enjoyed by the soul, 
in contact with Brahman. So Samkara1 s meaning 
is not correct.

(10) Samkara thinks performance of work in general, 

as due to nescience. This is wrong.The work 
according to the Gita is the form of God and 
as such, it is not due to nescience.(111-15,16, 
IV-24).
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(11) dafckara's statement that Knowledge is the

central teaching of the Gita is contradicted 
by VI-46* which asserts that a Yogin is superior 
to a Jnanin, and by VI-47, which declares the 
superiority of the devotees.

(12)He is wrong in understanding, ‘devotion* as

Knowledge. The Gita, has shown that distinction 
through-out wherever it mentions 'devotion' as a 
means (VI-46,IX-26-27,30-34,XI-54;T,XII etc.).
It also says that a man of Knowledge resorts to 
God aftermany lives.

Some more points may be mentioned here, but for want 
of space, they shall be passed over.

Dr. D.D.Vadekar has discussed critically sWkara's 

interpretation of the Gila in his book 'The Bhagvad Gita'- 
A fresh study'. In that book after careful consideration 
of the whole question, he expresses his well-balanced 
opinion that j/arakara's attempt is hot a successful attempt* 

and that his statements have no basis of the Gita. They 
originate from his brain. They are his preconceived nations.

Dr.P.M.Mody has attacked ^aMcara's interpretation in 

his work. The Bhagvad Gita in Gujarati-Ch.VIII,where he has 
raised 26 points of discussion.
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Inspite of its short-comings, It is to be appreciated 

as a very bold attempt for the first time, in interpreting 
the GltaV teaching. Knowledge as a chief means. It is 
not only bok, but an admirable one, in many other ways, 

although the sponsors of the devotion principle do not 
agree with him*

RAMAHUJACARYA

He is another great Acarya who has written his 
commentary on the Giti. He is known in the history of 
Indian Philosophy as a founder of Vi s’ i s thadvai t a (quali f i e d 
non-dualism). His commentary on the Gita bears the impress 

of his Visisthadvaitlsm. Although, generally he interprets 
the Gita faithfully, there are a few points which require 

elucidation. We shall here indicate them briefly.
Ramanuja refutes the doctrine of the unreality of 

the world and. the theory of renunciation of action.Brahman 
is the highest reality possessed of attributes-Acit and 
Cit. The world and God are one.as body and soul. They are 
a ‘whole1 but at the same time unchangeably different.
The world is produced by the Supreme God, out of His 
own nature. He believes God as Sakara and Nirakara.
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The Jiva is also real. In liberation the soul 

belongs to God-goes back to God for His service in 
Vaikuntha. God and soul are one, not because they are 
identical, but because God indwells and penetrates the 
soul. The chief merit of Ramanuja-, is that he recognises 
the paths of Knowledge, devotion and action but his main 
emphasis is on devotion. He is more faithful to the Gita 
in his interpretation than ^aftkara.
SOME POINTS OF CRITICISM.
1. RAMANUJA understands that work, Knowledge and
devotion ec-re in jnzxskihy

He is another great commentator of the Gfta. He is a founder
of ,the Yis'isthadvalta school of Philosophy-the. philosophy
of “Qualified non-dualism" or of absolutism in harmony with
personal theism. He believes in one God-who is personal
and impersonal. God is a material and efficient cause of
the universe. The world and the souls are the attributes of
God. They bear the relation to God, like the body to the
soul. God is immanent and transcendental. To hiMaya is
the wonderful power of God, which is used as an instrument
for creative purpose* The world is real, and the human souls
are real. The souls are many, atomic and changeless. In 

embodiedthe^/state, they are Knowers, agents and enjoyers. He
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attaches equal importance to Knowledge and Work, but he 
advocates harmonious combination of both. He identifies 
the real Knowledge,the highest devotion which is obtained 
by self-surrender.

RamSnu3a*s attempt is more successful in 
interpreting the Gita faithfully. However, there are 
some points, in which he differs from the Gita.

(1) His identification of Knowledge with rl

devotion is not correct. He also regards Knowledge and
. . -..action as complementatsry.

In IV-19, Knowledge is said to be superior to 
action and in VI-46, the Yogi and in VI-47, a devotee 
are said to be superiors to Men of Knowledge.

The Gita VI-47,VII-19,VIII-22,IX-29,30,32,34,
IX-53,54,55-Ch-XII,XIV-26,XV-19,XVIII-54,62,65 and 66 
mention Bhakti alone is as the best means. Knowledge, 1 
Action and Devotion according to the Gita are not 
complementary of each other, but they are subordinate to 
Bhakti. They are necessary in the preliminary stage of 
Bhakti, but in the higher stage of Bhakti they are not 
necessary XVI11-67. This is implied In Krsna*s advice to 
Arjuna *Be my devotee* Give up all other Dharmas, which 
is repeated several times in the Gita.
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body . How can then God be perfect and changeless and 
infinite. According to the Gita, the relation between 
the world and the souls to God is not that of the 

> body, and soul but that of the parts and the whole.God 
is whole and Acit i.e. Sat and Cit i.e.consciousness

. /tyf k.afcfcj parts of God. In.X-42-K^says that God stands above 
all the forms pervading them only by His one small part. 
Again Ramanuja explains this, relation on the analogy 
of the adjectives (Visfesanas) and the substance- the 
qualified object and says that their connecti8n is 
inseparable,-These cit and Ac’fct' as the attributes of 
God, exist separately as such in the causal state. This 
is opposed tb the Gfta, which asserts that in the causal 
state,they have no separate existence, but exist as 
Brahman. Their existence as separate, is Knox-m only in 
Karyavastha-They emerge from God and ultimately 
disappear in God (VI1-6). These Cit and Acit do not 
constitute set the body of God, but the Adhibhutika 
form of God, called Ksara,according to the Gital

4. RSmanuja says that Brahman is endowed with divine 
qualities only, but the Gita, it is a substatum of 
opposite qualities. In X-36,Krsna says *1 am fraud among 
the gamblers' and in IX-19,’l am Sat and Asatj*. This is
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2* The word Sadharmya which is used.in the Gita 

for liberation, is explained by Ramanuja as Samya 
(similarity). Moksa is not the limiting barrier. - 
Disappearance or merging of the soul into Brahman which 
is tantamount to the destruction of the real self. In 
this state, the released soul attains the nature of God 
i.e. It becomes omniscient. In the state of Moksa, all 
the souls are of the same type. The Gita V-19 refers to 
the Samya state of the yogfns. Persons who have reached 
Samya state experience happiness which is eternal Aksaya- 
It is internal happiness-internal light and internal joy and 
is described:as Brahmanirvana. V-24, says that only one 
who has become Brahman(Brahmabhuta) by acquiring the Samya 
condition is fit for that happiness. So according to the 
Gita, the Samya state (Sadharmya) is not final goal, but 
attainment of Brahmanirvana-state of eternal happiness. 
Ramanuja has missed this point in his explanation of ^ 
Sadharm^ya.

3. Ramanuja regards cit and Acjpi; as the body of God 
and,God as the soul. This is not logical. If the entire 
universe consisting of matter and souls is the real body 
of God., than God must suffer all the changes and miseries 
and pains and defects and Imperfections of matter and 
souls, just as the individual suffers the pain in his
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clear enough -to suggest that the Gita, lends support 
to Viruddhadharmasrayatva of God(God's being a substratum 
of opposite qualities).

5. Ramanuja thinks Jiva ls ,,anuM small, and it 

remains so throughout + It does not become Vibhu-pervasive , 
but the Gslta’s view is that, in the state of union with 

God, the soul becomes, similar to God (CG.XIII-18) by- 

getting back its lost qualities of Brahman viz.greatness, 
vigour, glory, beauty, Knowledge and aversion to the 

world.
6. Ramanuja favours Knowledge, no.doubt, but it

is not Nirguna Knowledge (destitue of the Sattva,Rajas 

and Tamas,Knowledge). The Gita on the other hand, favours 
Nirguna JnSha(XIV-20) l.e. Knowledge which will unite 

the soul with God and enable it to enjoy, the divine bliss.
7. Ramanuja also suffers from inconsistency in his 

explanations, particularly of Aksara. His explanations 
are at variance. In III-15, he understands Aksara as 
the individual soul-in VIII-11, XI-18, as immutable, 
in VIII-21-XV,16,18 as the liberated soul and in XII-1, 

as the nature of the inner self. The Gita uses.that word 

iii one and the same, sense-i.e. only in the sense of 

impersonal form of God.
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8* His discovery of two kinds of devotion in the 
GitaJ Lower and higher is arbitrary. By lower he means 
meditation or Worship, and by higher devotion Intuitive 
Knowledge of God. In elucidating his concept of 
devotion, lie has made a confusion.

The Gita knows only one kind of devotion, and 
it is not identified with Knowledge} His pleading 
for the combination of Work,Knowledge and devotion 
(workship) is his own and can not be supported from 
the Gita".

Ch IV-verses 30^34, declare supremacy of devotion 
over all other means. This is the supreme secret of 
the Giti.Ch.XV is entitled the Bhakti-Yoga and according 
to the GitaV the devotees who are endowed with faith 
and exclusively devoted to God are extremely dear to 
God. The supremacy of devotion is reasserted in Ch.XVIII- 
in the verses 65 & 66. Prom this, it is obvious that 
the Gita is not in favour, as Bamanuja says ©fall the 
three means as equally importance, but in only of devotion 
3ii_iiMAD|CVA!

He is a propounder of unqualified Dualism.He 
interprets the Gita in his two works-the Gitabhasya 
and Gita-taparya, in a manner so as to support his

A.
dualism. He says there is a difference between Brahman
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and Jiva. There can be no. oneness between the two.
He derives from the Gita a principle of Bhakti, as tb 
only means of liberation. In the liberated state,the 
soul becomes similar to God no doubt, even then it 
is inferior to God. It cannot rise to the state of 
equality with God. It enjoys in that state any of the 
four kinds of bliss -SSlokya or residence In the same 
place with God-Samipya or nearness to God-SSrupya or 
having the external form like that of God and Sayujya 
or entering Into the body of God and partially sharin 
His bliss with Him-We need not enter into criticism o 
Madhva, as his dualistic philosophy is opposed to the 
spirit of the Gita. If he had read dispassionately- 
Ch.VII to XI, he would have been convinced of his 
error. The Gita mentions repeatedly that all the 
forms-animate or inanimate are manifestation of God, 
as such they are one with God-the inanimate objects 
as God's SAT part and conscious souls as His cit part 
These are not different from God.He accepts God as a
material cause and Prakrti as an efficient cause.But

•»

this is also not correct (I V-4-7).However he should 
be given credit for having derived from the Gita, the
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principle of devotion as a chief means of religious 

life. But Ms devotion cannot help the devotee,in 

reaching Ms goal of union with God.

4. NlftBABKA:

His interpretation of the Gita in favour of 

Dvaitadvaita-must be rejected. He thinks non-difference 

is real, and also difference as real. He identifies God 

with Krsna, whom he knows Highest Brahman. Souls and 

matter are regarded by Mm as parts in the sense of 

powers of God. He supports his philosophy of duality 

and non-duality in his interpretation of the Gita',but 

the attempt is not genuine, as the Gita stands out and 

out for non-difference (VII and VIII).The S*.Ad.school 

will agree with him in his acceptance of Krsna as 

Supreme God. His view of liberation due to Knowledge 

is not endorsed by the Gita,

5. JHANE^VARA;

jlAHE^VAM, one of the greatest saints of 

Maharashtra and also one of the greatest interpreters 

of the Gita has explained the teaching of the Gita in 
his work JhaMEvjVARI . It is in Marathi and very'popular. 

His Interpretation is not vedantic but what is Known as
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mystical. The most distinguishing feature of his 

interpretation-according to Dr.Ranade, is his UNIQUE 

COMBINATION OF PHILOSOPHY^POETRY AND MYSTICISM. He 
agrees with S^aifikara in his concept of Absolute Reality 

in the Gita which he describes as Advaita Surya.(Sun
>noHl's>v\

of non-dualism or He proves the existence of

God by the cosmological argument. He understands Maya 

in the Gita in the sense of Illusion agreeing with 
^amkara. He has given an excellent account of unism ? 

of a devotee with God by surrender, In which state 

the individuality of the soul is annihilated. The 

unism of God in his opinion is of two Kinds CUDevotional 

Unism and.Mystical Unism. On this point he remarks 

that eventhough the devotee may get united with God- 

yet he remains a devotee. He advocates Bhakti as. a 

means of God-realisation, which according to - 

Dr.Bhandarakara corresponds to the concept of the 

Aikantika Bhakti or the Aikantika Dharma. Jnanes^vara * s 

attempt is to synthetise the Vedahtic conception with 

Mysticism for which he says that the Knowledge of 

Absolute Reality and Devotion are needed for mystical 

experience. One fails to know how the concepts of
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Absolute Reality be reconciled to that of Mysticism. 
The God of the Gita is not Absolute.Reality but 
personal God. This advocacy.qf MAYA as an illusion is 
hot supported by the Gita,-text, for to the Gita,Maya 
is the divine power of God. Even his conception of ' 
Mohsa in which the soul's, individuality is lost, is 

* against the Gita Teaching. The Gita uses the words 
like Brahmi-Sthiti and Sadharmya for Moksa which imply 
the separate existence of the soul in the Moksa state. 
Of -course the soul has acquired a new status-It has 
acquired in that state, equivalence to God, in his 
divine qualities.
6. AUROBINDO ;

Coming to the modernwriters in the Gita,the 
first greatest writer, of the' Gi ta" to arrest our 
attention is Aurobindo, who is, a world famous writer.
He is the most distinguished modem Indian interpreter 
who shows that Kind of philosophic grasp of problems, 
which might be expected from a close student of 
contemporary thought. His works namely,'Divine life', 
and the Essays on the Gita'Class'in two parts have been 
very popular especially among, the edueatfisJ* interested
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in Hindu philosophy and religion. We shall indicate here 

only important points from his books on the Gita l.The 

Gita, in his opinion is not a Book on Ethics but - 

SPIRITUAL LIFE. This is half truth. It is not only a 

book on spiritual life but on the DEVOTIONAL LIFE.lt 

explains the goal of devine life viz. union with God.
2. He says that the Gfta does not teach disinterested 

action. Our actions should be. interested for the attainment 

of God.

We may observe here that the wo^d’AnSbakti1 in the
.. - ' - - - £3*

Gita is not a negative word. It no doubt means non- 

attachment to worldly objects and desires, but it also means 

attachment to God. Detachment is to be understood with 

reference to the world and attachment with reference to 

God. This implies that the aspirant of spiritual life or 
devotional life, must be interested in God. So the Gita 

does not teach either Detachment or attachment-but it 

teaches both in the above sense.

3. Aurobindo says for a man whose mission of life is 

^uest of God, there are’no other duties. This is not 

the whole truth, according to the Gita. The Gita says 

that even if a man is not interested in doing actions 

he must do them for Lokasamgrah^for social order. The 

duty into Society is not antagonistic to the duty, into
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God for all creatures are God’s forms-According to the 
Gita a devotee of God-does not shirk his duty. Oftourse 
that duty should he done disinterestedly and thinking 
it as God's work. So social work also should he regarded 
as God's woik.
4. Aurohlndo says that all actions should he regarded
as a sacrifice to God. This is the correct interpretation 
of the Gita. This is also the view of the S*.Ad.school.
5. Aurobindo emphasises that our highest ideal ought to be 
to surrender ourselves to God. This idea is acceptable to 
the S1.Ad.school. Aurobindo has discussed the comparative 
values of work. Knowledge and devotion for the aspirant
of spiritual life or Divine life. All these are means to 
the Yogi, which in his opinion is the ultimate teaching 
of the Gita. The S'.Ad.school considers Bhakti as higher 
than Yoga, which is an accessory to Bhakti. He believed 
in mystical experience through yoga. The Gita however, 
teaches, union with God through Bhakti and surrender.
6. The Supreme Reality according to him, is eternal 
absolute and infinite. So far 'Aksara* is concerned this

a>

is alright. To the Gita Supreme Reality is Purusottama, 1 
who is personal in His Bliss form.
7. Aurobindo thinks the existence of Brahman, appearing 
as Atman, but, according to the Gita VI1-5, the soul
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is a manifestation of the consciousness of God.

8. The idea of IsVamof Aurobindo does not agree with 

the Gita, for IsVanais identical with Purusottama. He is 

the controller of all souls (XVIII-56).

7. DR.BHANDARKAR.

Among the modern scholars, Dr.Bhandarkar’s name 

stands in fore-front, as a dispassionate interpreter 

of the Gita. He discovers from the Gita -single-minded 

devotion, which he thinks to be its principle teaching.

It was first taught by Narayana to Nlrada. It is 

characterised in the Gita as unswerving or supreme devotion. 

This is the greatest merit of his work. The credit of 

probing the question of Krsna as Supreme God for the 

first time goes to him. It may be said here that his 

efforts in this respect have met with full success.

8. TILAKft

His work on the Gita is very popular. It is originally 

written in Marathi, but has been translated into English, 

and also Gujarati. It Is a work in which he holds a brief
.. A

for work or Duty. Almost all genuine scholars have praised 

that work, as of outstanding merit. To him, the Gita is 

a book, which teaches how a man should do his duty in life.
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A man has a number of duties as an individual as well 
as a social being. Life means’living and living means 
action. Life cannot be supported without action.Knowledge 
is good.and worth seeking-but as a helping do one’s 
duty better.

He regards the Gita as a book on Ethics. He has 
spent much labour in establishing his ethical concept 
of the nature of Duty by comparison with the views on 
the European writers on morality-the writers namely 
Aristotle, Kant, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Martineau,
Green, Spencer and Sidjulck. He then examines the Vedantle

/ . 5view of Satnkara and ultimately arrives at the conclusion 
that the central teaching of the Gita is performance of 
one's duty.

Prof.D.D.Vadekar- has examined critically.-Tilaksfs 
interpretation of the Gita in favour of ’Work,which 
according to him is only half-truth. Dr.Ranade has also 
devoted some space to the elucidation of a few outstanding 
points in Tilalels Gita-Rahasya-p-133 to 138-which may 
be briefly indicated as under

l.Tilaka asserts’Karma Yoga’ is the essence of the 
Gita. That is the pole-star of. his teaching. He also 
believes that Jnana points to it, Bhakti points to it,
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yoga points to it. All the procedures, mentioned in the 
Gita for the attainment of God point to Karma as. the 
Ultimate goal of life. This positive assertion of Tilaka 
in favour of Karma has been refuted by Prof .D.D.Vadekar 
and also by Dr.Ranade in recent times. It may be refuted 
on the ground that, it is contrary to the Gita text.The 
Gita no doubt speaks favourably about Karma and explains 
its importance and necessity in life(in some portions 
of the Gita 11-47,48,111-4 to 35), it however says that 
it must be attended with Knowledge (IV-15) ItSe. value 
is however underrated in IV-33, where superiority of 
Knowledge over Karma is emphasised. IV-36 and 37, positively 
declare the work of Knowledge higher than the Karma, for 
purification of mind and in being free from the sins. 
Knowledge is compared with a boat by which the ocean of 
the worldly sins can be crossed. In this verse there is 
no mention of the Karma-IV-37 compares Knowledge with 
fire and the Karma with fuels. This means,Knowledge 
renders Karma ineffective and useless Knowledge is praised 
in IV-39 as a means of securing supreme peace. Again in 
Ch-I11-17, it is stated that men with love for God (Xtmarati) 
are exempted from doing duty. In Ch.VI-the Gita says that 
the Karma has no value by itself as purificatory of self,
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unless it is joined with the Yoga-discipline-compared
with Karma, Knowledge is superior as a means of union
with God. The yoga-joined to Karma, and Knowledge is still
better. But the Gita declares in VI-46'that, the supreme
means for the goal of union with God is devotion. An
attempt is made in Ch-VIII of this thesis in support of
the above statement from the S ’ .Ad.point of view. So
those reasons need not be repeated here to disprove
Tilaka’s proposition in favour of the Karma.

TILAKA thinks that the man who devotes his life to
the performance of duty in service of the country and
hlcnanity is the ideal man of the Gita, s'amkara regards

man of Knowledge or a Recluse is the ideal. To Ramanuja,
Madhva and Vallabha, the ideal man of the. Gita is a
devotee. This is corroborated by the statement of Krsna
in IV-3,wherein he says to Arjuna, that as he is his
devotee, Krsna has explained to him his Dharma.From this,

* » «*

it is.clear that Krsna's exhortation to Arjuna assumes
* % «

without any reservation that Arjuna is a devotee.
Karma has a value in the life of a devotee-but as 

subsidiary to Bhakti. This is, the central fact, but 
Tilaka has failed to grasp it.
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Tilaka has tried to prove his philosophy of Karma 

with the help of six criteria of the Mimansa school. In 
the opinion of the writer the criteria proposed by the 
Mimansa school support, the supremacy of BhaktiCvide Ch. 
III-B of this thesis). -

TILAKA is of opinion that the Gita metaphysfcs supports 
the Advaita of Saiflkara. This is not true. The Gita believes 
in the Personal God. The soul according to it,ia a part 
of God, it is the manifestation of God’s consciousness 
from his higher Nature(Para Prakrti-VI1-5,XV.7.).The Gfta 
does not endorse ^aiSkara's view of the Maya. It is not 

illusion, but God’s power. The world also is not unreal 
according to the Gita (XVI-8). Description of God in Ch-VII
and XIII and the indication of the Kind of Moksa in the

*

Gfta. Prof .D.D.Vadekar has pointed out the inconsistency 

of Tilaka on this part. Although we acknowledge a deep \ 
debt of gratitude to Tilaka, for his Karma philosophy in 
the Gfta, which the world in general, and India in 
particular, extremely needed for the amelioration of 
political and social life, we may state that it fails to 
give the correct interpretation of the Gfta.

It is a good attempt no doubt, but it dees concentrate 
only on the work part of the Gita,ignoring the importance
of the devotion element. In understanding the Knowledge

_ _ !) portion of the Gita, he has been influenced by Satfikara's
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'Advaita Vedanta’- which is opposed to the Brahmavada of 
the GitaV

(9) MAHATMA GAHDHI.

Mahatma Gandhi - Performance of one’s duty is the 

central teaching of the Gita),according to Mahatma Gandhi. 
But he says that the duty must be done without attachment 

for which he uses the word-detachment (anasakti). The word

Anasakti is to be understood in a positive sense, connoting
...

detachment from fruit and the same time, attachment to God. 

It means that our actions should be done in relation to 

God. Service to humanity is the service to God.Mahatma 

Gandhi himself explains his concept of Anasakti in these 
words. 'Anasakti is the central sii^ round* which revolve ^ 

the three planets of devotion, Knowledge and work'.Prom 

this statement, it is clear that he recognises detachment 

as an independent principle above, work, Knowledge and 

devotion. This is, however, not acceptable to the Orthodox, 

Commentators like £>amkaraT Ramanuja and Vallabha. They take 
Anasakti as an attribute of work. The Gita supplies . 

Mahatma Gandhi-his philosophy of Ahimsa-But when Swami 

Ananda drew his attention to that, he revised his view 
and expressed that the Gita* was not written to establish 

Ahimsa. (Dr.Rande's Bhagavad*Gita P-141). On analysis,his



concept of Anasakti, will be found consisting.of three 

points 1.Desireless action 2. Dedication of all actions 
to God. 3. Surrendering oneself to God. The Bhakti schools 

accept all these elements in their conception of Bhakti 
to God. Gandhij^s book is theistic, with an emphasis 

on Detachment in our work, Knowledge and devotion. To- 

Gandhiji, the Gita is allegorical, representing the 

moral dual, which is perpetually going on in every 
individual. The difficulties of individual soul (Arjuna) 
are put before God(Krsna) and the latter shows him the 

way. It seems from his writings, that Mahatama Gandhlji's 

ideal man is a devotee.
His favourite prayer was Narsinha Mehta fs song, 

which mentions the characteristics of a Vaisnava-the 
devotee of God. In this connection, one may read his book 
on 'AnSsakti Yoga1. He was a firm believer in God, 
himself a devotee of God, but HE SOUGHT GOD THROUGH 

SERVICE TO HUMANITY.IN-A DETACHED SPIRIT WITH WORK, 
KNOWLEDGE AND LOVE. This new philosophy of Mahatma 
Gandhi gives him a place as one of the world philosophers- 
whose aim in life is the unity and restoration of peace 
and order in the world. He does not follow the Orthodox 
interpreters, like s/arflkara, Ramanuja etc., but he has
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his independent approach to the Gita" and it is that 
of a God*s man devoted to the service of humanity.He 
thinks that Anasakti Yoga-the lesson of non-attachment 
of the GitI will serve as a penance of all the ills 
from which the world suffers at present. His conception 
of God is that He is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and 
Omniscient.There is, one God for all irrespective of 
caste, Colour and Creed.

The S'.Ad.school accepts.this, but it believes in 
the personal God and in the Bhakti principle alone as a 
means for the goal of Union with God. Mahatmaji makes 
no reference to the goal of the Gita, because his 
objective in his work on the Gita is to find out the 
guiding principle as practical ethics of Supreme Value, 
to enable a man to. render best service to humanity.

Vinoba Bhave, Late Mahadevbhai Desai, Kaka Kalelkar 
and Late Kishorilal Mashruwala-the followers of Mahatmaji 
have written treatises on the Gita, but their 
interpretations mostly follow Mahatmaji's view.
9. PROF.D.D.VADEKAR «

- _ JHis book *Bhagvad Gita- a Fresh study, provides
\ A

fruitful reading to those who are interested in the 
comparative study of the interpretations of Tilaka and 
Samkara. It is perhaps, the first attempt of its kind,
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in the scholastic world in offering criticisms on 

iTilaka and Sadkara in their interpretations of the Gita, 
The book is devided into two parts and 6 Chapters viz. 
Introductory, s'amkara on the Gita, Tilaka on the Gita,

An outline of the Historical method of interpretation of 
the Gita, the Metaphysics of the..Gits', the Ethics of 
the Gita. He agrees with Tilaka1s Ethics but disagrees 
with his acceptance of Stekara's Metaphysics. He also 
puts his case clearly, that Samkara's interpretation 
is Incorrect. According to Prof,D.Dandekar,there are 
three outstanding merits of this work.(l) The writer's 
emphasis on the synthetical character of the Gita(2) 
Comparative views of western thinkers.(3) The Historical 
method. Evaluating S'aflkara 's interpretation, he arrives 
at the following conclusions about it.

1. It Is an attempt towards the sectarian 
exploitation of the Gita.

2. It has manifested the text of the Gita in the
1service of his own doctrine.

3. Samkara's theory of illusion cannot be established 
from the Gita. Similarly his explanations about 
the doctrine of the ultimate and sole Reality, 
the status of the self in relation to Brahman
and the nature of the world, are his own and 

1 Bhagvad Gita-a fresh study P.l.
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4. He finds iafflcara's theory of Knowledge on the

grounds of the Mimansd tests of the beginning
and the end quite unsatisfactory. In his opinion,

3it leads to ethics or morality.
The Interpretations of other writers are given 

here only, with a view for the readers* comparison and 
evaluation. The aim of the writer of this thesis, being 
elucidation of the S *.Ad.philosophy as explained by the 
Vallabha school, has offered some remarks on the above 
interpretations, only from the S'.Ad.point of view.They 
are not the Writer's personal views. He is doubtful,whether 
the S*.Ad.interpretation will appeal to others.Each 
Writer's view suffers from his limitations*, and therefore, 
cannot be wholly acceptable to others. This is not the 
fault of that writer on the Gita, for the Gita is a 
universal book on spiritual life. It covers up all aspects 
of spiritual life. The writer who writes on the Gita 
singles out only one particular aspect of spiritual life 
and applies his mind to that aspect only in interpreting 
the Gita. The Gita is like a many-faceted gem-each^facet^

2. Bhagvad Gita a fresh study P-12.
3. -do- -do- P-13-15.
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of which sparkles with lustre-So although the above 

interpretations differ from one another, yet each one' of 

them reflects the glory, lustre and beauty of the Gita, 

fudged as representing a particular aspect of the Gita, 

detached from the whole, it is right, but taken collectively 

as a complete view of the whole, it is defective .This 

would apply also to the S1.Ad,interpretation, when judged 

by other schools of.thoughts.
5. He attacks sknlkara’s Hypothesis of the two paths, 

as intended only for those who belong to the lower or 

unenlightened class of aspirants and not for spiritual 

aspirants.

Criticising Tilaka, he makes the following statements;

1. Tilaka’s thesis in the Gita is mainly ethical.
2. Tilaka differs from ^amkara's ethics', but 

agrees with his metaphysics, but the writer says 

that there is coherence between Ethics and 

Metaphysic. Tilaka's ethical dynamiaism is 

based on an insecure basis of metaphysical 

staticism.

As the Writer’s scope in his book is restricted 

the examination of the claims of the validity of the 
interpretations of sWkara and Tilaka, there is very 

little space devoted in it to the predominance of the
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doctrine of devotion in the Gita. However, the waiter 
explains the significance of the Bhakti Yoga or Path 
of Love in the Gita. He explains devotion as the 
perfection of the emotional side of man or the God-ward 
sublimation of love in man. In this view, the writer 
expressed the truth about devotion accepted by the S’.Ad. 
school.He admits devotion, along with Work and Knowledge, 
as religious ideal of the Gita-which can be expressed 
as Development and harmonious functioning of all the 
aspects of our nature-page-90. In these words he has 
admftted-Bhakti as an important element in the Gita. It 
is a good attempt for the synthetic view of the Gita.

11. DR .BAMAPB;
D r. R ANADB1S ’Bhagavad Gita-as a philosophy of God- 

Realisation* published by the Nagpur University is the 
most recent work in the field. He is well Known as a 
scholar deeply versed in Indian philosophy. He taught 
philosophy in the college and earned reputation as an 
able Professor. His volume on*Constructive survey of 
Indian philosophy* is a sufficient testimony to his 
being an authority on Indian Philosophy. He was also a 
great mystic and saint. His lectures on the Gita
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delivered on different occassions are preserved in the 
above book. He discovers that the Gita is a book 
containing the philosophy of God-Realisation.

The book is divided into five parts, and in21 Chapters. 
It is a successful attempt in surveying the interpretations 
of the Gita by different writers-eastern.and western-all 
of which in his opinion point of the fact that the Gft& 
is a book of God-realisation for which various paths 
are indicated.Again, it is the first work of its kind 
attempting to indicate- and represent the salient features 
of different interpretation on the Gita..He appreciates 
all these different interpretations as being a means 
of God-realisation. He being a mystic and saint is 
inclined more towards Bhakti than towards any other 

means.
12. DR.RADHAKRISHNAN.. .

Dr.Radhakrishnan's translation of the Gita is 
a very valuable contribution to the Gita literature.He 
has explained his meaning of the Gita teaching in his 
introductory Essay to that Book. His interpretation of 
the Gita is based on the commentary of Yamunacarya.He 
explains there the importance of the Gita and gives a 

bfief account of important commentators amkara-Ramanuj a
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etc* on the Gita and explains the metaphysical 
concepts of the 'GIta-re*Ultimate*Reality-the world, the 
concept of Maya, the individual self and the goal, which 
reflect the philosophy of Raindhuja's Vislsthadvaita.
He also evaluates work,Knowledge and devotion and 
stresses the need of all of them for spiritual life.
He says that the goal, according to the Gita is equi
valence with God(Sadharmya) and not identity.The freed 
soul acquires the mode of being God.Liberatlon,according 
to him is the transfiguration of the embodied soul. 
Dr.Radhakrishnan accepts Ramangja's conception of Bhakti.

Dr.Radhakrishnan*s work on the Gita is a masterly 
work, an unique contribution to the literature on the 
Gita.As a translator of the Gita from the Vi s'i sthadvaita 
view point of Ramanuja, he has done the greatest service 
to it. The S'.Ad.school agrees more with the - 
Vis'isthadvaita school in respect of nature of Supreme 
Reality, the world and the souls. Only difference is 
that, the S'.Ad.school, accepts Krsha-in his 'Rasa' Love

% V *

form or Anand<(Joy) form as Supreme God.Again it does not 
regard the world and the souls as attributes of God,but 
as parts, of God's existence and consciousness of God. 
Ramanuja attaches equal importance to Work,Knowledge and 
devotion, but S'.Ad.school,although it recognises the
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values of Work and Knowledge, gives utmost importance 

to the devotion, The devotion of the S'.Ad.school is 

of the Pusti Kind or Pure love, which is not a means, 

but an end/that of Ramanuja is a means sometimes 
identified with Knowledge.

The following passage from Dr.Radhakrishnan’s 
"Bhagavad Gita1* will be worth perusal in connection 

with the doctrine of surrender.

We should willingly yield to His pressure,completely 
surrender to His will and take shelter in His Love.If 
we destroy confidence in- our own little self and replace 
it by perfect confidence in God. He will save us.God 
asks of us total self-giving and gives us in return the 
power of the spirit which changes every situation.

Arjuna was perturbed by the various duties,ritualistic 
and ethical, that the war will result in the confusion 
of castes and in difference to the ancestors as well as 
in the violation of^acred duties of reverence for the 
teachers, etc. Kr-i-slfea"°te 1 Is him not to worry about these 
laws and usages but to trust Him and box? to His will.
If he consecrates his life, actions,feelings and thoughts, 
and surrenders himself to God, He will guide him through 
the fight of life and he need have no fears.Surrender is 
the easiest way to self-transcendence. He only is fit to 
contemplate the Divine light who is the slave to nothing, 
not even to his ^1rtues iRuysbroeck)

If we are to realise our destinies, we must stand 
naked and guileless before the Supreme. We, now and then, 
vanily try to cover ourselves up and hide the truth from 
the Lord. That way the gopis failed to realise their 
destinies.

We do not even seek God as await His touch.When we 
turn to Him and let Him fill our whole being, our 
responsibility ceases. He deals.with us and leads us 
beyond all sosrow. It is an unreserved surrender to the 
Supreme who takes us up and raises us to our utmost
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possible perfection. Though the Lord conducts the world 
according to fixed laws and expects us to conform to the 
law of right action based, on our nature and station in 
life, if we take shelter in Him, we trancend all these.
A seemingly outer help must come to man, for his soul 
cannot deliver itself from the trap in which it is caught 
by its own effort. When we wait on ed without words and 
desire only His taking hold of us, the help comes.

This passage echoes the statement of devotion accepted in the S'.Ad.schooi.
Dr.Radhakrishnan*s work on the Gita deserves credit 

as a work of genuine schoarship and dispassionate, research 
ability, which can one find in his introduction to the work. 
It is most valuable work for.those who want to understand 
Ramanuja^ view from the Gita.

Due to limitedness of space, it Is not possible to 
evaluate some more attempts made recently, by eminent 
writers to explain the philosophy of the Gita, though 
those attempts are excellent, However, a bare reference 
may be made here to some of them-the interpretation of 
the Gita by. Dr.Belvalkar, Dr.A.B.Dhruva, Mrs.Annie Besant, 
Dr.K.MbMunshi and Shri H.V.Divatia.:

Dr.K.M.Munshi remarks in his booksBhagavad Gita and 
modern life-that Knowledge action and Devotion are the 
inalienable aspects of the fundamental unity of human 
nature (Page-41).According to Dr.(Mrs.)Annie Besant the 
so-called three paths are really one. They all ultimately 
tend to the realisation of God. (four lectures on Gita- 
Page-79).
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<13j>i_^DR^BELV^LKAR •

Dr.Belvalkar's book on the Gita in English is a 
commendable effort towards the Vedantic interpretation 
of the Gita-., The Critical exposition of the argument 
that has been affixed to the translation is its special 
feature. Although it is brief and concise-Yet it well 
deserves a place as a critical exposition of the Gita.It 
examines the problem of each chapter and discusses its 
appropriateness. Some sections like cosmology,unum in 
omnibus, and,optimum in omnibus,The vision of the omniform, 
Microcosm and Macrocosm, the Guna Triology and the Triune 
of the Gita are the writer's originality in the - 
interpretation of the Gita. He differs not onl$r from 
£>amkara and other writers. He arrives at the conclusion 
that the central teaching of the Gits'is the triune unity 
of Work, Knowledge andcbvotion. He attaches equal 
importance to all these three for a spiritual. If of these 
three, one is lacking, then to that extent, spiritual 
development will be less. He regards the Gita as a Sastra 
which compromises them. He .supports his statement, by a 
reference to 11-39,V-2-5,VI-l-4,VII-17,VII-21-22-IX-23,25, 
VI-3.4 and XVIII-54.

Instead of taking work, Knowledge cpddevotion-one of 
them as predominent, the learned professor takes all the
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three but if the Gita is studied dispassionately, as 
it is worded, one would find, that these three are not 
considered as equally important in the Gita. No doubt 
Krsna gives discourse to Arjuna on work, but he gives 
it, accepting Arjuna-as His devotee and dear to Him(IV-3). 
In Ch-V, he speaks to him about self-control and in Ch.VI- 
about Knowledge. Ch-VI-37, ends with a note in favour of 
Bhakti as a superior to Yoga. Ch.VII to XI relate to the 
Mahatmyajnana of God, and has no reference to work,The 
Supreme love is Bhakti-Ch-XI I is * The theme of Bhakti Yoga-''
Ch-XIII-XIV consider the relation of the Prakrti and Purusa

0 *

to each other. The idea of work is absent here also.Ch-XV 
says that Purusottama is the supreme God, with whom the 
devotee should establish union. Ch.XVI mentions two kinds 
of qualities - Divine and Demonaical-and Ch.XVII advocates 
faith in the Ssistra.All these chapters from XIII to XVIII 
neither refer to work nor to Knowledge as a means for 
union with God or for development of spiritual life.Their 
stress is on devotion only.This is explicit, in XVIII 
towards the end. So it,is not right to assert that the 
teaching of the Gita is triune unity of work,Knowledge 
and Devotion. No doubt, the Gita does not deny Work and. 
Knowledge. They are also favoured but as aids to - 
devotional life. XVII1-66, goes to the extent of renouncing
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all the pharmas including even Work and Knowledge,except 
RESORT to God.This is the only point on which the S'.Ad. 
School will differ, otherwise Dr.Belvalkar’s book is 
really creditable performance.

14. JUSTICE H.T.DIV1TIA.
Justice H.V.Divetia's book MThe Art of Life in the 

Gita1* deserves some notice here* Though it is a small 
book of 152 pages, comprising of 10 Chapters,it will be 
of Invaluable assistance to all lovers of the Gita to 
the materialistic minded, or the spiritualistic minded.
Late B.G.Kher, has eulogised the book, in his introduction
to this book, by remarking-He(the author) has attempted

/to look at the Gita as a treatise on.the art of life and 
to discuss its teachings from that standpoint. In ten 
small chapters, he has described the Psychology,Epistomology, 
Cosmology,Metaphysics and Ethics of the Gita and in the 
concluding chapter discussed how far modem science confirs 
the teachings of the philosophy of life behind the Gita. 
However the result is the sociological interpretation of 
the Gita by which Justice Divatia, concludes that the 
teaching of the Gita should be utilised in the service 
of humanity.
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This means that Justice Divatia substitutes-Humanity 

or society, as God. This is a main feature of his 
interpretation of the Gita. The Gita is a theistie book 
which is to be valued as a work of Vedantie philosophy 
as well as of mystical experience through devotion. This 
point has been ignored in this book. No doubt, the 
philosophy and Religion of the Gita have been explained 
in separate chapters-and they indeed throw good light-yet, 
the whole work, falls short of the standard of the orthodox 
schools of thought on the Hindu philosophy.The chief 
merit of the book that it will commend itself to the 
atheist and the modem sociologists,yet, it cannot be a 
trustworthy work on the Gita. As a work on the art of 
life it Is a successful attempt, but it leaves an 
impression that it has not done gull justice to the Gita 
as one of the scriptures taking rank with the Upanisad 
and the B.S.The Gita is a Sacred book and not a socieS^ical 
Work.

The general view of all the commentators and even 
of the writers like Tilaka, Mahatma Gandhi, Aurobindo,
Keith and Hopkins is that it is to be valued as a work 
of Upanisadic nature. Dr.Ranade rightly characterises 
it as a Sarva Sakhiya Upanlsada. A work containing the 
quintessence of all the Upanisads. The Gita is a. -
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computation of 18 chapters-each one of which is like 

a separate Upanisada,This is corroborated by expression 

Oltasu Upanisatsu* , included in all the colophons of 

different:chapters in the Gita. The Glta-Dhylna which 

is a meditational prelude to the Gita. The Gita is compared 

with nectar-of essence drawn from the cows in the form 

of the Upanisads. From, this, it is obvious that the Gita 

is theistic by nature, explaining Philosophy about God, 

the World and the Souls, and the relation of the souls 

to God. If we trust in the words of Krsna in the Gfta.
t* -a

He is God Purusottama (Supreme God) and he admonishes 

Arjuna, towards the end of his discourse in XVI11-61-that 

in order to get eternal peace he should surrender himself 

to God, with all his love, by which he will receive God's 

grace. In XVI11-65, while concluding his gospel,Krsna
) * «. Q,

emphatically tells Arjuna to keep his mind in Him(God) 

and to be. his; devotee* and resort to Him, even by discarding 

all other means, The Gita teaching is intended for the 

spiritualistic-minded and the theists and not for 

materialists^'atheists or Agnostics' (XVIII-67).This is 

the most secret teaching of the Gita.The Author has no 

doubt taken note of this in the earlier chapters,but in 

chapters in Gita and the modem science and the Gita 

and the modem Age. His emphasis seems to have been 
shifted on the sociological significance of the Gita,which
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reduces It merely as a book of social conduct.To quote . 
Aurobindo-The Gita is not a book of ethics but of 
spiritual life. It teaches not human but divine action* 
not the disinterested performance of duties but the 

* following of the. Divine Wi 11-not a performance of social 
duties but the abandonment of all standards of duty to 
take the refuge in the Supreme alone, not social service, 
but the action of the God-possessed the Masterman,and 
as a sacrifice to Him who stands behind Man and Nature. 
(Essays on the Gita-P-43) He understands the word YOGA 
in its etymological sense of union. This is correct, but 
it implies not the sense of union with God, but the 
unification of all our mental faculties in the service 
of hfimanity.This is opposed to what Aurobindo says in 
the above passage..

Inspite of this.criticism,it does, not detract from 
the value of the book. On account of the author’s 
enunciation of the following principal points of the Gita 
viz.1.The emphasis on inner religion.2.the importance 
of work and duty 3.a sense of non-attachment towards the 
material side of life 4. need for disinterested service 
and social sense. 5. and development of human!tarianism, 
the book will prove of perennial interest those who love 
the Gita. The S*.Ad.interpretation will agree with all
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these points but will add that all the means described 

in the Gita must point to the final goal namely union 

with God-for God's service.

The above writers who advocate the work as a teaching 

of the Gita have put uncommon stress on it,ignoring equal 

importance of Knowledge and devotion, those who advocate 

Work and Knowledge, have not considered what the Gita has 

to say on Bhakti in ch.XII-to XVIII.Those who stand for the 

synthesis of works,Knowledge and Bhakti, have been indifferent 

to the concluding portion of the Gita:, which favours not 

only Bhakti,but Pa ra Bhakti (Supreme devotion) as a means 

for union with God.

15.CHRISTIAN WRITERS.

A passing refemce may be made here to the names of

some Christian writers on the Gita viz.Lorinser,Weber and

Lassen who trace the Christian influence on the Gita but

Dr.Bhandarkar has exploded this theory on the historical,
to

inscriptional and philogical evidence. Some scholars namely
A

Garbe, Holtzman, Oldenberg,Schrader and Otto have detecited 

interpolation in the Gita text, this has been refuted by 

Dr.Belvelkar in a separate booklet. Among the European 
writers on the Gita.Dr.Otto's work merits, some mention 

here. His^is the numanistic interpretation of the Gita.

By his doctrine of Holyism and Num^anism, he has earned
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reputation as one of the eminent interpreters of the 
Gita-Dr.Ranade has appreciated his work,worthi 1 y in the 
Gita especially on his concept of f^vara,who is supra- 
ultimate, wholly transcendent, and a combination of 
Personalism and impersonalism. His Holy(God) is beyond 
the categories of the God, the true and the Beautiful.
As he is a theologian, he finds out Bhakti as supreme 
but he calls this Bhakti as Advaita Bhakti which is 
identical with that of Jnane^vara.He means by this that 
in the experience of Advaita Bhakti, a devotee becomes 
so merged in God that he becomes one with Him.Another 
point in his interpretation of the Gita is the doetrine 
of pre-destination, this means that a man is simply an 
instrument (Nimitta) absolutely in the power of God.God 
decides before-hand all the happenings in the life of 
an individual or in the world in general.All activities 
are pre-planned and their results are pre-determined.A 
man is simply to Know this Will of God and to his duty. 
The S'.Ad.school will agree with these points partially. 
It believes in the transcendence of God.T.U.Mentions 
five forms of God.1.Annamaya.2.Pranamaya.3.Manamaya.4. 
Vijnanamaya and Anandamaya-of these,first four are 
regarded as the Vlbhutis but Anandamaya is the highest 
form of God, who is called Krsna by Yallabha.The Gita

• W «E» St
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refers to three forms of.God-Ks ara-Adhibhautika (-physieal- 
the world).Adhyatmika(Aksara-spiritual) and Adhidaivika- 

divine-Purusottama-Krsna) Truth, Bdauty and goodness 

are His at tributes -Krsna . is beyond this..

As regards the doctrine of AdvaitS Bhakti,the S1 .Ad. 
school does not accept it because it- does: not accept the 
idea.of merging into God, in the experience of Bhakti.

It characterises its Bhakti in the Gita as Pusti-Maryada 
Bhakti-Otto's doctrine of pre-destination or determinism 
is wholly acceptable to the. S ' .Ad.school.

16. DR.P.M.M0DY.
. ' V.

' ' . _ ' r-His two works on the Gita-one Bhagvad Gita,*A Fresh 
Approach' in English and the other 'The Bhagvad Gita' in

' 1 , '• rs

Gujarati are very valuable contributions of recent times, 
to the. interpretation of the.Gita. The whiter gifted by 1 

his profound scholastic learning and probing ability in 
. the research field, has. also to give his own interpretatlon- 
which according to him favours the.'Yoga* as the central * 
teaching of the. GltS. The author's concept, of Yoga* differs 
from its ordinary meanihg.He takes it specifically* in 

the sense of disinterested action. This is rather far
fetched meaning, of the book is that he has given a lot 
of information on a number of questions, arising from the 

Gits' for study. He examines Satflkara's view of the Gita 

and finds it incorrect; He asserts that in many cases
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£»aifikara has misunderstood the text. The conceptions of 
Moksa and Knowledge in the Gita are only subsidiary .He 
analyses Yoga into two forms (1) as a means and (2) as a 

Godj and regards Knowledge jWork and Devotion as auxiliaries 
to Yoga* disinterested action, ^ne interested in the study 
of the Gita will be much benefited by it.The attempt though 

laudable misses an important truth of the Gita-namely the 

goal of God-Realism. The fact that it is fundamentally a 
book of God-Realisation seems to have received no particular 

notice of the Writer.

P.K.Gole's brochure oh the Gita cites references
from the Gita to prove that the fundamental teaching of ....

the Gita is 'devotion'.



C H A P 1 E R • V

EVALUATION OP THE sWhADVAITA INTERPRETATION OP 
THE GITA - BY THE TWO COMMENTARIES :

(1) TATTVA-DIPIKA,_AND
(2) AMRTA-TARANGINI -

WITH.BRIEF COMPARATIVE NOTES.

In Chapter II of this thesis, an attempt is made
to explain the S1.Ad.interpretation of the Gita in the
light of two commentaries-(1) Tattva Dipika and (2)
Amrta-Tarangini. Both the writers belong to the fallabha
school. They both derive their inspiration from the
scattered writings of Vallabha. Vallabha's Religion Is
known as’Pustl Marga’. His religious system has two 

* *•schools of thought - one approaching Reality by Pramana 
method, based upon the scriptures-the Vedas, the Gita,
B.s« and the Bhagavata, the other Is Independent of the 
scriptures. T.D. follows the Pramana method and A.T.,the 
Prameya method. Hence, there are many differences in their 

interpretations of the Gita text, but ultimately they 
agree in pointing out the goal of union with.God through
the devotion of the type of love.

We shall first select some importent points from

T »D *
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1. The'Visada Yoga' of Chapter I is explained by the ' 
S * * Ad. school as indicative of the Vairagya of Ar;Juna as
a means to Bhakti. His distressed state is said to be 
Arjuna*s state of an Arta Bhakta, one of the four kinds 
of Bhaktas mentioned in VII-16, but this is wrong.lt 
does not point to his Vairagya, it only shows his sorrow 
at the thought of killing on the battlefield. This sorrow 
no doubt fills his mind with disgust for fighting. It is 
in no way to be construed as his Vairagya for the world. 
Arjuna says to Krsna only "I am not willing to fight, for

* a »
Hany worldly gains, or for fear of incurring sins.He does 

not mean to say ’I shun worldly phasures. As I have no 
charm for worldly life. I wish to detach myself from the 
world. In interpreting Ar^una's Visada in the sense of 
Vairagya,T.D.is not correct
2. T.D.*s explanations of the Saaik^a1 and the Yoga in 

II in the sense of Tyaga-renunciation of Work and of 
Atyaga-non-renunciation of Work, are based upon Vallabha’s' 
Bafcbodha^ Saapkets^takes these words in the sense of Knowledge 
and Work-but it is not endorsed by the Gita.The Gita
does not ask Arjuna to renounce work altogether,but to 
do it, desirelessly and without attachment to fruits.T.D. 
brings out this sense of the Gita.



3 T.D.'s promulgation of Satkaryavada from 11-16,
tagrees with the views of Saffikara and Ramanuja. He however

offers two explanations of the words Sat and Asat, which
is not necessary at all.*Sat* means the soul, and ‘Asat*
means body. It is brought as an argument by Krsna to

• * *

prove that there Is no death of the soul. T.D. Is original 
in referring to the two kinds of SAT- l.pure which Is the 
soul and 2. Impure which is body-The pure soul Is not 
subject to modifications, the body is subject to them.
This explanation,-.; along would have been sufficient, but 
T.D.hazards another explanation, by differentiating body 
which is SADSAT(Existent-non-existent) from the soul which 
is SAT, He says that the soul has no Vikara (modification) 
of existence, because it is not born. The existence- 
condition of anything presupposes the conditi8n of birth 
or origination. But as the soul has no birth, It has no 
existence. This argument, though clever in itself is not

i ' ■convincing. Sakkara reduces from this verse the fact of 
the reality of soul-which is consciousness and Identical 
with Brahman, but the S'.Ad.school regards the soul as an 
Adsha of Brahman, representing,his consciousness part.This 
is the correct attitude of the towards the soul(XV.7). 
A.T.*s meanings of SAT and Asat as Alaukika divine state
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and temporal state are not correct. Its examples of 
Antargruha (remaining in the house) Gopis, as illustrative 
of ASAT temporal state, and of the Gopis who joined, 
the Raalila^dance of God’ should not deserve notice,as 
thd^ have no hearing with the sense of the Gita".

11,42 depreciates the Vedas pointing to 'heaven' as goal, 
vThey are called flowery speech' only good liker flowers 

in outward beauty. The flowers can not give the pleasure 
of the fruits. In the same way, the Vedas, which emphasise 
rituals cannot lead to Moksa. Samkara insists on avoidance 
of the rituals.

Ramanuja says that they should be performed for 
self-realisation and not for enjoyment.T.D. and A.T. 
condemn their use only for attainment of heaven.They 
have their utility for the purification of one's nature 
preparatory to devotional life whose goal is union with 
God. These explanations accord with the attitude of the 

towards the Vedas.
5. In 11-45, Naistraigunya Is understood by Samkara

«
as 'desireless ness ', by Ramanuja as'the state of - 
Sattvaguna’, but T.D. and A.T. exp lain it as God who

a

transcends all the gunas, by resorting to.God. A.T.adds



that for participation in the lilas of God-transcendence 
of the G^nas is necessary. Its reference to the lilas 

of God, is Irrelevant.

6. In 11-46, Safikara takes the word Brahman in the ? 

sense of Sanyas I and says that to a Sanyas I who has 

realised Brahman, the Vedas are of no use-Ramanuja says 

that one desirous of Moksa has some use of the Vedas 

as much as it is to a thirsty man, who will drink water 

from an overflooded lake. He will take only just enough 

water for appeasing his thirst. T.D. follows this meaning 

but A.T.takes•Uflapana' in the sense of a vessel and says 

that a thirsty man standing before a lake full of water, 

must not worry in earrying the vessel with him, for 

drinking, because he is standing on the hank of the lake 

from which he can drink water, as much as it will serve 

his purpose. In fact the devotee has no need of the
• i

Vedic rituals.
A.T.goes beyond the meaning of the Glta.T.D.'s 

explanation is better, because it recognises the need of 

the Vedas for the acquisition of the purity of the soul.

S*aMcara explains II-46-"you are fit for work and 

not for knowledge". Ramanuja says you are only in the 

state of Mumuksu,So you have to do work. A.T.,renders
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it as you are riot free from egoism and desires,you have

to do work. This is a correct exaplanation. The night

and the day in 11-69 are symbolical of Ignorance of
fKnowledge, according to Sa&kara respectively. To T.D., 

they are, the states of being in communion with God mentally 

and of engrossment into worldly pleasures respectively. 

According to A.T., the night symbolises sensual pleasure 

and the day, the happiness of a devotee in God*s company.

This meaning is rather far-fetched. T.D.'s has caught the 

meaning correctly.

8. The word ’Brahmisthi ti' in 11-70 means ,according 
to ^amkara ,'the position of being Brahman1, and according 

to Ramanuja,’the state leading to the attainment of Brahman1. 

T.D. says it is the condition leading to the union with 

God or the condition of equity of the soul with Brahman.

A.T. simply means by it, the condition of one who enjoys 
the bless of God, Brahman*Brahma-nirvana according to t 

S'aiBkara means 'Moks a according to Ramanuja, the state of 

the soul's bliss, but TiD. understands it as 'Bliss of 
Brahman! A.T. calls it the Moksa by union with 'Supreme 

God. The concept of the Brahma-Nirvaija is further referred 
to, in the Gita, in v-23 to 26. T.D.'s meaning of this



word, perfectly agrees with the Gita, because in v.23, 
the soul is described as an enjoyer of bliss in the state 
of union with God. The S'.Ad.believes that in that state, 

the soul retains its individuality while participating 

in the. bliss with God.
9. Commenting upon II1-5, damkara remarks that work 

is intended only for ignorant men. He adds the word 'Ajna' 
after 'Kas'cit'. Ramanuja understands that the Gita makes 
performance of work, necessary, even for a man of Knowledge 
till the self is realised. T.D.says that the verse does 

not refer to a particular Kind of man.It is a general 
statement applicable to all living men, who are by their 
nature subject to the influence of Prakrti.

10. T.D. understands'Niyata* as obligatory work, 

Imperative Duty. He is advised to do it, unconditionally, 
without attachment, but believing himself as God's servant 

who is entrusted with responsibility to execute that work. 
This is the right meaning.

A.T. thinks that Karma means Seva-service to God, 
which is enjoined as a duty to a follower of Pusti-marga. 
The word 'Niyata* is understood by A.T. in the sense of 

Nitya-for ever. The.meaning according to A.T. is that a 

devotee of God should perform service to God daily without
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fast. T.D.'s meaning of Karma in the sense of obligatory- 
duty is most appropriate to the Gita.A.T.'s meaning in 
favour of SEVA, has no basis in the Gita. Its over-zeal 
for Pusti is responsible for this.

11. 111-^19.The Gitl, no doubt teaches us that our 
works should be done without any desires. This however 
does not mean that we should not have desires. Not to 
have desires is psychologically against human nature.
As human beings we have our desires but they have, to be
so trained and sublimated, so that they can be serviceable 
to us in gaining our goa^union with God.Thus T.D.regards 
Non-attachment as a positive virtue. No other commentator 
has gone so deep into the meaning of the Anasakti and 
caught the above meaning.

12. Prakrti in 111-27, is Understood by T.D.as Prakrti 
which represents the existence part and Cit-eonsciousness 
part of Brahman. It is as such identified with Brahman
as a material,as well as efficient cause of the world.
This is exactly what the Gita means by Prakrti in -VII-4,
111-20 and XIV-34, where it is Known, as Mahad yoni.^amkara's 

meaning, nature inherited at birth by one's impressions 
of previous life and Ramanuja’s meaning of Vasanas are 
contrary to the Gita's meaning.
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13. IW7-8, mentions the reason for God's incarnations, 
damkara thinks the incarnations of God are phenomenal 

due to Maya, but T.D. regards them as real, being the • 

forms of God, assumed with the help of Maya-Power of God. 
Haminuja also believes them as real. T.D. says that God's 

birth is to be understood in the self of manifestation 

or revealation. So His,divine nature remains unaffected 
even in. his incarnations. This is in keeping with the 
Brahmavada of the Gita in VII to XI chapters.
14. IV- 10-Madbhicwa' is understood by T.D.as condition

of attainment of Divine nature. In this state, the soul 

becomes like God, in all respects except in his power 
of creation. It does not become Brahman as ^amkara says, 

but becomes like Brahman. The Gita expresses the sense 

of God-state in various-terms such as Sadharmya,Brahma- 
Nirvana, Brahmasthiti etc. It does not give its exact 

nature. In the. absence of the exactness of the God-state, 

it is doubtful whether T ■3>. has brought out the meaning 
of the Gita. < _
15. V-II- Samkara's meaning of Atma Suddhaya as,for .\ 
'purification of mind, and RSminuja'as for annihilation 

of the bondage of old actions are not.satisfactory, 
compared with T.D.'s meaning for purification of the soul.'
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According to, s/amkara, performance of .Karma; is necessary 

for .the purification of the Sattva or mind, otherwise, 
the man on the path of Karma will not be fit, for , 
Knowledge. By this he means to say, that the Karma is 
meant for the ignorant'only. But even they if they

- - „ ' . /’ - ' ' - A . - ' - r ">

perform actions, will be purified. The object of the 
Karma is , the annihilation of the bondage ..of Karma 
according, to Ramanuja.Both these,take Karmas as,the 
Vedic Karmas, But T.D.takes the; Karma i.e. the 
devotional acts in the form of ninefold means of 
devotions. This is the correct meaning in view of the 
stre^xon devotion laid by the Gita in subsequent 
chapters. The Yoglc Karmas i.e., sitting in a particular 
posture, withdrawing senses, and mind from external 
objects and engaging them in God.etc. are the activities 
to be pursued.by a Yogin, for devotion. According to 
T.D. the yogihs are not ascetics butthe devotees, 
because they are not averse to action, but to it with 
reference to God. This is in conformity with Vallabha's 
conception of yoga; A.T. *s, meaning is no doubt 's .Ad. 
because he explains iCtmasuddhaya to mean* for getting, 
love of God*. It is rather far-fetched-not congruous to 
the Gita. The Gita in this chapter understands the yogin
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and not as a Bhakta.. So T.D.'s explanation Is not 
satisfactory.

S¥ABHA¥A in ¥-14, means according to Safikara,'Nescience 
and according to Ramanula Prakrti ¥asana.T.D.understands 
it nature of soul i.e. It is the nature of the original 
condition of soul, as consciousness of God. T.D.'s 
explanation Is. somewhat satisfactory.
16. Samkara understands jnana in ¥-16 as Knowledge of 
Discrimination and Ramanuja,'Knowledge as opposed to 
Karma* , but T.D.understands it as Knowledge of Aksara 
Brahma and A.T. as Knowledge of Supreme God.T.D. *s 
explanation is appropriate here, The S^.Ad.^system requires 

Knowledge of the greatness of God,, as a pre-requisite
to devotion. The Gita agrees with this in Ch.(IX & XII).

17. The characteristic of . the learned in ¥-18-19 is 
Samadarshitva, which according to T.D.means'seeing God 
equally in all' beings and according to A.T.'seeing in 
all beings the consciousness part of God'-Both these 
explanations agree with the. Gita.
18. In ¥-21, the word 'Brahma yoga' is understood as 
Samadhi (meditation) by S*amkara and he explains that one 

desirous of inexhaustible happiness must withdraw his 
mind, from the outer objects and concentrate oBL God in 
meditation. Ramamqa understands it as -experiencing God.
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T.D.means by-it'the union with God'. This is in keeping 
with Vallabha's concept of yoga.
19. The. idea of 'Brahma-Nirvana’ in v-24,25,28 is 
explained differently by Samkara and Ramanuja. To Sankara, 

it is the state of Jivanmukti and to Ramanuja, condition 
of happiness, accruing from the experience of self- 
realisation. T.D. no doubt means by it Jivanmukti but
it is the happy state of Brahmanand^ in which the soul's 
worldly condition disappears and becomes God like.
This is expressive of V<i£ ^concept of Jivanmukti.A.T.'s 
meaning of acquiring the condition of fitness for 
participation in the lilis(sports) of God is not 
correct, for the reason that the Gita even according to

i

the S.Ad.school does not teach pure Pusti Bhakti.
20. ¥1-28.* Contact with Brahman', understood by 
Samkara as Identify with Brahman taken with happiness 

is Self-realisation by T.D., as 'attainment of Aksara' 
and A.T. as service of God. Samkara has no support 
from the Gita* Ramanuja is Vague. A.T.'s meaning of
the Seva is not correct, because the Gita is not intended 
for Pusti Maryada purely. The possible correct meaning 
which is very near the Gita sense is that of T.D. The 
yoga discipline does not.aim at union with God.Its goal
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is attainment of impersonal God.
21. VI-44 transcends 's/abdabrahma' - Sabdabrahma, 

according to 5famkara means the fruit, of the Vedic 

Karma, according to Bamanu3a,It means Prakrti,T.D. 

explains the phrase as ’He acquires the Knowledge of 

Supreme Brahman', which is the essence of 'Sabdbrahman’. 

SaiUkara simply says that one who is desirous of knowing 

the nature of cyoga, does not seek the fruit of the 

Vedic rites. Ihis is not correct interpretation because 

the very fact that one is desirous of knowing the nature 

of yoga, has already reached the stage higher than

that of one who performs Vedic rites. He has left that 

stage already behind. T.D.regards agrees with Gita. 

VI-46-and, says that this yogi is superior to an ascetic, 

or the Jnanin, one desirous of the nature of yoga cares 

only for the knowledge of God.

22. VII-I-T.D.remarks that the purport of I to VI is 

'the Knowledge of the individual soul, and that of VII 

to XI is the knowledge of the greatness of God,suits 

the context.

23. T.D.says that the two aspects of Prakrti-as 

lower and Higher are mentioned by the Gita to establish 

the proposition that Prakrti-which represents the 

existence part and the consciousness part is the material
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cause of the world and the souls.
24. Commenting on the wo rd'Ji vabhutaih’-T.D.s ays

•«»* _that according to the Gita, God has become soul, 
through the manifestation of His consciousness.The 
soul is therefore real. Samkara thinkg,.; the embodied 
soul is unreal. But T.D.says', it is not true. In that 
case the word should have been Jivibhutaffc, as if it 
were a soul», Ramanuja and T.D. are true to the Gita.
25. Samkara thinks YI1-17 is in praise of jnani,

but Ramanuja, T.D. and A.T.take it as being in a praise 
of a devotee. T.D.remarks that a man who has got 
Knowledge of the greatness of God and who has single 
minded devotion to God is considered by Krsna-as dear

* 4* *

to Him. This accords with Vallabha's view of'devotion'.
26. Samkara reads 'Avyaktat' before 'Sanatana' In 
VIII-20-but T.D.reads, 'Vyaktat' and explains that the 
unmanifest form of God viz.Aksara is permanent and is 
different from the various forms manifested from God. 
This is in consonance with Gita YI11-19.
27. Samkara in his interpretation of YIII-21, regards
Aksara as higher than Vishnu (personal God) because
Aksara is Impersonal.T.D.explains it differently.Aksara
is the abode of God because it is out of Aksara that

%
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Prakrti and Purusa are manifested. It is a foot of God

* *

or an abode of Supreme God. According to the Gita,
Aksara is inferior to Purusottama-XII-1, and XV.

* 1 • -

Inspite of this,. Samkara's explanation is arbitrary. 
T.D.correctly brings out the meaning of the Gita. It 
characterises Aksara as Adhyatmika form of God and 
Purusottama as Adhidaivika form.
28. The word' Bhaktya * -in VI11-22, is wrongly under
stood by Safflkara as Knowledge. Parah-Purusa is Supreme 
God. T.D.takes Bhakti in the sense of disinterested 
devotion or love to God, by which alone Supreme God
is perfect joy is to be attained. This interpretation 
is no doubt correct, but God's joy-form is not 
mentioned in the Gita.
29. IX-1 chapter 9th is entitled 'Raj avidya-'Supreme 
lore'. The word in-first line 'Idarn* (this) goes with 
Knowledge in the second, which is qualified by -
•*guhyatama’' (most secret). This Supreme Lore according 
to Samkara is Knowledge of Brahman who is an object of 
worship.T.D.understands it as the Knowledge of the 
greatness of Brahman, which is essential for a devotee 
for love-type of devotion to God.
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Reading the Gita verses 13,14,15,18,22,26,27,29,30,31, 

34, together T.D.*s explanation sounds satisfactory to 

Gita. This chapter is in the middle part of Gita,whose 

main object is to teach the Bhakti doctrine.lt may be 

supposed that Ch.IX prepares the ground for the - 

promulgation of the Bhakti doctrine, which names - 

separately under Bhakti-yoga. in Ch.XII-v-13,says in 

general that greatmen are devoted to God single-minded. 

v-14. enumerates Kirtana and Van dan a kinds of Bhakti.
<5The word upasati should/understood here not worship ]

but offer devotion as a servant.V-15 clarifies that 

Knowledge and sacrifice are not opposed to devotion.

They also serve as aids of Bhakti.V.18 mentions some 

relations such as of a master, a friend etc. between 

the devotee'and God-V-22, according to T.D.refers to 

Pustl, and Maryada devotees, who are cared for by God.

A.T.discovers from it the principle of Sarvatambhava.

The details of dedication to God is indicated in v-23.

The remaining verses exalt the position of Bhakta above 

all others.T.D.*s interpretation accords with the Gita.

30. XI-7.The import of ’Bkasthara’ (residing in one 

part) going with 'jagat* is according to T.D.suggestive
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of the pantheism and of transcendentalism of God.It 
also suggests the reality of the world.This is further

■ya. _ _corroboted by the Gita.X.42.The Gita uses there the 
word Ams^t with reference to jagat.lt supports the 
S1.Ad.doctrine that world is a part of Brahman and

itherefore real. Samkara*S: theory that the world is 
due to Maya and unreal has no support from the Gita. 
T.D.is here on a safer ground.
31. In XI1-3, £>aiflkara explains Kutastha as centred in 
Fraud-Maya, but T.D.understands it in the sense of 
•common to all*. KUTA may meanta toptAs Aksara stands 
at the top of the world,it can be.known by all.The 
Gita does not accept Samkara’s theory of Maya In the 
sense of fraud. T.D. *s explanation agrees with the Gita.
32. XI11-12 to 17 describe the Knowledge form of God. 
God is both qualified and non-qualified.TRamahuj a and 
the Vallabha school, accept both these aspects of one 
God and they are both real., but S^mkara says that 

Brahman is now qualified. The qualified form is due to 
Maya. It is. not real.This is opposed to the Gita,which 
recognises both the forms as real. The Upanisads and 
the Gita also support^this^Vallabha corroborates this 
by the statement that God is a substratum-of opposite
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qualities. T.D.keeps this in mind here.
33. XIV-2,T.D.takes ’Sadharmya' to mean likeness to 
God, by acquiring God's*six qualities-greatness, 
potentiality, glory, beauty, knowledge and indifference 
to the world. To Samkara, it is becoming one *d.th 
Brahman. Likeness with God's qualities expresses 
personality of God, which is accepted by the Gita.T.D.'s 
meaning is in harmony with that of the Gita.
34. Sankara understands the 'Asfoattha tree' described 
in XV-1,2 as tree of worldly life.T.D.says that first 
verse is descriptive of the world-tree and the second 
of the tree of worldly life. The Gita seems to have 
this difference in mindj Otherwise it would not use 
the word'Drdhva Mulam' -having its roots upwards in 
Brahman-in first verse and would not have advised for 
cutting it by non-attachment in XV-3. Vallabha 
differentiates the 'world* from 'SaAsara'-attachment
to worldly life, the cause of bondage.T.D.'s explanation 
is in accordance with the view of the Vallabha school. 
The world is real, but the Samsara is unreal,because 
the former Is the work of God and the latter is the 
creation of Ego or the embodied soul.
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35. , T.D. Is thoroughly consistent, here and 
elsewhere, in explaining Aksara as UNMANIFEST OR 
IMPERISHABLE FORM OF GOD.But Samkara explains it 
wrongly, taking it for an individual soul.Thls is 
In contradiction to the Gita.

36. XVI-8.T.D. as well as Ramanuja are both 
correct In their statement that the world is real.
It is also the view of the Gita^,persons calling the 
world as unreal are denounced by the Gita"* as Demons.

Samkara takes 'Demons* to apply to materialists, 
but this is distortion of the Gita meaning.
37. That the soul is an 'amsfa'-fragment of God,
is the corredt teaching of the Gita and T.D.,explains it 
in conformity with it. XV-II, but Samkaraalserts the word 

'fiva-like' 'afiula' and says that the ftiva is not an 
'ams'a' but appears to be so.This is opposed to XV-7.
38. The word Daiva in XVI11-14, means God but 
Samkara takes It for Gods like the sun etc.This is 
opposed to XVIII—6 which attributes all actions of men 
ultimately to God.T.D.is justified in taking It for

| "“lGod, for the same reason Samkara's explanation of Isvara. 

in XVIII-61, as phenomenal is absurd.God is the chief
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Mover of men to actions 'Dharma* In XVIII-66.does not 
mean only 'Karma* as supposed byskmkara but any means 
or duties which are antagonist to devotional life.This 

meaning exactly suits to -the Gita text, in the context 

where it has been used. . .'.
20. DRAWBACKS of T.-P. :

. Although as pointed out.above on the whole,the 

interpretation of T.D. is better and more trustworthy 
than Samkara, on the one hand and'A.T.' of the same 
school on the other hand, it. has some drawbacks also.

1. The first drawback is that it is strictly 

sectarian. It is written as a propaganda for 
enhancing the value of;the S'.Ad. Philosophy.

2. It draws Inspiration from Vallabha. It accepts 

everything written by Vallabha as authoritative
3. It does not care.to note the good points of 

other commentators,who' are Mayavadins.
4. It no doubt takes the Gfta as a Pramana Sastra, 

teaching the value of devotion for the union . 

of God, but it ignores its universal character,
. . intended for persons of all temperaments,in all

>.; places, and for all times. , . .
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5. It corroborates its statements by passages 

from the Upanis^ads, B.S.the Bhagavata and 
from the writings of Fallabha, but it 
selects them only to support the S'.Ad. 
point of view.

6. It explains the philosophy and, religion 
of the Gita in terms of Suddhadvaita and

$

'Pusti’.This is the greatest drawback.lt is
0* m **r""1

an historical anachronism-referring to the 
things which did not exist in a particular 
age - Suddhadvaita* and 'Pusti' owe their 
existence or revelation to Vallabha.in the 
15th Century. These ideas were not known or 
recognised by these terms in the age of the 
Gita. The Gita is innocent about them.

7.It divides the whole subject-matter of the 
Gita under three main topics-discrimination, 
patience and resort to God, which are the 
virtues of a follower of Pusti-marga according 
to Vallabha. There is no indication in the 
Gita to treat its subject-matter under the 
above heads-T.D.has taken the clue from the 
Gita-Tatparya* of Vitthalesa.
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8. It offers two explanations of 'Sat1 and 

'Asat* in 11-16, but it is unnecessary.
9. In 11-28, the word*Avyakta* is taken by it

in'two meanings l.Prakrti and 2.Aksara and.
6 *

the’Bhutani1 also in two meanings l.the body 
and 2. the soul. Only one explanation of 
Avyakta as Aksara and the Bhutani as. beings 

. would have been appropriate,.
10. It explains the word”Bhskti|! in the Gita, 

in the sense of Pusti Maryada Bhaktl.This 
is also an historical anachronism.The Gita 
is aware of the Bhakti principle without 
its divisions, recognised by Vallabha.

11.It says that the purpose of chapters I to 
VIII is to teach Arjuna the Dharma of Maryada 
Marga-(the Dharma,. taught by the Vedas ) and 
of IX to VIII, the Dharma of Pusti-marga.
This cannot be corroborated by the Gita.

12.It understands the Maya in IV-6,in two senses, 
of 1.grace of God.and 2.of the power of God.- 
Vallabha understands, it only on the second sense.1
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13* lt applies VI-47 to the Pusti' Bhakta.

He is the best among the yogins 

(yuktatama) But the Gita is silent about 

the divisions of the Bhaktas,as Pustir 

Bhakta,Maryada Bhakta.Pusti Bhakta-is not 

included, separately by that name in the

list of the four types of the Bhaktas in 

VII-16.

14. It,divides the Git? text of 18 chapters- 

into three separate parts, part ONE of *?1 

to VI-as the aphoristic, 2.part Wo of 

VII to X, the expositary and 3.part THREE 

of XIII to XVIII as a commentary(Bhasya).

The Gfta dp.es hot.indicate these divisions 

anywhere-not even in the colophon at the end 

Oj. each chapter. The Gita characterises 

itself, as Upanis^ads, BrahmaVidya,and yoga 

Sastra. The grouping^ of six chapters into 

three above divisions is T.D.'s own-4mmention.

15. In VI-6, the word ^tma1 is used six times 

but T.D.explains that word having different 

connotations.This is a drawback.
16.T.D.illustrates the four kinds of the devotees 

in XVI-16,by the examples of Ga«Jendra,3aunak^ 

Dhruva, and b'uka.But it is doubtful,whether
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the Gita implied the inclusion of the Gopis 

by the word 'Ca'(and).
17. T.D.thinks that VI11 -7, the sfarana Mantra

preached by Vallabha*Lord Krsna is my Refuge • 

is derived from this. It Is a historical anach

ronism and sectarianism.

18. XII-12-19, according to T.D.,are suggestive of 

the marks of Pusti Bhakta. The Gift only uses

the word Bhakta and not Pusti Bhakta.
* *

19. T.D.'s understanding the Daiva-Divine souls, 

as the two types of souls-Pus ti and Maryada:, 

cannot be supported by the Gita.It is rather 

suggested to T.D.by Vallabha's work'Pusti Pravaha- 

Maryada-.

20. It understands the 'Brahmasutrapadal®a,in XI11-4, 
in the sense of Badarayan^ Work, Known as 'the 

Brahma Sutras'. But it is not historically 

proved that the Gita of Badarayana existed prior 

to the Gita on the contrary, the general opinion 

of the scholars is that, the B.S.,of Badarayana is 

posterior to the Git a. The B.S. refers to and 

repudiates the various schools such as the 

Samkhya, the yoga,the Nyaya-Vaisesikas,Purva
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MImansa, The Bhagavatas Buddhism and Jainism, 
which existed before B.S., the Gita is silent 
about these schools. Again here the word is 
BrahmasutrapadailSt and not 'Brahmasutraihi ', 
by which B.S., is generally known. It should 
mean 'sentences in the Upanisads relating to 
Brahman.'

25. It derives sense of Pusti Bhakti from the word 
Avyabhicfearini Bhakti. This is not correct.

26. It offers two explanations of Prakrti in XII1-19, 
but only one is enough, because even the Prakrti 
as an effect, is not different from God.

27.It takes the word'Vi^ate' enters in the sense 
of Avfsate is possessed by God. It means that 
after a devotee gets Knowledge of Brahman, he 
is possessed by God i.e. God considers him fit 
for his enjoyment of the lilas(sports) of God. 
There is no indication any where in the JoetaUr 
about souls enjoying the bliss of the lilas of 
God. It reveals its partiality to the S'.Ad. 
doctrine.

REMARKS OH »A.T*.
1. Most of the above remarks, apply to mutatis
mutandis to *A.T.* also. 'T.D. and 'A.T.* both 
represent the S'.Ad.view. Only difference between them
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is that ’T.D.’s approach is from Pramana view, and 
A.T.'s from Prameya view. Among the scholars of the 
Vallabha school, there are two types of them, those 
who regard themselves as Pramanvadins like Purusottaraa, 
Yogi Gopesvara etc., and those who regard themselves 
as Prameyavadlns like Gokulnatha Hariraiji etc.A.T.

A*

is Prameyavadin. It is not concerned with the proofs 
from the Upanisads etc., to support its statement.lt 
takes for granted that devotion has been taught by 
the Upanisads, and the Gita following them, supports 
it. It is interested in revealing the real nature of 
devotion especially.of the Pusti kind, and evaluating 
it as Supreme means for God-realisation. Though the 
approaches of T.D. and A.T. are different, their goal 
is one-Union with God. *T.D.*s concept of union with 
God’ is only general, but A.T.'s is definite and clear, 
namely participation in the bliss of God, or enjoyment 
of God’s love. It is no doubt par excellenfie.interpretation 
from the stand-point of Pustimarga, but not a creditable 
performance as an interpretation of the Gita.
.2. A.T. follows Eameya method only in its
interpretation of the Gita,but the Gita: ,Is a PramSOn <*. 
skstra.
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3. A.T.goes far beyond the scope of the Gita in 

its interpretation. It discovers more meaning than it 

is intended to even in Vallabha's T.D.N.

4. It explains every verse of the Gita in the 

light of 'pus ti1 (love-devotion).

5. It explains 'yajfta* as Seva-Serviee of God, which 

is adopted in the temples of the religious faith of 

Vallabha, 'Seva* was taught by Vallabha in 15th century, 

Seva is one kind of sacrifice, but not the only one.It 

is too narrow.

6. The word'yoga' is understood by A.T.in IV in

the sense of the 'condition of union with God in love.

(samyoga)-which cannot be supported by the Gita.The 
. 'Rasa'

Gita no—where speaks of God as^(Love) or of condition .

of experience of Love for God. .

7. It understands Samkhya Yoga in II in the sense of 

the Viprayoga—condition of separation in love from God. 

This is unacceptable for the same reason in (6).

8. It identifies Purusottama with the 'Rasa' or 

'Ananc&'formof God, but the Gita does not refer to 

that form of God.
9. It states that the world is created by God for 

his sport(Kridt').There is no indication of this meaning 

in the Gita.
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10.In 11-16, It explains the words 'Asat'and 'Sat'- 

not In the sense of ^unreal' and ‘real*,but in the 

sense of ’temporal' and 'divine' respectively with 

reference to love for God.To illustrate this, the 

examples of the cowherdesses who remained at home when 

they heard the call of Krsna for (Asat) and of the 

Gopis who went at once, for 'Sat* are not only irrelevant, 

but not true to the
11. The explanation of 'Brahmanirvani7in ¥-25-26 

as soul's state of participation of the bliss with 'the

Ras*.form of God' is not correct. This cannot be supported 

even by Vallabhacarya's statement from his writings.

12. A.T.explains 'AtmasfaddlyaJ as 'for the attainment \
of God*. 'SuddM 1 means purity and not attainment-So

r
thisis unacceptable.

\ ■ m *

13. IX-26 is understood by it, as referring to the

details regarding, the service to be rendered to God.

The BvG.does not speak here about the SevaCserviee of 

God) in the Pusti marga.

From the above points, .we conclude that A.T. in 

its interpretation has not preserved the spirit of the 

Gita. It says something which is not intended by it.
It interprets it with somewhat a biassed mind and with
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a sectarian spirit, with a view to prepare a case for 

the establishment of the principles of Pusti-marga 

from the Gita.

It lacks catholicity and critical spirit.Hence, 

it cannot be trusted as genuine interpretation of the 

Gita. It displays overenthusiasm in revealing too 

much meaning of Pusti Bhakti from the Gita. It is 

written as an advocacy of Pusti devotion.

Although both these commentaries have son® 

drawbacks, judged impartially, on the whole they are 

better  ̂mo re honest and more sincere than some other 

commentators, who in their zeal to emphasise and 

particular view which appeals to them has ignored 

the context while explaining the Gita. These two 

commentaries have followed the context, and endeavoured 

to preserve the spirit of the Gita. Of course,they 

are sectarian, but it is true with respect to almost 

all the commentators, because when they attempt 

interpretation, they have preconceived ideas already 

in their mind. They undertake interpretation of the 

Gita with a view to advocate these preconceived ideas.

The S1.Ad.school interpretation is not an

exception to it
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Impartiality is very rate. If it is found, it 
may be by sufferance only. This may be weakness of 
human mind, but it is a fact. There is hardly 
any philosopher,a scholar, a religious preacher, 
a political thinker or a social reformer, who is 
completely free from this weakness. Though weakness, 
it is used not for selfish motives, but for the 
good of the society or service of God. So, it is 
not a demerit, but is a merit, and acquires worth. 
Judged from that point, the S».Ad.interpretation 
deserves due place of recognition in the philosophical 
world.
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SURI ¥ALLABHACARYA'ON THE GITA 
PHILOSOPHICAL AND RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS

In-this sectiohj we shall note how Yallabha 

elucidates the philosophical and religious ideas of 

the Gita. He was a founder of the S 1 .Ad. philosophy 

and of the religion of Pustimirga. His ideas of the 

philosophy of pure non-dualism and of the religion 

of grace of God through devotion were new in his 

time. They were not preached by-other Acaryas 

before him. But, according to him, they were not 

new. They were’ as old as the Upanlsads, but in course 

of time, these ideas had been current, with new 

meanings added to them during the re-orientation 

process, begun with the, Gita. It was an attempt 

towards the liberalising the meaning, but the Bha*gavata 

with its emphasise on love as the type of devotion 

carried the process further, and, gave them wide scope 

by universalising them.

Yallabha*s Tattva-Dip-Nibandha is an independent 

work aimed at the elucidation of the principles of 

the Gita.
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Me shall take here some Important concepts of 

the and consider how they have been understood

by Vallabha.

God* ■ Concept of God, is expressed, by the 

under various terms such as Brahman, Para-purusa,

I S'vara, Purusottama, Krsna, Vdsudeo, Visnu.Brahman
Go

is described by Karya Laksrta as the creator,preserver 

and destroyer of the universe, both as an efficient 

cause and a material cause-in (VII-XI).XIII-12 to 

16, describe-It by Svarupa Laksana.Vallabha also 

understands that B.S.1-1-2 to 10 refer to the Karya 

Laksana of Brahman-in the 2nd and Srd.Adhikarapas, 

of B.S.-Brahman as the cause of the world, as existence 

(Sat) and of, the souls as consciousness.

The Svarupa Laksana form of God is described 
in B.S.III-2. Thus Vallabha aiso understands Brahman 

by Its Karya and by Its Svarup^The Gita represents 

His Sat-cit form. It does not anywhere refer to the 

Anandauaspeet of Brahman-Vallabha accepts God as 

& a t - ci t - Anand®. .God's Anandaform is described in the 

Anandmaya-Adhlkarana of the B.S.1-1-11 to 18,which
A* *

on the strength of T.U.2-5-to 8,describes Ananckas
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the highest form of God* It is also known there as 
Basa. The Gita does not refer to that form of God.

The Gita mentions three forms of God,separately 
called Ks ara,Purus a, Aks ara and Purusottama.Purugottama 
is supreme God.(XV-16 to 18) Vallabha no doubt accepts 
these three forms of God, but., knows them as physical 
(world-souls), spiritual (Aksara) and divine (Krsna- 
Purusottama(S .M.3) .The also indicates them in s

inquiry at the beginning of VIII.
Immanence and transcedence of God are acceptable 

to Vallabha. The Clwfewdifferentiates Aksara from 
Purusottama and regards*4>t as lower than Purusottama. 

Vallabha also accepts this to the Gita as well as to 
Vallabha. God is personal.Polio-wing the the Gita
describes Brahman as qualified and non-qualified in 
XI,11-13 to 18, but Vallabha explains it on the hypothesis 
that God is the substratum of opposite qualities.Vallabha 
further makes clear-that the qualified Brahman and 
non-qualified Brahman are not different as assumed by
sWcara, but it is one God viewed differently. When we

\say that God is possessed of the - qualities, we should 
understand that God is possessed of the divine qualities
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and when we say that He is non-qualified we should
understand that He is destitute of temporal qualities,

Vallabha reconciles these two different aspects of
one God, by his hypothesis of God being a substra?|tA;>*j

of opposite views. Vallabha believes in the incarnation
theory of the Gita and in the divinity of God in human

form, but it adds to the motives of God's incarnation,
the special motive of the protection of the devotees.

orT (This motive however, may be included in the BvG**s 
motive.-the protection of the good(V-S).The agency of 
Maya in God's incarnation is as stated in (IY-6) is 

accepted by Vallabha also, but he understands it as 
God's power, which is also the meaning of the Gita.
God as fs'var«s or Indweller (AnaryamLn) or dwelling in 

the heart, is not phenomenal God,but Supreme God(XVIII-16). 

Vallabha also believes that God manifests in various 
forms such as Ams'a ,Kala, Vibhutis,Avataras,and yet 

God is unaffected by changes or modifications in his 

essence.
2., Aksara (imperishable).This is imperishable form 

of God, which is different!aled from Ksara Purusa 
(perishable form). It is lower than Purusottama.
Vallabha mentions three forms of God in Balbodha-the
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physical (the World and.the souls) the spiritual 

(Aksara) and the Divine (Krsna).. It is the abojje of
• *. '* «• to

Supreme God and the tXiuof the manifestation of the 

world and the souls. Purugottama is higher than Aksara. 

But Vallabha 's God is Krsna of the BhaArato-Purana-Puma
• - - * * * • c

Ananda ‘ or ,Rast*svarupa‘ of Tai tti riya-Up^Brahmanand^ 

Valli*-Vallabha describes the nature of Aksara as
A

Ganitananda (of finite Joy) as against Krsna, who is 
Pumaniuia of infinite Joy. The Gita has not mentioned 

this characteristic of Aksara. Vallabha has made it 

more explicit; Aksara is also called by him as Br^hat 

(S.M.3,K.A.-8) and T.D.N.1-67-43).The Gfta's concept 

of Aksara is very vague. At most it knows it as Avyakta 

(non-manifest).

3. SOULSBoth accept that the souls are the 

consciousness part of Brahman-the Afisfes of God.They 

are many. They are atomic in size, yet, Vallabha says 

that they can acquire similarity to God(3 adharmya) in 

His pervasiriess during the condition of union with 

God. (T.D.N. 1-54).

4. VIDYA:- This is according to Vallabha one of the 

powers of God (T.D.N.I.31.45). The Gita speaks of Vidya 

as Knowledge only, but Vallabha enumerates itsr five
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phases viz.Asceticism, Knowledge,Self-control,penance 

and devotion in T.D.N.1.45. He adds that these five 

phases of Vidya ultimately lead to God's love. In 

other words the aim of Vidya, according to Vallabha 

is not simply, removal of ignorance, but helping the 
devotee to attain love of God. Vallabha emphasises on 

the importance of Vidya or Knowledge for devotional 

life. To Vallabha Knowledge is not theoretical but 

practical. It is a discipline needed for fitness of 
devotional life. Vallabha*s meaning of Knowledge has 

a wider scope. He harmonises Knowledge with devotion. 

For according to him, Vidya included devotion and 

devotion includes Knowledge both are inseparate.The
- ic

concept of Vidya begins with ascetism, and in the courseA

of its development is nourished by Knowledge and 
culminates into devotion. The Gita explains Vidya,only 

generally, but Vallabha explains it with reference to 

its various stages.
$ AVIDYAs (ignorance)

It is not merely negation of Vidya, but a positive 

condition. The Gita does not enter into details as to 

how it operates upon men and binds them in the world, 

but Vallabha mentions the ways of its functioning by
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enumerating Its five sub-divisions l.Dehadhyasa- 
Mistaking body for the soul. 2.Indriyadhyasa-Mistaking 
the senses for the soul 3.Pranadhyastralstaking vital 
breath for the soul 4. AntahkaranSdhyas^mistaking mind 
for the soul 5. Svarupadhyasa-mistaking of foregetting 
the real nature of the soul and its relation to God. 
These five Adhyasas of Avidya are the cause of the 
soul’s bondage. This can be removed by Vidya. This 
much sense is derived by Vallabha from the word.The 
Gita is silent about the five forms of Avidya.
MAYA:

This has been used at different places in the 
Gita. In VI1-14, it is Daivi(divine) and in VII-15,it 
is Asuri(demonalcal). In VII-25, it is said* to be 
"Yoga maya.' In IV-6, it is used in a compound word 
with 'Atma’. ^ailkara understands by it, delusion. 

Ramanuja, as a wonderful power of God, bit Vallabha 
as a divine power of God, inherent in God and depending 
upon Him^Vallabha's sense is in consonance with that 
of the Gita. It is obvious from the word 'Atmamiyaya* 
in IV-6, where Krsna saysxI take birth with my own 
power*. The word means’the Maya of God-God's own Maya*- 
Here 'Atman* is in the possessive case. It mean^s,God 
is possessor and Maya is one that is possessed by Him.
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From this it is clear that Maya is a- power, belonging 

to God.God takes its aidd.e.uses it) for creation. 

Vallabha describes Brahman as'Vashyamayama'(T.D.N.1.67) 

one, by whom Maya is controlled. For the devotional and 

spiritual souls, God's,power is divine (daivi) and for 
the wicked souls, it is demonaiealClsuri) and cruel 
(Raksasi)-Maya is one and the same, but in its functions, 

under the Will of God, becomes Daivi, Asuri or Raksasl.

It is Yoga Maya-The Gita uses the phrase Yogamayasamavr\t<i 
*(enveloped by yogamaya) for God. The Gita does not discuss 

the Illusion theory about Maya-Vallabha not only 
discusses it but refutes It in his T.D.N.I,Subodhin!
on the Bhagavat*,of Anu-Bhasya. He stakes Maya in the

» . ' *

sense of divine power of God.

Liberation:

The sense of liberation is indicated in the Gita «■ss-

by various words and phrases such as ’Brahmfesthitl1, 
'Brahmanirvana(II-72-V 24/26) ,Paramas'reyas (111-11), 

Madbhava(IV-39) ,Vimokshyase(IY-32) ,. Brahma adhigaechati 

V-6, Brahmani Sthitah(v. 19/20), Aksayam Sukham(V-21) ,

Mayi Vartate (¥1-31), Param yanti (XIII-34) ,Sadharmya 
(XIY-2). - Aivyaya padam (XY-5) ,Vi^ate (MIII-55), Paragatih
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(XVI1-66) etc. Exact nature of Riberation Is not made 
■% f

clear from the Gita. Sankara understands it the state
fccLfaSjrt uj at

of identification of the soul with Brahman, and*.the 

state of Self-realisation or Sayujya of the soul with 

God. It is known as Brahmabhava also i.e. acquiring 

God-state. It is explained by Vallabha in T.D.N.1-36, 

as the state of the soul's enjoyment of God's love 

in union with Him.

The Gita considers liberation as a positive 

condition. It is a state of bliss. It does not use 

the word 'Ananda1, but uses the word inexhaustible 

happiness and great peace-which, approximates the sense 

of Ananda. Vallabha agrees with this, but he makes 

more clear how this bliss is to be enjoyed by the soul. 

In his work'Seva Falam', he indicates 'Service of God', 

as leading to the enjoyment of bliss-worid.According 

to the Gita, the world is the work of God and it is 

real-Brahman is its material and efficient cause. 

Vallabha supports the reality of Brahman, by B.S. 

2-1-7/11 and the passages of the Upanisads such as 

B.U.2-4-5 -4-5-7-Ch.U-7-25-2-T.U.2-7, and many others. 

The Gita holds the same view (XVI-8.) To Sai&kara the
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world is unreal. But Ramanuja and Vallabha believe 
with the Gita, that it is real.

2* Sacrifice: Vallabha accepts the institution of a
sacrifice for a religious life and supports the Mimarisa 
school, but at the same time, he takes it in a liberal 
sense of the Gita.

It is not confined merely to the Vedic sacrifices,
but it includes under it many other kinds of yajnas
such as control, penance-mental, study of the Vedas,
Knowledge and finally Brahmayajna(CH-IV-28),Gita does
not enumerate the sacrifices'Vedas, such as Agnihotra,
Darsa Pumamasa, Pas’u, Caturmasya, but Vallabha enumerates

. them in T.D.N.II-2 also he divides them into Nitya and 
_ CcKamya yalnas. Both Vallabha consider^not only sacrifices

r\
as a form of God, but even every accessory for the

m-foTsacrifice is regarded as Brahman(T.D.N.II-4-BrG.IV-24) 
has risen to a higher level i.e. spiritual level 

in its exposition of the yajna concept.Vallabha has gone 
one step still higher i.e. to the Divine level. He mentions 
three types of the sacrifice-physical,spiritual and 
divine. This is made more clear in his subodhini commentary 
on the Bhagavata. He both regard every activity-physical 
mental as a sacrifice, but Vallabha puts them under
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of God as the highest kind of the yaJrfa.A.T. has taken
this view of the jajna in its interpretation of the 
MT4-<xB<6-.text.

YOGAS- Vallabha does not restrict the meaning of'Yoga' 
to 'Mind-control, of Patanjali. He understands it in 
a wider sense of union with God* As means to 'Union 
with God'j he accepts, work,Knowledge and devotion*
Way of devotion is supreme for uniSn with God.He 
recognises three forms of the Yoga-physical,spiritual 
and divine. The Gita does not mention these forms.

1° WOBK;- Like Knowledge work is considered as a power 
of God. It helps the devotee, by purifying his mind. 
(T.D.N.1.7) He does not take note of the five agents 
of work described in the Gita XVIII-14 namely,the 
body, the soul, the organs, divergent activities 
and God. God is the chief mover of action in (XVII1-56). 
The Gita has three divisions of work-Sattvika,Rajas, 
and Tamas, but Vallabha' has nine, each one of the 
above having three sub-varieties^according to the 
predominance of the above quality in conduction with 
the other. Every activity-physical,psychical or
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spiritual, is work. But service to God is the highest 

work. In the last statement Vallabha has gone 
beyond the Gita’s scope of work. Vallabha is more 

analytical in explaining his concept of work, and 

more synthetic in co-ordinating it or making it 

integral constituent of service or devotion of God 

than the Gita. This, meaning is not supported by the 

BttG.

| f; BHAKTI: -

Vallabha accepts that Bhakti is the central 
teaching of the-($$&>? It is of two kinds l.Maryada 

Bhakti or S adham.rupa- the vedic kind 2. The Pusti 
Bhakti or Pal a rupa-or PremalaJ^shana. The Ggvfa? teaches 

Bhakti of a mixed kind(Pusti Maryada Kind). But he . 

says that the real devotion is of the Pusti type 

which culminates into God's grace. It does not depend 

upon any means. It. springs from love for God. It Is 

again of two kinds-love in union with God and love 
in separation from God. The latter develop^s through 

the Snehc^Clove) .Asakti(attachment) and Vyasaqaa- 

(experlencing pangs of separation'states^When it 

reaches the final stage-the devotee is blessed not
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only, by the sight of ’God, but-he is allowed to 

participate in the divine bliss-in His'Rasdlla1 

(dance sport) with the devotees. The B?G. is silent 

about the Pusti Bhakti, but Vallabha reads that meaning 

of Bhakti from the words. Pa ret Bhakti or Avyabhi chSrini
• orpf-£

Bhakti in the B»G. The re-orientation of Bhakti and 

its divisions-as well as various stages of Bhakti, 

show Vallabha's originality*He has soared very high 

in his concept of Bhakti.

He derives the word 'Bhakti:* from the root 'BhaJ *

which means to serve. The termination 'ti* suggests

the idea of love. So the combined meaning of the root

and the termiriatiBshin this word means,'Service of God 
c/rilSL

with love'. The B»G.never uses this word in that sense.

It is quite vague, It is different from worship.

Vallabha considers the Knowledge of God as a pre-requisite 

of devotion. So in his opinion^chapters VII to XI are 

intended for that purpose.' Listening to God's glories, 

reciting them remembering God's name, bowing to God's 

image, worshipping it, falling prostrate at the feet 

of God's image, servitude, friendly relation.with God
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and dedication are form of Bhakti which is preceded

by the Knowledge of greatness of God and whose fruit

is Moksa (Sayujya). But this devotion, when develops

it becomes transformed unto Pusti Bhaktl. Then it is

pure love. The Knowledge of God’s greatness is not

indispensible to.it. On the contrary, it becomes an

obstacle to the devotee’s experience of God(of B.V.

and N.L.). The fruit of this kind of Bhakti is enjoyment

of the Dance sport with Krsna. This Bhakti is higher
Orffc -

than the first one. The &pG.’s Bhakti is of the first
Cjrf+£'*‘

kind and not of the second. The BwG.enumerates four 

kinds, of the Bhaktas-The distressed, the selfish,the 

curious for Knowledge and the knower in ^11-16, but 

Vallabha has no such divisions. He will include them 

in the category of the Maryada Bhaktas-similarly the 

marks of the devotees given in XI1-13 to 19 are 

considered as.the.marks of the Maryada Bhakta. According 

to him, the real mark of Bhakta is his single-minded 
and answering devotion to God.(Avyabhicharini Bhaktl).

In his opinion, this latter kind of Bhakti-Pusti 

Bhakti-is indicated by the B^G. by word ’Para’ whose 

nature is (XVI11-54) whoae-naturo is explained in



XVIII-55,64, and whose goal is union with fod. 

(XVIII-68).

/3 KRSNA:- •

The Gita understands Krsna as Supreme God, 

lindentified with Purusottama in XV, or Vasudeo- 

To Vallabha, He is God, who has been described in 

the T.U.as Anandmaya or Ananda' or 'Rasa*-He doesA-

not take him, as an historical man,superman, or a 

God, but identical with Brahman of the Upanisads.

The Gita does not represent Krsna as Anandmaya or 

Rasa(love). Vallabha believes that although Krsna as 

RASA is npt represented in the Gl^ta. He is so 

represented in the BhSgavata. His lilas in Golcul, 

are performed in his Anandamaya form. The Gita, 

identifies Krsna with Vasudeo in VII-19, but in X*37 

he is mentioned as the Vibhuti of God.Vallabha takes 

Vasudeo as one of the Vyuhas of Krsjia-other three 
being Aniruddha, Pradyumna and Safikars'ana-He. offers 

the following explanation ori etymological basis to 

suggest that Krsna is none other than Supreme. God.
m * n. .
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1. The word Krsna is composed of Krs and 'na’.Krs. 
connotes -Being Existence’ and 'Na*-Bliss or joy. The 
whole word means, God who is Being and Joy(oadananda).
2. it is derived from the rootvKrsCto draw or attract 

and 'Na' bliss i.e. God who attracts the souls to Him

or draws them back unto him after their separation, by 

His grace and restores them to his bliss.
3. It can be also derived from the root'Ers.to remove'.

.*..............
This means that Krsna removes the sins of the souls and

* • 4

makes them participators of His bliss. .

4. The root Krs.meaning to plough means Krsna, 
ploughs the Ks^etra field in the form of the body and 

sows the seeds of Karma in it, He is the mover of men 
to actions and giver of fruits to them. So he is God.

In the Hp, He Is known as Brahman, Bhuman, Para-Purus 

Ananda, Rasa (Love) etc. SaiBkara believes Him as Saguna 
(qualified) Brahman and therefore not Supreme God. But 

Vallabha believes with the B^G.that He is Supreme God.
Even in His incarnation as a human being. He is divine.
In his writings, Vallabha expresses his belief in Krsna 
as supreme God very frequently(S.M.1,3,12,14,16,N.R.4,9, 

A.P.1-8,B.U.5,N.L.12). His faith in Krsnafr God, is



expressed in his work (Krsna As’raya) where"in he gives ^
reasons, why he resorts to Krsna as Supreme God. To

» ** «

him,Krsna is not an historical person, who was a friend 
and chariotee'r"of Arjuna, but Supreme God in His perfect 
form of Joy or Love. For this conception of Krsna, he 
relies upon Brahmahanda Valli of T.U. and GopaWfapini 
Upanisad.

Babu Premananda Bharatl in his work on Lord Krsna
» *

explains Krsna in the following words:
•*<***

•‘The abode of happiness is called the abode of 
Absolute Loves the Hindoo calls it Krsna. The word Krishna, 
in Sanskrit comes from the root 'Karsh* to draw .'"'Krishna'' 
means that which draxirs us to itself and what in the world 
draws us all more powerfully than love11. He thus identifies 
Krsna with Absolute J&ve (Rasa) and that is God.According 
to *Sri Arvind Babu,Krsna, the Divine teacher in the BG 
is not only a friend, philosopher and guide of Arjuna 
(Human, soul) but God who is the creator and sustainer 
and destroyer of the universe.

Aurbindo in his Essays on the &*G.expresses the 
following view about the nature of the Divine teacher*" 
Krsna. The Teacher of a Gita"is therefore not only the
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God in Man who unveils himself in the word of 

Knowledge, but; the God in man who moves over whole 

world of action by and for. whom all: over humanity 
exists and struggles and labours, towards whom all 

human life, travels and progresses. He is. the secret 
master of works and sacrifice and the Friend of the 
human peoples(P.21).

Dr.Radhakrishnan explains the concept of Krsna
* -a

in the Gita, itaan introductory essay to his’The

Bhagavad-Gita1in the following words.’In the Gita,

Krsna is identified with the Supreme Lord,the unity.
» * «*

that lies behind the manifold uni verse, the changeless 
truth behind all appearances^transcendent over all 
and immanent in all. He is the manifested Lord making 
easy for mortals to knowy ^y-.|hose,who seek the 

Imperishable Brahman reach Him no doubt, but after 

great toil^ He is called Parma ttrfa, which implies 

transcendence. •
S3 SAfrfflStf :

The Gita does not advocate institution of ascetic 
life which requires complete renunciation of the world. 

In this respect it does not stand for the old order of 
living life according to the four as’ramaSBrahachary®'-
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- a student life 2• G^iastha-householder's life 3. 
Vanpraptha-a forest dweller’s life and 4. Sanyasta-a 

life of a recluse who completely renounces the world, 
although the Gita favours the four social orders of

■*Cwclass divisions, Instead of the old form of Sanyas*^ 

it preaches a new kind of renunciation, which is known 

as Tyaga. The difference between Sanyasa and Tyaga is 
explained in the Gita in XVIII-l.It says ’one who 

performs work without attachment to fruit is better 

than a man who merely renounces the desired work. 
Vallabha also does not support the traditional 
institution of the Sanyasis. In his ’Sanyas^Laksana’

A A * •
work he says that in this Kali Age, Sanyas«*.should not

‘ A

be adopted for Karma or for Knowledge. By that way,it
will have many obstacles, and it will not be successful
in achieving its goal. But he says that it should be
embraced only for in the devotion of the type of love

for experiencing the pangs of separation from God. He

means that the Sanyas*should aid devotion, in -
experiencing the pangs of separation from God, as a
means of God’s grace-Vallabha gives the example of

*

the cowherdesses of Gokul, as true Sanyasis,who 

renounced everything for the love of God. The Gita does
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not understand the Sanyas«j.n this sense. It means not 
complete. renunciation of work, but performing it 
without desires. Vallabha proves more deeply into the
nature of true Sanyasa, and says that the purpose of

r,...Sanyasa is to enjoy God's love. It is not necessaryA
to renounce the world. One may remain in the world 
and yet should discipline his mind in such a way that 
he does not belong to the world, but to God.

fij PHARMA:
DharmatlVallabha recognises Bhakti as the real 

Dharma. Dharma unrelated to Bharata. God is no Dharma 
according torHim (Sub.on Bha-10-26-32). He analyses 

the concept of Dharma into two categories 1.internal 
and.external - (a) under internal, he includes three 
(1) nine-fold devotion, (2) the yoga etc., and (3) the
sacrifices and (b) under external (1),Vamas'rama

*

Dharma, (2) Pasts and vows (3) rituals performed with 

a view to securing health, wealth,children etc.Of the 
external dharmas, the Vamas'rama is the best, but the 

internal are better than the external dharmas and of 
the internal dharmas, the nine-fold devotion of God 
is the best-but ultimately he considers devotion of
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love type the best, because thereby a devotee does 

not want rewards for his devotion except love of God,

; The Gits' understands Dharma in a general sense of duty, 

which a man owes to himself, to his, family^ to his 

society, to his country and to God. Vallabha does not 

- ignore this meaning, but integrates them with devotion 

for service of God,. . _ -

\S. ANASAKTI i (Non-attachment)

While laying emphasis on-the necessity of performing 

actions, the Gita" asks us to do actions without 

attachment to the fruits. In I1-47j it says, that our 

Adhikarris in the performance of actions-only. We must 

not have any ulterior motives In doing them. In 11-48,, 

it is said that one must do actions, equal^mindedly, 

both in success or failure. The same advice is given 

to Arjuna in 11-38, where he is asked to maintain 

his mental poise in all condition either in weal or 

woe, gain or loss, success or failure. The work has 

to be regarded as a saerifice-a holy thing or a divine 

, mandate (IY-23)»By doing work unattached the de'votee 

of God will obtain liberation or purification of mind.

A performer of action must be free from personal, desires, 
hopes or from transcendjciualism of joy. and-sorrow
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(dvandva) and also be free from iealousfc. 

Vimatsara|v(IV-22)- The ©vS.teach.es performance of actions
-Z\

with non-attachment. But it should-be noted that it is n<bt 

a negative con cep t-Val1abha takes it as a positive 
eoncept-No doubt 'AN* a negative prefix is added to the 

Sanskrit word ‘Asakti* it is not a negative concept. It 

is not merely ’detachment*. Vallabha agrees with the 

Gita in the positive character of Anasakti, but he 

reveals additional meaning namely. Detachment from the 

world implying attachment to God for His love and grace. 

f£ Naistraigunya or Transcendence of Gunas:- — Vit-..—-IT. ■ i '' r—r.1 "lir"T" .. ‘    ~ J ' o 1

The Gita refers to this in II-45-48.According to the

BvS. there are three kinds of actions-Sattirirc,Ra;jas and

Tamas, due to the three qualities-Sattva-Rajas and Tamas

of Prakrti* But Krsna^dvises Arjuna to transcend these 
♦ «>«•*•

three gunas of Prakrti because these gunas are the cause
f

of worldly bondage. The BrG.does not believe in the theory

of causality of Prakrti held by the Sasfekhya system.The 
oq-lc
B-rG.is theistic, and the Sankhya System is atheistic.

It does not accept Brahman as the ultimate principle.
In YII-4-Prakrti is said to be the unconscious (SAT) and 

*
the conscious part of Brahman, but in XIII-and XlV-it is
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distinguished from Purus<tsoul). It says that the Prakrti 

is doer and the Purus^enjoyer of the fruits. In XIII-29, 

it is said that one who knows God as supreme, with regard 4ts 

all actions really done under the influence of the three 

gunas of Prakrti. But who does not know this, wrongly 

thinks himself, as the doer. Having this stated its#, own 1 
views on the subject of the gunas of Prakrti-the Gita 

re-states its position in clear, terms in XIV-20-that for 

enjoyment of bliss of union with God, the three qualities 

of Prakrti must be transcended and suggests, to the 
querryof Arjuna, the way how to transcend them . It is ( 

the way of exclusive devotionCavyabhicharinl Bhakti) 

XIV-20-So, according to the Gita, the whole discussion of 

transcendence of the gunas of Prakrti briefly put is 

that, for liberation or .union with God, transcendence of 

the gunas is necessary-but the only only safe way for 

it is the single-minded devotion to God.

Vallabha agrees with the Gita. It accepts Prakrti 

as one form of God. Both Prakrti and Purusa are revealed 

fromAksarat^ at the will of God(T.D.N.11-19).B.S. 1-4-27 

identifies Prakrti with Brahmaft-as a material cause of 

the world. The same Brahman, it says is a material cause



cxi’4^as well as efficient cause. The Bi-G.XIV-3-4 also 
says the same thing. This being Vallabha *s belief, 
according to him, the gunas of the Prakrti, have no 
existence apart from God. The Prakrti's gunas are 
ultimately God's gunas, revealed by God for the 
purpose of His sport in creation. So Vallabha 
attributes actions due to the will of God. The Gita 
accepts this in XVIII-61-A11 actions being due to 
the will of God, the souls, through ignorance mistake 
them as their own actions. They think they do the 
actions, and they have to enjoy their fruit. This is 
sheer ignorance. They think themselves as happy or 
miserable-when they enjoy fruits of actions.Happiness 
or misery has no existence in fact it is wrongly 
believed by the souls.So Vallabha says while perform
ing actions, a devotee should bear in mind,that his 
actions are not to be done for his personal interests 
but as God's mission,entrusted to him by God. 
Transcendence of the gunas of the Prakrti depends 
upon the fulfilment of the three conditions namely, 
first freedom from desires or disinterestedness, 
second,feeling presence of God mentally and the 
single-minded devotion to God. The Gita states the 
same thing, but rather somewhat differently. By
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transcending three gunas Vallabha means to say 

that all the gunas of Prakrti and Prakrti itself 

should he regarded as partially revealed forms of 
God. If they are so regarded, one witi do right 

actions,surrender oneself to God,free from egoism, 

and perform his duties as God’s mandates as a condition 

to union •with God.

| 7 AVYAKTA-

This is one of the important principles of the 

Safhkhya, used for Prakrti. The Upanisads use it as 

one of the principles between Mahat and Para Purusa.

The Gita recognises Avyakta as one of the Purus^as, 

superior to Sahara and inferior to Purusottama-It is 

identified with Aksara{VIII~21) Vallabha takes Avykata 

in the sense of ’unmanifest form of God and as an 1 

adjective of Aksara or as its synonymn of God.

Following the Gita.He says, God has two forms Vyakta and 

Avyakta. The Avyakta is the unmanifest or impersonal 

form of God and not Prakrti of the Samkhya.

/&-• MAHAT:

According' to the SMkhya system, it is the first 

evolute from Prakrti. It is identified with Buddhi, 

involving Identification of the cosmic and psychic
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principles. The Gita1 does not use this word, in-this 
sense. In XIV-3, Mahat is used as an adjective tp form 
a compound of Mahad Brahman, or it may be taken in a 
substantive sense in opposition to. or identical with 
Brahman. It is also understood by the Gita as a womb 
which holds the seed of Purus a from which the -whole world 
arises (XIV-4). T.J>.commenting upon this says, that 
Prakrti and Purusa are mother and father of the world. 
They represent God’s feminine and inasculine natures.
The Mahad- Brahma, accordingly, is Prakrti representing 
God's feminine nature. The Mahat is not mentioned in 
VII-4-but is mentioned in XIV-3 and 4*, as a synonymn 
of Prakrti-which is one aspect of God, or God as a 
material cause, as understood by Vallabha (of A.B.on the 
B.S.4-4) signifying the Sad-(existence) part of God as 
a Mahat is not used separately in the Gita, but in the 
compound form with Brahman,T«D.says that the Mahat as a 
mother is Prakrti-a material cause and Purusa-as a 
father is Aksara. Both Prakrti and Aksara are not separate 
principles, but they signify the forms of God.

)9 MIMD:
In the Nyaya & VaisfelSfti^. systems it has been 

recognised as a substance separate from the soul. It is
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atomic, eternal and imperceptible. It is the organ 

through which the self comes in contact with the 

objects. The western psychology is silent about its 

relation between the soul said the mind. The Indian 

psychology regards it as an instrument of the soul* 

According to the western Psychology mind had three 

aspects or functions cognition, affection and conation 

but the Indian psychology holds that the cognition, 

affection and conation are the attributes of the self. 
The Gita explains its origin, as due to Prakrti. It 

is one of the eight forms of the Prakrti(VIII-4). The 

Prakrti has two aspects-the lower and the higher.The
*S

lower one consists of Satl4~being aspect of Brahman. It 

manifests in eight forms-one of which is mind, the 

higher-one manifests as the soul. Really speaking these 

are forms of God, one revealed from God's 'being* aspect 

and the other from His consciousness aspect. Being and 

consciousness belong to God'mature, known as 'Prakrti'.

The western psychology includesintellect under Mind, 

as one of Its faculties, but the Gita regards the mind 

and Intellect-BuddM as separate. The soul is higher 

than intellect and the intellect Buddhi higher than 

the the mind. The mind is an instrument, used by the
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self and is guided by the intellect (VII-4).In VI-34, 
the Gi£a mentions some pecularities of the mind viz.

A
unsteadiness, turbulence, tenacity and powerfulness.lt 
is as uncontrollable as the wind. Man's spiritual 
progress depends upon control of mind, through practice 
of meditation and dispassionateness (Vairagya) VI-35. 
The Yoga system suggests the way of control cf the 
mind by withdrawal of senses from worldly objects and 
meditation. The Gita on the other hand requires the 
mind to be directed towards God-to be focussed on God, 
in every activity of life. An aspirant of spiritual life 
does not renounce actions but mentally thinks of God, 
while doing actions that he is not doing actions for his 
own purpose, but for God. The mind, according to the 
Gita, should be free from desires. Instead of being 
supressed by the yoglc way or allowed free from desires. 
tns£b$dcj#d in Freudian way, the Gita suggests the

%method of purification of the mind by Knowledge of God, 
and then* fixing it on God. The Gita treats mind, 
practically. It dwells upon its insteady character and 
and shows how it should be trained, so that It can be 
helpful in spiritual progress.
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Va-llabha recommends' the Seva-rse.rvice way of God 

for the control of mind.and‘for union with God. ">
The ideal Man of the Gitscl,

The' Gita mentions some characteristics of an ideal 
man in different chapters under different- names such 
as Sthitaprajna (11-55-70), a man ;of action ,(¥-18-20),
■a yogi (¥-20-26), a Yogarudha. (¥1),- a- devotee (XII), 
a guriatita (XI¥), a divine personage (Daiva -X¥I). These
different accounts under different-names, are applicable

- ’ /

only to a man of Knowledge-, according to Sariikara to
a man of Knowledge and action or.'worship, according to 
Ramanuja, to a devotee/ according to Madhavacarya^to 
a man of action, according to ,Loka-Manya Tilak, and 
Mahatma GandhiJi, to a divine'soul, according to Aurobindo. 
The characteristics of all these .different types are 
almost common, judged from the general tendency of the 
Gita- According to ¥allabha -the ideal man of the Gita 
is a.devotee, who is a householder.and,who performs 
his duty as God's command,- disinterestedly, surrounding 
hims-elf completely to-God.-The Bhak'ta type has-four 
sub-divisions- the distressed, the -seeker of worldly 
happiness,.the desirous of knowledge and a man of-
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Knowledge (¥11-16). To this list, the Gita adds that 
the Inani Bhakti with single devotion to God(Eka Bhakti) 
is superior. This is the ideal man of the Gita,which 
has been endorsed by |.D. and A.T. According to Vallabha 
the ideal man of the Gita is not only a devotee, but 
one who loves God and offers service (SevS) to God.
He does seek worldly prizes, such as wealth, glory or 
power, nor social good or even liberation. He has only 
one purpose, one goal viz. union with God or God- 
Realisation. He is a man in the world, and yet is not 
of the world. He belongs to God and not to the world.
He carries on all his duties with this that his
goal of life is to enjoy God's love by His grace in the 
state of union with Him". He has no dreams or hopes to 
fulfil and yet his life is not stalic-He is a dynamic 
personality, acting under the inspiration of God. He 
is a God inspired man.
FREEDOM OF WILL

A great controversy has raged among the writers 
of Ethics. The question is whether a man's character 
depends upon his own free will or on outer circumstances 
or is pre-destined-Those who hold that an individual
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has no free will' are known as, determiners"* They think 
that a man’s present position.is already predestined 
either by %his circumstances, fate or God. A nan’s efforts, 
are of little avail in shaping his personality. Inspite 
of his1 best of efforts» and great care, a man’s actions . 
prove futile. The Mimansaks hold man’s actions responsible 
for his personality. Karma plays an important role in a 
man’s life. On the other hand the Hindu.scriptures that 
believe in God say that the handof divinity is writ- 
large in the results of men’s actions. Karma loses its 
force, at times, before the divine will. The, Gita does 
not accept the doctrine,of the freedom of will. In Ch.III- 
5, it says that every one Is helplessly driven to actions 
by the qualities of Prakrti (Karyate hyavasftah Karma 
sarvah Prakdtijalfcf gunaih)-But Prakrti (nature) tk-self 
is the form of God. Prakrti impaLs a man to do action (IX-8) * 
So according to the Gita, a man has .no individual^wi 11,no 

. free will in fact. All the wills and efforts of men are 
influenced by the Will of God,, which is supreme-XVIII-61- .
However in XVIII-63,Krsnd after having explained the
guhyataraimore secret’ Knowledge^asks’^Arjuna to determine 
for himself what course,' he should choose. Even here,, 
no freedom of will is indicated. Only Arjuna is asked to
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make a choice of one out of the two kinds- of Knowledge-
Guhya and guhya tarA* No freedom of will or of action is
hinted. It does not give him freedom from work.That he
has, to do, hut he may select^ the best way of doing it.
The best way is doing it by dedication is God. The
emphatically asserts that God alone is the prime mover
of the desires and actions of men. In CH-XI,where the
Cosmic vision of God is shorn to Arjuna,Krsna tells
Arjuna that everything is pre-planned by God. A man has
to be only a witness as a nimitta-nominal cause. God
plans everything either in creative or destructive
order of the world but he makes men, his agents responsible
for the actions and their results . .Thus, the does 

Jits.not accep1>doctrine of the freedom of Will or or self- 
determination on the part of the, i „ the God’s
will alone prevails in all the actions.
BUDDHI (Intellect)

Western.psychology includes intellect under mind.
It is one of the faculties of mind. Mind has three 
faculties-intellect, emotion, and will. The Samkhya 
knows it as Mahat and is regarded, as, a separate entity 
from Mind. The QlPh* distinguishes Buddhi from Manas (Mind). 
It is higher than the mind, which is to be controlled and
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says that the problem of Karma is to be approached 

by means of Buddhi yoga and not by Buddhi alone. 

Buddhi Yoga means uniting Buddhi with God.
bC*-" ' - .

Buddhi is of three kinds, Sattvik^Rajasik*
and Tamasik*. The SattVik^Buddhi is the best. It

makes, a man seek knowledge, peace and union with

God.It gives the positive knowledge of Supreme
- .

Reality(Nisehapyajnand. The B-rG.also mentions two 
kinds of Buddhi-determinate(Vyavasayatmika) and 

indeterrainate (Avyavasliyfetmika). The former is. one, 
unswering and unshakble and firm like a rock, the 

latter is, weak^unsteady and oscillating every now 
and then. The determinate intellect pursues permanent 

values-the indeterminate fleeting things. The sole, 

aim of the determinate intellect, according to the 

Gf/ta is. the realisation of the self or union with 

God. Sifri Vallabhacarya understands the term'deter- 

minate intellect’ in the sense of that intellect by 

which, one can comprehend God as being one and non- 
dual. Its aim is unity of God, but that of intellect
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is detection of differences. The determinate intellect 
is. synthetic, but the. indeterminate is analytical.The 
former is static in the sense that it is fixed in God, 
the latter is oscillating-not resting in God.

PATHS OF LIGHT AND, SMOKE-(for the passing away of the 
soul, after death)- .Jhese two paths have been mentioned 
in the Gita.¥111-24-26. They are designated as Archi- 
Marga or Deva MArga and Dhuma Marga or Pitru Marga.
These' two paths have been mentioned in Rlgveda X-19-1,X,27, 
and in Ch.U-V~10. They have been also referred to in 
the B.S.17-2-21. The author of Anu-Bhlsya commenting 
upon B.S.IV-3-1, remarks that the Deva-Marga is better 
than Pitru Marga, but it is for the jnani or a yoga 
and not for even a Maryada Bhakta. Dr.Radhakrishnan 
offers the following remarks on the utility of these 
two parts in his Bhagavad Gita on P-235.Life is a 
conflict between light and darkness. The former makes 
for release and the latter for re-birth.The author here 
uses an old eschatological belief to illustrate a great , 
spiritual truth, that those who are lost in the night 
of ignorance go by the path of ancestors and are subject 
to , rebirth and those who live in the day. of illumination
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and tread the path of Knowledge obtain release from 
rebirth (VII-26). The states which result from the 
study of the Yedasj sacrifices austerities and lifts 
are all lower stages to be passed over by the yogi 
who soars beyond them to the final goal(VI1-28).1 
According to T.D., there are five kinds of the paths 
for the departure of the souls to their goals.These 
goals are 1.liberation by the attachment of Purusottama 
for the Pusti souls. 2. The goal by the Deva marga 
for the Sattvika souls by which there is no return to 
the world. 3. The goal by the path of the ancestors 
for the Rajas souls leading upto the Moon-world,after 
which there is coming back to this world. 4.The goal 
of hell for the Tamas souls. 5. Repetition of births 
and deaths endlessly in the world due to their 
engrossment in purs^'^S' for fulfilment of their 
selfish desires. The goal of a devotional soul is 
higher. It does not pass either by the Devayana or 
Pitruyana. Nor he has any particular times of the 
season, month, a day or a night. Because the devotee's 
mind is thinking of God even at the time of death.
He has not any other thought in his mind except about 
God. So his soul has not to pass by the above paths,
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which stop at a particular point. His soul is led to 
God straight way,uninterrupts and rests with God. 
(B.S.Ch-IV-2).
FOURFOLD CLASSIFICATION- of social order. The Hindu 
society is split up into four social orders-Viz-the 
Brahmans, the Kshatriyas, the Vais^yas, and the S&udras. 

The does not refer to the present day divisions 
of the caste system.

The Gita IV-13 refers to these divisions-from 
this we gather the following information about the 
origin of the Varnasftrama institution of Hindus?*
1. It owes its origin to the Will of God-It is God 

made and not man-made.
2. It is based upon the qualities(gunas) and functions 

allotted to them. .
3. Although each social order is separate from another, 

there is underlying unity among them.The &r.$C 
specifically mentions the word 'Chaturvanym1 in
a singular collective term and not Chaturvamah- a 
plural word.This is because, each man,although 
belonging to a different order is God's embodied 
consciousness. The consciousness of God, is 
manifested in each man, high or low, equally,, so 
although possessing different qualities and doing
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different functions, belonging to their particular 

order, these men are equal. In XVI,41,45,the qualities 

and functions of these orders are enumerated. The 

qualities, expected of the Brahmans are control of 

mind, senses etc. and their function is to spread 

Knowledge(XVIII-42).Physical qualities like bravery 
etc. am expected of the Ks^atriyas and cultivation^ 

protection of the cows, comme'Sfce belong to the VaisRyas- 

The Shudras are enjoined the service, of the first 

(XVI11-44). The B-?6.says that each man should be loyal 

to his order and must not desert his duty.(XVIII-45). 

Besides these the divisions of these orders are 

determined by the possession ofpeculity of his nature
A

which is indicated by the predominance of the Sattva, 

the Rajas and the Tamas. Brlhinans are so known because 
of the predominance of the Sattva, the Ks^atriya by 

that the SattVa plus Rajas, the Vais^yas by that of 

the Rajas plus Tamas and the Shudras by that of the 

Tamas.
Shri Vallabha accepts the Gita's classification 

on the Gunas and Karmas and explained their utility. 

According to him the Varna(caste) should be determined 

not by birth but by quality or Vritta(character) and
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the function. Each man should puraue, means of 
livelihood prescribed by scriptures for his class.
One should not desert the duties of one’s own class.
But he further explains these divisions by his theory 
of the Duty, manifesting gunas and functions.Each 
class is under the influence of a particular duty, for
Brahmana class under the influence of Bi'S.hmanya Devata1

* *

(Subodhini on Bhagavata Bk.II). The Gita1 does not say,
that these divisions are due to a particular duty,
though it makes ultimately God as their originator.
No doubt, the Gita, and also, the scriptures in general
prescribe that each man should carry out the duties
of his classTVallabhe in hi's A.B. on the B.S. 1-3-4-
35 remarks that this rule is not obligatory for the
devotees. He may transgress this rule in case he finds
it difficult for his devotional life. In that case, he
may disregard the duties of his class, without hesitation
Observance of the duties of one's own class is not

i/flfcCabsolutely necessary. The BvG.expresses the same view 
in XVIII-65. Vallabha favours this exception only in 
the case of a PustI Bhakta. The BrG.does not take that 
view. It is taught to A.who is. explained here his duty
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as a Ks^atriya-As-a KSad&^triya he possesses a particular 

kind of nature-which he cannot ignore in performing his 

duty. The , lays stress upon the performance of 

one's own duty-duty required of him, by the society and 

he must do, irrespective of the consequences but with 

full faith and complete., surrender to God as stated in 
XVI11-65. In that case the violation of this rule will not

A

involve in any sin. Only one who is on the higher level 
of the Pusti Bhakti can violate this rule. Only when the

• * A

performance of a class duty proves a hindrance to his 

devotion. ,

•BRAHMANIRVAN ft
—............. .............. .

. This word occurs in the Gita in 11-72, V-24,25,26, 
orj \ C“-

ahd VI-15. The BrG.does not use it in the Buddhistic, 

sense of extinction of desires'. It is used in the 

positive sense .of blissful state when the soul achieves 

the goal of union with God. 'it- is known as the state of 

Brahmananda. However highly valuable it may be, but if 

it is not dedicated to, God, it is not worth its name.

So according to Vallabha actions of•. a devotee dedicated 

to God,, do not bind. him. He does - actions and yet 

does not do them. This is the real condition of 

actionlessnessust as grass thrown into fire loses its
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-form.-its nature of grass, so also wo,rk, dedicated to 

God,. loses- its nature of being karma. Though it is
f • A>

Karma, it is nominally so called--It has lost its 

original nature. But -the aim of this Karma, must be 

.the grace of, God. If it, is intended for any other aim, 

then this Karma will be the cause of wordly bondage.

Surrender or Refuge.

' , tcrfcC
.This idea is expressed in; the B*&.by the word

S^araniXVIII-62,65) Prapatti(TI-7), VyapasVaya/^CXYI 11-55
CTitZ

56). The gospel.of the B*G., is ended with an emphasis
’ - - " * " • . *»-«■

on it, to the exclusion of all other Dharmas-A.rjuna is 

advised by Krsna, at the end; to give up all other 

Dharmas and resort to. God, and he will be released from 

all sins. Thus, the Gita gives utmost importance to 

’surrender', as a means for immunity from sins and 

dangers-saftkara defei'wi-e-s from,its meaning in support 

of Knowledge, Vallabha accepts surrender idea. It is 

a cardinal, doctrine of his Pusti Marga.

Yallabha mentions three types-surrender, by 

body, by speech and by mind. That by mind, is the 

best.Yallabha has formulated two formulas,expressive 

of the. surrender idea. 1. Known as Sarana Mantra, 
expressed in-'Lord Krisna is my refuge/and the other
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knom as Gadyamantra expressed inlr^sna. I am ^fhy 

servant*. The second.Mantra is intended for the 

establishment of the devotee's contact with God, by 

dedicating his soul, body, mind etc. to God,without 

retaining his possession on them. This second Mantra 

is meant only for the initiated of the Pusti marga. 

Vallabha .takes the idea of surrender from the Gfta5, 

but has developed so as to meet the requirements of 

the devotee, of the Pusti Marga. These two formulas 

are derived by Vallabha frogi the Bhagavata. The .Gita 

is conspicuous by their absence.

From the above remarks, it will be clear that 

although, Vallabha has been faithful to the Gita,he 

has gone beyond its scope. The main reason is that, 

he'was more under the influence of the Bhagavata 

than of the Gita. He has deviated from the interpre

tations of the Gita concepts in his Subodhini - 

commentary only.
In the Tattva Dfpa-Nibandha which purports to 

be an independent treatise on the Gita, he has 

interpretted them strictly in conformity with the 

Gita-only more deeply and aalytically. S©, so far
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his interpretation of the Gita, is concerned he never 

trespasses the limitation of the Gita's character, being 

according to him, a book on Pusti-Maryada Bhakti. The 

Bhagavata, is the work On Pusti Bhakti, hence there 

are differences in his interpretations of the Gita 

concepts in the Tattva-Dipa-Nibandha and Subodhinl.



' CHAPTER - VII ,
APPRAISA L. _ \

f ESTIMATE OF THE' s'uDDHADVAIIA INTERPRETATION ) -

In this , chapter, we shall ..note a- few salient features 
of the 3^. Ad. interpretation of the Gita. In the previous 

chapter the short-comings - of T.D..and A .T . have been 

pointed out and also it was pointed out that even 

Vallabhacarya, does not confine himself to the Gita meaning 

in some,.cases and’transcends its. scope. The'main reason is 

that he is under the dualistic influence ..one that of the 
Gita in his interpretation of the;i/.Ad. philosophy and the ethe 

other of the Blia^at«J.n' his' interpretation of Bhakti.

Although the interpretation of the S-.Ad. school, 

sometimes misses the correct view point of .the Gi'ts^’lt has 

some good points, also-which are.enumerated below.

1. ' The merit of., the- S .Ad. .-interpretation lies in its

sole reliance upon the Sliab.da Praraana i.e. the 

Vedas, the Gita B.S-. and the'Bhagvatcb,

2. It is harmonious with the above.four S^astras.

3. It interprets each verse in its proper context-

4. It accepts Krsna as God and.ArJuna as a devotee.
* o #

5. It is- consistent through-out in understanding

the metaphysical concepts like, Prakr^ti, Maya etc. 

in. the-same sense.
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6. It explores every possibility of the power in 

inherent in the words,without deviation from 

context.
7. It interprets the Oita as a Smr\ti work.

8. It discovers from the Gita in all 4 goals -

(1) by Identity of the Soul with Brahman, through 

knowledge Brahmabhavana - becoming Brahman.

(2) Entry into Brahman by devotion of the Maryadi,

Kind in which the soul's individuality is 

retained.

(3) Participation in Joy of God by devotion of 

Pusti Maryadi Kind.

.(4) Enjoyment of God's love by his grace, through

love of the Soul.(Pusti).
% »

First three goals have been mentioned in the Gita 

but the last one is only suggested. It is illustrated 

inder BhagVattx.by the Love of the milkmaids of 

Gokul. This is the supreme goal. As Arjuna has not 

reached the highest plain of devotion, he is taught 

only the third goal to be attained by the Pusti- 

MaryadS devotion.

9. The word ’Yoga’ is understood throughout the whole 

of the Gita, in the sense of Union with God.

10..The word 'Brahma Vidyi' and the 'Yoga^astra* applied
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to the Gitfa are explained, as to mean that the 
Gita is a work which is intended to give knowledge 
of Brahman (Supreme God) and that it is a work 
teaching different modes of union (Yoga) with God.
In its theoretical aspect it is Brahmavidya and in 
the practical aspect it is practical. Both are 
necessary to reach the goal through devotion.

11.It divides the philosophy of the Gita: text under 
three divisions of (1) Viveka - Discrimination,
(2) Dhairya - Fortitude and (3) As^raya - Refuse 
of God. Chapters I-II come under 1 and 2 and III-X 
under the Refine by devotion as a means and 
XI-XVIV the refuse by love*

12. ;Of the various methods such as ideological, the 
raoral^the mystical^the devotional, it accepts only 
the last one with its physiological element (11-46,
V- 37, the psycho-ethical element (IV-26,27,62-63)
VI- 26, VI-14, pure devotional element VIII-14, XI-54 
.XII and element of grace X-10,11, XVIII-62. The above
element are.the integral of devotion.

13. It takes a positive view of life. It does not 
teach asceticism, but asks the devotee to remain in 
the. world and do his duty, regarding it as -God's

■ work. He should live in the world and face its
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struggle believing that God has sent him for the 
struggle to carry out His Will.

14. It accepts the ideas of work, Sacrifice, Knowledge 
and mind-control- bit as auxiliaries of devotion.
Each one of these has some value.

15.It takes May! in the sense of God’s power and not as 
illusion. Hence it regards the world and the human 
souls as real.

' 16. It accepts the Upanisadic concept of Brahman both 
- as Qualified and Non-Qualified forms of Brahman,
viewed positively as possessed of Divine qualities and 
negatively as devoid of earthly qualities.

17. It distinguishes Aksara from Purusottama and 
believes the latter as Supreme God.

15. It establishes from the Gita the relation of the 
Souls with God as that of « parts to the whole.

19. It takes even prakriti as the form of God.
20. It lays stress on the need of knowledge and 

morality for a devotional, life. A devotee must 
possess knowledge and be moral. If he has devotion, 
he will not suffer moral degradation.

21, It consider.^, the characteristics of a Sthitapra|na, 
a Yogin, a Jnani and a devotee identical. The worth 
of moral qualities is highly appreciated in the
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devotee's life.

22. It regards emanations of the world and the Souls* 
'from God not as 'changes'-, but manifestation of God.
The world is not a product, but manifestation due 
to God's power of revelation- 'AAv#rbhava', Similarly 
the destruction is non-appearance or going back into 
Brahman, by Its power of obscuration.

23. It fully endorse the Sat-Ka^a Vada of the Gita, 
which means that all objects with names and forms 
are the expressions of God. They owe their revelation 
to God's will. The world and human Souls are not 
phenomenal, but real, not as attributes of God but
as constituting the very-essence of God's Existence 
and consciousness respectively,

24. It asserts that the Gita teaches path of work, of 
knowledge and of devotion separately to suit the 
temperaments of seekers of spiritual life, but it 
believes that for Arjuna, the path of devotion as

- a means for union with God is taught. Each man will 
choose for him the path for which he is fit.

25. It recogfiises the limitation of the Gita, which has ]Umore authorftiveness than the Vedas, but less than 
the Bhagvaba. „

26. Philosophy unrelated to religion has no value in 
realising the ultimate goal of life.
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27. The ultimate goal of life is quest 6f God and 

, union with Him.
28. If religion does not help a man to reach the above . 

goal of life, it is useless.
29. Psychology or the science of mind should teach a 

man not only to control the mind, but sublimate it 
so that it will turn from the worldly objects and 
be directed to God only even while doing daily 

duties of life.
30. Faith is essential for a religious life, but it 

must be based on the scriptures.(XVII)

31. 1 man aiming at spiritual life should respects all 

men great or small, rich or poor, sinners or saints, 

men or women as equal.
32. The real knowledge worth.seeking is- SattvitoLkind of 

knowledge, by which a man can realise oneness in 

diversity and rise higher, in the scale of realisa

tion of God.
33. A life of a householder is better than that of an ffsse 

ascetic, if a devotee makes use of it in the service

tif God.
34. A man's life acquires worth and importance by his 

qualities, and not by birth.
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35. A man should make the best use of the opportunities

of life for establishing contact with God. "Regard God ss 
as not only truth and knowledge, but as joy and love. 
Love all beings, give them joy and you will get love 
of God.

36. Life is reality, not a dream or illusion. The world
\

is also reality. One should be optimistic, and bear 
even the ills of life calmly and cheerfully, 
believing that they are useful in a man's spiritual dS9 

' development.
37. One must know that there is the Hand of Divinity 

shaping all the events and happenings either in the 
lives of the individuals or of the nations. The seem
ing turns of fortune, are due to God's will. It is, 
therefore, the duty of a man in all his experiences 
of life to submit to the will of God.

38. God's grace depends upon the devotee's unconditional 
love for God and purity of his character.

THE HISTORICAL BACK-GROUND FOR VALLABHA'S ijUDDHADVAITA.
The above features of the Vallabha school are revealed • 

in Vallabha*s own waitings -independent works or the
A.commentaries on the Bha^vaterete. He preached his metaphysical 

and religious ideas to all those who aspireda after spiritual 
life. Some of these ideas were thought by other schools of
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, religions and philosophical thought as new ones. But 
Vallabha'said that, they were not new. They are the old 
ideas in new form. They were there in the Vedic and the 
Upanishadic-literature, but lay there.unexplored and 
hidden for many years. They were knowhto the Buddhists and 
the Jainas,. but they did not consider them valuable due. to 
their hostility to the Vedas. They deprecated the ideas of ’ 
the rituals and knowledge of God. Buddha dwelt upon 
character, concentration and knowledge as. essential 
qualities of an ideal man. He accepted Karma in place of 
God.. Even' the Soul is reduced to a series of ^jU®c&ng ideas. 

Buddhism had-its days of triumph. Buddhism gave -temporary 
-set back to the Vedic ideas. Tbe Buddhistic age was followed 
by the awakening’of the Hindu-Dharma due to leadership of 
£?athkara. Before Samkara started his campaign against 
Buddhism, new trends had appeared in the Indian Philosophy. 
The Samkhyas challenged the Upaniacidic concept of Brahman 
and said that the world was an evolute -from Prak^ti (matter) 
and not God. It denied the principle of God and rejected 
Karm^, for to him Karma was a1 cause of bondage. The Yoga 
school accepted the metaphysics of the Samkhyas, but taught 
meditation as a means of escape from all sufferings, and 
for this, need of God was felt, but this God was only 

- Omniscient .and Omnipresent and not the maker-of .the .Universe.
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They were, followed by the' Naivayikas and the Vai^esykas 

who do doubt recognised God, but that ($od was only a Super
soul and an efficient cause^ the tafee material cause, being 
atoms. The Purva Mimansa scho&l did not care for God. The 
sacrifice!, in that system took the place of God. This was the
state of the metaphysics•and Religion of the Vedas in the 

t iage before Saihkara. Samkara in his campaign, for the revival 
of the Vedas, attacked Buddhisjji and also the above schools, 
which did not accept the .metaphysics' of the Upanis^ads.
S^affikara evolved new metaphysics which was a synthesis of the 

Upanis^adic and the -Buddhist. He rejected the Shifty a v$/ia of the 
Bandhdsr,- but lent support to the Vi jHanvada by identifying 
Reality with consciousness. He profounded.the doctrine of 
Nirguna' Brahman as Supreme Reality and advocated the knowledge
of Nirguna Brahman as a means to• Moksa. He under^valued the ^

* * ,
sacrificial institution and de emphasised on the importance of 
knowledge and asceticism. He was much influenced by the Avidya 
principle of the Baudhas in premalgating his Maya theory of 
illusion. Ramanuja who succeeded him as a great Hearya 
was dissatisfied with Samkar4s exposition of the SfpanisHadic 
metaphysics. He scented influence of Buddhism in his *
philosophy. He found sfattlkara's interpretation of Brahman as 

Nirguna, not only wrong, but opposed to the Upaniskadic 
teaching. He came forward with a plea of Brahman - as
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Nirguna and Saguna. The same Brahman .was described in the

*> '* - _Upanis^ads, as both. He did not declare like daihkara, that 

the Nirguna Brahman was principal and the. Saguna - 
Secondary, due to.MIya. To him it-is one.‘Brahman, 
represented dually, and it is Principle. He rejected 
S*amkara's 'Maya1 as illusion, but said that it was the 
wonderful power of God. He did not say like Jarakara that the 

creativeness belonged only to personal God and not to 
impersonal Brahman; but supported his view of Brahman's 
being material and efficient cause of the Universe, from 
the Upanis^ads. The world being the work of God, and not 
due to 'Maya' (Illusion), it was real. He honoured the 
sacrificial institution and preached that work in the form 
of the rituals should be combined with knowledge as a means 
to Moksa.mere knowledge cannot help one to attain Moksa.
This combination of work and knowledge is known as Jnana- 
Karma Samuccaya. It is tentament to Worship^Devotion has 
no separate treatment, but it is included under knowledge 
or Worship. His philosophy is known as Vis\idhadvaita - }■
Non-Dualism which regards the world and the souls as 
attributes of God both in the.cause* as well as effect 
condition of God.

Ramanuja was followed by Madvacarya, the Champion of • 
unqualified - Dualism. -Ramanujahs period'was from 1017 to 1137 
A.b. and Madhya ?s from 1197 to 1276 A.D.-He had an advantage o?:
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studying the works of damkara and Ramanuja, hut he was 

much disappointed at the non-dualism of both. He, there
fore attacked both ^asfikara. and Ramanuja. He attacked 

Samkara's Maya theory. He believes in God and Souls and 
matter as the three enlities, t>ut regards Souls and matter, 
absolutely dependent on God. God alone is independent. 
Existence, Knowledge and Bliss constitute* His essence. 
Although, Ramanuja's philosophy and religious approach have 
exercised a very great influence on Madhva, he differs 
from Ramanuja in some points. The main point of 
difference is his belief of 'Dualism*. He regards Bhakti 
as the sole means of Moksa. He defines Bhakti'as the 
eternal love for God with a full sense of his greatnessV.
It was he who for the first time recognised as an Icarya, 
value of devotion of the type of love. He should be credited 
with having prepared the ground subsequently for the 
Acaryas of the Bhakti Schools the sechools which laid 
stress upon love as an ingredient of devotion.

Prom the foregoing portion, it is clear that dafnkara 

discarded work and preferred knowledge. Ramanuja 
advocated the combination of both. These two did not \
recognise devotion separately, but identified with 
knowledge or Worship. MaHhva took a bold step in 
announcing devotion as the sole means, independent of the
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above two. Nearly two centuries passed, after this 

when Vallabha came upon the Scene. He took stock of the 

various philosophical and religious systems that were 

in vogue in India. He found that none of them represented 

the Upanisl^adic thought. Each one, no doubt was a good 

attempt, in its own way, under the circumstances, it was 

taught, but under new circumstances it could not suit all 

temperaments. He thought also of the condition of the 
country. He found iatfikara's Non-Dualism - nothing but a

l A. ^ITTdisguised form of the Settyavada or Vijilanyada of the 

Bauddhas. He no doubt revived the Vedas, but refused to 

accept the Sa?*<u as authority as they dealt with 

the rituals. He thlfs accepted only the Upanis^ads. Even 

here he misinterpreted them, of course with a bonafide 

intention of reviving the authority of the Vedas, which 

under Buddhism had greatly suffered. Again his advocacy 

of knowledge and ascetiMcism did not appeal to him. His 

view of the world as unreal seemddto be giving a death 

blow to the life of a householder, threatening disruption 

of Society. Ramanuja's philosophy was better, but it 

lacked some important features. He agreed with him, in 

his nature of Brahman and the.world, but he considered 

the Souls not as attributor of God, but as as His Midas* 

He differs from him in identifying devotion with
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Worship. He also differed from him in his conception of 
Moksa. He appreciated his equal importance to work and Know
ledge, but his non-recognition of -devotion as an 
independent means did not appeal to him. Again he found 
that the people were too much engrossed in their routine 
activities' to find time for knowledge and the- rituals. 
Madhva in -that respect was better than hfMpt in recommending 
only love for God attended by knowledge as', a means for 
reaching the goal. But his philosophy did not present the 
Upanis^ads correctly in deducting ’Dualism1. The world 
and the Souls are essentially one with God. They are 
manifestation from God’s existence and consciousness 
respectively. They are not different from God. This point 
is not properly grasped by Madhva. He, found Madhva’s 
principle of devotion, acceptable but not his metaphysics. 
Under these circumstances, he had to preach his 
philosophy and religion differently.

There is one point also to be noted and it is the 
influence of the Bhagvat**, The Upanis\ads having once lost

A *

importance, the Gita revived a»d; their' philosophy, in the 
epic period, in a more liberal way, to suit the religious 
environments. But during the age, of the Dars*anas, the 
prestige of the Upanlshads was restored by the author 
of the Brahma-Sutras, which did not only represent the 
philosophy of the Upanlshads in i-fcs their true
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perspective, but demolished wrong ideas of the 
Samkhya Yoga, the Nyaya-Vais’esikas, the Purva Mimans’as, 
the Pancharatras,. the Jainag and the Baudhas. So far 
the philosophy of the UpanisB^ads is concerned, its 
prestige was thoroughly established, but the significance 
of the religious aspect was much misunderstood. The 
authors of the Puranas and the Smrltis laboured hard 
in- their work to explain them. The masterly attempt was made 
by the BhagvaU - who took more liberal and uni vers&f view 
of the Vedic religion. This work was very popular. The 
religious teaching of this work was meant for all 
classes, irrespective of caste, creed and colour. Its 
teaching appealed to the majority among the aspirants of 
spiritual life for it taught the religion of heart and 
not of intellect; and it was best expressed in love 
for God. It did not require any means. Anyone, can practise 
in any place. Vallabha thought that the people needed 
the religion of heart - the Bhagva-fe Dharma, which he 
characterised as Pusti. Of course, he had studied,

S' »

the Vedas, the Gita, The Brahma Sutras, but he found 
that the Bhag'Vat^was the best work for the religious life

/v

of people of those times. He took the personal aspect of God 
in the form of Joy, and taught« His service and Love.
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-The saints and the sinners, the rich and the poor, the 
high-born and the low-born- all can enter the path of 
devotion and reach God. It was in one way the easiest, 
and the most practicable for every one. Taking into 
consideration, the general condition of the country - 
politically, culturally, socially and religiously he 
was convinced that the BhagVat^Dharma was best suited 
to bring the people to true religious life. It is this 
influence of the BhagVatnwhich influenced his interpre- 
tation of the Gita and even the Brahma Sutras.' He 
broughtout txro prominent ideas from the Upanishads - the 
concept of God as Truth, Knowledge and Love or Joy - 
with a particular stress on the Love aspect of God 
(Rasa or Inanda) and the concept of the Sadhana of 
Devotion or Love, which'is a fusion of all other means,- 
such sacrifice, knowledge, mind-control, austerity, 
renunciation etc., but all as subordinate to love which 
should be expressed in service of Qod. The form of God 
as Love appealed to him the . . As . God is Love,
He can be reached only.by love. On this assumption, 
which of course was based upon.the Upanishads, but 
further strengthened by the BhagVabw The Gita describes 
Supreme God as Purus^ottama, but His nature as Love 
of Inanda is not described. It simply says that .it. is
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higher, than the Aksara, but the Bhagvat«describes the

Love form of Puruslaottama wfro is Identified with Krsna.
* * • *.

Not only that it indicates the ways how.to enjoy God's 

love, by the love of the devotees by the episodes of the 

different Lilas of God., The Gita's concept of Purusbottama 

is vague. At most, it says it is transcendental; but that 

of the Bhagvatnis distinct and clear. The BhagVats, by the 

time of Yallabha had been very popular. The Acaryas of the 

Bhakti schools and even the saints were more enamoured 

of the Bha^vaKteaching, it being liberal and-Universal 

and comprehensive. They wrote works on it and preached 

it.to .the. people. The Bhagvat^was Yallabha's favourite 

scripture. He wrfcte a big and learned commentary named 
Subodhini on the BhagVatvIt was under the influence 

that he founded his new faith and new philosophy, called 
-Pusti Marga and the ^uddhadvaita. He could not free 

himself from this influence in his Tattva Dip Bifaandha 

Part I- which is an independent-treatise on the 

philosophy of the Bhagvata. This is most important point 

to be noted while judging why the interpretation of 

the Yallabha school on the Gita, differs from that of 

others.

Another influence is of his environments - 

the condition of’ the country. A brief reference to this 

will not be out' of place here*
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Political condition - The country in his time was 

ruled by;the Muslim rulers of the Lodi Dynasty from Delhi. 
There were several other states, ruled by the muslim and the 
Hindu kings. There was no political unity among these 
rulers. The muslim rulers wfflnt to war with the Hindu rulers. 
The Hindu rulers, were also not. uni ted as" one community.
They often quarrelled among them. The burden of taxation ; 
was mostly borne by the Hindus and the administrative - 
posts were mostly offered to the Muslims.

Social Condition - The Hindu society was split up into 
many castes and sub-castes. Artificial barriers were 
built up round about each caste, by the strict rules of 
endogamy. Infant marriages were encouraged and the 
widow re-marriage was disallowed..In some cases the 
practice of "Satti* - burning alive of women on funeral 1

r,sj- *

pyre, on the death of their husbands also prevailed.
Socially the Hindus were very backward and orthodox.
They had many wrong customs.

Cultural - The muslim culture made its impact on 
the Hindu, language, literature, art, music and 
architecture. The Hindu culture did not remain as pure 
Hindu type, but it was a mixture of the Hindu and the 
Muslims culture. Persian language was a court language.
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There were no doubt the schools for Sanskrit learning, 
but the rulers patronised- the Persian schools. The 
Hindu states, like Yijaynagar in South and Mewar in 
North protected the Hindu culture against the Muslim.
Thus culturally India was not united.

Religions -There were many religious sects among 
the Hindus, such as the Vaispavas, the S,afvas, the ^aktas, 
the Pas*upatas etc. with their sub=divisions, each 
insisting on their faith,-as the right type of religion.
In the name of religion, many evil things cropped up - 
Vallabha has described the religious condition of India 
in his small work Krsna-Asfraya• Hypocrisy was a 
prominent mark In all the religions. Religion was more 
for show than for real practice. The ritualistic 
ceremonies, fasts, penances and even the Yogic discipline 
had lost their significance. The holy places had lost 
their sanctity. Ascetic life was morally corrupted.
There was no depth generally.among the learned in their 
learning. It was shallow and superficial. Life had become 
defunct. It remained only as a shadow under the influence 
of the Muslim truth. The solidarity of the Hindu faith ^ 

had been threatened by the differences of its sects. 
Theyewere two chief religions - the Hindu and the Muslim. 
The Hindu religion was split up into many sects without
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without any bond of unity. The Muslim religion-was 
patronised by the rule.rs and it was. extending its 
influence upon the Hindu Religion - the result was 
that many Hindus were converted to the Muslim faith.
All ceremaonials had. lost, their value. Sveff These were 
the general features of the condition of the time, no 
doubt there were some good ones, but they were very few 
and as--exceptions. It was under such circumstances that 
Vallabha thoughtout a way for the saving of the Hindu 
Religion and with it the Hindu culture. The Gita and the 
Bhagvat^suggested to him,‘ that the religion of devotion

i*v

.would be the best one to suit all people in all 
conditions. But he made distinction between the 
devotion of the §ita and that of the Bhagvat«*- the 
first was meant for those who although* they had love 
for God, but lived life accordingly to the scriptures and 
the second one for the highest Souls who have no 
earthly ties of any kind, but are solely devoted to 
God and seek His grace through losre. He, no doubt, took 
his ideas of philosophy and religion but re-oriented in 
the light of the Gita and the Bhagvate. This fact should 
not be missed, in judging the- worth of-the S’Ad 
interpretation.

The difference in interpretation of the S *Ad.
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school may be explained, either by law of development 
or Hegelian Dialectical Method. According to the law 
of development, every form of change is in the 
direction of development, and according to HegAl, it 
-is synthesis of theistic and antitheistic forces. There 
are periods in history when after the predominance of 
certain ideology, it$ begins to decline under the 
opposition of opposite ideology for some time there is 
a clash between the old ideology and the new one but, 
soon, they both are synthesised into a new pattern, 
which also after its predominance, is weakened, from 
the threat of its opposite, and after some tr&al they 
get merged into a new pattern. Thus there is a cycle 
of a particular becoming important and an opposite 
force challenging it and after some trial, synthesis bet 
ween the two. Thus the cycle is going on. On the 
ashes of the old ideology, the new one emerges. This is 
what we find in the case of the Hindu thought. The 
vedic idea was challenged by Buddhism that by Samkara, 
S^amkara's by Ramanuja, Ramanuja's by Madhva and 

Madhva's by Valla-bha. In this process, we mark the law 
of development, into synthesis of the old and the new.
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Vallabha's interpretation, in one sense ,is old, but 
.in the.i5th Century, it was' a new one, in the course 
of the development. It is like pure gold,; freed from 
all impurities, It is to use the phrase, old M«e (wine 
in new; bottle I- Attempt of Baraka ra is no doubt towards 

resurrection of the Vedic faith, .but he has not 
intepreted faithfully. Ramanuja's interpretation in 
that respect is more faithful. Vallabha,-in his zeal 
for interpretation has been influenced not only by the 
Vedas, but by the Gita, the Brahma Sutras, and the 
Bhagvat^ and also external environments - political, 
cultural, social and religious of the. time.

Now let us take a few ideas of the S *Ad. school, 
discussed.in the previous chapters and know whether 
they have any support from the Upanis$ads -

(1) Brahman as a material cause of the world - 
T.U.2-1, 2-7, 3-4, B.U.2-4-5 to 2-4-6,
Chh.U.7-252.

(2) Brahman as an efficient cause - 
Chh.U.6-2-2,3, A.U. 1-1-1,2, P.U. 6-3.

(3) Brahman as.Nirakar^and Saltern
s'.U.3-3, 3-16, 3-1?, 3-19.

(4) Brahman as a substratum of opposite qualities- 
S'.U. 3-20.
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(5) Brahman as Love (Rasa) or Ananda - 

T.U.2-5 Brahmanand£Valii and Bhuman in 
Chh.U. '

(6) Purusi^ottama as superior to Aksar<- -
. M.U.2-2.

(7) Aksara as foot of Visnu - K.U.3-9.

(8j Krsna as Para Brahman - Gopal Tapini.; ’ ' Upanis^ad.
(9) One Brahman without differences

Chh.U.6-21. ' '
(10) The world as Gdd*s manifestation from His 

Existence part and the reality of the world-* 
Chh.U.7-26-2, 6-1-1, 6-2-1, T.U.2-7. .

(11) Changeless manifestation of Brahman in the 
world and the Souls - Avikrita Pariraaraa - 
T.U.2-7.

(12) The Soul as a fragment of God - .
R.S.10-90-3, Chh.U.6-3^2, 8-15.

(13) Atomic size of the Soul - S.U.5-8, 5-9.
(14) Aksara as of finite joy of God' - T.U.2-8. 
(15|i Equal importance of knowledge and Work -

B.U.4-4-6, and 3-1-1.
(16) Purvakanda and Uttarkanda of the Vedas - 

The Work-'part and the-knowledge part- as 
complementary of each other. Chh.U.1-1-10,
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B.U.4-4-22.

(17) Para Bhakti or Love - S'.U. 6-23.
(18) Bhakti superior to Asrama Dhartnas -

T.U.2-1.
(19) Inferiority of mere Sacrificial ceremony 

to knowledge - M.U. 3-2-6.
(20) Superiority of devotion of the type of love 

to all other means - M.U. 3-23. ,
(21) Sarvatmabhava - Realisation of God every 

where - Chh.7-24-1* where it is characterised 
as Bhuman and M.U. 3-2-3 where it is referred 
to as the inner strength of the Soul. _

(2$) Doctrine of Surrender - S'.U. 3-19y 6-18.
(23) Surrender or belonging to God is superior to

Mukti - T.U. 2-1.- -
(24) God's grade - M.U. 3-2-8, K.Uil-2-20, 1-2-22,

s«.u.3-21.
(25) Soul's likeness with God and not identity in 

the state of Moksa - M.U. 3-3, S.U. 6-8,
(26) The goal as union with God or establishing 

contact with God. - M.U. 2-8. It is "not the 
Union with Aksara but Divinity or Supreme God.

4k

The words 'Para Purusa' and Divya are suggestive 
of Union with Supreme God.
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(27) The'goal of enjoyment of God’s love by 

the Soul as a separate entity - T.U.2-1.
(28) Revelation of God to His devotees - 

T.S.7-36 and K.U. 1-3-12.
(29) Immunity from sins to the devotee - M.U.2-2-8, 

Chh.U.5-24-3, B.4-4-23, N.T.U.2-7.
(30) God as urger and controller of the actions and 

greater of fruits -.Kau. 3-©.
All the above ideas have been considered by the 

Gita and also the author of the B.?S, The Vallabha 
school interprets them, without any distortion of 
their original significance* Benefitted by- the new 
knowledge of these ideas expressed in the Bhagyab* 
the school has literalised them and endeavoured to 
make them universally applicable to seekers of

4God's love - be they aafcany country or of any 
community.

Now we shall-take only three important ideas of the 
Gita - Work, Knowledge and devotion and note why he 
prefers devotion to other two.

We have noted his attitude to Karma. He does not 
reject it altogether. He accepts it with limitation. It 
has also its use if utilised in the service of God. The 
following are important points why he rejected the Karma
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theory as the sole doctrine of the Gita*

VAhhABHACARYA »S ATTITUDE TO KARMA:

(1) M.U. 1-2-7 deprecates the Sacrifices, as fruit 1
- *

boats'in crossing the ocean of worldly 

existence. = ■ •

(2) B.U.4-4-22 consider Karma as inferior to 

knowledge. There the'sacrifice' is recognised 

only as a pre-requisite of knowledge. So Karma 

cannot be of equal value in comparison to 

knowledge (B .S .3-4-8)

(3) M.M.10/5 says that one cannot get immertality

by Karma (B.S .3-4-43). ;

(4) B.U.4-5-15 says that the performance of Karma

may be thought possible only in the State.of 

dualistic knowledge, but when a man has got 

knowledge by which he realises unity of Brahman, 1 

it is not necessary (B.S.3-4-11).

(5) Only householders physically and mentally 

fit and rich can perform sacrifices. The path 

of Vedic Karma is not meant for all.

(6) The Karma-marga is very difficult. It involves

labour and trouble
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(7> It requires money, means and favourable 

circumstances.
(8) It depends upon the purity of the place (Desfe) 

time (Kala), Agent (Priest, wealth and Mantra- 
which is impossible now-a-days. The man who 
wants to perform it must be pure, the priest 
through whom the ceremony Is to be learned

and pure of mind and heart; the money by which [ 
it is to be performed must have been earned 
by honest means and untainted, the place where 
it is to be performed must be holy - where no 
enemies are killed and people live pure life 
and the time also must be favourable. There are 
the conditions for tie performance of the 
sacrifice- which are very difficult to fulfill 
at present.

(9) The- fruit of'the Karma (Sacrifices) is perishable. 
It cannot help it the release from the worldly 
bondage. Heavenly happiness which is said to
be the fruit of the sacrifices is enjoyed by . 
the sacrificer till the exhaustion of his 
merits (B.G .20,21).
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(10) Persons devoted solely to the.performance

• of the sacrifices for fulfilment of their 
desires are described by the (Gita) B

1as universe (11-44). ' *
(11) The Vedas which prescribe the sacrifices

to do so with reference to persons whose nature is 
made up of the sattva, rajas or tamas, but an 
aspirant of spiritual life must rise above 
these three gunas. (11-45).

(12) Compared with knowledge, according to the C.%T|«C 
BrG.IV-19, Karma is weak.

(13) In the listpf various sacrifices, the S.%T4^ 

says that the sacrifice in the form of knowledge 
is highest, so knowledge is superior to
Karma (IV-33),

(14) Performance of Karma does not conduce to peace 
of mind.

(15) Not only the Sacrifices but even the perfor
mance of the duties of the Varnas and 
As'ramas and moral qualities interfere with
the realisation of God or^the enjoyment of

‘-ro- •

bliss in Union with God. (B.S .3-4-31, 3-4-35, 
3-4-39, 3-3-35, 3-3-38, 3-3-40).
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(16) Karma is to be-done, according to Ms 

nature. Hence there is not one kind of 
Karmas, but many kinds.

(17) It is not known before hand that a particular

kind of Karma,will lend to a particular fruit. \ 
The path of Karma is mysterious, as the *1
says. Ultimately the result of. the Karma depends

Ofupon the will of God. -(frsS.3-2-38, B.U.4-4—22, 
BtG.X-4,5).

(18) There is'no homogeneity among the Karmas.
Certain Karmas are antagonistic to each others. 
The Vedic rituals or Karmas must be performed
strictly in consonance with the vedic 
prescriptions. If they are not done at a proper 

' time and place and in a proper manner, their 
results will be other than those desired. Not 
only that but sometimes they will involve the 
person doing them into difficulties.

On account of the above reasons, Vallabha does not 
attach much importance to the Vedic rituals. However, 
he does not reject them altogether. He thinks that if 
they are done free from desires and without attachment
and only in God’s name, They will be an aid to

i-l

/
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devotion. They are not condemned as frail boats, but 
are appreciated by him in his Anu-bhasya on 3-4-25 
that they are useful like horses to reach the 
particular goal on the journey, but after that goal 
is reached they have.no use. Vallabha divides Karmas 
into three kinds s (1) TdkibhaUtika,-.(2) Idhyatmika 
and (3) Adhidaivika. The last kind of Karma is 
identified by him with the- Seva or service of God.
Thus he goes a step further beyond the scope of the
t'riKiWJ. in his interpretation of the Karma.
HIS ATTITUDE TO KNOWLEDGE:

Vallabha regards knowledge as a equal importance
with Karma as an aid to.devotion. He does not agree 

#with Sarfikara in his conception of knew ledge which 
sublates ignorance. Knowledge which helps one to 
realise Brahman is the real knowledge. It is not enough 
.'that it should make one free from all the miseries. It 
is only a negative function of knowledge resulting 
into loss of individuality of the Soul.

But the Upanisads point to the enjoyment of bliss 
with Lord as the ultimate goal. This is possible only t 
through devotion. It only removes the grief of mind,
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but cannot protect one against diseases etc. It is 
unable to remove the Adhyasa of the Soul. It becomes a 
means for the knowledge of the soul and not for attain
ment of Brahman. It does not shelter against Maya. It is
to be transcended only by Parana or devotion to God
tfjK ‘
(©■tfj.VII-14). The path of knowledge is risky. It is 
fraught with.difficulties. All men cannot go by It. It 
requires the cultivation of certain qualities such as 
peace, self-control, power of endurance etc. along with 
repulsion (Yairagya) to worldly life and complete ^
.renunciation of the desires. The B-sG. is aware of these 
limitations of knowledge, hence it deprecates its value 
in comparison with devotion. It, therefore, holds 
special brief for devotion for’the following reasonsi

(1) There is no fear of fall or degradation.
(2) It Is easier than the Karma and Knowledge.
(3) ' It is open to all kinds of menj even the

sinners are fit for it.
(4) ; Its fruits* is not negative - absence of

unhappiness, but positive enjoyment of the bliss 
with God.
Knowledge requires controlling or.eradicating 
passions like anger, lust etc. They are 
internal to spiritual progress. Devotion, on the
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contrary sublimates them' and uses them 

in the service of God. If directed to God, 

they are friendly to devotional life (§**£•. 

III-37 and Bh. X-15,29).

(5) It does not depend upon any external means.

(6) Any place and time are favourable to it.

(7) It does not involve labour or spending of 

energies.

(8) It- cares for the union with God only and 

not for any other purpose.

(9) The Karma path is .like digging a well on the 

bank of the Ganges, the knowledge path like 

enduring thirst on the bank and the path of 

devotion like standing on the bank of the 

Ganges and drinking its water.

(10) Knowledge is Saguna.-.It ha.s its growth in the 

predominance of Sattva guna, but devotion Is 

Nirguna. The happiness arising from knowledge
•t

is of Ssfevika nature and as such it is Saguna, 

that of issuing from devotion is of the 

Nirguna^-qualityless kind. (Bh.XI)
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For these resources Vallabha asserts that the

Bhakti is the only means for God realisation, and
Oftthis is supported by the B-s-6. and the.BhagVata. -

t\

£>amkara accepts Bhakti, but he makes it subordinate 
to Knowledge. Ramanuja understands it in the sense of 
Worship. But Vallabha understands it in the sense in
which the^ Bhakti is understood by the lEs*. The Bhakti

Or»Kof the B-vG. is of Maryada" kind. But the Bhakti in the 
10th part of the Bhagvata is of Pusti kind. He advocates 
Pusti Bhakti as a Supreme means but in his interpretation 
of the Bhakti in the BvG., he confirms his remarks to 
the MarySda nature- of the Bhakti.
DEVOTION AS AN ACCEPTED PRINCIPLE;

Vallabhacarya has discussed this question in his 
T.D.N. and Anubhapya in B.S. The Purva Mimansa School 
of Jaimini believes in the Karma or Vedic rituals as 
the only means for liberation. Though later on knowledge 
is also added to it. s'atttkara accepts only knowledge and 

regards Karma and Bhakti as subsidiary to it. Ramanuja 
considers all the three Karma, Jnana and Bhakti 
(Upasana - Worship) as of equal importance and advocates 
their fusion. Madhva recognises only devotion.
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Vallabha is no doubt an advocate of the Bhakti 
Principle, he considers knowledge also necessary as a 
pre-requisite of devotion in its initial stage.'

He bases his conalusion on the strength of the
tVl W „Upanisads, the ., the B.S. and the Bhagsrata.

(a) Authority from the Upanisads -
(1) K.U.1-2-22 says that God is not to be 

realised by sermons, intellect or 
prodigious learning, but only-by God's 
ow choice. (Also M.U.2-2-3).

(2) M.U.2-2-7. The wise behold God in his 
immortal and joy-form by intuition or 
experience.

(3) M.U.2-3-1. The best among the knower
of Brahman, enjoys dalliance and love with 

God.
(4) T.U. One who knows Brahman (Aksara Brahman)

(b)

becomes fit for the realisation of Higher, 

Brahman.
The B-sG. VI-46- A login is superior to the
Jnanins (men of knowledge) and the devotees

_ Ur fffesuperior to the Yogins. (VI-46 & 47). The B-rG.
VII-16 to.19, IX-30,34, XI-54,55, XII-20, XIV-26,
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XV-19, XVIII-65-66, assert the superiority of 

devotion to knowledge.

(c) The 3rd.Pada- of the B.S. declares the 

superiority of Sarvatmabhava and devotion over

•.knowledge. The discussion that follows in the 

.fourth pada also leads to the same conclusion.

(d) The Bhagvata Purana is well-known as the Bhakti- 
f/astra. It preaches the devotion as the only 

reliable means for God - realisation in 

several places.

On the above authorities, Vallabha is inclfaied to 

give credit to devotion as a supreme means of God - 

realisation. He however does not.disregard the utility 

of Knowledge as; a preliminary to devotion.' In the 

initial stage of devotion, Knowledge of God's greatness 

is absolutely necessary. He accepts'two .forms of God - 

(1) Aksara (2) Purus^ottama. The distinctions between 

two forms, is made clear in -the BtG., Ch.XII.- There it is 

stated that for those*who wish to attach Aksara Brahman: 

knowledge, will help them, but those who-wish to realise 

Supreme God (Personal God) must have recourse to devotion 

which should be accompanied by the knoxtfledge of the 

greatness of God. In this way Vallabha does recognise
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Knowledge, but’ he subordinates it to the service of 
devotee. However, he holds that in the higher stage 
of devotion, which he understands as.Pusti- even that

T ,Knowledge is not necessary. Vallabha criticises Samkara's 
theory of knowledge, based on the realisation of 
identity*-of Brahman and the Soul. In T.D.N. 1-17, he 
points out the distinctive marks of Work, Knowledge 
and Devotion. The mark of Work is the•placidity of mind. 
It must keep a man's mind always unperturbed and placed. 
The mark of knowledge is realisation of Reality in all 
objects (Sarvajnata) and that of devotion, favour of 
God. Bhakti as a means needs Knowledge to support it 
but as a fruit (Sadh^a), does not need it. It is the 
knowledge of the greatness of God, and not that arising 
as Samkara supposes by the removal of ignorance and 
realising identity of Brahman and the Soul - which he 
accepts in his system. In this respect' his interpretation 
perfectly agrees with the B-*G. Knowledge is also given
a due place in his system. He does neither reject it,

}

nor give it predominance. Even j/amkara, Ramanuja and
or* 4<r

Madhva. have failed to see the real point of the 8-*G.
In this relation of knowledge-to devotion. According 
to Vallabha the fruit of knowledge is the_ attainment of
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of Aksara or merging in Brahman,, but that of devotion' is 
Sayu jya - Union .with God or enjoyment of the perfection 
in His lilas.

Vallabhafs method of approach to Reality is also _ ^

borne in mind regarding his interpretation.
VALLABHA *S APPROACH TO REALITY:

The purpose of Philosophy, as sfri Aurobindo says, 

is the realisation of Reality. The Western Philosophy 
only seeks to impart knowledge of Reality, but as far as 
Indian Philosophy is concerned, It generally aims at 
realisation of Reality. The various Philosophers in the 
West here tried to approach reality by some method of
their own. Such.as Mathematical, Empirical, or Linguistic

C . *
Transcendental,-Dialfttical, Logical- Analysis, Historical \
and intuitive methods, but the Indian Philosophers such 
as Ramanuja, Vallabha, etc. have.adopted the Integral 
method. Except this method, all' other methods are defective 
in the matter of realising Reality. Other-.methods give 
only partial view of the Reality. HA Mathematical method w441 
will inform us.only about the mental relations and the 
Ontological status of Reality. Empirical method is valid 
only in the field of phenomena. A transcendental method
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will arrive at. the priori forms of intuition and 
categories of understanding. A dial^tical method would 
give us the process of mental movement. A direct 
intuitive method can give a direct view of Reality".
(She philosophy of ^ri Aurobindo P.56, by Ramnath Sharma-) 

The integral method par excellence5 enables one not 
only to know Reality but experience it.- The Upanis^ads, 

The B*6. and the B.S. also-by emphasis on the realisa
tion of Reality. Mere knowledge1'of Brahman, which 
removes" ignorance is. not ienough. The Soul being a part 

of God, having been ^separated from .Brahman, has suffered 

worldly bondage. So it should be made free and re
united with God. It should" once, more live with God as His 
own, and participate in His bliss.

According to " the .Upanisftads - God is experienced in 

various ways -in Internal consciousness (M.U.II2), in 
the external world.(Chh.Up.1-8-6), by reconciliation of , 

contradictions in. God* (Isa-U-5,1-1-27), by receiving

rhelp from God in difficulties,• by experiencing ecstaticlerlT-c '""ejaculation. (The Br€&*.as a philosophy of God-realisa- . 
tion by Ranade P.260 to 264). The -T.U. in one S#rti 

declares the satisfaction of desires the fruit of the 
realisation of God, in His company. (So -?Shute Sarvan 

KamanSada Brahmana Vepascheta)The passage Brahmavid
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attains Reality'* (Supreme God) who is'identified-with

Love -(Rasa) or Bliss (Arianda)* Thealso affirms

that mere knowledge of-Reality "is useless unless..

accompanied by its -realisation. So after having given

Arjuna .the Knowledge' about the greatness of God in

.chapters 7 to 10y Krsna as' God- reveals to Him His

Universal.form. There Krsna tells Ariuna that His form

can be seen-not by any other means except by devotion, because

because God cannot be - seen with’ Physical eyes. He can

be seen only by Divine eyes by .the grace of God.- ^
-

(frrG.XI-53,54). The author of.the B.S. Vouchej to the 

statement that God's vision caii be had by the devotee 

by His grace (B.S .3-2-24). Dr. Ranade indicates from 

the B-iG.various ways , of realising God through 

meditation, such as -the1 ideological-, the moral,' the . . 

mystical and the devotional.. Vallabha accepts,the

integral method of realisation of God by devotional way.- .
cisltc , ■ •

He no i doubt accepts - other .vrays, o-f the B-rG. Such as'of. 

sacrifice, work* charity, penance, self-control,\ 

knowledge and worship,, but he brings them all under the 

devotion of the Pusti MaryadalKind - the devotion of
•J* m

the nine-fold nature, seeking God's.grace through
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surrender. The devotee, says the &tG,(XVIII-68) 

who offers devotion to God, shall without doubt attain 
God. So according to Vallabha, the goal pointed out by 

the Bt?G. is attainment of Supreme God. Vallabha, however, 
rises about the concept of God as Sat-dhit-Anand*.

His Supreme® God is in His perfect form, Rasa-svarupa- 

or Anand«*Svarupa. This form can be experienced only by 

Love, devotion'i.e. the devotion of pure Pusti Kind, 

which has tiie aspects - love in the state of Union with 

God and Love in the state of separation. In the first 
state, the suggests the Seva (Service) way and in the 

second state, the feeling of agony of'separation and 
passing time by remembering God mentally and reciting 
His lilas and'qualities. Vallabha however does not 
dispense with Knowledge. He thinks it is necessary for 
understanding Reality. For this , he adopts the Prasm^n^ 

way -.the way by which he supports his view of Reality, 

by the authority of the scriptures, but for realising 
God, he adopts the prameya way.

Thus he brings both philosophy and religion 
together as necessary to the realisation of God.
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dai&kara accepts only knowledge which removes ignorance 

<^nd leads to identity of the human soul with Brahman. 

Ramanuja a4ds work and Bhakti to knowledge. Vallabha 

takes devotion alone as Supreme means of realisation 

of God. However, he says, knowledge is-useful in the 

service of devotion in the preliminary stage in the 

Maryada Kind, but when devotion reaches the higher stage 

of pure love devotion, the Knowledge is useless. On the 

contrary, it impresses the progress of devotion.

This point of Vallabha’s approach to Reality must be 

borne in mind well. The Sum and substance of his 

teaching, based upon the is that, first one should

know Reality.and 4hen realise Him, through devotion 

and surrender*

In spite of the above explanations, in vindication
f

of the interpretation of the S.'Ad. School, the writer 

of the thesis is conscious of its sectarian na'tsi.'Yfe.

But this will apply to every school of philosophical 

thought in India. The original exponent” of a particular 

thought may not have thought about it, narrawly and 

with a sectarian"bias, but in course of time, In \kx. 
hands of the followers of that particular school it
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has acquired sectarian character. There are ’isms‘ 

.represented by narrow and one sided thinking1 everywhere 

not only-'in spheres of philosophy and religion, but 

even in'the political and economical, spheres - The man 

who preached them were great personalities themselves 

selfless and above narrow prejudices of any kind. Their 

main object in their teaching was to show people the 

right way for their spiritual upliffe. It is also true 

that the interpretation of this school suffers from 

anachronism, since the divisions of Bhakti’ into Pusti and
* w

Maryada, and of the Souls into the worldly, the spiritual 

and the Divine were not in ’existence in the days of the 

Gita. This is .a great fjote and it cannot be depended . f) 

At most we can say that the idea of Pusti Bhakti known as 

such, is not altogether new. It was indicated in the

Upanis^ads as ’Varana’ or Parabhakti. The Maryada* was
• %

known only as Bhakti without any adjective. The Gl/ta 

also distinguishes these two types in the same manner. ¥alla 

Yallabha simply made them popular by giving the names of 

Pusti and Maryada. These divisions were, known by the
% m

Upanisl\ads, but in subsequert periods, they remained 

unknown, due to predominance of the knowledge concept, of 
^at&kara, that sWtkara included under knowledge.
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Ramanuja recognised its worth, but of the Sadhanrupa 
devotion, which is understood by Vallabha, Madhva 
preached Love-Premabhakti only, Vallabha also preached 
'Love* for God i.e. Pusti Bhakti, but he differentiated 
mere devotion as a means and ‘love-form' as an end.
Only he gave his - own names to popularise them. In that 
sense it is not anachronism, because the Gita is 
aware of the two types of Bhakti - one is referred to 
simply as Bhakti and the other as Para Bhakti. If the 
Maryada and the Pusti are substituted in place of the 
above two words, then fault of historical anachronism 
will not stand.

*3^*' "*

The real test of its fitness is to know, whether 
the interpretation is arbitrary or in consonance with 
the Vedas. Judged from this point, the S.'Ad. 
interpretation will stand most triumphant. Finally, it 
should be judged from its impact upon the society - 
whether it stands for social order or breaking of it, 
whether it tends to integration of the different classes 
of the society, or to disintegration, whether it leads to 
social good, moral and spiritual uplift of the people 
or not. .With respect to this, nothing can be said 
against it. It has on the contrary made an unique
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contribution to the work of social and religious 
amelioration, by admitting all classes to the path 
of Bhakti and showing them, the highest goal of life- 
which does not consist in seeking worldly gains, 
heavenly happiness or Moksa. There is a goal, even 
higher than this, that is union with God and 
participation in His God.

The message of the Vallabha School, from the Gita
toisjSeak and attain God by love. Reach God's love, by 

loving all creattoes (ereaturoc) without distinctions 
and transcending them in the final stage of that love.
Such love can be obtained if a man has knowledge of 
God and does his duty as work of God, for God, by 
absolute surrender to God, humbly and without egoism. 
Vallabha recognises the power of mind in devotional 
life. The three powers of mind, cognitive, emotional 
and conative all these should be well disciplined in 
the service of God, but he thinks that the emotional 
power - love, being principal influencing man's life, 
the other two should be brought under love.

The real criterion of Judgment must be to ascertain ^ 
whether the writer inspite of his particular view, which 
may not be acceptable to others, has made honest and
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sincere efforts-or not. With respect to this* thesis 
interpretation is justifiable. It has spared no pains, 
in supporting it, from the evidence of the vedas, B.S. 
the Bhagtoat«vand other Sources. Although it is consecu
tive in'the sense, it conserves the truth of.the 
Upanis^ads, it is new in a re-oriented form. Although
its sole reliance is upon the scriptures, it is not

thedogmatic, for it reveals the hidden meaning of/words 
although it seems to be intended for particular types 
of men, it is narrow and circumscribed, but has very 
liberal and universal outlook, for it makes love for 
God- Including as a chief ideal of life and sajgf that 
by this love which is to be expressed In all human 
relations and the relations outside the human sphere a 
man should reach God who is Love.
As for the message of‘abandonment of all Dharmas’ 
and surrendering the God in XVIII-60 the Vallabha 
school does not hold the vie\^ that the Gita requires 
the abandonment of all, the Dharmas as a preliminary 
condition for surrender, rather it asserts that all the 
Dharmas not antagonists .to surrender have to be • 
practised^ only those that interfere with surrender 
should be abandoned. If it is not understood in this 
sense then it will conflict with the sense of preceding
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verse XVIII=65, where Krsna'asks Arjuna to be devoted 
to God. Devotion is also Dharma, and if it is to be 
abandoned in favour of surrender, XVIII-65 is unnecessary. 
It becomes meaningless. The point is that devotion is 
an internal Dharma and it is not to be abandoned, but 
the external Dharmas like sacrifice, knowledge, penance, 
renunciation, -if they interfere with devotion, then 
they are to be abandoned, not otherwise. It implies the 
sense of carrying all other duties and obligations - 
religions or social but while doing them, one should 
remember God. The mind must not think of the Dharmas but 
of the Dharma in God for whom they are to be done. The 
S1. 'Ad. school alone has broughtout this meaning clearly.

The Gita’s teaching of immunity to the sinners by 
devotion may be objected by some. In (XVI11-66) Krsna 
says i.e. Resort to me abandoning all the Dharmas and 
I shall release you from all sins-. In IX-32, it is stated 
that the sinners, even will reach supreme {gpd by devotion. 
This immunity to the sinners by the path of devotion 
is endorsed by the author of B.S.-4-1-13 to 4-1-14 and 
B.U.4-4-2j M.U.2-2-8. This is to be understood not to 
encourage the sinners in the path of devotion to 
continue their sinful acts. All that &t suggests is that 
,if the sinners resort to the path of devotion, jnind ^
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will be purified, by change of heart. They will soon 
begin to repent for their sinful deeds and kno\tf what 
kind of life they should live. Once they become'conscious 
of the evil consequences of thei-r sins, they under the 
force of devotion will feel repentance, which will change 
their whole attitude to life. They will thereafter 
turn to good works and to God. Devotion acts as a force, 
which by its alchemy converts the base metal of his 
heart, lustrous as gold. Devotion.and with it surrender ^ 
are a remedy for their improvements only - an infallible 
remedy for the regeneration of the fallen souls.
Immunity to the sinners is understood by the Vallabha 
school in this sense.

Finally, reference should be made here to the ethics 
of the Gita and the.interpretation of the S*. ’Ad. school.

The Gita is not principally a book of morals. It is a 
book of Godr Realisation. It however recognises.the 
worth of morality in the development of spiritual- or moral 
life. Divorced from religion ethics has no independent valu 
There are different schools among the western writers on 
ethics who put value on ethics from their own point of 
view - physical, economical, psychical; (1) intellectual 
(2) ethical, and Aesthetic. Again there are kinds of
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values such as extnfnsic.vmd Intrinsic subjective, and 

objective, Relative and .So far the GTta is

.concerned, it is the intrinsic kind of value, it insists, 

upon but as a means to God- realisation.’God is, however1 

supreme value, if - ethics'cannot help in realising God, 

ethics is good for nothing. It may be good in social relations 

but not in relation to God. God is to be realised by 

devotion with the assistance of morals.. Dr. Radhakri- 

snan’s words,on relation ol’Ethics to Religion are worthy 

of notice.. He says - When one1 attains the spiritual 

level, he rises above ethical,"not that,he repudiates 

it but he transcends it (Introduction to the Brahma 

Sutras, P.165). An interpreter1 of any work has to 

interpret it in "coHffcrmity with its spirit and not 
superficially by its"'letter'only. in this case, the 

S*. 'Ad. interpretation has got utmost success, for an 

example, Samkara.and Ramanuja in interpreting .

XVIII-54-66, have missed.the. real point. This portion . 

refers to this kinds "of knowledge to.Arjuna - which' 

are distinguished by, the words",Gufoya (Secret), Guhya- 

tara (mpre secret) andGuhyatama (most secret). The Guhya 

according to him IK*, intellectual knowledge in'

XVI11-51-53, the Guhyatara - more secret, the knowledge 

.accompanied,by devotion (XVIII.,54-63) and the Guhya-
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tama through surrender, but. in all these three, kinds 

of knowledge, he says that they fcead to the final goal 

of beatitude or Moksa in the form -of oneness with 

Aksara. According .to him, Purusf|ottama is also 

NirSkara in the highes-t degree of knowledge. These 

three kinds of knowledge are the different degrees of 

knowledge whose goal is attainment of NirSkara 

Brahman. He does not bringout the full import of 

adjective supreme before devotion. He takes ifc- in the 

sense of the devotion of a devotee of the Jnani class 

mentioned in ¥11-16-18. This Supreme devotion is admitted 

by him as an ingredient of knowledge, with more ' 

potentiality than mere intellectual knowledge. In this 

the-heart should accompany knowledge, but this is not 

enough, the embodied soul, while seeking highest 

knowledge must be free from egoism and renounce all the 

Dharmas, and turn all his thoughts to 8. So 

he interpret^’this portion in favour of his doctrine of 

supremacy of knowledge for an aspirant,of spiritual life. 

Ramanuja derives three separate paths -from the Gita for 

spiritual progress - the Karma Yoga, the Jnan^Yoga and 

the Bhakti Yoga, but he identifies the.devotion 

obtained by self-surrender, constant remembrance or
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and or concentrated contemplation. His devotion 
does not differ from real knowledge. He recognisfs 
two forms of devotion «* ordinary as self-surrender 
and.remembrance and higher, as Knowledge - the 
intuitive knowledge. In this advocacy of the principle 
of devotion, Ramanuja lends support to the knowledge^- 
principle. He has also failed to cognise the real 
nature of devotion taught by the'Gita. The si'Ad. 
school explains that the concluding portion of the Gita 
mentions three kinds of goals.

(1) Brahmabhava - becoming Brahman, through
knowledge. XVIII-50-53 - Guhya knowledge 

■ of Aksara.Id

(2) Entering Purusbttama accompanied by devotion 
XVIII 54-64 Guhyatara knowledge.

(3) Union with Purusottama through devotion and 
absolute surrender to God discarding all the 
Dharmas, which Interfere with devotion v The 
s\ 'Ad. school does not identify devotion with 

the real kind of knowledge, according to 
Ramanuja, nor does regard it with g/amkara a 

variety of knowledge, but it gives it distinct
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recognition, by differentiating it from

work and knowledge. Not only that,-but it further

recognises the two kinds of devotion in the Gita -
one ordinary - of the Ninejlold nature without love

the other of the type of love, which is indicated

by an adjective 'supreme' Both these kinds of devotion

are blended in Arjuna, with more of the first kind -

hence the devotion of the Gita is known as of the

Pusti Mary&dS kind. This impart fact is not revealed

in the interpretations of Satflkara and Ramanuja.

Madhva discovers only one kind of devotion of the

type of love, but he says the first part (I-VI)

describes devotion mixed with work.Tfe^ second part

(VII-XII) describes pure devotion and the last part

(XIII-XVIII), devotion mixed with knowledge.
U.

Pursottamji has rejected this view also. The 

devotion of the Gita' S>s of dual nature - one for the 

initial stage and the other for the higher stage. It

is in the first preliminary stage that work and
*knowledge become helpful to a devotee. The S.'Ad. 

school does not divide the. Gita* into three parts as 

suggested by Madhva. The book is organically
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harmonious with an emphasis on the devotion. In 

different chaptersit indicates how work, knowledge 

etc. are to be utilised in the service of devotion, 

whose ultimate goal is union with God.

It has been shown in chapter- III of -this thesis, 

why the S.'&d. school reduces from the Gita,

Supremacy of the doctrine of devotion and that too 

of the Pusti Maryada kind. The discovery of the Pusti 

Maryada devotion is its unique'contribution to the 

Gita interpretations in the sense that it is the 

only bold attempt to discover, what remained unnoticed 

to other writers for considerably a long time.
j/aifikafa's interpretation cannot be accepted as a 

genuine attempt, for distorting the meaning of the 

Gita in his theories about Supreme Brahman as Nirakara 

the world as unreal, the human soul as essentially 

identical with Brahman, the supremacy of knowledge and 

the goal of Moksa. The Gita accepts the Sakan=\form of 

God as Purusottama (Ch.XV). It condemns those who say 

that the world is unreal as demons (XVI-8). It mentions 

that the soul Is an Ams'a - fragment of Brahman and 

not Brahman itself.(XV-7). Supremacy of devotion and 

not of knowledge declared in VI-47, IX 30-34, XII- 

XV-19, 20, XVIII, concluding portion. The goal of Moksha,
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as understood by S^a&kara is not acceptable .to the 

Gita. The goal is characterised as SadhctV^y «.

(likeness with Gdd) or as para gati or as. inexhaustible 

happiness known as Brahma Nirvana (V-21,24) in which 

the enjoys bliss of God as .a separate, entity.

Even the last words of Arjuna is XVII1-73 ' I shall 

carryout your bidding i.e. I shall fight -fihco-tly^ 

feaffiikara's claims,Ramanuja stands higher but he regards \ 
the world and the Souls as attributor of God which 

are Aif^as according to the ®fta X-42, and XV-8. Again 

he errs in not recognising the devotional element 

as an independent one. In other respects it is superior 
to ^amkara* He does not accept damkara's explanation 

of MayS as illusion, but understands with the Gita as 
wonderful power of God. The S*.'Ad. interpretation is the 

outcome of the beliefs of Valiabha - founder of S.'Ad. 

School. These beliefs were not borrowed, dogmatically 

from the scriptures, but were the result of independent 

inward thinking and contemplation. Valiabha had not only 

studied the scriptures verbally, but thought indepen

dently of-their true meaning. As a result of this 

process he had arrived at certain conclusions about the 

truths of the scriptures - which acquired the character 

of beliefs in him. The S.'Ad. interpretation of the
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(jltl reflects his beliefs. This however does not 

detract from-its. value5 since it is free from dogmatism 

and orthodoxy. It conserves the Upanis^adic ideas, 

in a re-oriented form for the aspirants of religious 

life In his age. It is not antagonistic to the 
Upanisljtads like Jaffikarar's interpretation', but enhances 

the value of those ideas by expressing- them in a 

■fi[ew fashion.
v> , „

Prom purely philosophical point of view, Vallabha's 

philosophy suffers from, one great drawback that it is 

tinged with mysticism. But this is the general tendency 

of every Indian Philosophy which is based on the Yedas. 

•Philosophy in Indian Philosophical System means’ 

experiencing Reality and not understanding merely truth. 

The way to experiencing ..Reality is by hearing the 

scriptures, thinking on them and meditating. By this . 

process the state of Stma-Darsfena revelation of God 

is reached. It may. be in the form of oneness of .the 

Soul with Brahman, according to S'arfkara, through 

knowledge or self-trealisation, according to Ramanuj a, 

by knowledge work and devotion,. collectively, or 

revelation of God according to Madhva,- by Love alone. 

Vallabha explains it by the state of the Soul's
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enjoyment of God's love and participation in His

bliss in God's company. This is mysticism ho doubt.
But it is a characteristic mark of every Indian 
Philosophy based'on the ¥edas. Mysticism is not 
antagonistic to-philosophy. On the contrary^ it 
renders valuable service to philosophy in comprehen
ding Reality by intellectual approach and adopting • 
intuitive method as the right way. Mysticism is 
nothing but the intuitive method for the realisation
of God. It is the highest stage in the development of

1 - philosophy. When intellectual philosophy fails, the
intuitive, philosophy or mysticism offers its service in 
comprehending or experiencing ultimate Reality. '
Dr. McTaggart appreciates mysticism'in the■ following 
words in his work 'Studies in Hegelian Gosmology-P.292.' 

"But. there is ’ a mysticism which' starts from the stand

point of the understanding and'only departs from it in 
so far as that standpoint show itself hot" to be- 
ultimate, but to postulate something beyond itself. To

fttranscend, the lower is not to ignore it. Presence of .
.mystical element in the interpretation'of the Vallabha
school has not only justification in the above words, of
Dr. McTaggaft, but is its.merit. •
1. The Principles of Philosophy by. Dr. H.M.Bhattacarya 

P.48. . '
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Before closing this survey of the s/.Ad. inter

pretation of the Gita,'it is worth while to quote the 
following passage from Dr. Raj endrapras ad’s ^introduction 

to the Gita which indicates how we should approach the 
study of any particular religion or of a philosophical 
system. He says "A reverent spirit is necessary to 
understand any religion. To start with a suspicion 
that the founders and teachers of Religion in any land 
were skilful deceivers interested in some scheme of 
self-advance-ment or -the advantage of some particular 
class, and that the rest of the people were duped to 
regard these deceivers with unbounded reverence and 
affection is foolish in the extreme. The mass of the 
people of ancient days, from whom, indeed, we have 
inherited-all the intellect we possess, were as practical 
as we are, were as interested in knowing the truth.about 
men and things as we are and as we were, if it may be 
so put, as suspicious as we were. They had probably as much 
intellectual acumen ,as we have-, and had indeed more 
time to examine men and things. The religions that have 
commanded the devotion of successive generations of 
normal human beings -in any country have done ^ so 
because by direct personal contact at first, and by
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experience- handed down as tradition from one generation 

to another, the founders and teachers of the religions 

were known to their-contemporaries to be good, sincere and 

deep thinking men, worthy of being followed# It is

not merely wrong - to display the detective police
imentality when studying -s religions. It incapaciates
A

one even-to understand it. "

The founders of all the philosophical systems or
- ^ of the religious schools were all we11-intentional,

sincere seekers of truth, with limitations of human

beings. Reality is like a many®faceted gem, and human

intelligence, in spite, of its so called perfection

can see only one side of truth. So the attempt of each

philosopher is successful, so' far that particular side

of truth is concerned, from his' perspective. This is
itrue of the interpretation of the S.Ad. school also.

VallaMia's interpretation is correct under certain 

limitations, it is all that can be said about it. The 
truth i^1 seeks may be limited, but whtMn this own 

limited scope it gives.its complete picture. We,conclude 

this with a prayer from the ,Bhag%at^4It .has - sought 

not only to explain the truth about God*, but indicated 

the way of love for His realisation. This interpretation
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will be commendable to those who wish to realise God 
by love. It is meant only for those Souls. Tha# way 
it lacks universal character, yet with its limited scope, 
it is of supreme value., both theoretically and 
practically. It is commonly accepted by all philosophers 
that seing of Absolute truth is impossible even for thfe 
best of philosophers and religious teachers. It can be 
seen relatively, but even that relative truth serves as 
back light to those for whom it is communicated .

The following.passage from Dr. Radhakrisnan's work7 
'On the Reign of Religion in Contemporary Philosophy' 
will be very useful in determing the value of S#.Ad.

V'Philosophy has to find out an all comprehensive 

and universal concept which itself requires no 
explanation while it explains everything else. It 
must be the ultimate reality into which all else 
can be resolved and wnich cannot itself be resolved 
into anything else.*#

^Philosophy is the theory of reality if by reality 
mean something that exists of itself and in its 

own right and not merely as a, modification of 
something else. The test of a philosophical theory
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is its capacity to co-ordinate the wealth of 

apparently disconnected phenornffni*. into an ordered 

whole, to comprehend and synthesise all aspects of 

reality. . •

Discussing the question of values of Philosophical 

theory in the Introduction to his book 'Principles of 
Philosophy ^n page 13, Prof. H.G.Bhattacarya rightly 

observes that*no philosophical :theory is a last word 

but is after all a hypothesis, accepted so long as it is 

found to explain the meaning and significance of life and 

reality, and as such is subject to re-orientation is
ft

light of further and higher imaginative. The same is 
true with reference to the S^'Ad. interpretation. It was 

proper philosophy in the fifteenth Century. But in the 

modern age with its scientific look and new development 

in philosophical .and socialistic thspoughtit may not claim 

justification to persist. There is^no wonder ff in modem 

India greater personalities like Aurbindo, "TV(*•/?«» and 

Gandhijj, with their broader outlook and greater 

sympathies for spiritual and nationalistic aspirations 

and deeper understanding of life, attempt re-orientation
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of. teaching of the Gita*. However, the historian of 

the Indian Philosophy has.to recognise the service 
of the S^'Ad. Philosophy once did, by its light 

which removed the darkness of si-gnifioaciog; from the 

realm of Philosophy.
c\ I w

•let us meditate upon tfee Supreme Truth which
: ’ A

dispels, darkness of.ignorance by'Its own light’.
JV d cv

"Dhamna svena nirasta-kuhakam Satyam

param dhimahi”
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THE GITA AND ANU BHASYA.
r""..... " 111 v "»■-

The following passages of the Gita have been quoted in 

the Arm Bhasya commentary on The. Brahmasutras , in support 

of the -views of Badarayana as interpreted by the Vallabha

and his son Vifthhalesa.
•* •

git/T ' B.3.

III -25 3-3-42*

IV -11 3-3-30

-37 4-1-13

VII- 3 3-4-21

- 6 1-4-25; 2-1-1.

-14 3—4—27} 4—1—14

VIII- 13-21 . • 3-3-33

20 3-3-54

IX - 13-14 3-4-33 -

20 3-1-10

■ 22 3-4-27

X - 4,5 3-2-39

. XI - 10 .3-2-24

40 . ‘1-1-3
'50, 54

XII _ 2 1-1-11

XIII- 12 4-3-17

13 3-2-17

14 3-2-37: 3-3-9;
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Gltsu B .S.

XIV - 3,4 ‘ 3-2-12
XV - 6712 ' 1 -4,-27
XVI-14. ■ ,• 1-3-23

18 - - ■ , '1-2-26

XVIII-14 ,3r3-33
55 ■ -3-3-30-

3-2-5; 3.-3-40
1-2-6.

73
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. A. P P E MDIX

GITA ANDUPANIS&S

B *

11-12- \ - Immortality- of the Soul -

11-16

11-25

11--4 .9

III-15

III-42 

III-13

VII- 7 

VII- 8 

VII- 9

VII-11

‘Existence cannot be from 
Non-existence and non
existence from existence.

Indestructibility of the 
Soul.

Inferiority of work to 
KnoxyLedge •

Sacrifice identified 
with Brahman and Visnu.

v.

The same verse in .

God, the creator of four 
classes.

Aksara as a Yoni.

Idea of lOm',

God putting seed in
Pra-krti.

♦

God as force.

111-133* _ v -Adhid«iii/f« or Adliidaiva
or Adhinhdta. ■ .

UPAMISAD3 .
•

K.U-.5/13 ' . 
SV.U.6/13.

Clih.U .6/27

Tai.U.2/1 
Mu.U.1-2/810.

Br .U.3/8/10

T.S.1-7-4.

K.U.3-10.'

Kan.U.3-3-9. 
.■Br.U .4-45..

Mu .U. 1-1-6.

Mu. U. 11,2 -4..

Mu,U.II,1-5.

-Ghh.U .VII',8,1-2. 
Tai.U.II 8-1.
Mu.U.III ,2-4.

Chh.U.'l-3-i, 
Br.U.1,5-53. 
Br.U.Ill,7-14.
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III-3-4 Aksara. Mu.U. II, 1-2.
Divya Purusa.

•
Mu.U.II,1-2.
Ku.y.m lo-n.

X-42 Transcendental Soul. 3/14

IX-19 I’he idea of God being
Sat and As at.

Chh.U.VI,2-1. 
Tai.U.II,7.

XI-16 In Sv.U.3-3,16.

XI11-13 & 14 The same as Sv.U. 11,1-16,
17.
Description of Jneya, Sv.U.Ill,11-21.
Ksara and Aksara. K.U.V.15.

* ’ Mu.U.II ,2-20'.

XV- 1

XVIII-73

Idea of AsVattha Tree K.U. III.
Divine Purusa. . ' ,s Mu.U.2-1-2, 3-2-8.

-Dectrtoe of Grace. ' K.U.1-2-20.
(Prasada of God) •, ' K.U. 1-3-4.
Idea of Arjuna's (Soul's) • • '
being ^charioteer, God a , ■ 
driver, a body a chariot- 
etc.
Vijnana. . K.U .1 -3-8.

XI11-33 Examples of the-Sun
appearing many.

K.U.1-5-11.

XVIII-61 God residing in the ' ' K.U.2-6-17.
heart- of men.' - ’
Gila1 s idea of the fruit -'M.U.3-28.' 
of B'nakta- Attaining-or 
approaching God.
God - s'arana of all - Su.U.3/17.
frap'atti. - ' - Su.U.6/18,.

XVIII-66
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References of the Gita ifleas in the Tattva Dipa 

Nibandha:

CHIEF IDEAS OF GITA - TDN VERSE

1. Nature of Jada i.e. Jagat ' ^ 23
2. Nature of Nescience i.e. Avidya. 24
3. Brahman though pervasive is

qualified one. . 25 , .
4. The chief and Achit - Sat and'

As at are the .particles cf Brahman 
like sparks. 28

5. Relation of Jagat (world), human
soul and Antaryamin (Inner 

. controller). 30
6. Vidya & Avidyd - the powers of

Brahman. ’ 33
7. Laya (end) of the universe by the 

withdrawal of the universe by
- Brahman in Itself. . .35

8. Way of Brahmanhood. 36
9. Various kinds of creation. 37
10. Maya. ■ 38 .

■ 11. Way of creation of the sky etc. 39
12. Nature of Devotion. ■ 42
13. Nature of God. , 45,65.,75.
14. Vidya and its five parvas -

aspects. * 43
15. Fruit of those who enter

BrahnESnanda. . . 50
16. Nature of .human ‘ s oul. ’ 53 -59.
17. Explanation of 'Tat tvarn asi

* (Thou art that) . ,61
18. Way of acquiring Vidya. 63
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CHIEF IDEAS. OF GITA • TDN VERSE

19. Brahman, a material-cause of the
Universe. $7

20. Manifestation and Bon-manifestation
of God in the form of incarnation. - 72-

21. Samkhya theory. • .73
22. Devotion of God by Love. 101

.Thus most of. the. ideas of BG (Gita) are explained

in TDN. The terms like Aksara,- Kala, Svabhava, Karma,
% .

1 ajna, etc., have been explained in the first part.
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PARALLELISM OF IDEAS BETWEEN GITA AND BHAGA.VA.TA.
Vallabhacarya has in his 'Subodhini1 commentary 

on the SHagavata pointed out the parallelism of some 
ideas of the Gita with the Bhagavata - Some of them are 

indicated here.,
GITA BBXGAVATA ,

Chapter Verse
II 11 3-28
II 16 10-84-36
II 46 11-4-22
II 59 (1-11-4

(10-10-16
III 21 1-19-8
III 23 10-77=30
IV 11 1-1-23, 1-9-24,

1-10-24, 1-11-8, 
10-28-6, 10-31-18, 
10-33-13, 10-35, 25
10-47-7, 10-68-29, 
10-81-30, 10-83-56,

IV .37 ’ 1-5-25, 10-61-32,
10-71-313.

VI - 45 2-1-6.
VII ' 14 I- 7-6, 1-8-40,

II- 3-18
VII 16 10-84-24, 10-84-30
VII 17 10-24-24.

VIII 3 1-2-11.
IX 23 10-37-9.
IX 26. 10-8-35.
X (4 & 5) 10-13-59.
X 20 2-2-16, 2-6-39.

XI 11 - 1-3-4.
XII 7 10-19-26.

XIII 12 6-9-36. : ,
XIII 19 3-26-4. ;
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